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This thesis was motivated by the promise that some physical aspects

of astrophysical jets and collimation processes can be scaled to laboratory

parameters through hydrodynamic scaling laws. The simulation of astrophys-

ical jet phenomena with laser-produced plasmas was attractive because the

laser-target interaction can inject energetic, repeatable plasma into an exter-

nal environment. Novel laboratory simulations of astrophysical jets involved

constructing and using the YOGA laser, giving a 1064 nm, 8 ns pulse laser

with energies up to 3.7 ± 0.2 J . Laser-produced plasmas were characterized

using Schlieren, interferometry and ICCD photography for their use in sim-

ulating jet and magnetosphere physics. The evolution of the laser-produced

plasma in various conditions was compared with self-similar solutions and

HYADES computer simulations. Millimeter-scale magnetized collimated out-

flows were produced by a centimeter scale cylindrically symmetric electrode

configuration triggered by a laser-produced plasma. A cavity with a flared

nozzle surrounded the center electrode and the electrode ablation created su-

personic uncollimated flows. This flow became collimated when the center
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electrode changed from an anode to a cathode. The plasma jets were in axi-

ally directed permanent magnetic fields with strengths up to 5000 Gauss. The

collimated magnetized jets were 0.1-0.3 cm wide, up to 2.0 cm long, and had

velocities of ∼ 4.0× 106 cm/s. The dynamics of the evolution of the jet were

compared qualitatively and quantitatively with fluxtube simulations from Bel-

lan’s formulation [6] giving a calculated estimate of ∼ 2.6 × 106 cm/s for jet

evolution velocity and evidence for jet rotation. The density measured with

interferometry was 1.9± .2× 1017 cm−3 compared with 2.1× 1016 cm−3 calcu-

lated with Bellan’s pressure balance formulation [6]. Kinks in the jet column

were produced consistent with the Kruskal-Shafranov condition which allowed

stable and symmetric jets to form with the background magnetic fields. The

Euler number for the laboratory jet was 9 compared with an estimate of 40 for

young stellar object jets [135] which demonstrated adequate scaling between

the two frames. A second experiment was performed concerning laboratory

simulations of magnetospheres with plasma winds impinging on permanent

magnetic dipoles. The ratio of the magnetopause measured with ICCD pho-

tography to the calculated magnetopause standoff distance was ∼ 2.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Astrophysical phenomena have fascinated people since the dawn of

time. The 20th century has been an unprecedented time of discovery in the

astrophysical realm. We have walked on the moon and peered out near the

beginning of time with the Hubble telescope. We have learned much about

our place in this expansive universe. As our technology increases here on earth

we yearn to explore and visit these extraordinary places in the universe. Since

travel to these distant places is nearly impossible, great minds have postulated

about bringing these astrophysical phenomena home to our laboratories on a

much smaller scale to study and admire. This is the scientific field of laboratory

astrophysics, where scientists recreate physics from space in the laboratory. I

present in this thesis a discussion of our attempt to create two astrophysical

structures in the laboratory: astrophysical jets and magnetospheres.

1.2 Laboratory Astrophysics

High powered lasers and z-pinches have tremendously helped the new

field of laboratory astrophysics. Although astronomers have garnered much

information over the years about the physics of many astrophysical phenom-

ena, there is still much that is uncertain. Ryutov el at. [122][123] stated that

physical phenomena will act in similar ways if the two regimes are scalable.
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This means that we could learn about astrophysical phenomena by doing ex-

periments the laboratory.

Remington et al. [117] has written an exhaustive review of the labora-

tory plasma physics performed by intense lasers and z-pinches. One example

of an astrophysical phenomenon being studied in the laboratory is the su-

pernova. Supernovas are one of the most energetic events in the universe,

exploding because of the collapse of the core. The methods by which the su-

pernovas are able to explode are still not fully understood. One of the ways

laboratory astrophysics can help understand supernova explosions are through

shockwave breakout through the He-H interface [117]. Laboratory experiments

have simulated the hydrodynamics of core-collapse in supernova, allowing the

measurement of the growth of Rayleigh-Tayor instabilities [117].

When supernovae explode to interstellar medium they leave a lot of

structure in the radiative blast waves they produce as illustrated in figure 1.1.

Vishniac predicted an overstability that could explain the structure in the

radiative blast waves. Many laboratory experiments conducted by researchers

Edens et al. [31] and Symes et al. [134] have produced radiative laboratory

blast waves using intense lasers impinging on targets in the background gas to

test Vishniac’s theory as illustrated in figure 1.1.

Laboratory simulations have also been successful in studying magneto-

sphere physics [112], which is much closer to home than supernovas, and has

the advantage that gravity does not play an important role in its formation.

Experiments using intense lasers have been performed to study equations of

state of planetary interiors [117]. Intense lasers and z-pinches can also simulate

protostellar jets and high-mock number flows [117]. Such simulations are the

central topic for this thesis.
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due to the thinning of the shock front.  Therefore they formulated the theory17-19 of the 

pressure driven thin shell overstability, now known as the Vishniac overstability.  

 
Figure 7. Images of the Cygnus Loop (left) and Vela Supernova Remnant.  These are the canonical 
examples of radiative supernova remnants.  Each is the remains of a supernova from over 10,000 
years ago.  The large scale structure seen in the edge profile is believed to be caused by the Vishniac 
overstability. 

 
3.2 Vishniac Overstability 

 

Vishniac and Ryu used perturbation analysis to develop a comprehensive theory17-

19 for the hydrodynamic evolution of perturbations on the surface of a blast wave.  The 

general idea behind the Vishniac overstability is illustrated in Figure 8.  The blast wave is 

bounded on one side by ram pressure arising from expansion into an external medium 

and on the other by the thermal pressure of hot gas inside the blast wave.   If there is any 

ripple of perturbation on the blast wave surface these two pressures can become 

misaligned.  This causes mass to flow from the peaks of the perturbation to the troughs, 

increasing the relative momentum of the troughs.  As the blast wave expands it sweeps up 

 

 132

 
Figure 40. Time series of images of blast waves traveling in 10 Torr nitrogen gas past a 4 mm spaced 
wire array.  Blast waves were created by a 1000 J laser pulse.  Induced perturbations decay with time 
as is expected in nitrogen. 

Figure 1.1: Visual comparison between the Cygus loop supernova remnants
and blast wave created by Dr. Aaron Edens [30]

1.3 Astrophysical jets

Astrophysical jets are an enigmatic phenomena occurring in many dif-

ferent regimes of the universe. Their high velocities and collimation properties

have made astrophysical jets of particular interest to the astrophysical commu-

nity. Astrophysical jets can reach near the speed of light and remain collimated

for thousands of light years [93]. Astrophysical jets almost always form out of

accretion disks. Accretion disks form around massive astrophysical objects in

relatively dense atmospheres. Angular momentum and gravitational attrac-

tion cause the atmosphere to rotate around the massive object and to collapse

along the equatorial plane of rotation until a flat accretion disk forms. The

mass of the object and the composition of the accretion disk determines the

violence associated with the accretion mechanism. As matter accretes onto

the central object, matter above a certain threshold of kinetic energy will

3



be expelled along the axis of the accretion disk. Often these outflows create

energetic collimated jets [135]. Astronomical images are shown in figure 1.2.

These collimated energetic outflows can form around many different

kinds of objects in space. Table 1.1 list various parameters for four types

of jets that I will discuss below. The most spectacular of these jets come

from active galactic nuclei. Active galactic nuclei are nuclei of galaxies that

are extraordinarily luminous and are thought to be powered by supermassive

black holes. The astrophysical jets that emanate from these bodies are among

the most energetic jets in the universe as seen in table 1.1 and their creation

is the most mysterious of all jets. Energetic objects such as x-ray binaries and

cataclysmic variables can also serve as sources for these jets. X-ray binaries

are double pairs of stars rotating around each other that produce bright x-rays

[135]. One of these stars is a compact object such as a black hole or neutron

star. The dense star accretes matter from the less dense star, forming an

accretion disk. The jets that emanate from X-ray binaries are smaller in spacial

scale than active galactic binaries, but still produce very energetic jets [135].

They also have very strong magnetic fields that could explain the energies seen

in the jets [135]. Cataclysmic variables are similar to x-ray binaries but are

smaller and less energetic [100]. The compact star in a cataclysmic variable

system is a white dwarf. Cataclysmic variables are not significant sources of

x-rays, the defining characteristic of X-ray binary stars. The jets produced

by Cataclysmic variable are similar to X-ray binary jets but are less energetic

[135]. Jets may also emanate from less energetic objects, such as young stellar

objects (YSO). YSOs are protostars in an accretion disk surrounding [135].

The jets that emanate from YSOs are among the least of the astrophysical

jets as in table 1.1, but their value lies in the many images taken of YSOs that

4



b)a)

c)

d) e)

Figure 1.2: Images of astrophysical jets. a) is a combined image of the galactic
jet from Centaurus A (NGC5128). The red is from the Hubble Space Telescope
and the Blue is an x-ray image from the telescope Chandra [128]. b) are Hubble
images of YSO jets HH30,HH34, and HH47 [124]. c) is a Hubble image of the
M87 galactic jet (curtesy of NASA and STScI) [32]. d) is an image of a
spiraling YSO jet from the star system HH49/50 [107]. e) is an image of a
jet from the YSO HH111. There are actually three jets in this image from
a system of three young stars. There are two smaller faint jets near the star
system dwarfed by the main prominent jet [102].
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Figure 1.3: M2-9 Bipolar planetary nebula from the Hubble space telescope
[17].

have shown great detail in their morphology as in figure 1.2 [135]. Planetary

nebula have also been shown to produce jets as in figure 1.3 [17].

The Hubble space telescope has taken extraordinary images of the

nearby M87 galactic jet, revealing that this jet stays collimated for very

long time as in figure 1.2. Recent measurements of M87 using centimeter-

wavelength very-long-baseline interferometry (VLBI) have revealed much about

the collimation properties of this jet. Junor et al. [73] has describes this data

showing that the jet leaves the accretion disk with an angle of 60◦, but then

collimates far away from the accretion disk as in figures 1.4 and 1.5.

6



Physical quantities AGN YSO XRB CV
central objects BH protostar BH/NS WD
Vj/c 1 10−3 0.3 10−2

Vesc 1 10−3 0.3 10−2

Lj(erg/s) 1044 1035 1040 1033

M/M� 108 1 10 1
R(cm) 1014 1011 106 109

Rcoll(cm) 1017 1016 1011 1011

B(Gauss) 104 103 109 106

Table 1.1: Astrophysical jet parameters, with AGN=Active Galactic Nuclei,
YSO=Young Stellar Objects, XRB=X-Ray Binaries, CV= Cataclysmic Vari-
ables, BH=Black Holes, NS=Neutron Stars, WD=White Dwarfs [135]

HH objects are a type of YSO that are associated with astrophysical

jets. Astronomers have recorded excellent resolution images of the morphology

of these HH jets. Bracciotti et al. [5] measured possible rotation in the base of

the jet in the HH object DG Tau using spectroscopic measurements. Further

analysis from Woitas et al. [151] of a similar jet emanating from RW Aur

determined that this angular momentum could wrap up magnetic field lines

from the accretion disk.

1.3.1 Theoretical Models of Astrophysical Jets

Astrophysicists have long relied on analytical models and hydrodynamic

coding of simulations of astrophysical jets. The theories of astrophysical jet

formation and collimation mainly fall into two categories [117]. The first cat-

egory assumes that material is falling into the central object of a magnetized

accretion disk. This material is ejected from the accretion disk and magnetic

effects form and collimate the astrophysical jet. The second category assumes

that the accretion disk is toroidal in shape. Material ejected from the central

7



Recent observations have produced 
much excitement in this field

Figure 1.4: Images of the M87 in both visible and radio wavelengths. Image
curtesy of NASA, National Radio Astronomy Observatory/National Science
Foundation, John Biretta (STScI/JHU), and Associated Universities, Inc.

object expands spherically away from the central object. This ejected mate-

rial is funneled out into space by the toroidal accretion disk. This funneling

mechanism collimates the jet [68]. The jet can further collimate due to ra-

diative cooling. Observation alone is inadequate to determine the collimation

mechanisms of astrophysical jet, although a combination of these collimation

mechanisms is certainly possible.

Magnetically formed jet production are modeled in three main ways

which I will discuss [85]. Case 1 are steady magnetocentrifugal models where

the jets are accelerated by a combination of centrifugal forces and magnetic

pressure gradients. Case 2 relies on transient magnetic explosion models. Case

3 describes Poynting flux-dominated jets in which the flow remains pointing

8



Solid angle very small

Solid angle very large

a)

b)
c)

Figure 1.5: Radio telescope images have revealed that in the M87 jet collima-
tion occurs thousands of light years away from the origin. a) is a radio image
of the M87 jet as in figure 1.4 and b) is a topographic rendering of the close
up image of the VLBA measurement of the jet origin. c) is the collimation
angle of the M87 jet as a function of distance from its origin. Each individual
figure reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature [73],
copyright 1999.

flux dominated far from its origin.

Magnetocentrifugally driven jets are the most standard jet theory, and

have their origin in accretion disks. Pelletier and Pudritz [110] describe the

process of magnetocentrifugal jet formation as resulting from the accretion

disk dragging the magnetic field toward the center of the accretion disk as in

figure 1.6. The magnetic pressure in the accretion disk is much less than the

thermal pressure. The magnetic pressure outside the accretion disk dominates

the thermal pressure. With the magnetic field spiraling towards the center of

the accretion disk the magnetic field outside the accretion disk becomes a spiral

9



hour glass shaped field. As plasma leaves the accretion disk perpendicular to

the accretion plane the plasma will be locked along the magnetic field lines. If

these magnetic field lines are sufficiently inclined, the centrifugal force on the

expelling plasma will be able to move the plasma along the magnetic field and

overcome the gravitational force of the central object. This plasma is then free

to flow along the magnetic fields into space.

As plasma flows away from the accretion disk the evolution is governed

by the complicated Grad-Shafranov equation [110]. The Grad-Shafranov equa-

tion generally states that jet flow is required to be balanced by the generated

magnetic field and this equation also describes the collimation of the flow

[135]. The collimation will be dominated by the hoop stress of the toroidal (or

azimuthal) magnetic field as in figure 1.6.

The magnetic explosion model includes a magnetized solid object in a

plasma atmosphere. As the sphere rotates poloidal magnetic fields generate

an azimuthal component that grows as the time evolves similar to figure 1.6,

except that the rotating magnetic fields are not able to escape the system.

This will cause the magnetic pressure force with −∇B2
φ to point outward from

the center of the system and explosively form a jet. Matt et al. [90] describes

this process as two donut-shaped explosive charges detonating around the

core. This forces magnetized plasma along the axis of rotation which forms

an astrophysical jet. This was adapted from Wheeler’s work describing the

explosion of a supernova due to a jet produced in this manner in the stars core

[146].

Poynting flux jets are an extreme regime of jet formation. Instead of the

jet being driven by both kinetic and electromagnetic processes the evolution is

dominated by the electromagnetic field in the Poynting flux case. Ustyugova
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Figure 1.6: Description of the formation of magnetically dominated astrophys-
ical jets [93][12].

et al. [142] states that if the magnetic field is aligned with angle less than 30◦

the matter flux will be dominated by the gravitational field. Then most of

the energy will be carried away by the magnetic field. Poynting flux jets will

therefore not have a high mass outflow.

1.4 Magnetospheres

The magnetosphere is an important part of our life and our way of

life. The magnetosphere protects our biological life from the solar wind and

it affect our communications systems, GPS, and power grids. Understanding

the magnetosphere’s dynamics is of great importance.
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The magnetosphere is the interaction of the magnetic field of a planet

with the stellar wind coming from the star which it orbits. In the earth-

sun system the solar wind is enhanced with Coronal mass ejections (CMEs)

which are ejections of hot plasma along with magnetic fields frozen into that

plasma from the solar corona.Earth directed CMEs can trigger geomagnetic

storms, usually causing interplanetary shocks [91]. The solar wind is a flow of

magnetized plasma with the following average parameters from CME events:

the solar wind velocity uSW ∼ 450 km/s, the solar wind density nSW ∼ 5

cm−3, the interplanetary magnetic field BIMF ∼ 5-7 nT, and the solar wind

temperature TSW ∼ 1.2− 1.4× 105 K (10-12 eV) [18][77]. Some CME events

can give solar wind parameters as high as uSW ∼ 650-800 km/s, nSW ∼ 40-

60 cm−3, BIMF ∼ 25-30 nT [18][77]. The boundary of the magnetosphere is

called the magnetopause which forms when the solar wind pressure balances

the planets magnetic field.

Figure 1.7: Diagram of different sections of the magnetosphere [95].

There are many different parts to the magnetosphere as depicted in

figure 1.7. Except during fast dynamical events Pascal’s law prevails giving
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Pdyn + Pth + PB = constant throughout the system. Here Pdyn = ρv2 is

the dynamical pressure, Pth = p is the thermal pressure, and PB = B2/2µ0

is the magnetic pressure. The solar wind forms a bow shock in front of the

magnetopause. In this shock region Pth � PB and in the magnetosphere PB �
Pth. The solar wind forms a large magnetosphere tail where the magnetic field

extend for many earth radii [115]. In the cusp region plasma can accelerate

toward the surface of the planet when certain conditions are met [129].

1.5 Goals of my Doctoral Work

The goal of my research was to perform novel laboratory astrophysi-

cal simulations of astrophysical jets and magnetospheres using laser-produced

plasmas and discharges from capacitors. This thesis outlined the scientific un-

derpinnings of the experiment, and details the processes and results obtained

from the scientific inquiry. The most significant results of the thesis were the

work done on laboratory simulations of astrophysical jets described in chapter

5. All other work in this thesis was geared to support this chapter or were side

projects related to the experimental jet simulations.

My astrophysical jet simulations required a high energy YAG Oscil-

lator Glass Amplifying (YOGA) laser system. In chapter 2, I discussed the

creation of the YOGA laser system, including the predictions for the system

and its measured performance specifications. A background of relevant the-

oretical ideas was given in chapter 3. MHD was the theoretical basis of jet

formation and the expansion of laser-produced plasmas in magnetic fields. I

briefly discussed z-pinches, as z pinches are a dominant function of our jet

evolution. I also discussed MHD scaling and its relevance to our experiment.

Basic laser-plasma interaction physics was described in order to discuss the
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diagnostics of the system.

Before generating plasma jets, it was necessary to understand the be-

havior of laser-produced plasmas with and without magnetic fields. Chapter 4

described precursor experiments using optical probes to observe laser-produced

plasmas with and without magnetic fields. I obtained impressive comparison

results between measurements of our laser produced plasmas and simulations

from the hydrodynamic code HYADES.

Magnetized plasma jets were created in a novel experiment with a vac-

uum arc set up for the purpose of laboratory simulations of astrophysical jets

as discussed in chapter 5. The scaling parameters of the jet were similar to

the parameters in YSO astrophysical jets. Vacuum arc technology was used

to construct plasma jets where a supersonic unmagnetized anode jet remnant

served as the initial conditions for a magnetized cathode jet. The anode jet

created a non-magnetized supersonic flow with a measurable barrel shock in

an axial magnetic field. The barrel shock bounded a cone of higher densities

and temperatures overlaid in a colder background gas. With this barrel shock

cone embedded in an axial magnetic field, the currents upon reversing direction

funneled down the cone due to the anisotropic conductivity in the magnetized

plasma and the differences in plasma conductivity between the two regions.

Maxwell SV software calculated the current distribution under similar condi-

tions and showed that the axial current in the cone is quasi-uniform as outlined

with the fluxtube. This created a fluxtube outlined by the barrel shock with

quasi-constant current subject to Bellan’s MHD based fluxtube model. Mod-

eling of Bellan’s MHD based fluxtube model showed a dynamical progression

of a jet-throat pinch similar to the observed laboratory jet progression [6].

Bellan’s model predicted the distribution of mass within the flux tube similar
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to the plasma emission distribution in the ICCD images. Bellan’s equations

predicted rotation occurring in the fluxtube. Evidence of this is shown in the

distribution of plasma emission in the throat of the jet as a divot. Kinks in the

plasma tube column were measured in the jets and were compared favorably

with Kruskal-Shafranov theory.

In chapter 6 the application of techniques from chapters 4 and 5 were

examined to study laboratory simulations of magnetospheres. Both laser-

produced plasma and plasma jets served as the solar wind against a dipole

target. The scaling between the two frames agreed favorably with the experi-

mental parameters calculated with HYADES. I discussed the data and explain

its relevance to magnetosphere physics.
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Chapter 2

YOGA Laser Development

2.1 Introduction

The use of a laser for astrophysical laboratory simulations is particu-

larly exciting because a laser can deliver a large amount of energy in a small

area in a short amount of time. The laser can deliver the energy precisely

timed to the rest of the system. The plasma produced by a laser target inter-

action is reproducible. High powered lasers are an integral tool of laboratory

astrophysics.

I presented in this section the design and construction of a glass ampli-

fied YAG laser system called YOGA (YAG Oscillator Glass Amplifier). The

YOGA laser had four main operating components as illustrated in the CAD

drawing in figure 2.1. One, the GCR laser was the seed and initial part of the

entire laser system. Two, the glass laser heads and pulse forming networks

(PFNs) were the main part of the system for obtaining a high energy laser

pulse. Three, the image relay system was very important for delivering the

laser pulse to the various amplification optics and was also very important to

the safety of the optical components and laser operators. Four, the timing

components of the system were very important for making the whole laser

work as specified and delivered to the experiment. For the engineering of the

laser system, calculations were made for laser amplification using photon pop-

ulation equations. At the end of this chapter I compared the results of this
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laser modeling with the performance results of the YOGA laser. Other infor-

mation about the construction of the YOGA laser is contained in appendix A

and the laser S.O.P. is contained in appendix A.2.

9071

Figure 2.1: We design the layout of the laser using a CAD program.

2.2 Laser Physics and Modeling

Lasers work by the principle of amplified stimulated emission within an

optical cavity with gain material where stimulated emission can cascade into

a laser pulse [14]. I built a glass amplified system that was seeded with a YAG

laser rod. The YAG laser was a Dot Cavity Resonator (DCR) that has been

converted to a Gaussian Cavity Resonator (GCR) to achieve a more uniform

beam profile to amplify though the glass rods. GCR-YAG lasers are unstable
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resonators that sacrifice beam quality for short pulse lengths and high energies.

Modeling of the laser system has its roots in population equations.

The model to calculate the gain though the laser rods included a population

of excited atoms in the gain medium with a cross-section corresponding to

the interaction of an incoming photon with the excited atoms for stimulated

emission. The geometry played an important role with the face area of the rod

giving more available atoms for interactions and the length gave more time for

the laser pulse to increase in energy due to stimulated emission.

In modeling the photon gain through a laser medium consider an initial

population of incoming monochromatic photons given as the photon flux den-

sity. Let the gain medium have a density of excited atoms with a stimulated

emission cross section for the incoming photon frequency. Let the probability

of an atom emitting a photon from stimulated emission be Wi = φ(z)σ(ν)

where φ(z) is the photon flux density (] photons/sec·Area) and σ(ν) is the

stimulation cross section based on the frequency nu of the photons [46]. Then

as a number of photon passes through the medium, the number of added pho-

tons from stimulated emission is dφ = n0Widz where n0 is the density of atoms

in the excited state. Thus

dφ(z)

dz
= n0σ(ν)φ(z) (2.1)

which is a standard exponential population equation. With the intensity of

the laser beam being related to the photon flux by I(z) = hνφ(z) equation 2.1

can be integrated to get the intensity as a function of length or

I(z) = I(0)en0σ(ν)z. (2.2)

Thus for a laser rod of length L the gain can be written as G = e(n0∗σ∗L).
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Glass type Q-88 Q-246
Phosphate Silicate

Peek Wavelength (nm) 1054 1062
Cross Section (×10−20 cm2 4.0 2.9
Fluorescent Lifetime (µsec) 330 330
Linewidth (nm) 21.9 27.7
Index of Refraction 1.536 1.561
at lasing wavelength
Nonlinear Index N2(10−13 esu) 1.1 1.4

Table 2.1: Specification of phosphate and silicate glass material from Kigre.

This model for laser interactions is dependent on the initial amount of

stimulated Nd atoms in a glass medium. The laser rod was a cylindrical gain

medium that absorbs energy from the surrounding laser flashlamps. These

flash lamps were discharged though a large capacitor bank. The standard rule

of thumb was that a glass laser rod will store 1% of the energy dissipated in

the flash lamps to the quantum states in the active element. Or 1% of the

flash lamp energy will be available for amplified stimulated emission.

There were many types of glasses that are used for glass laser systems.

Two main types of glass were phosphate and silicate glass. For YOGA, Q-246

silicate was used because the peak wavelength was 1062 nm as compared with

1054 nm for phosphate. With the line widths being on the order of 25 nm

FWHM the peak wavelength should be tuned to as close as possible to the

wave length of the GCR or 1064 nm. These and other parameters were given

by Kigre and are presented in table 2.1.

To calculate the gain, G = e(n0∗σ∗L), in the laser rods one needs to

calculate the stimulation density n0, by dividing the 1% energy deposition

(Edeposited) from the flash lamps by the energy of the photons at the emission
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frequency (ν = c/(1064nm).) and divide by the volume of the rod (πR2
rodL):

n0 =
Edeposited
πR2

rodLhν
. (2.3)

As the laser pulse moves through the rods n0 was depleted as the laser pulse

was amplified. Thus the stimulation density was adjusted by

n = no −
∆E

πR2
beamLhν

(2.4)

where ∆E is the difference of the seed pulse and the amplified pulse, and Rbeam

is now the radius of the beam and not the rod. I calculated the amplification

of the laser pulse by splitting the laser pulse into 200 compartments, and

sending these compartments in through the rod one at a time. The results

of the calculations are in figure 2.2 and in tables 2.3 and 2.4. Using this

measurement a temporal peak shift was calculated with a ratio of .88 of the

shift lag (temporal shift of the peak + FWHM/2/temporal shift of the peak

- FWHM/2) when compared with the FWHM. The energy calculated for the

laser system using the amplification in the actual set up is in table 2.4. As will

be discussed later on in this chapter there were two PFN systems that were

termed red and black PFN. The laser rod associated with the black PFN was

double passed. The total calculated energy of the system was 4.57 J. I used

the parameters found in table 2.2 for the calculation.

I calculated the B integral of the system. The B integral is a measure-

ment of the accumulation of nonlinear phase, and is given by the equation

B =
2π

λ

∫ l

0

γI(x)de (2.5)

where γ is the nonlinear, intensity dependent index of refraction of the material

and I is the intensity of the laser pulse through the medium [26]. This relation
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Figure 2.2: Results of the modeling of laser amplification. On the left is the
initial seed of the modeling, and on the right is the full amplification through
both laser rods. The peak has shifted .53 ns in the calculation.

was more important to investigate with high intensity lasers as it was an

intensity effect. Keeping the B integral low was important for the safety of

the optics in the system. The B integral needs to be less than one in the

laser system to have the optical system behave linearly [46]. I found that the

B-integral of the system was minimal at approximately 0.12 rad.

2.3 The Gaussian Cavity Resonator

The GCR was originally a DCR built in the early part of the 1980’s.

Greg Hays used a gaussian resonator mirror to convert the DCR to a GCR.

He refurbished and cleaned the laser before I took over the responsibility of

the laser maintenance. The laser had to be aligned after the conversion to a

GCR, and the alignment was monitored using a Cohu CCD camera model 4812

which had good spectral recognition at 1064 nm. The highest energy output

I measured coming directly from the GCR was 886 mJ at the beginning of

operation.
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Parameters:
Seed input energy 800 mJ (unless otherwise noted)
Energy in Rod 12.14 J
σ, cross section 2.9× 10−20cm2

Length of laser rod 4.7”
hν at 1064 nm 1.805× 10−19 J
n0 1.99× 1018(excited atoms)
Diameter of Beam 15 mm
n0σ ∗ L 0.69
e(n0∗σ∗L) 2.01

Table 2.2: General parameters used for photon gain population laser modeling.

Number of passes Energy in Joules Fluence J/cm2

1 1.54 0.87
2 2.71 1.54
3 4.22 2.39
4 5.73 3.24
5 6.88 3.89

Table 2.3: Simulation of energy gain of multiple passes through the Nd laser
glass rod.

Energy in Joules Fluence J/cm2

Single pass calculation, Red PFN 1.43 0.81
Double pass calculation, Black PFN 2.71 1.54
Full pass calculation 4.57 2.59

Table 2.4: Calculations of gain energy and fluence in the Nd glass laser rods.
The Red PFN powered the single pass laser rod in the laser system, and the
Black PFN powered the double pass laser rod in the system.
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Figure 2.3: An optical isolator uses a polarizer-1/2 waveplate-Faraday rotator-
polarizer combination to ensure that reflected beams do not propagate back
into the laser. The 1/2 waveplate-polarizer combination also served as a beam
energy modifier.

The GCR was capable of delivering an average of ∼ 800 mJ pulse with

8 ns pulse duration at 1064 nm. The beam exiting the laser was polarized.

The GCR was equipped to use a SH doubling crystal, but for amplification

purposes the fundamental mode of the laser was used. There were 1/4 wave-

plates throughout the system that can be adjusted to give maximal energy.

The oscillator and amplifier had separate controls to control the energy. I op-

erated the GCR always at full power to keep uniformity with the mode, with

the system kept under a nitrogen purge. I constructed an optical isolator im-

mediately outside the laser to protect the laser from any retroreflections in the

system. The isolator, as illustrated in figure 2.3, was aligned using a 1064 nm

diode laser. Amplification of laser beams can damage glass amplification rod

if the beam profile is poor. High curvature regions in the spatial profile of the

laser beam or “hot spots” can amplify nonlinearly, causing self focusing. Self
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focusing can damage the rod and other optics. The damage threshold of the

glass was about 25 J/cm2 for an 1 ns pulse and the damage threshold of the

coatings were about 8 J/cm2 for an 8 ns pulse. These damage thresholds were

all greater than the expected greatest average fluence of 2.5 J/cm2, but hot

spots in the beam can increase greatly and locally the fluence of the beam. To

reduce injury to the amplification rods the best spatial profile beam possible

was used to propagate though the rods. The beam quality through the rods

was controlled by image relaying the most adequate beam from the GCR laser

though the rods. A z-scan of the GCR was taken to determine the best beam

profile from which to image relay. The results are shown in figure 2.4.

The laser was a reliable device for the experiment, although since the

laser was an old device and since there was no one left in the commercial

industry willing to fix it, the problems encountered with the laser were worth

mentioning in this thesis in appendix section A.5.

2.4 Glass Laser Heads and Pulse Forming Networks

Integral to the construction of YOGA were the Glass laser heads that

contained the Nd-glass amplification rods. These heads were constructed at

LLNL and have been in use for many years in various projects. They consisted

of a stainless steel housing with a water inlet and outlet. They housed the 19

mm glass rod about 4.7” in length. They hold six flashlamps arrayed cylin-

drically and uniformly around the glass head. A macor reflector encompassed

the flashlamp - glass rod assembly. The flashlamps and glass rods were sealed

in the laser head with high temperature silicon o-rings. For more information

on the assembly of the laser heads see appendix A.1.

The glass laser head had to be cooled with a deionized water system that
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~ 1.0 cm

Figure 2.4: Beam image profiles of the GCR as a function of distance along
the beam path.
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was free from copper. Copper in the system could coat the flash lamps during

operation. The cooling system needed to have enough heat capacity to take

out the heat from the rods rapidly. I used an Affinity chiller in conjunction

with the GHOST laser to cool the rods. The cooling in the rods must be

constant, especially when using the beam to focus onto a small target.

Figure 2.5: This is a picture of one of the Laser heads.

I purchased the Nd-glass laser rods from the Kigre laser glass company

with 1.5 wt% neodymium doping. I chose Kigre over Schott, because they had

a larger selection of neodymium dopings and advertised platinum free glass.

The coatings received from Kigre had many visible imperfections on them, to

which Kigre said they were within specifications. It was these imperfections on

the coatings that failed near the end of my experiment. Kigre also suggested

putting an 8◦ wedge on the laser rods to avoid back reflections. From an

oversight on my part this 8◦ wedge made it impossible to pass an 18 mm beam

through the laser head assembly. The University of Texas physics machine

shop made new laser head insulator end caps that would allow the laser to

pass through the laser head assembly with the greatest angle possible. This

still did not allow the full 18 mm beam to pass through the laser head assembly.

I settled on using a 15 mm beam and allowed for some soft diffraction.
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The pulse forming network modules or PFNs came from Lawrence Liv-

ermore National Laboratories. There are two PFNs, one for each laser head

which were referred to as the red PFN and the black PFN. Each PFN unit

consisted of a high voltage power supply, a triggering circuit, a capacitor and

inductor discharge circuit, and a trigger transformer. There were two capac-

itor and inductor circuits in each PFN. Each of these circuits was connected

to three flash lamps in series. There were three 3500 volt rated 70 µF capac-

itors in each PFN connected in series with an 80 µH inductor. The trigger

transformer created an initial ionizing pulse in the flashlamps from which the

capacitors freely discharged through. For each glass laser head there were

six flash lamps. Three flashlamps in series were connected to the capacitor

through one of the 80 µH inductors. The total energy stored in the capacitor

bank, when the capacitors were charged to 3500 V, was 1286.3 J. The rule

of thumb for how much optical energy was stored in the laser rod was one

percent of the capacitor discharge energy. So this gave a maximum of 13 J of

available energy in the rods.

I experienced many triggering problems with PFNs which were fixed

by Joe Narduzzi. Narduzzi built another triggering box for the black PFN

after not being able to repair the black PFN triggering system. I have used

Narduzzi’s triggering box successfully throughout our experiment. The Black

PFNs Power Supply could be charged 4 kV, but since the capacitors were

specified for use under 3.5 kV the black PFN was charged only to 3.4 kV. The

maximum charge for the Red PFN was 3.2 kV whereas the capacitors were

rated at 3.5 kV.

There were several timing problems with the PFNs and I were able to

fix them with electronics. The Red PFN needed a converter from 1000 Ω to
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50 Ω which required amplification of the TTL pulse. This required building

an electrical device containing a signal amplification device.

Outline of  

the laser rod

Interference 

fringes

GCR Beam

Beam splitter

Beam splitter Mirror

Mirror

Laser rod

Camera

Figure 2.6: The heat load was measured in the rods using a Michelson inter-
ferometer of the right. The interferogram, on the left, clipped on the edge of
the laser rod to view edge effects of the heat load.1 PFN shot

0.1 sec 4.0 sec 10.0 sec

Edge of 

rod
~ 1.0 cm

Figure 2.7: The heat load was measured in the rods using interferometry. I
use 1 PFN shot for this measurement.

I measured the effect that the heat load induced by the PFNs had on

the laser rods. This gave an indication about how often the PFNs could be

fired. This was an important measurement because if the laser rod was over

loaded with heat the rod could crack. Also, heat in the rod can significantly

distort the wave front of the beam, which can cause serious problems for the

stability of the laser system. I set up a Michelson interferometer to measure
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the index of refraction changes due to the heat load in the rods as in figure 2.6.

A 1064 nm beam splitter was used to send part of the GCR beam through the

laser rod and the other part around the laser rod. The GCR beam was used

at low energy. I chose a view to include clipping on the laser rod to view edge

effects.

Edge of 

rod

5 consecutive shots at 2Hz

.1 sec 5.0 sec 10.0 sec 15.0 sec

~ 1.0 cm

23.0 sec 33.0 sec 42.0 sec 50.0 sec

Figure 2.8: The heat load is measured in the rods using interferometry. I use
5 PFN shots at 2 Hz for this measurement.

There were distinct changes of fringe with the onset of the PFN pulse as

in figure 2.7. The edge of the rod was on the top part of these interferograms.

At the beginning of the PFN pulse noticeable fringes were seen at the edge of

the rod. For a single PFN pulse the heat was distributed more in the rods at

4.0 sec, after the pulse, with the fringe lines having curvature throughout the

rod. At 10 sec the fringe lines were effectively straight. I flashed the PFNs five

times at 2 Hz to obtain a more noticeable effect on the fringe shift as in figure

2.8. This effect showed heat effects to 50 sec after the PFNs were fired five

times. At 50 sec the fringe lines were nearly straight. This confirmed roughly
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that the heat load lasted five times as long with five times the input energy as

compared with the example in figure 2.7 with only one PFN shot fired. Thus,

one can assume that any major heat load from one PFN shot in the rods will

be dissipated after about 10 sec. For extra safety measures I chose 30 seconds

between shots to ensure the safety and stable optical operation of the laser

rods.

Sufficient fluctuations of the temperature in the chilling cycle had a

measurable effect on the fringe shift (see figure 2.9). The chiller fluctuated at 33

second intervals about 3◦C. This led to an implementation of the chilling cycle

fluctuations of the chiller to less than one second. That reduced significantly

the fringe changes on the interferometer, although very slight effects were still

noticeable in the focus of the laser.

Chiller temperature fluctuations

Edge of 

rod

~ 1.0 cm

Before chiller cycle With sudden 3°C change

Figure 2.9: Interferometric effects of the chiller as it goes though a 33 sec
cooling cycle differing by 3◦ C.

2.5 Image Relaying and Optical Components

A 4 foot by 8 foot optical table housed the YOGA laser system. This

was then the space available for the GCR, the glass laser heads, and for the

image relay system. All these different components were carefully arranged to
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accommodate for the small space provided for on this table. The image relay

system relayed the optimal beam profile throughout the laser system, and

accommodated for the sage treatment of ghost foci. The image relay system

took up most of the space on the optical table. Some safety modifications

protected one of the glass laser heads as it was on the very edge of the table.

I wanted to run the GCR in single shot mode for this laser. There were

many ways to do this. The GCR had a single shot mode option available, but

when a GCR changes modes of operation the thermal, optical and electrical

properties also change. So if the laser was aligned in one mode of operation it

will not be aligned in another mode of operation. It was much easier to align

the YOGA laser in a 10 Hz setting than it is in single mode operation. Hence

I decided to build a mechanical shutter to facilitate a single shot mode with

10 Hz GCR operation.

The mechanical shutter would allow the user to use the low energy

setting (using a wave plate and a polarizer) to align the laser and then allow a

high energy pulse from the GCR to be used in the laser system. The mechanical

shutter consisted of a high energy reflecting mirror mounted on a brass slide as

shown in figure 2.11. The slide connected to one end with springs and the other

end with a solenoid. I calculated that the pull back from the springs should

have a period with T/4 = .09 sec for the switch to be fast enough. The mirror

holder and solenoid core had mass ∼ 112 g. This gave us spring constants

of k = 34.1 kg/s2. I chose the springs accordingly. The shutter controller

consisted of a self built 555 timing box and an optoisolator-triac system that

allowed 120 volts AC to be supplied to the solenoid with a specified time

pulse as illustrated in figure 2.10. The width of the pulse supplied by the 555

timing circuit was determined by an RC circuit, and the time width of the
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pulse was RC. The user could adjust the width of the timing pulse supplied to

the shutter using an adjustable resistor in the circuit. The mechanical shutter,

when closed, reflected the GCR laser pulse into a beam block, and, when open,

let a GCR laser pulse through the system.

555 timer 

with 

adjustable R

Optoisolator Triac

Optical 

shutter 

solenoid

120 VAC5 VDC

Push button 

gate

RC RC

Pulse train 

from SRS 

box

Figure 2.10:

The main problem of this mechanical shutter was the vibrations pro-

duced in the optical system. I fixed this by adding a lot of vibration dampening

onto the shutter itself. The shutter was attached to the floor and not on the

optical table by means of unistrut scaffolding. This eliminated the vibrational

problems in the optical system. Other problems included timing problems of

the shutter which were resolved by keeping the system clean and lubricated,

and by making sure that there were no noise problems between the timing

boxes and the shutter controller.

The GCR beam needed to be spatially filtered before amplification by

the laser rods. The spatial fluctuations on a typical GCR laser pulse can be

too much for amplification. Large spatial fluctuations in the laser pulse could
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Figure 2.11: Shutter assembly designed to alow the switching of high energy
beams.

lead to self focusing which could potentially damage the rod. For a Gaussian

beam the pinhole diameter of Dopt = Fλ/a, where F is the focal length, λ is

the wavelength and a is the diameter of the beam, allows 99.3% of the beam

through. This is generally recommended for spatial filters of Gaussian beams

in industry [106]. This would give a diameter of 57 µm. The GCR beam

was not Gaussian and because of the high energies involved about 10 times

this diameter was used. I therefore used a spatial filter that was 500 µm in

diameter because of its availability.

I built a spatial filter assembly with the purpose of being able to see

where the laser focus was on the spatial filter block. This would enable the

user to align the spatial filter with greater ease. The spatial filter assembly

had a clear plastic cylinder surrounding the pinhole, as in figure 2.12, that

allowed for the viewing of the laser focus during alignment. The effect of the

spatial filter can be seen in figure 2.17.

I designed the laser layout around the occurrences of ghost foci. Ghost
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Figure 2.12: Spatial filter assembly designed to be able to see where the focus
of the beam is located

foci are caused by partial stray reflections from lenses and other optics. They

can come from a lens and focus upstream of the lens (1st order) or downstream

of the lens (2nd order). I positioned optics with a large margin of error away

from the ghost foci occurrences. I was especially careful that the laser rods

were far away from any possible ghost foci. Optic coatings can degrade over

time, especially in vacuum telescopes and this can cause reflections to occur

that will put energy into these ghost foci and cause damage in the optics.

Damage occurred once during the operation time from an uncalculated ghost

foci from the chamber optics.

The ghost foci can be calculated using matrix lens equations [57]. For

the 1st order ghost foci described in figure 2.13 the matrix formulation can be

written as:(
1 −D
0 1

)(
1 0
2d
nlens

1

)(
1 −D
0 1

)
=

(
1− 2dD

nlens
−2D + 2dD2

nlens
2d
nlens

1− 2Dd
nlens

)
(2.6)

with the first and last matrix being the interaction with the curved surface of

the lens and the middle matrix is the propagation of through the lens including

the reflection of the planar surface of the lens as illustrated in figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Ghost foci are caused by stray internal reflections in lenses. Here
are two ghost foci common in laser systems, a) first order ghost focus, b)
second order ghost focus.

Hence the propagation length in the propagation matrix will be 2d where d

is the thickness of the lens. Also D is the dioptric power of the lens or the

reciprocal of the focal length. The upper right entry of the combined matrix

is 1/f where f is the focal length of the 1st order ghost focus. If, upon

approximation, d→ 0 then

1/f = −2D = −2(nlens − nair)
R

(2.7)

where R is the radius of curvature of the lens. This will then be 1/R if the

approximation is taken to be n ≈ 1.5. Thus f = R or 1/2 the focal length of

the lens, where f will be the focal length of the ghost focus.

The matrix configuration of the second order ghost foci is much more
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complicated and is of the form(
1 −D
0 1

)(
1 0
− 2d
nt1

1

)(
−1 −2n

R

0 1

)(
1 0
d
nt1

1

)
. (2.8)

The first matrix on the right is the propagation through the lens. The second

matrix is the internal reflection of the curved part of the lens which is treated

the same as a curved mirror. The third matrix is the propagation through the

lens twice upon internal reflection, and the last matrix is the refraction out of

the curved part of the lens as illustrated in figure 2.13.

The calculation of this matrix with a generic R for the radius of curva-

ture of the lens, nt1 = 1.54, d = 6.4mm (parameters of the lenses in the image

relay optics), and the initial vector being the expanding beam of(
R/2

1

)
(2.9)

is (
−27.29/R3 − 3.23/R2 + 3/R
−54.61/R2 − 19.203/R + 1

)
. (2.10)

With a relatively large R, this approximates to(
3/R

1

)
(2.11)

which will give a focus of f = R/3 or a 1/6th of the initial focus of the lens.

Both of these calculations give important results in determining the ghost foci

in the system. In designing the YOGA laser system, all optics were then

placed far from these predicted values in the telescopes used form the image

relay system.

I took great care to align the double pass rod. This used a 1/4 wave

plate polarizer system that allowed the laser beam to travel through the rod
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retroreflect from a 0◦ mirror at the end of the rod, then be diverted from the

upstream path by a polarizer. I used a thin film polarizer that was aligned

using the Brewster angle. This angle was critical with a 1◦ margin of error. To

aid in this, I made special mounts to mount the rectangular thin film polarizers.

They had angular edges machined into the holder that were at this Brewster

angle. This helped place the polarizer in an approximate position before fine

alignment. I measured the throughput of the system using a movable detector

to scan over various angles. This was a challenge for this laser system because

the wave plate - polarizer in the GCR isolator adjusts the energy of the beam.

Thus, with low energy settings, the beam was very unpolarized. To circumvent

this problem, I aligned the polarizer at higher energies than standard alignment

procedure.

To aid in the alignment of the laser head I put the double pass glass head

on a translation stage. The tilt on the glass laser head was produced manually

with a magnetic base giving friction to the glass head. The translation stage

acted perpendicularly to the laser beam. Great care needed to be taken to

align through the laser heads, because the wedge in the rods created little

room for error.

The actual telescope relay system relayed the best beam profile from

the z-scan measurement throughout the system with the use of four telescopes.

The telescope system imaged this profile through the rods so that the best

profile would be imaged as the beam left the rod. With a double pass rod the

best profile imaged on the end of the rod when it left the rod for the second

time. The spatially filtered profile was relayed to the chamber to achieve best

focus in the chamber. I expanded the beam before the rods to ∼15 mm and

after the rods to ∼22 mm to decrease the fluence on the optics.
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The system lost 10 % from the first isolator, about 5 % of the energy

though the spatial filter and another 15 % though the double pass system.

There was a loss of about 5 % going through the last head when the head was

not flashed, and about 10 % from the last isolator. This gave a total of 45 %

loss of energy through the system. The up stream pulse began with about 800

mJ from the laser and ended up with 500 mJ with no amplification.

2.6 Timing of the Laser System and Putting it all To-
gether

The most important thing in constructing a laser with several precisely

timed components was to have a good timing master control. In this case two

timing boxes were used to control our experiment. I used an SRS timing box

that was obtained from LLNL, and new Berkeley Nucleonics timing box. The

timing logic diagram for the experiment that includes the YOGA laser is in

figure 4.13.

I used a 10 Hz signal from another SRS box borrowed from the GHOST

laser for the master clock. The internal 10 Hz trigger had too much noise shot

to shot to be useful for the experiment. The internal trigger gave a standard

deviation of 2.1 µs and the GHOST master clock gave a standard deviation

of .28 µs. This was small enough not to effect the PFNs. The timing of the

experiment usually went off the Quantel-GCR duo, and this could be made

very accurate, but for triggering something like the ICCD camera with this

jitter would be impossible. The SRS box sent signals to the lamps and q-

switch for the GCR, and to the BNC box. I triggered the experiment from

the previous pulse in the 10 Hz train. Thus all the important functions of the

experimental system fired to be in synch with the next pulse of the GCR. This
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allowed the experiment to be a single shot experiment with the GCR stabilized

at 10 Hz. The lead connecting the two boxes passed though a self constructed

555 timing gate circuit as illustrated in figure 2.10. This circuit had a button

that when fired allowed one pulse from the 10 Hz train to go through. The

BNC box controls the mechanical shutter, the camera, both PFNs and one

other device if needed. An example of a timing chart can be found in table

E.7.

2.7 YOGA Performance

I characterized the performance of YOGA mainly through energy mea-

surements. Energy meters and photodiodes measured the amplification of a

laser beam going to the laser heads. The GCR and a 1064 nm laser diode

served as seed beams for the measurements. The small signal and saturated

gain was measured from the glass laser head amplification. The small signal

gain was in contrast with saturated gain where the laser pulse amplifies an

amount comparable to the energy stored in the laser rod. I use low energy

laser pulses (on the order on 10 mJ) to make small signal gain measurements.

The maximal amount of GCR energy was used for the saturated signal gain

measurements. These measurements were not fully saturated gain, but did

show saturation in the gain. Finding the optimal gain while scanning the

delay time was a crucial part of these measurements. This involved measur-

ing the amplification vs. delay between the PFN timing trigger and the seed

beam. The time for which the maximum amplification occurred was the time

set for the PFN in the experiment (see figure 2.14). I monitored the profile

of the flashlamp pulse in time with a photodiode. The maximum gain came

about 100 µs before the maximum of the peak profile on the photodiode. This
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was most likely due to the mismatch of UV deposition into the rods that was

beyond the sensitivity of the photodiode.

I performed spatial small signal gain experiments of the rod where

a 1064 nm laser diode with small beam diameter passed through the laser

rod. I varied the transverse position of this beam throughout the rod using

a micrometer, with the beam parallel to the laser rod. The flash lamps were

at high energy and the signal increase was measured with a photodiode. The

results of this experiment are in figure 2.14, and show that the PFN energy

was deposited more on the wings of the rod than in the center, which is typical

in glass lasers with diffuse radial cavity optics [26].
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Figure 2.14: The spatial gain profile of the glass laser rods was measured in
a). The gain vs. delay time was measured in b).

The small signal gain was defined by the amplified gain divided by the

seed gain at small seed energies compared with the energies stored in the rod.

I perform experiments by measuring the small signal gain vs. the input voltage

on the PFNs. The small signal gain was measured separately for each laser
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head. The black PFN connected to the double pass rod which was the first

laser rod in the laser chain. I connected the red PFN to the last glass laser rod

in the system. The black PFN was set at 3400 V and therefore deposit more

energy in a laser head. I therefore chose the black PFN to power the double

pass rod. The energy of the laser pulses was measured using a Molectron and

Ophir energy meter.
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Figure 2.15: The single pass gain was measured of the single pass rod that was
controlled by the red PFN in a). The Double pass gain was measured with
the double pass rod that was controlled by the black PFN in b).

I fine tuned the alignment of the system before higher energies were

measured. Close attention was paid to the laser rods and the soft diffraction

caused by keeping the beam as large as possible through the laser rods. Small

increments of energy were used with the PFNs to measure what effect the beam

had on the laser system. A permanent observation beam was used through

leakage of the one of the last stage mirrors onto a Cohu CCD camera. This

aided in alignment and also allowed us to measure the beam profile at high

energies. Images of the amplified beam at this location are in figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.16: The gain (a) and energy (b) was measured of the full laser system.

I used an optical wedge to measure the high energies of the laser cal-

ibrated with an energy meter. This energy detection system was calibrated

using low energy. The full amplification was measured separately with each

laser head, and then a full system scan was performed. The laser energy was

subsequently measured with a DET 210 photodiode, and was calibrated using

the Ophir energy meter. The temporal scan of a YOGA pulse at full energy

from this photodiode is in figure 2.19.

The results of the gain measurements are found in figures 2.15 and

2.16. The gain was measured for each rod system separately and then as a full

system scan. The separate rod system measurements were made in accordance

to the PFN set up. For the black PFN the gain, measurements were made

with a double pass of the laser rod, and for the red PFN the laser rod was only

single passed. In these figures both unsaturated gain (with a seed of 12 mJ)

and the saturated gain (with a seed of 0.54 J , the maximum GCR energy)

were presented together for comparison. The difference between the saturated
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3.2 J

b)a) c)

Figure 2.17: Beam profiles. a) without amplification or spatial filter, b) spatial
filtered to 2.6 J, c) spatial filtered to 3.2 J.

and unsaturated gain was most apparent in the double passed rod, than in

the single passed rod or the full system scan. The double pass of the rod

should see more saturation because the rod was being doubly depleted. The

saturated and unsaturated gain of the full system scan were nearly identical,

which implies that the entire system was operating in the unsaturated regime

even with the maximum seed energy from the GCR. This means then that

more energy is available to the laser if the seed beam energy is increased or

if the single pass rod is converted to a double pass rod. The energies of the

full system amplification, as compared with the average PFN voltages, are in

figure 2.16. The exponential character of the gain, as in equation 2.2, can be

seen in this energy scan with the exponential variable based on the density.

The density, n0 was linearly dependent with deposition energy as in equation

2.3.

I measured the total laser energy as 4.98 J initially on the laser, which

was more than the predicted energies. Other energy gain measurements were

in table 2.5. The calculations matched the measured gains well. Discrepancies
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Figure 2.18: Energy history of measured full energy laser shots from 5/24/2006
to 2/7/2007. Average energy = 3.78± 0.17.

Calculated Energy Measured energy
Single pass calculation, Red PFN 1.43 J 1.14 J
Double pass calculation, Black PFN 2.71 J 2.47 J
Full pass calculation 4.57 J 4.98 J

Table 2.5: Calculations of gain energies in the laser rods compared with mea-
sured results.

can be blamed for various reasons including the 1% absorbtion rule and the

leakage of laser light from the system. The effects of saturated signal gain

were seen in the lower values of relative gain with the data obtained with a

full GCR energy seed pulse. If the laser rods had less of a wedge more energy

could be extracted from the rod. Since the energy was distributed toward the

edges of the rods having a laser beam will result in a significant gain of energy.

The energy of the laser dropped to an average of 3.78 J as the exper-

iment progressed and has kept at that constant rate for the duration of the

experiment. The energy history over the course of the experiment is in figure

2.18. I have not found a definitive explanation of this drop. The energy mea-

surement changed from wedge measurement to direct measurements, but this
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Figure 2.19: Temporal profile of a laser pulse amplified to 3.67 J with a FWHM
of 9± 1 ns.

did not account for all of the energy loss, as the wedge measurement was care-

fully calibrated. The GCR energy dropped about ∼ 40 mJ , after the initial

gain measurements, due to a heat load problem that was not resolved (see ap-

pendix A.5). Also the laser flashlamps in the laser heads were about 10 years

old at this time. Even though the lamps did not have a high accumulation of

shots the lamps could still degrade over time. These reasons seemed like the

most likely reason for the energy drop.

The laser system was contingent on the shutter part of the system, and

this took a while to develop into a stable functioning part of the system. I had

to isolate it from the table and get the noise out of the electronics, and keep

the shutter lubricated. With the shutter working properly the YOGA laser

system worked stably at an energy of 3.78± 0.17 J.

After three years of running the YOGA laser I found in routine checks

of the system the development of several burn spots on the rods. Many of

these burn spots were in the places where the coating looked damaged as

obtained from Kigre. The burn spots made a significant divot in the center of
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the beam, and increased with further use at higher energies. The damage was

on the surface of the glass laser rod and I decided to keep running with the

damage spot at lower energies until the experiment was finished.

2.8 Conclusion

I have developed a laser using a Nd:YAG oscillator with a laser glass

amplifier (YOGA) that is capable of delivering 1064 nm, 3.78 ± 0.17 J in an

8.0 ns pulse. The energy gain of the laser was modeled using photon popula-

tion calculations, and the laser was found to be in good agreement with the

simulation. The laser had a good beam profile and was stable in energy with a

standard deviation of 0.17 J. The laser was timed precisely with experimental

equipment to produce a functioning pump-probe laser experiment.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Discussion of Plasma Physics and

Laser Plasma Interactions

3.1 Plasma Physics

Plasma is considered the fourth state of matter and is a major com-

ponent of the universe. Only now in this century are physicists able to un-

derstand and control this state of matter. Plasma physics is a complex and

rich study of dynamics. Plasmas promise great technological advances for the

future including the hope of using fusion energy to power our energy needs.

3.1.1 Magnetohydrodynamics

Plasma physics is based on the principles of kinetic theory with the

added complexity of charged particles [56]. From kinetic theory the dynamics

of an ideal gas can be described using the moments of the kinetic equation

∂fs
∂t

+∇ · (vfs) +
∂

∂v
· (asfs) = Cs(f) + Is (3.1)

where fs is the distribution function, Cs is the collision operator and Is is

the source term for a particular species of particle “s”. One can take the

moments of the kinetic equation to obtain relations for the conservation of

mass, momentum and energy. The results are as follows:

dns
dt

+ ns∇ ·Vs = is0, (3.2)
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msns
dVs

dt
+∇ps +∇ · πs − esns(E + Vs ×B) = Fs +msis1 (3.3)

3

2

dps
dt

+
5

2
ps∇ ·Vs + πs : ∇Vs +∇ · qs = Ws +

1

2
msis2 (3.4)

where is are source terms, πs are generalized viscosity tensors, Fs are external

forces acting on each species, Ws are the external heat sources acting on each

species. Also ns, Vs, ps, qs, E, and B are the density, velocity, pressure, heat

flux, electric field, and magnetic field respectively. The time derivative is the

convective derivative
d

dt
=

∂

∂t
+ V · ∇. (3.5)

These equations describe the dynamics of the plasma. Equation 3.2 is the

continuity equation that keeps track of the flow of mass. The is term allows

for particle to be removed or added to each species equation. Equation 3.3

describes the conservation of momentum by comparing the momentum of the

mass flow with the gradient of the pressure and the electromagnetic terms.

This equation also takes into account the friction in the flow with the viscosity

tensor, and also momentum changes with particles exchanging species in the

is term. Equation 3.4 is the conservation of energy equation that is similar in

its physical description to equation 3.3.

The goal of magnetohydrodynamics is to describe the fluid behavior

of a plasma in the limit that the ion gyroradius in the magnetic field is zero.

When using laser-produced plasmas this limit is compromised because the ion

energies are high [118] and the gyroradius is often comparable to the scale

length of the plasma. The goal of describing any plasma system is to find
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an appropriate closure for the system. In basic MHD physics one assumes

LTE and omits heat flow and anisotropic stress, which give q = 0 and π = 0.

It is customary when describing idea MHD to omit the source terms. With

ρ = msns the MHD fluid equations reduce to

dρ

dt
+ ρ∇ ·V = 0, (3.6)

ρ
dV

dt
+∇p− (J×B) = 0 (3.7)

dp

dt
+

5

3
p∇ ·V = 0. (3.8)

To close the system one must include

E + V×B = 0 (3.9)

and Maxwell’s equations

∇×B = µ0J, (3.10)

∇× E +
∂B

∂t
= 0. (3.11)

Equation 3.9 is referred to as the MHD ohms law. Performing a lorentz trans-

formation on the plasma flow from the rest frame to the flow frame will change

this relation to E + V × B = E′ which gets rid of the B terms. This then

states that in the flow frame the electric field is zero, which would be expected

with the plasma resistivity being zero in the ideal case. Equations 3.10 and

3.11 are the only Maxwell equations that will contribute to the dynamics of

the plasma.

These equations can be combined to give the relations:

dρ

dt
+ ρ∇ ·V = 0, (3.12)
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dp

dt
+

5

3
p∇ ·V = 0, (3.13)

ρ
dV

dt
+∇

(
p+

B2

2µ0

)
− 1

µ0

B · ∇B = 0, (3.14)

dB

dt
−∇× (V× B) = 0. (3.15)

These equations again describe mass, energy and momentum conservation with

the addition of equation 3.15. MHD describes the interplay between magnetic

fields locked into a plasma and dynamical fluid forces in the plasma. The

magnetic field has tension like a stretched violin string. This tension (T) can

be described by the equations

T‖ = pcm‖ −
B2

2µ0

, (3.16)

T⊥ = pcm⊥ +
B2

2µ0

. (3.17)

Thus increased magnetic field strength reduces the tension parallel to the

magnetic field and increases the tension perpendicular to the magnetic field.

The flow of the fluid can alter magnetic field as shown in the equation 3.15 With

V × B being a quantity that changes when the plasma flow is perpendicular

to the magnetic field. The curl of this quantity then alters the magnetic field

strength. These forces are pictorially illustrated in figure 3.1. Along with this

tension comes a velocity concerning wave propagation along the magnetic field

lines using this tension. This is called the Alfven wave velocity, given by

V 2
A =

B2

µ0(mi +me)n
(3.18)

being highly dependant on the magnetic field and density. This velocity is

similar to the sound speed in that it describes how fast magnetic information

can be propagated through the plasma.
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Magnetic fields in plasmas can explain 

jet collimation

a)
b)

Figure 3.1: a) Plasma motion can affect the magnetic fields in a plasma, and
b) magnetic tension can exert force on a plasma.

These MHD relations describe essential physics in the experiments used

for jet dynamics. The principle of magnetic tension will be a dominating factor

in describing the dynamics of jet evolution, laser-produced plasmas expand-

ing in magnetic fields, and magnetosphere dynamics. The interplay between

magnetic fields and fluid flow is one of the unique and fascinating components

of plasma physics.

3.1.2 Brief Discussion on the Theory of Z-pinches

The z-pinch is a current fluxtube confined by self-induced magnetic

fields where the current flows axially. To describe a z-pinch one uses cylindrical

geometry and defines a current Jz flowing in a plasma. There will only be a

Bθ magnetic component in the plasma. The following equations are reduced

from the MHD equations for the symmetries described above:

1

r

∂Bθ

∂θ
= 0, (3.19)

Jz =
1

µ0r

d

dr
(rBθ), (3.20)
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JzBθ = −dp
dr
. (3.21)

These combine to give the equation

dp

dr
+
Bθ

µ0r

d

dr
(rBθ) = 0. (3.22)

Equation 3.22 describes the pressure balance in the z-pinch were the thermal

pressure balances the magnetic pressure caused by an axial current.

Z-pinch stability is formulated using the energy principle as outlined in

Freidberg [39]. This is based on the principle that the most negative eigenvalue

for the variation of the potential energy δW is a minimum for the potential

energy of the plasma. Hence minimizing the potential energy can give infor-

mation on the stability of the plasma. The energy principle, as calculated by

Freidberg, gives the condition for stability as

2r
dp

dr
+
m2B2

θ

µ0

> 0 (3.23)

where m is the mode number of the z-pinch fluctuation. This can be combined

with the pressure balance equation 3.22 to get

r2

Bθ

d
(
Bθ
r

)
dr

<
1

2
(m2 − 4), (3.24)

1

B2
θ

d(rB2
θ )

dr
< m2 − 1. (3.25)

A z-pinch usually has the profile d(Bθ/r)/dr < 0 which predicts stability

for m ≥ 2 from equation 3.24. If the current is small and the radius is large

Bθ ∼ 1/r, which satisfies the relation 3.25. But near the origin we have Bθ ∼ r,

as in the case inside a fluxtube, which will break the stability condition for

the m = 1 mode because the left side of 3.25 will be positive. Thus a z-pinch
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with no external magnetic field will always be unstable to the m=1 mode. One

can visualize the m = 1 mode by imagining a deformation in a fluxtube as in

figure 5.11. The magnetic pressure will be much greater in the inner radius

of curvature than it will be in the outer radius of curvature thus making the

deformation grow.

This brief overview of the z-pinch illustrates one important aspect of

fluxtube physics. A special instability related to the instability described here

is the Kruckskal-Shafrav kink instability. I will discuss this in more detail in

chapter 5, as it relates to the evolution of the laser triggered jets.

3.2 Scaling Laws Between Laboratory and Space

Ryutov et al. [122][123] presented two papers where they state that

if two systems are both described by MHD they will evolve similarly if the

initial conditions are geometrically similar and if the scaling relations hold.

Ryutov states conditions that are needed to be satisfied for similarity. The

first condition is that dissipative effects such as viscosity, thermal conductivity,

and radiative cooling are unimportant in the system. The second condition is

that the internal energy should be proportional to the pressure. The third is

that the magnetic Reynolds number in both frames should be above one.

Ryutov states that the scaling conditions

r = ar1, ρ = bρ1, p = cp1, t = a

√
b

c
t1, (3.26)

v =

√
c

b
v1,B =

√
cB1 (3.27)

will prove to be invariant in the ideal MHD equations 3.12 through 3.15.

Another similar benchmark for scaling is equating the dimensionless Euler
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Galactic Jet Experiment
h(cm) 1014 10−2

t(s) 105 10−7

P(dyne/cm2) 10−10 10−4

n(cm−3) 10−7 10−1

T(eV) 104 104

B(G) 10−8 103

v(cm/s) 1010 1010

Euler 4 4

Table 3.1: These are the scaling relations between a galactic jet and an
experimental setting. The scaling parameters are a = 1016 (length scale
parameter),b = 10−6 (ρ scale parameter), and c = 10−6 (Pressure scale pa-
rameter). [38]

number between the plasmas:

Euler = v1

√
ρ1

p1

= ν2

√
ρ2

p2

. (3.28)

The two frames are said to be similar if the Euler numbers are similar. The

scalability of this relation follows from the above relations.

For examples of this type of scaling for astrophysical jets and laboratory

experiment see tables 3.1 and 3.2. These tables take the parameters measured

for galactic and YSO jets and relates them to the length and time scale param-

eters that can be measured in the laboratory. The Euler numbers are also set

so they are within a factor of five with each other. The rest of the parameters

are calculated from the scaling. The experimental conditions for simulating

a galactic jet are quite unreasonable, but the experimental conditions for the

YSO scaled case are obtainable. Thus there is incentive to create experimental

conditions similar to the scaled YSO parameters, and, if achieved, the scaling

will be meaningful of physical phenomena between the two frames.

This is one of the benchmark foundations for this research. In other
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Young Stellar Objects Experiment
h(cm) 1011 10−1

t(s) 104 10−8

P(dyne/cm2) 10−8 106

n(cm−3) 103 1016

T(eV) 1 0.1
B(G) 10−4 103

v(cm/s) 107 107

Euler 40 13

Table 3.2: These are the scaling relations between the YSO and an ex-
perimental setting. The scaling parameters are a = 1012 (length scale
parameter),b = 10−13 (ρ scale parameter),and c = 10−14 (pressure scale pa-
rameter). [4][135]

laboratory astrophysical research insuring scaling is always taken seriously.

The end goal of the astrophysical comparisons made in this thesis will be to

justify the laboratory astrophysical simulations with scaled results and show

that the scaling is meaningful.

3.3 Laser Plasma Physics

3.3.1 Laser-Plasma Interactions for the use of Optically Probing
Plasmas

Lasers can be used to optically probe plasmas. The way laser radiation

interacts with plasma depends on the dispersion relation of the plasma. I

briefly relate the formulation discussed in [87] to state the physics behind laser

plasma interactions. The dispersion relation can be calculated by performing

the necessary formulations of the electromagnetic wave equation through the

plasma. This includes discussions of an electromagnetic wave,

E(z, t) = E0e
i(kz−ωt) (3.29)
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propagating though an infinite uniform plasma. The goal of this discussion if

deriving the dispersion relation or the relation between k and ω through this

plasma.

Maxwell’s equations, propagating through the plasma, can yield a wave

equation that can give the dispersion relation between k and ω. Maxwell’s

equations useful to this process are:

∇ · E = 4πσ, (3.30)

∇× E = −1

c

∂B

∂t
, (3.31)

∇×B =
1

c
(4πj +

∂B

∂t
). (3.32)

These Maxwell equations are in gaussian units, σ is the total charge density,

and j is the current density. In this formulation k ·E = 0 which is the case of

purely transverse waves and since ∇ · E = ik · E the plasma will be neutral

with σ = 0. The generalized wave equation obtained by Maxwell’s equations

is:

∇2E− 4π

c2
∂j

∂t
+

1

c2
∂2E

∂t2
= 0 (3.33)

which is similar to the wave propagation in vacuum except with the added

current density term.

The method for obtaining solutions to this equation is to find relations

for the current density j in different situations. For an example of derivation

I chose a case with no static fields and no collisions. The conditions for the

densities and velocities of the various charged particles in the plasma give the

relation j = enivi − eneve. The forces on these particle are the following,

assuming that the ions have charge state Z:

me
dve
dt

= −eE, (3.34)
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mi
dvi
dt

= ZeE. (3.35)

Hence
∂j

∂t
= e(ni

∂vi
∂t
− ne

∂ve
∂t

), (3.36)

= e2(
niZ

mi

+
ne
me

)E, (3.37)

but since mi � me these relations become

≈ nee
2

me

E. (3.38)

Substituting this back into the wave equation gives the dispersion relation

−k2 −
ω2
p

c2
+
ω2

c2
= 0, (3.39)

where ωp is the plasma frequency

ωp =

√
4πnee2

me

. (3.40)

With the refractive index being the ratio of the phase velocity in vacuum to

the phase velocity in the medium, or

µ =
c

ω/k
, (3.41)

the refractive index from this dispersion relation will be

µ =

√
1− ω2

p

ω2
. (3.42)

This illustrates one peculiar property of plasma, that the refractive index

through the plasma will be less than one for ω > ωp.

Through other derivations the contributions of collisions and magnetic

fields can be combined to the “no external field” case and obtain the dispersion

relation

k2 =
ω2

c2

[
1− ω2

p

ω2(1± ωe/ω)(1 + i(ν/ω))

]
, (3.43)
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where ν is the collision frequency and ωe = eB0/mec is the electron gyrofre-

quency. This gives a refractive index of

µ =

√
1− ω2

p

ω2(1± ωe/ω)(1 + i(ν/ω))
(3.44)

The index of refraction can be expanded if the related frequencies are small

compared to ω as

µ = 1− 1

2

ω2
p

ω2
(1∓ ωe

ω
)(1− i ν

ω
). (3.45)

Looking at this relation for the simple plasma case (where ν = ωe = 0) reduces

back to the previous result, now expanded to µ = 1− 1
2

ω2
p

ω2 . This again highlights

the fact that light propagating through plasma will travel faster than the speed

of light in vacuum. Now, with collisions, the negative imaginary term will cause

an exponential decay of the propagating wave through the plasma. This would

be expected as collisions will take away the energy from the propagating wave

and give it to the thermal energy of the plasma. This is what is referred to

as inverse bremsstrahlung which is the way a focused laser beam deposits its

energy into its target. This will be discussed later on in this chapter.

The magnetic part of this dispersion relation has reference to Faraday

rotation. The magnetic field in this formulation is aligned with k. The elec-

trons are rotating around the magnetic field lines and this will enhance or

retard the propagating fields depending on the helicity of the cyclotron rota-

tion. This can be seen in the fact that linear polarized light can be separated

into right and left circularly polarized light components. The light propagat-

ing with the same helicity as the cyclotron motion will be enhanced (or µ will

decrease) and if it has the opposite frequency the light will be retarded (or µ

will increase). This information is then important for Faraday rotation where
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a laser probe beam propagating through a magnetized plasma will give an

experimental signature based on the magnetic fields in the plasma.

There can be nonelectronic refractivity contributions to the laser beam

propagating through a plasma. If the laser beam wavelength is close to an

emission resonance the refraction will be greatly reacted

µ = 1 +
2πe2ne
me

∑
k

fk
ω2
k − ω2

. (3.46)

where fk is a characteristic oscillator strength at a emission frequency of ωk.

This is an could be an important contribution to the index of refraction to

plasma if the laser frequency is close to an emission resonance, but fk is difficult

to calculate in plasma conditions. Precautions thus need to be made to choose

a plasma that does not have any strong emission lines near the laser probe

frequency.

Knowing the index of refraction for a plasma can then give useful infor-

mation for laser probing of plasmas. Interferometry and Schlieren both require

the information given by the index of refraction to extract meaningful physical

measurements of the plasma. Interferometry through a plasma requires the

interference of two coherent wave fronts, that are usually paired by a split

beam that has gone though a medium such as a plasma and a reference beam.

In a plasma we can usually neglect the effects of the neutral gas. If this is the

case the fringe shift, N, will be given by the equation

N =

∫
[(µ− 1)/λ]dl =

−1

2π

e2λ

mc2

∫
nedl (3.47)

where λ is the wavelength of the propagating light, µ is given by equation

3.45 and l is the distance the light travels through the plasma with density

ne. Thus symmetry and geometry are important for calculating the density
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of the plasma. The process of extracting the density information from an

interferogram is call Abel inversion.

x’

x

α

α

Δs

Δs’

dµ/dx z

Figure 3.2: Diagram for angular displacement of a propagating electromagnetic
wavefront resulting from index of refraction gradients involved with Schlieren
imaging.

Schlieren can detect gradients of index of refraction in a plasma. Index

of refraction gradients are related to density gradients in plasmas due to the

fact that the plasma frequency is dependant on the density, and as discussed

above, the index of refraction is depended on the plasma frequency. Schlieren

imaging is a method of plasma probing that eliminates the fundamental modes

in an optical image, thus measuring the amount of light deflection due to the

gradients in the plasma. One can calculate the amount of deflection in the

propagating beam based on the plasma gradient. If one has a gradient in the
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index of refraction dµ/dx one can calculate the deflected angle α as illustrated

in figure 3.2 from the equation

∆α = (1/µ′)(∂µ/∂x)∆s (3.48)

where ∆s = c∆t/µ(x), and the propagation is in ≈ z direction. Taking the

limiting process for a non constant gradient with the angular deflection small

then ∆s ≈ z and

αx =

∫ z

0

(1/µ)(∂µ/∂x)dz, (3.49)

and

αy =

∫ z

0

(1/µ)(∂µ/∂y)dz. (3.50)

We can take the value for µ to be one for a plasma as a good approximation

and take µ = 1− ω2
p

ω2 with ωp =
√

4πnee2

me
. The result will be

α = −(λ2/2π)(e2/mec
2)

∫
(dne/dx)dz. (3.51)

Thus the angular deflection α can be compared with the density gradient as

integrated of the propagation length. With careful geometrical calculations

this can be related to Schlieren imaging. Schlieren imaging is usually more

concerned with high gradient spatial outlines of plasma, and not the actual

density numbers. More about Schlieren will be discussed in chapter 4.

Intense laser interactions are often used to create plasmas. The method

for which laser plasmas deposit energy into the target material is with in-

verse bremsstrahlung [80]. Bremsstrahlung is the process whereby acceler-

ated charged particles emit electromagnetic radiation. As in the laser interac-

tion process described above, the electromagnetic field propagating through a

plasma will cause the particles to accelerate, hence inverse bremsstrahlung.
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Energy will not be deposited in the plasma unless there are collisions in

the plasma to dissipate the heat. An intense laser-target interaction is a very

collisional process. Using the formulation above with the collisional velocity

term will be
dve
dt

= −eE
me

− νve, (3.52)

where ν is the number of electron-ion collisions per second. This will give a

dispersion relation of

k2 =
ω2

c2

(
1− ω2

p

ω2(1 + iν/ω)

)
. (3.53)

The imaginary part of this dispersion corresponds to a damping term in the

electric field, which will attenuate the laser beam intensity. This is the method

of how the laser deposits energy into the plasma. The electron ion collision

term can estimated [87] using the relaxation time tei for electron reflections of

90◦ with singly charged ions at constant temperature as

ν =
1

tei
=

4πe4nilnΛ

(2me)1/2(3
2
kT )3/2

. (3.54)

This shows that the laser energy is absorbed when the ion density is high and

will decrease with high temperatures. We see also in the dispersion relations

above that there can be a condition where µ becomes imaginary, in which case

the plasma will reflect the laser light. Without collisions and magnetic fields

this happens when ω < ωp. Care must then be taken when estimating the

amount of energy deposited into a laser-plasma and also that reflected laser

light would not damage the laser.

As shown in this section laser interactions in plasma can be modeled

in various circumstances. The index of refraction can be calculated for condi-

tions involving collisions, magnetic fields, and basic plasma interaction. This
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can lead to the understanding of how interferometry and Schlieren probing

techniques can give important physical measurements of a plasma.

3.3.2 Plasma Emission

Plasma emission is a function of temperature, density and line strength.

Line emission will radiate strongly at an atomic or ionic resonance in the

plasma. This results in a discrete spectra and calculating this spectra over a

range of wavelengths for a heavy ion is very difficult. In addition to line spectra

there are also continuous spectra resulting from bremsstrahlung radiation.

Zeldovich [156] describes the radiation from bremsstrahlung in the fol-

lowing way. For a unit volume of plasma let N+ be the number of positive ions

with charge Ze, and let Ne be the number of electrons. The electrons have a

normalized Maxwellian velocity distribution of

f(v)dv = 4π
( m

2πkT

)3/2

e(−mv
2/2kT )v2dv (3.55)

with T being the electron temperature. Zeldovich integrates the energy emit-

ted from electrons per unit volume per unit time using the Maxwellian ve-

locity distribution from the minimum velocity required to emit a photon

(1/2mv2
min = hν) to ∞. The result is

Jνdν =
32π

3

( 2π

3kTm

)1/2Z2e6

mc3
N+Nee

−hν/kTdν (3.56)

where ν is the frequency of the radiated light, and Jν is the spectral emission

coefficient. The integrated spectral emission coefficient over all frequencies is

therefore

J =

∫ ∞
0

Jνdν =
32π

3

(2πkT

3m

)1/2 Z2e6

mc3h
N+Ne. (3.57)
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The plasma emission is therefore strongly dependant on the density and weakly

dependant on the temperature. On a typical detection system all the frequen-

cies are not detected. For a range of frequencies from ν1 to ν2 this will give an

integration of

J =

∫ ∞
0

Jνdν =
32π

3

(2πkT

3m

)1/2 Z2e6

mc3h
N+Ne(e

hν2/kT − ehν1/kT ). (3.58)

This is slightly more dependent on temperature with the temperature being

involved in the exponents. This still has the majority of dependence on the

density.

Radiation from plasmas due to inverse bremsstrahlung can therefore be

calculated using plasma parameters. A continuous spectrum detector such as

an ICCD camera can detect a plasma snapshot over a small time interval and

gain plasma radiation spatial profiles. This will be referred to in subsequent

analysis in this thesis.

3.4 Conclusion

Theoretical formulations for MHD and plasma laser interactions give a

basis whereupon physical processes can be described in these reactions. This

is especially important when studying laser plasma laboratory astrophysics.

This material will be used for analysis in subsequent chapters of this thesis

and more theoretical formulations will be added upon when needed.
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Chapter 4

Optical Probing of Laser-Produced Plasmas

with and without Magnetic Fields and

Comparison with Hydrodynamic Simulations

from HYADES

4.1 Introduction

Laser-produced plasmas are a rich source of plasma physics. The use

of laser-produced plasmas in these projects has been structured for the use

of jet formation for laboratory astrophysics studied. The laser-produced plas-

mas were studied for their use as a plasma substrate with embedded cur-

rents and magnetic fields designed for jet production. The laser-produced

plasmas were characterized over a wide range of parameters, using different

thicknesses of aluminum and copper target wire, different laser energies, with

and without magnetic fields, and probed with Schlieren, interferometry and

ICCD photography. The axial radii of the plasma was measured and compared

with self-similar plasma expansion models. A lagrangian hydrodynamic code,

HYADES, was used to calculate plasma parameters, which, where possible,

were compared with measured data. The results of this chapter are a charac-

terization of plasma parameters from laser-produced plasmas that serve as a

template for jet and magnetosphere physics in chapters 5 and 6.

Laser-produced plasmas have been studied since the dawn of the laser

age; nevertheless, the study of laser-produced plasmas is far from exhausted.
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Laser-produced plasmas have been studied for their own sake in plasma physics.

Physicists have studied plasma physics processes in laser-produced plasmas

due to their unique physical features. Physicists have studied laser produce

plasmas for applications in fusion and tokamak studies, for applications in thin

film processing, and for possible roles in laboratory astrophysics.

Tuckfield et al. [140] took high speed framing photographs of laser-

produced plasmas in magnetic fields, and observed that the laser-produced

plasma stopped expanding at a certain radius in the magnetic field. He ob-

served a slight “bounce” of the laser-produced plasma as the plasma retracted

from this radius. Several physicists have measured the density of laser produce

plasmas early in their evolution using interferometry [3][7][34][149]. Rumsby et

al. [121] measured the plasma characteristics of laser-produced plasmas using

ion-collecting probes and microwave probes. Koopman [79] measured plasma

characteristics of a laser-produced plasma expanding into magnetic field using

the magnetic coil probes, Langmuir probes, and microwave diagnostics. De-

coste et al. [22] stated that a two-temperature model was needed to study the

plasma expansion of a laser-produced plasma. Sudo et al. [133] made obser-

vations of the laser-produced plasma as it stagnated in the magnetic field and

found that the plasma temperature increased on the boundary of the plasma.

Sudo termed this phenomenon as re-thermalization of the plasma. Dimonte et

al. [24][23] also made measurements of a laser-produced plasma expanding in

a magnetic field. He used a gated imager to take pictures of the plasma pro-

file and observed instabilities forming, and also observed the laser-produced

plasma bouncing back from the magnetic field. He also made measurements

of the magnetic field in the plasma using FR5 glass and Faraday rotation.

Ripin et al. [118][119] studied laser-produced plasmas as sub-Alfvenic
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expansions into magnetic fields. He used a variety of plasma probes and the

fast-gated microchannel-plate optical camera. Ripin was able to observe the

laser-produced plasma expansion in a magnetic field along the axis of the mag-

netic field. He observed flute-like instabilities developing across the magnetic

field faster than conventional theories expected. Ripin also discusses the large

Larmor limit of MHD, and described that in laser-produced plasmas in mag-

netic fields the ion Larmor radius is much larger than the electron Larmor

radius which alters the dynamics of standard MHD theory. Peyser et al. [111]

irradiated hollow glass cylinders in the presence of the background magnetic

field and observed that instabilities grow in the plasma related to the mag-

netic field strength. Peyser concluded that the electron-ion hybrid instability,

which is a modified form of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, was consistent

with their results.

Kasperczuk et al. [75][152] made three-frame interferometric measure-

ments of laser-produced plasmas expanding into the magnetic field. The three-

frame interferometer could make three measurements in time of the same

plasma expansion. Kasperczuk used a strong pulsed magnetic field ranging

from 5-15 T, and he used a laser pulse with energy E=5 J. Kasperczuk mea-

sured the density of the expanding plasma and found that the plasma expanded

along the boundary of the expanding diamagnetic cavity forming a horseshoe

shape. Dyakin et al. [143] measured laser-produced plasma expanding in a

strong magnetic field at the same facility using x-ray emission spectra. Kasper-

czuk et al. [74] recently made interferometric measurements of laser-produced

plasmas without magnetic fields and made comparisons between the density

profile and the crater shape in the target material.

Magnetic fields are naturally created in laser-produced plasmas. McLean
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et al. [92] measured the spontaneous magnetic fields in a laser-produced

plasma using the Zeeman effect. Briand et al. [16] measured megagauss mag-

netic fields in laser-produced plasmas by Faraday rotation. Matoba et al. [89]

measured the plasma properties of colliding laser-produced plasmas. Jellison

et al. [70] measured the laser plasma expansion in a magnetic field using res-

onant optical probing. The resonant optical probing gave the measurements

much more sensitivity and the plasma dynamics could then be measured far-

ther out in time using Schlieren and shadowgraphy. Suckewer et al. [132]

investigated the possibility of using laser-produced plasmas in magnetic fields

as an amplification medium for x-ray lasers. Mason et al. [88] measured the

effects of laser-produced plasmas in magnetic fields in atmospheric pressures.

Zakharov et al. [155] investigated the possibility of extracting electricity from

expanding laser-produced plasmas in magnetic fields.

VanZeeland et al. [144][145] have studied the effects of the laser-

produced plasma expanding into a magnetized plasma. These experiments

were done on the LAPD machine and were measured by many diagnostics.

The purpose of the experiments was to measure Alfven wave and currents pro-

duced in the magnetized plasma. Gekelman et al. [42] has recently published

an exhaustive set of data in this same machine measuring the collision of two

expanding laser-produced plasmas. Gekelman has measured three-dimensional

evolution of currents and magnetic fields generated by this collision. Gekelman

claims to have measured recombination associated with the produced currents

and magnetic fields. Pribyl et al. [113] is working on the development of mi-

cro Langmuir and B-dot probes to study the small-scale dynamics of the laser

plasma expansion in the LAPD experiment.

Harilal et al. [52] has studied laser-produced plasmas for their appli-
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cations in engineering. Harilal has measured the effects of ambient gas on

laser-produced plasmas; because laser-produced plasmas are useful in the de-

velopment of extreme ultraviolet lithographic light sources. One problem with

the use of laser-produced plasmas in this way is the production of unwanted

debris. He found that the ambient gas could effectively mitigate this debris

and still propagate the extreme ultraviolet source. Laser-produced plasmas

are also useful for the deposition of material for thin film surfaces. The same

problem of debris exists for these applications. Harilal et al. [54][53] has

made several studies of laser-produced plasmas and magnetic fields that the

purpose of this knowledge serves the community trying to mitigate this de-

bris. Many engineers have used curved magnetic fields to guide laser-produced

plasma onto a thin film device. The curved magnetic fields successfully guided

the plasma on to the substrate away from the debris produced by the laser

target interaction [138][137][72]. Kokai et al. [78] uses magnetic fields and

laser-produced plasmas to enhance the growth of carbon cluster ions. Other

physicists have used laser-produced plasmas to investigate their possible use

in superconducting thin film layers [44][40]. Others have used spectroscopy to

measure laser-produced plasmas for producing thin film layers [48][50]. And

others have studied spectroscopy of laser-produced plasmas for the use of laser

induced breakdown spectroscopy, which is a useful tool for studying the ele-

mental composition of targets [126][114].

There have been many theoretical treatments of laser-produced plasmas

in magnetic fields. Huba and Hassam [65][55] have developed the formation of

magnetohydrodynamics in different limits related to laser-produced plasmas in

magnetic fields. These limits are when the ion Larmor radius is large and the

use of hall magnetohydrodynamics where the plasma dynamics occur on length
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scales of less that the ion inertial length and time scale smaller than the ion

cyclotron frequency. They have simulated the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and

have found that it evolves much faster than the limit of the small ion Larmor

radius [67]. Brecht et al. [15] has made similar calculations specifically looking

at the structure of the plasma expanding at sub-Alfvenic speeds. Bhadra [10]

and Ditmire [25] have made calculations describing plasma expanding in a

magnetic field showing that the plasma stagnates against magnetic field, and

under certain conditions can bounce back. Bernstein et al. [9] discusses the

theoretical aspects of a resistive plasma expanding in a uniform magnetic field

where the magnetic field does not perturb the plasma.

I propose to expand upon this wealth of knowledge concerning this sub-

ject through my experimentation and analysis of laser-produced plasmas using

optical probing and ICCD imaging. The experiments performed used laser op-

tical probing with laser-produced plasmas with various types and sizes of wire

as targets. The most productive diagnostic was obtained with ICCD photog-

raphy. There are many quantifiable features from this data. This data was

analyzed using various theoretical formulations lined out in the theory section

of this section and comparing the features found in the ICCD camera with

the numbers predicted by these theoretical formulations. The most successful

methods of analysis were from using the hydrodynamic program HYADES.

This gave very accurate results of the position of the high temperature front

of the laser-produced plasma. This gave new results in laser-plasma analysis

that can expand upon the afore mentioned papers dealing with the subject.

This chapter is developed with a detailed overview of the experimental pro-

cedures of this experiment and the experiments outlined in chapters 5 and 6.

The results of the HYADES simulations are compared to the data obtained
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with ICCD photography.

4.2 Theory

Extremely high temperatures and intense pressures from laser deposi-

tion initiate laser-produced plasmas. The laser deposits energy into the target

material in a very short amount of time. This allows the material to heat

up to high temperatures and pressures without significant expansion. After

the laser has deposited the energy in the bulk material the dense plasma will

expand adiabatically into a vacuum. Many models have been derived to cal-

culate and describe this plasma expanding into a vacuum. The goal for this

theory section is to state basic models of laser-produced plasma expansion into

a vacuum with and without magnetic fields. Various other magnetic effects

relevant to this study will be explored.

One model of a laser-produced plasma expansion is the self-similar ex-

pansion model [59][156] where the governing equations are simplified by de-

scribing the dynamics by x/t instead of having x and t as independent vari-

ables. As the plasma flow progresses the variables describing the flow will

remain similar to themselves based on their dependence of x/t. This predicts

that only the scale of these parameters changes with time. Thus use of the self-

similar model is dependant the plasma not having any characteristic length of

time scales. One must also not have any dissipative effects in the plasma such

as viscosity or heat conduction. All plasmas do have characteristic length and

time scales, such as mean free path and collision frequencies, but if these are

insignificant to the macroscopic flow dynamics and dissipative processes they

will not effect the self-similar nature of the plasma dynamics. Plasmas gener-

ally do have the sound speed as a characteristic dimensional parameter, but
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this parameter has the same dimensions as the x/t combination and therefore

is an important characteristic of the self-similar expansion. The self-similar

formulation cuts down on the number of variable in the dynamical calculation.

The characteristic expansion velocity of a spherical expansion is then of the

form V (r, t) = V0(t)r/R where R is a maximal radius of the plasma expansion,

r is the subradius of the expansion, and V0(t) is the velocity of the maximal

radius of the expansion [59][156].

The self-similar expansion of the laser-produced plasma in a magnetic

field can be modeled by self-similar MHD equations as given by Sudo et al.

[133]:
3

2
N
dT

dt
= −p

(dV
dt

)
+

∫
ηj2dV +WL (4.1)

p
(dV
dt

)
=
M

2

d

dt

(dR
dt

)2

+
B2

2µ0

dV

dt
. (4.2)

In these equations N is the total number of particle in the expanding plasma,

T is the ion and electron temperature, assuming they are the same, V is

the volume of the plasma, p = 3NT/4πR3 is the pressure, WL is the power

imputed into the plasma by the laser, M is the total mass of the plasma, R is the

maximal radius of the plasma as prescribed by the self-similar formulation, B is

the magnetic field, η is the resistivity of the plasma and j is the current density.

These equations are modifying the MHD formulas given in section 3.1.1 and

by using the adiabatic relationships between temperature and pressure. The

use of the self-similar term in the velocity reduces the number of variables

significantly in the system. For simplicity I ignore the resistivity of the plasma

in the calculations. From these equations comes the equation:

(3/2)NT + (M/2)(dR/dt)2 + (B2/2µ0)V = E0. (4.3)
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In this equation N = n(Z + 1) and V = 4
3
πR3. For an adiabatic process

TV γ−1 = constant with implies that NT = NTiV
γ−1
i /V γ−1 which for sim-

plicity γ = 5/3 for a monatomic gas. Then NT = NTiR
2
i /R

2 where R is the

radius of the expanding plasma sphere. Thus equation 4.3 becomes

(M/2)(dR/dt)2 = E0 − (B2/2µ0)
4

3
πR3 − 3/2NTiR

2
i /R

2 (4.4)

or

dR/dt =

√
(2/M)(E0 − (B2/2µ0)

4

3
πR3 − 3/2NTiR2

i /R
2). (4.5)

This equation describes the expansion of the plasma with initial energy E0.

This initial energy competes with the magnetic energy and the thermal energy

in the expansion giving the total kinetic energy of the plasma expansion.

In the case of modeling these experiments a base number of atoms are

assumed for N. A 25 µm wire is used often in my experiments and is useful

for determining the initial ion count. For a 25 µm copper wire the mass per

unit length is M=4.4 × 10−6kg/m and the number of copper atoms per unit

length in this wire is n=1.5×1019 atoms/m. For an aluminum wire of the same

size the mass per unit length is M=1.3× 10−6kg/m and the number of copper

atoms in this wire per unit length is n=2.9 × 1019 atoms/m. For modeling

purposes I used a 41 micron length portion of the wire, as the laser intensity is

high in this diameter as measured with a CCD camera and in more direct ways

including figure 4.18. The initial Ri was the radius of a sphere that contains

the volume of the ablated material used. For the initial temperature I used

the average energy deposited by the laser pulse throughout the medium. The

initial magnetic energy was added to E0 to avoid numeric inconsistencies in

the simulation resulting in equation 4.5 becoming negative. An example of

this calculation is in figure 4.1.
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With magnetic field

Without magnetic field

Figure 4.1: Self similar expansion with and without a magnetic field for an
ablated 25 µm Al wire with a 200 mJ laser pulse.

A laser-produced plasma expanding into a magnetic field is an electri-

cally conducting material expanding into a magnetic field. This conducting

plasma will expel the magnetic field as it expands by producing currents as

illustrated in figure 4.2. The expanding plasma will eventually stop expanding

because of the energy required to produce the currents. One way to estimate

the radius of expansion in a magnetic field is to consider the balance of energies

in the expansion similar to the above self similar formulation. The expanding

plasma will expel the amount of field with energy density equaling the initial

energy in the plasma supplied by the laser pulse. Or as stated in the equation:

Elp =
B2

2µ0

4πR3
max

3

were Elp is the energy deposited into the plasma by the laser pulse, and Rmax

is the maximum expansion radius of the plasma in the magnetic field. This

is the condition where the plasma β is one, or when β =
Pfluid
B2/2µ0

= 1. Elp is

not the energy in the laser pulse but it is the energy that the plasma absorbs

from the laser pulse. The laser pulse will begin to be reflected from the laser-

target interaction when the plasma reaches the critical density. The laser pulse
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usually deposits about half its energy into the plasma as reported in literature

[42] with similar conditions related to this experiment.
We can calculate the maximum plasma    

expansion by looking at plasma parameters. 

B field

Expanding 

laser 

plasma

Radius

Figure 4.2: An expanding laser-produced plasma will expel magnetic fields.
There will be a point in time where the energy of the expanding plasma will
balance the energy of the expelled field.

The magnetic field will begin to diffuse back into the plasma as the

plasma expands as illustrated in figure 4.3. The time this diffusion will oc-

cur can be estimated by using the magnetic fusion equation taken from ideal

electromagnetism or:

∇2A = µ0σ
∂A

∂t
. (4.6)

From this an order of magnitude magnetic diffusion time can be calculated as

τ = O(µ0σL
2), (4.7)

where σ is the conductivity of the plasma. The diffusion time for a 1.0 eV

laser-produced plasma on a length scale of 1.0 cm is ∼ 10−8 sec which is on

the time scale of the experiment.
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Finite conductivity in the plasma 
allows for magnetic diffusion.

B field

Expanding 

laser 

plasma

Radius

Figure 4.3: Because the laser-produced plasma is resistive the magnetic field
will diffuse back into the plasma.

In laser-produced plasmas the ion larmor radius is usually much larger

than the electron larmor radius and is comparable to the scale length of the

plasma. This then encroaches on the assumptions in MHD where the larmor

radius is essentially zero. With the ion larmor radius comparable to the length

scale of the plasma the ions will be unmagnetized, while the electrons will be

magnetized. For example, a 50 eV plasma will have an ion larmor radius of .36

cm for a singely charged aluminum ion in a 1.0 T magnetic field. The electrons

of this same plasma will be .002 cm. The ion larmor radius will generally be

much larger than this because the Temperature of the laser-produced plasma

is initially very high, and the ions will carry the momentum gained by the

initial expansion into the vacuum. It is estimated that ions carry 90% of the

total plasma energy in directional kinetic energy [118]. In a strong plasma

flow with these conditions through a magnetic field the electrons will be held

by the magnetic field and the ions will progress uninhibited. This will cause

a charge separation that will induce E×B drifts in the plasma and will bind
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the ions to the magnetic field through the electrostatic forces of the electrons.

4.3 Experimental Materials and Methods for Measur-
ing Laser-Produced Plasmas in Magnetic fields

The experimental design for all mature experiments in this thesis re-

volve around the YOGA laser and the accompanying target chamber setup.

The YOGA laser served as the drive beam with energies up to 4.0 J. The

vacuum chamber was equipped to be optically probed with Schlieren, inter-

ferometry, and ICCD photography. The vacuum chamber also allowed for the

delivery of currents to the targets and the targets to be spatially manipulated.

A magnet, that was integral to the experiment, was specially designed for

the vacuum chamber. These components combined with timing instruments

and other details created the conditions for the study of laser-produced plas-

mas, laboratory simulations of astrophysical jets and magnetospheres. These

components are described in detail in this section.

4.3.1 Vacuum Chamber and Related Hardware

The laser-produced plasma experiment, and all other current experi-

ments discussed in this dissertation, were built with the YOGA laser as the

drive beam. These experiments are built around an 8” 6-way-cross converted

into a vacuum chamber, with the YOGA laser depositing energy into the vac-

uum chamber and the diagnostics measuring the interactions in the chamber.

The 8” stainless steel 6-way-cross was purchased from MDC. All sides

of the 6-way-cross were closed with modified 8” stainless steel conflat flanges

as in figure 4.5. The bottom conflat flange was modified to have a hole in

the center that had a custom made stainless steel elbow welded to the flange.
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Figure 4.4: Representative picture of the lay out of the YOGA laser system.

Two opposing flanges on the lateral side of the cross have a single optical

port for a 2” optic to be held in place with a modified 2 3/4” conflat flange.

There are two ports on these flanges that are made for 1 1/3” conflat flanges.

Through this flange I delivered the YOGA laser to the target and allowed for

the unabsorbed portion of the YOGA beam to exit the flange. I attached to a

flange a Granville-Phillips 275 convectron vacuum gauge and a vacuum valve

to vent the chamber to air. The other two ports on the lateral plane have one

2” optical window port and two extended 2” optical window ports. This set

of flanges with their accompanying ports allow probe beams to pass through

the chamber. On the top of the chamber is a xyz-stage designed by Brendan

Murphy.

The vacuum chamber stood on a 2’ by 4’ breadboard table, with 1”

posts aiding as a nut for the CF flange and attaching to the table as illus-

trated in figure 4.10. I attached the 2’ by 4’ table solidly to the YOGA laser
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Figure 4.5: An 8” 6-way-cross converted to the target chamber with a custom
designed xyz-stage.

breadboard table. The height of the 2’ by 4’ table was set to accommodate

the height of the YOGA laser beam and to allow the vacuum line to enter into

the bottom of the chamber.

The xyz-stage on the top of the chamber (see figure 4.5) was custom

built in the machine shop, which significantly cut costs of the experiment. The

xyz-stage does not have bearings but consists of two metal plates that are able

to slide in each other. Finely threaded screws move these plates in the x and

the y direction, with springs attached to these plates to counterbalance the

force from the screws. The center plate attaches to a 2 3/4 CF flange that is

welded to a flexible bellows. A shaft is screwed into the vacuum side of the CF

flange and continues down into the chamber to connect to the target holder.

A third screw controls the z direction of the xyz-stage with gravity and the

pressure from the chamber providing the counter weight. With the weight of

the atmosphere on the bellows the springs on the xyz-stage are often unable to

compensate, requiring the operator to manually push the xyz-stage onto the

screws.
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A Leybold roughing pump with pumping speed of about 65 cubic

feet/min pumped the vacuum chamber. The vacuum pump was close to the

vacuum chamber to minimize the pump down time. There was a five-foot hose

connecting them together. I put a KTX-150-2 oil trap from MDC between this

hose and the vacuum pump to protect the vacuum chamber from the vacuum

pump oil.

The Leybold pump pumped through a supplemental small Edwards

EO 40/55 diffusion pump, with pumping speed of 60 lps, but with a chamber

protecting bevel the speed was 27 lps. Collaborators worried that the diffusion

pump would spoil the optics in the vacuum chamber. I found no oily residue

during the operation of the diffusion pump using the protective bevel. The

optics in the chamber did become spoiled, but this damage was from the target

interactions in the experiment as evidenced by metallic spots on the optics.

The small diffusion pump required that the chamber be evacuated first

to a level below 500 mTorr. I had the roughing pump connected directly

through the diffusion pump, instead of having a separate evacuation line to cut

costs. After the chamber was initially evacuated the diffusion pump required

four minutes to warm up before it would properly pump the chamber. I

sealed off the chamber from the diffusion pump during this time. The total

pumping time used to reach the working pressure of 1.0 mTorr was about 30

minutes. The chamber could be pumped down to below 0.1 mTorr but it took

much longer. I determined, however, that 1.0 mTorr was sufficient for our

experiment as determined through reasoning discussed in section 4.4.3. The

diffusion pump needed 20 minutes to cool down before it could be brought to

atmosphere.
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4.3.2 Custom Built Permanent Magnet

The possibility of using a permanent magnet was desirable due to the

complications of using electromagnets. Electromagnets required another power

source, and a pulsed magnetic field would produce electrical noise. Electro-

magnets can produce stronger fields and allow for probing plasmas along the

magnetic field lines, but since I was interested in relatively modest magnetic

fields (on the order of a tesla) for our experiment I chose to use a permanent

magnet.

Rare earth metal permanent magnets can give strong fields, dependant

on the amount of material used and the way the magnetic field lines are “con-

ducted” around the magnets in a similar phenomenological way as electricity

is conducted trough a simple circuit. This experiment had a size constraint on

the amount of material that could be used. The magnet had to safely fit inside

an 8” six-way-cross, allowing for removal of the magnet and for experimental

probing to take place.

Constructing a large magnetic field over a certain volume is more com-

plicated than just putting two magnets together in close proximity around said

volume. Placing two magnets close together around a certain volume with op-

posite poles facing each other will produce a larger field than if one magnet

was used. Magnetic permeable material conducts magnetic fields like a metal

conducts electric currents. In order to construct the strongest magnetic field

out of a permanent magnet I needed to have two strong magnets encompassing

a volume with the opposite poles of the magnet facing each other with an iron

yoke encompassing the two magnets conducting the magnetic field lines from

one magnet to the other.

I modeled the design of the magnet on a program called Maxwell SV.
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Maxwell SV is a 2D electromagnetic simulation program developed by Ansoft.

Maxwell SV uses 2D Finite Element Method (FEM), tangential vector finite

elements, and automatic adaptive meshing procedures to calculate electrical

and electromagnetic properties of physical configurations at low frequencies.

Users can input various physical parameters on a 2D model for use in the

calculation. The simulation design for the magnet includes constructing a 2D

figure of the magnet along with the iron yoke and the program will calculate

the magnetic field throughout the whole structure. I worked with the con-

straints that I had, which were fitting the entire magnet and yoke into the

vacuum chamber, getting the largest volume between the two magnets and

having the largest magnetic field in that volume, and minimizing the size of

the magnetic material. The highest quality material MCE had was used to

construct the magnet, which was a N5563 NdFeB rare earth magnet. MCE

listed the parameters for recoil permeability as 1.05 and the magnetic reten-

tivity as 1.5 T. Maxwell SV calculated the following numbers from these two

numbers: magnetic coercivity= −1.14 × 106 Ampere/m and Magnetization

=1.19 × 106 Ampere/m. Using these numbers and a BH-curve from MCE

Maxwell SV calculated the magnetic field of my design. I had the physics

machine shop construct the iron yoke out of 1018 steel. 1008 steel gave bet-

ter numbers, but was more difficult to purchase. I calculated that the center

between the magnets would be .97±.01 T with the geometry I chose and with

1018 steel as illustrated in figure 4.6.

I was concerned about the two magnets coming together accidentally in

the process of the experiment. An aluminum scaffolding was made to prevent

the magnets from coming together as seen in figure 4.7, if they came loose

from the steel yoke. This would be unlikely, however, because the force that
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6.0 cm

2.0 cm

Figure 4.6: Calculation of the magnet system using Maxwell SV. Steel 1018
was used as the iron yoke and N5563 NdFeB for the magnet.

the magnet would attach to the steel yoke with is on the order of 200 lb.

The magnets would not come together unless they came significantly off of

the yoke. However, since such a catastrophe would break the magnets and

possibly break an operators finger the scaffolding was used. This scaffolding

cut down on the field of view for observing the laser-produced plasma, and

made it more difficult to fit the target between the magnet.

I commissioned the UT physics machine shop to build all the nonmag-

netic parts and sent these parts to MCE, and they assembled the entire magnet

system. The magnetic field was measured with a hall probe on an xyz-stage.

The actual measurement was .87±.02 T in the middle of the magnet (see fig-

ure 4.8), compared with the prediction of .97±.01 T. The discrepancy is most
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Figure 4.7: The custom designed magnet in the target chamber.

likely due to the difference between the 2 dimensional calculation and the ac-

tual 3 dimensional structure, and also slight differences in the amount and

shape of the material used.

4.3.3 Targets and Alignment Techniques

Targets and target fabrication are an important part in any laser-target

experiment. Parameters for the construction of targets have to include avail-

ability, ease of target fabrication, and ability to repeatably align and interact

with the laser. I used copper and aluminum wire for targets for their availabil-

ity and difference in mass and atomic number. I used two sizes of wire, a 50

gauge or 25µm. wire, where the diameter of the wire is smaller than the focus

of the laser, and the other size is an 18 gauge or 1.0mm where the diameter

is much larger than the laser focus. For the copper wires I used magnet wire,

stripping the insulation off with paint thinner.

I attached the wires to the xyz-stage through a shaft that connected

to the top of the chamber. I constructed numerous ways to connect the wires

with the xyz-stage shaft. I positioned the wires so the target area of the wire
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Figure 4.8: Z-component of the magnetic field measured with a hall probe.
The values of each data series are in different distances from the top of the
magnet with 0.453” being close to the center of the magnet.

was above the mount. The shaft angled from the top of the inside of the

chamber, allowing an adjustable shaft to hold onto the wire. I constructed

one particular wire holder to hold the wire target with electrical contact to an

electrical discharge system discussed in the appendix B. Another holder was

a small hollow ceramic tube that clamped on the shaft and held the wire with

a plug.

Alignment happened with two different frames. One would involve the

use of a HeNe laser and the other would involve the probe imaging system.

I set up a HeNe laser on our experiment as a permanent alignment system.

I spatially filtered the HeNe beam and expanded the beam to give a shorter

focal region. I sent the HeNe beam though the dielectric mirror that directed

the YOGA laser into the target chamber. I used crosshairs on the input and

output drive ports of the vacuum chamber to get the HeNe beam as collinear

as possible to the YOGA beam. I aligned the focus of the HeNe beam with

the YOGA focus using a 20X microscope objective. See appendix section E.4

for alignment details.
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The probe imaging system offered a straightforward way to align the

target in the z (up down) and y (along the axis of the drive beam) directions.

With the shadow of the target on the camera image clearly visible the target

can be precisely placed. The position of the laser focus can be directly mea-

sured on the probe image by using either Schlieren or backlighting. With the

target in position from the probe image direction the target can be aligned

in the x (along the axis of the probe beam) using the diffraction of the HeNe

beam from the target being in the HeNe beams focus. For precise alignment

procedures see appendix section E.4.

4.3.4 Diagnostics

I used mainly optical diagnostics for measuring the laser-produced

plasma expansion as illustrated in figure 4.9. This included Schlieren, in-

terferometry, and ICCD camera images. I tried other diagnostics including

shadowography, Faraday rotation and Langmuir probes, but either I did not

get any significant information out of these measurements or I was not able to

pursue the full development of these diagnostics. Out of the Schlieren, inter-

ferometry and ICCD camera images the ICCD camera images gave the most

spatial information. The plasmas were not dense enough at later times in the

expansion to efficiently probe with laser diagnostics. I present in the following

sections the set-up for these three diagnostics.

4.3.5 Laser Probing of Small Laboratory-Produced Plasmas

I had a Quantel Brilliant YAG-laser available for the experiment. The

Quantel was a convenient, easy-to-use laser. The Quantel used standard 110

Volt power and was air/water cooled. This laser was frequency doubled to
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532 nm. The higher the frequency of the probe the lower the resolution of the

Schlieren or interferometry as described in equations 3.47 and 3.51. Although

the fundamental beam, in theory, would have given better results, I chose not

to use the fundamental frequency of the Quantel (1064 nm) because the drive

beam in the experiment is the YOGA beam which is also 1064 nm. This

drive beam is so bright that I had to filter the scattered laser light from the

probe diagnostics to protect the camera and to prevent the YOGA laser from

distorting the image. Hence I used the 532 nm frequency doubled laser beam.

The Quantel laser had adjustable energy, and could give up to 120

mJ per pulse in the 532 nm beam. The energy was adjusted internally by

adjusting the q-switching time. The Quantel, at its maximum energy, has

a 2.0 ns FWHM spreadin its temporal duration. The line width is 1.4c/m =

4.2×108Hz. When using lower energy settings the temporal profile broadened

and became less desirable and noisy. The best and shortest temporal profile

for probing the laser-produced plasma was desired to get the best temporal

resolution for the measurement. I therefore had to run the Quantel with full

energy and pick off a fraction of the energy with an optical wedge.

As with the YOGA laser I mapped out the beam path of target chamber

laser systems with the GRAPHITE program. Figure 4.10 shows the layout for

the Quantel optics. The Quantel path meanders thought the 2’ by 4’ table.

There were several reasons for having the path length so long. One, the beam

needed to be conditioned so that it was adequate for optical probing, and, two,

enough space was needed after the laser plasma interaction to image the beam

properly.

YAG laser beams are notorious for having very nonuniform spatial pro-

file beams. YAG beams are designed for their energy and not their spatial
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Using the YOGA laser and custom built electrodes and 

magnets we create conditions in which we see jets 
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Figure 4.9: View of the experimental interaction region from the top looking
down.

profile. Good spatial profiles in the beam are essential for interferometry and

Schlieren. Therefore I took special measures to improve the spatial profile of

the Quantel laser.

There were two things done to improve the beam quality. One was

choosing a small and good part of the YAG beam with an iris. The other was

to spatial filter the beam. For the first method, I took the beam that was split

off from the main Quantel beam, from the wedge, enlarged the beam with a

negative 13.0 cm focal length lens, and used an iris to cut out the part of the

beam that looked the cleanest to spatial filter. This iris needed the freedom to

adjust to different parts of the beam. Also the iris could be adjusted in size to
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Figure 4.10: This is a line drawing of the laser experimental region of the
experiment. A YAG laser was used to probe the laser plasma interaction.

adjust the amount of the beam we wanted to pass through. The iris produces

strong diffraction, but this diffraction was eliminated by the spatial filter.

A spatial filter is a hole placed in the waist of a focusing telescope that

removes high-frequency parts of the spatial profile of the beam. The focus of

a laser beam through a spherical lens is the Fourier transform of the beam

profile at the plane a focal length upstream from the lens [57]. For a gaussian

beam the fraction of power transmitted through a hole at the waist of the

focus is

P (D)

TP
= 1− e−

1
2

(
πaD
λF

)2

(4.8)
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where D is the diameter of the spatial filter hole, a is the e−2 radius of the

gaussian beam upstream from the lens, F is the focal length of the lens, TP is

the total power in the laser beam, and λ is the wave length of light. Industry

recommends the use of a pinhole the diameters of Dopt = Fλ/a [106]. This

will pass 99.3% of the energy of a gaussian beam. The beam of a YAG laser

has a flat top profile and not a gaussian profile. Thus much more of the beam

energy will be blocked by the pinhole.

For the use of the probe beam the spatial filter came after the beam-

selecting iris and was a part of the imaging telescope that expanded the laser

beam to be large enough for the experiments. If the spatial filter hole was

too small the laser would disintegrate the hole, and distort the beam in the

process. The recommended diameter above was on the order of 27µm in

diameter. A pinhole on the order of 50µm was used and significant distortion

of the beam was measured due to the denigration of the hole. Hence I used a

spatial filter that was 400µm in diameter, which was the smallest pinhole the

physics machine shop could make. This filters out a significant amount of the

laser beam spatial noise to give an adequate profile for imaging.

The expanding telescope was a 60 cm - 200 cm telescope. I was un-

concerned with the exact beam profile imaging of this telescope because it

passes through a spatial filter. The second telescope images the laser-produced

plasma onto the camera. This is a single lens telescope with a 60 cm lens. The

distance of the interaction to this lens was on the order of 140 cm and the

distance from lens to the camera was on the order of 105 cm. This gave a

magnification of .75 for the telescope. I had to use a single lens telescope

to use a Wollaston prism interferometer. The beam block was placed for the

Schlieren in the focus of this telescope.
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I used a CCD camera connected to a control card on a computer to

measure the spatial profile of a laser beam. I used both Sony and Kohu

cameras in working with the laser system, but for the purposes of taking the

data I used the Sony camera XC-57 because the Sony that I had was a better

camera.

I used the Spiricon imaging system in the early part of the experiment

because I had access to the program. Spiricon is an imaging system geared for

diagnosing laser systems. The Spiricon set up is expensive, and the Spiricon

functionality was not needed in the experiment. A National Instruments I-

MAQ 1405 card was used to control the camera. This was a low cost single

channel color or monochrome image acquisition card with 16 MB memory. The

National Instruments card had an external trigger input for precise timing of

the camera. This card used Labview and Vision Assistant to operate.

One problem with externally triggering these cameras is that the cam-

era’s internal trigger is not a multiple of 10Hz, which is the timing frequency

the experiment was based upon. Hence there are times when the camera is

not in sync with the camera grabber card and the desired image will not be

recorded. Also with the nature of these cameras is the fact that they over-

lace images. The camera has two frames that it uses, each involving half the

lines available to the camera. The camera alternates between which of these

frames it sends to the card. I was able to time the camera so that the camera

card would pick up on both overlaces for a total of 30 seconds, then it would

switch to the half laced view for thirty seconds. I worked with this problem by

manually timing when I would run the experiment so that the camera would

measure the full field view.

In working with camera imaging systems, I was confronted with a prob-
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lem of marking the location of a particular reference point of an image on the

screen. I was concerned with this in terms of alignment etc. Marking the

screen with a physical marker gave poor quality results because of parallax.

The distance and curvature of the glass screen to the image of the monitor

made it difficult to get accurate results in alignment.

Sean Keely wrote a Windows program for me called grid.exe to make

markers and grids that were permanently on the foreground of the computer

monitor. Hence, even while accessing the program that had the image of the

CCD camera the marker would still be visible on the computer screen. The

position of the markers could be saved so that the alignment is not destroyed

if the computer crashes.

The program has a main window that acts as a grid that has adjustable

spacing and thickness of the grid lines. This grid and window are always at

the forefront of the screen. This is very convenient for alignment of crosshairs,

etc in the YOGA alignment. The program also has circular markers that have

a cross in the middle for precise alignment. They have adjustable colors and

sizes, and are always in the foreground of the computer screen. Both these

markers and grids can have their transparency adjusted to see the images

behind them. These markers are really convenient for alignment procedures

as marking where the focus is of the YOGA laser breakdown in air and then

moving the target onto the position of the marker. The position and size of the

imaging program window is also saved by the program incase the window gets

moved or the computer crashes. This program has been a valuable part of the

experiment, along with other experiments other researchers have performed in

the Thor lab.
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4.3.6 Schlieren Images of Small Laboratory-Produced Plasmas

Schlieren or dark field imaging techniques are ideal for measuring strong

density gradients. I chose this as our main diagnostic for the beginning part

of our investigation because there are significant density gradients in laser-

produced plasmas and because of the ease of using this diagnostic. The

Schlieren technique images a laser beam that has passed through the laser-

plasma interaction, where in the imaging process the fundamental modes of

the image are blocked by placing a beam block in the focus of the imaged laser

beam as illustrated in figure 4.11. With the fundamental modes blocked, only

the part of the beam that has been significantly deflected by the plasma will

pass to the detector. I have made various beam paths for Schlieren imaging

over the course of the experiment, that consist of either a two lens telescope

of a single lens telescope.

Schlieren imaging diagnostics measure 
variations in the plasma’s refractive index.

Incoming drive 

beam

Camera

Incoming
probe beam

Beam block

Target

Figure 4.11: A Schlieren imaging system works by blocking out the fundamen-
tal parts of the image.

The beam block I used for the experiment was a wire that is connected

to a xyz-stage. I used three sizes of wire for the Schlieren beam block, 0.02”,

0.015”, and 0.013”. The majority of the shots used the 0.013” wire. Positioning
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the beam block was an important factor in the Schlieren data that was being

taken. If I had the column of the wire blocking the beam, then parts of the

image would be missing along the wire direction. Using the top of the wire as

a beam block gave us more spatial information from the plasma. The thinner

the beam block the more sensitivity of gradients could be detected from the

plasma, but the probe laser was then more likely to burn through the wire.

The thicker the wire the crisper the image would be, but only the most intense

gradients would be detected.

The energy of the probe beam had to be large enough to be detected

by the camera, but weak enough that the beam block and other focal points of

the beam path will not degrade the performance of the probe beam. I had to

block the camera with about 3.5 worth of ND’s and one BG-39 colored glass

filter designed to absorb 1064 nm light so that the YOGA laser scatter and

the plasma emission would be sufficiently attenuated. The camera had a 532

nm interference filter to further block out the YOGA light. The probe laser

energy could not be too high because the energy in the probe beam would

ablate the Schlieren beam block. I could increase the length of the telescope

to further attenuate the YOGA beam, since the YOGA scatter intensity would

drop off more with 1/R2 and the probe beam would be collimated. Having

a long telescope with comparatively small lenses decreases the resolution of

the Schlieren. I used trial and error to find the optimum values for these

parameters. The time delay between the probe beam and the YOGA laser

gave the temporal measurement of the Schlieren image, and the camera card

would take the spatial information of the Schlieren image.
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4.3.7 Interferometry of Small Laboratory-Produced Plasmas

Interferometry is based on interfering two coherent laser beams where

one beam has passed through an object such as a plasma, and the other beam

has not. One technique operate interferometry is to split off two beams with

a beam splitter and pass one beam through the plasma and send the other

through a path of equal length then rejoin them with a beam splitter for

the two beams to interfere. This can be a cumbersome process and is very

difficult to do, and can be influenced by available space and the coherence

length of the probe laser. There are other ways of making interferometers that

include interfering one part of the beam with another part of the beam that

can circumvent these problems.

One such method uses a Wollaston prism. I adapt the Wollaston prism

interferometry formulation as outlined by Benattar et al. [8]. A Wollaston

prism splits the beam into two beams of opposing polarizations with a diver-

gence angle specified by the kind of Wollaston prism (see figure 4.12). If a

laser beam comes out of a focus from a telescope with the polarization at 45◦

to the Wollaston prism axis, the two beams will come out of the Wollaston

prism with opposing polarizations. If the Wollaston prism’s angle is on the

order of 1◦ the divergence will be small enough that the beams will overlap.

Then passing the split beams trough a polarizer will interfere the two beams

with each other. I used a Wollaston prism with a .75◦ angle.

Knowing the parameters of the Wollaston prism set up allow for the

calculation of the distance between two fringes. Knowing the distance be-

tween two fringes is important because this determines the sensitivity of the

interferometer. Interferometry sensitivity derives from the fringe shift of the

interferogram. Having larger fringe spacings will therefore give more spatial
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Figure 4.12: A Wollaston prism separates the beam into two polarizations.
Sending these two beams through a polarizer will cause one side of the beam
to interfere with the other [8] (Copyright (1980) by The American Physical
Society).

information of the fringe shift. The down side of this is the larger the fringe

spacing the more noise will be introduced in the data. The system must be

adjusted to obtain the best fringe sensitivity vs. noise level introduced into

the system. The fringe spacing can be determined by the equation

i = (λ/ε)(p′/b) (4.9)

where p’ and b are given in figure 4.12, λ is the laser wavelength and ε is the

Wollaston prism separation angle [8]. This equation can be modified to put

the prism upstream of the focal spot. I found from manipulating the analysis

that the equation is the same as equation 4.9 but b is the distance between the

prism and the focal spot and p’ is the full distance of the prism to the detector

plane. The Wollaston prism was generally held at 8.0 cm upstream from the

telescope focal point. This gave fringes with 5.33 lines per mm at the camera

which corresponded to 4 lines per mm of the actual interaction accounting for

the magnification.

For this interferometer to work the coherence length of the probe beam

bust be larger than the phase separation induced by the interferometer. From
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Hecht [57] we learn that the wave nature of light requires for a cosinusoidal

wave with the amplitude modulated by a gaussian envelope that the product

of the width of its Fourier space (∆k) with the width of its spatial scale must

be ∆k∆x = 4π. This is equivalent to ∆ω∆t = 4π. With ∆ω = 2π∆ν the

above relation becomes with a generalized wave packet

∆ν ≈ 1/∆t. (4.10)

This ∆t is called the coherence time and the coherence length is ∆lc = c∆tc

where c is the speed of light. The frequency line width is related to the mean

frequency and wavelength by ∆ν/∆λ = ν/λ. This combined with ν = c/λ

gives the coherence length as

∆lc = λ
2
/∆λ. (4.11)

With the spectral line with of the Quantel laser 4.2 × 108Hz and the mean

wavelength 532 nm the coherence length will be ∆lc = 0.71m. This is typical

for a YAG laser and is more than sufficient for Wollaston interferometry where

the difference in the interfering path length is less than 5.0 mm.

Because polarization is an important issue for this interferometer, I

employed the use of two half wave plates in the beam path. One wave plate

adjusted the polarization of the probe beam before the laser plasma interac-

tion, and the other adjusted the polarization of the beam before it entered the

Wollaston prism. The polarization was adjusted before the probe laser enters

the laser-produced plasma in order to account for the plasma in a magnetic

field being birefringent and can alter the interference effects of the interferom-

eter. The half wave plate before the Wollaston prism is important because the

polarization can change through the beam path optics before the probe gets to
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the Wollaston prism, and because I wanted the flexibility to choose the angle

of the Wollaston prism to satisfy imaging requirements.

There were several problems encountered with the set up. I assumed

from miscalculation that the laser-produced plasma would be much smaller

than it was, so I found that the .75◦ was a too small to get good results over

the field of view desired. With the larger field of view I was hard pressed to

get a larger beam through the spacing I had for the magnet, and still have

space in the beam that would not be affected by the laser-produced plasma.

The beam quality I had, even after the improvements made for it, was not

good enough to get perfectly straight fringes. They were adequate for the

experiment, but this induced a lot of noise into the data. Vibrations were also

a big problem especially when taking a background shot. The interference

fringes would vibrate at times over a fringe shift in the set up. This noise was

subtracted out in the analysis with moderate success.

4.3.8 ICCD Images of Small Laboratory-Produced Plasmas

An Intensified CCD (ICCD) camera is a CCD camera with an intensifier

placed in front of the CCD camera. The intensifier is a multichannel plate that

amplifies the light signal when a high voltage source is sent to the plate. The

ICCD camera not only intensifies the image, but due to its operation has a

gate pulse which sets the exposure time. This exposure time can be very small.

In our case the minimum exposure time was 4.0 ns, but other models can have

electronic gates much smaller than this.

Professor Bengtson had a spectrometer that had as part of its set up

a Princeton Instruments ICCD camera. This ICCD camera was modified to

image plasma emissions. I purchased a part from Princeton Instruments that
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enabled us to attach an imaging camera lens to the ICCD camera housing.

The part needed to be modified to be attached to the camera housing.

The ICCD model number was Princeton Instruments ICCD-576G/RBE,

and had several components associated with its operation. A function-timing

generator was able to adjust the delay and width of the gate pulse to the cam-

era, and a power supply amplified this pulse to 200 V. The power supply also

supplied the voltage on the multi-channel plate in the camera. A gain adjust-

ment controlled this voltage with adjustments available from 0-100 A.U.. The

camera had two settings; the gate setting from the external timing box and a

internal trigger controlled by the camera imaging software.

The ICCD camera had to be cooled to obtain low noise counts and good

image quality. The camera was cooled with an ice bath or a Neslab Coolflow

CFT-33 refrigerated recirculator chiller. This chiller did not keep the camera

as cool as the ice bath, but the temperature was much more stable. Because

of the cooling involved the camera was susceptible to condensation on the

multi-channel plate. Condensation combined with the voltages involved with

the multi-channel plate will destroy the camera. Thus dry nitrogen flushing

was essential to the camera’s operation.

The camera had a frame grabber and controlling card/program that

controlled the camera called WinSpec. The internal trigger could be specified

on this program to allow untriggered snapshots from the camera for alignment.

WinSpec enabled the camera to be triggered by an external trigger, before a

shot was taken. The image could be manipulated and saved from the program.

I did not use the triggering source from the BNC box to trigger the

ICCD camera because noise on the order of 1 microsecond would not be suf-

ficient for studying the laser-produced plasmas. I instead used a photodiode
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that picked off a part of the YOGA beam through a dielectric mirror early in

the YOGA beam’s evolution. This produced a 16±1 ns delay between the trig-

gering of the ICCD camera and when the picture was actually taken after the

Laser target interaction. This delay was sufficient, because no measurement of

the laser-produced plasma earlier than 16 ns would be made due to the intense

YOGA laser light and plasma light existing at that time. Also the physics of

the plasma evolution at that time was not important to the experiment.

ICCD cameras are very sensitive to laser light and intense light sources

in general. Great caution was taken to not burn out the camera. The camera

can become permanently damaged if it is exposed to twice the saturation

intensity. I put three BG-39 and BG-18 filters before the camera to block

out the YOGA laser light. The Camera is not very sensitive to 1 micron

light anyway, but I wanted to take all the precautions necessary to protect the

camera.

When measuring an unfamiliar plasma state, special incremental atten-

uation measures were used to determine the proper exposure. The attenuation

tools used were the camera lens iris, and the camera gain to measure the in-

teraction with high attenuation and slowly lessening the attenuation until the

interaction was observed with low intensity levels. The intensity approximately

doubled with every gain setting change of 5 A.U.. The intensity increased by

approximately 1.3 times with every f number stetting increase with the camera

lens iris.

The ICCD camera had a rectangular chip that could be oriented to the

experiment by choosing the side of the camera to mount. The lens on the

ICCD camera could be focused like a standard camera. I placed an extender

between the camera and the lens to change the magnification of the image.
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I focused the camera by putting the camera into shutter mode where the

WinSpec program controlled the shutter. The standard imaging exposure was

1 ms, iris setting f22 and a gain of 10. I used background light or flashlight

light. The 60 Hz lighting in the room may have made the illumination on the

camera unreliable.

The ICCD camera was the most descriptive data measuring device in

the experiment. As will be shown, the ICCD camera gave valuable spatial

information of the expanding plasma. The camera was able to give fine details

that are too faint to be seen with interferometry, and they gave adequate

timing resolution. The ICCD camera measured plasma emission over a broad

range of frequencies from 350 nm to 575 nm due to the filters placed before

the camera. As discussed in section 3.3.2 the plasma emission gives some

information of the density distribution of the plasma, which is a useful tool in

characterizing the laser-produced plasma.

4.3.9 Other Diagnostics

I used a DET 210 photodiode to measure the timing between the laser

pulse and the probe pulse. The DET 210 photodiode has modest spectral ca-

pabilities at 1064 nm, but has a fast 1.0 ns rise time. I picked off beams from

both lasers through mirrors to direct onto the photodiode. I used an appro-

priate amount of ND filters to adjust the intensity of both beams so that they

could both be detectable. The calculated timing difference from geometrical

calculations between the interaction of the beams at the photodiode and the

interaction of the beams in the chamber was −7.0× 10−10 sec, which is small

enough to be ignored.

I used this photodiode to measure the energy of the YOGA laser for
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each high energy YOGA shot used in the experiment. The beam from the

YOGA laser was adjusted using ND filters to be less than 50 mV so the

photo diodes response would be linear. This required that the cable to the

oscilloscope be shielded. The probe pulse was less intense than the YOGA

laser pulse so the YOGA pulse could be used as a trigger on the oscilloscope.

For the calibration techniques see appendix E.1.

I optically measured the laser-produced plasma with shadowography,

which is an unmodified image of the laser pulse going through the plasma (see

figure 4.17). This gave information of the opacity of the plasma at the laser

wavelength. I also measured the laser-produced plasma with Faraday rotation

by sending a polarized beam through the plasma and having a crossed polarizer

blocking out the light as it comes out of the plasma onto the camera. If the

laser plasma altered the polarization of the probe beam the altered beam

would pass through the polarizer onto the camera. I measured no signal from

the plasmas measured this way. The angle change for Faraday rotation is

θ = 2.63× 10−17λ2neB` rad in cgs [87]. For parameters best hoped for in this

experiment ne = 1018 cm−3, B = 104 G, and ` = 1.0 cm then θ = 7.4 × 10−4

rad which is very small. These numbers are also best estimates because B must

be parallel to the probe beam propagation, and the plasma at high densities

expels the magnetic field early in the expansion.

4.3.10 Timing the Experiment

I used the same set up for timing as in section 2.6 except that I con-

trolled the lamps and the q-switch of the Quantel laser with the SRS box. The

timing logic diagram for the experiment is illustrated in figure 4.13. To make

timing scans with the probe beam I adjusted the Quantel lamp channel on the
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SRS box. Calibration of this adjustment was facilitated by the photodiode.

To see a typical timing chart refer to appendix E.7.

4.4 Data from the Laser-Produced Plasma Experiment

An exhaustive amount of data was taken of laser-produced plasmas with

Schlieren, interferometry, and ICCD photography. A range of parameters were

used to give a template of laser-produced plasma possibilities. This section

describes the data taken of laser-produced plasma in detail.

4.4.1 Schlieren Data

Schlieren imaging was used from the beginning of the experiment, and

the literature discussing Schlieren imaging with laser-produced plasmas always

viewed images of laser-produced plasma early in time. The first Schlieren

images on both the Thor experiment (see figure B.4 in appendix B) and the

YOGA experiment consisted of irradiating relatively thick wires. I used 25 µm

thick wire in the YOGA experiment with the same magnetic field. There were

slight differences with and without magnetic fields which I later discovered

were due to differences of background pressure (see figure B.8 in appendix B).

For these first experiments the magnet from a Faraday rotator was used. This

magnet outgassed and had many virtual leaks. This caused the background

pressure to be about 50 mTorr greater than the nonmagnetic field case. The

amount of mass that the background pressure would have at 20 mTorr was

comparable to the mass of the expanded laser-produced plasma under these

conditions. I calculated that the mass of a background pressure of 1 mTorr

would be sufficiently less than the laser-produced plasma. This calculation is

detailed later in section 4.4.3. The rest of the experiments to used a diffusion
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Figure 4.13: Timing logic diagram of the experiment.

-5 ns 0 ns 10 ns 15 ns 20 ns

25 ns 28 ns 30 ns 35 ns
~1.0mm

Figure 4.14: Schlieren run at early times using a 3.7 J pulse and 25 µm copper
wire with no magnetic field. The laser is coming in from the left.
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pump. This allowed the use of a consistent 1.0 mTorr pressure setting for both

the magnetic field and the nonmagnetic field case.

I took an exhaustive amount of data with the new magnet and consis-

tent 1.0 mTorr background pressure looking for quantitative differences with

and without magnetic fields. A sample of these data are in figures 4.14,4.15

and 4.16. I used a 25 micron copper wire and 4 Joules of laser energy to

produce the laser-produced plasma. A 0.012” copper wire was used as the

Schlieren beam block.

There are many distinct spatial patterns that form in these images.

In the first 40 ns there is a uniform spherical expansion that expands to a

certain radius. In most of these images including these earlier times there was

a central area of opacity. These opacity areas are confirmed to be opaque

by using shadowography (see figure 4.17). There are several possible reasons

for this opacity. First the plasma could reach a critical density where the

plasma frequency is the laser probe frequency. For a 532 nm probe beam the

critical density is 3.94 × 1021 cm−3. This is a reasonable density to achieve

at the early stages of expansion. This is unlikely for all cases because this

opaque region exists for a very long duration. Another possible source is

that the copper had a resonance at the probe laser’s frequency of 532 nm.

For longer times when the plasma is not very hot and could in fact be just

copper gas, the light could be too highly deflected if the gas was acting as

a spherical lens. The angular deflection of a spherical lens can be derived to

give α = −2sin−1( y
R

) + 2sin−1( n0y
niR

) where R is the radius of the sphere, ni is

the index of refraction of the gas and y is the axial distance of the beam away

from the central part of the sphere. If R=1.0 mm, y=0.5 mm and ni=1.01

then α=-.01 rad. For a 2” lens and a 1 m beam path the maximal angular
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0.0 ns 20.0 ns 40.0 ns 60.0 ns 80.0 ns

100.0 ns 140.0 ns 180.0 ns 220.0 ns 260.0 ns

a)

b)

a)

b)

~1.0mm

Figure 4.15: Schlieren images of laser produced plasma progression where the
input laser energy is ∼3.7 J and the target is ∼25 µm thick Cu wire. a) is
without B fields and without an enclosure and b) is with ∼.85 T enclosed B
fields.
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520.0 ns 560.0 ns 600.0 ns

300.0 ns 340.0 ns 400.0 ns 440.0 ns 480.0 ns

~1.0mm

a)

b)

a)

b)

Figure 4.16: Schlieren images of laser produced plasma progression where the
input laser energy is ∼3.7 J and the target is ∼25 µm thick Cu wire. a) is
without B fields and without an enclosure and b) is with ∼.85 T enclosed B
fields.
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61.6 ns 124.0 ns 30.4 ns 

c)

d)

a) b)

~1.0mm

~1.0mm~1.0mm

Figure 4.17: Schlieren images from the Thor experiment a) in a week ∼0.1 T
magnetic field, 40 ns, and laser energy is .69 J, b) without fields, 200 ns and
laser energy is .69 J. Schlieren images c) and shadowography images d) of laser
produced plasma with energy ∼4.0 J.
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deflection allowed is θ = 2.54
100

= .025 rad. This is certainly comparable if the

gas can have a index of refraction of 1.01.

Other features include a expanding ball that lasts for 40 ns shrinks

back down to a small size and after 40 nanoseconds expands slowly again for

the remainder the shots as in figure 4.14. A double spherical expansion seems

to be forming above and below the point where the laser ablated the wire.

This is most likely due to the fact that the laser focus has a hot spot in the

middle and a low intensity halo around the hot spot about 330 µm wide as in

figure 4.18. Thus the laser would ablate the center of its target on the wire

with high intensities. This would cause this portion of the wire to expand at

high velocities. The portions in the halo will be irradiated at low intensities,

and will expand slowly with a much lower temperature expansion. This would

explain the two lobes observed above and below the laser-target interaction.

The rest the expanding plasma was therefore a very low temperature plasma.

This is confirmed by the interferometry that will be discussed later. There was

a positive fringe shift during these times. This indicated that the expansion

was not due to a highly ionized plasma.

To quantify the differences with and without the magnetic field I mea-

sured the thickness of the Schlieren feature in the images at a specified intensity

threshold at the point where the laser ablated the wire. The results of this

measurement are in figure 4.19. I measured both the vertical expansion and the

horizontal expansion. There was no significant quantitative differences with

or without magnetic fields with these Schlieren measurements. The reason

that significant differences with or without magnetic fields were not observed

in these images is most likely due to the fact that the plasma measured in not

a high temperature plasma beyond 40 ns in the images. It would be the high
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Figure 4.18: Image of 200 mJ laser focused shots on an insulated Cu wire.
The focus exhibits a halo around the the intense region of the focus. The wire
diameter is .066 cm and the halo is ∼330 µm.

temperature plasma that would interact with the magnetic field. Before 40 ns,

where there is high temperature plasma measured, the pressures in the plasma

are much greater than the magnetic field pressure. Thus it is unexpected to

measure the difference with or without the magnetic field before 40 ns, and

the observed plasma is too low in temperature after 40 ns to measure any

difference with and without a magnetic field.

4.4.2 Interferometry Data

I took the majority of the Interferometric data of laser-produced plas-

mas from 25 µm Cu wire ablated with 3.7 J laser pulses. The interferometric

data was much more sensitive than the Schlieren data. Interferometry also

gave information about the fringe shift in the plasma. For instance the plasma

would give a negative fringe shift and a nonionized dense gas would give a

positive fringe shift (see figure 4.20).
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Figure 4.19: I measured the width of the laser-produced plasma in both the x
and the y directions as detected using Schlieren imaging.

I performed several experiments using interferometry looking at laser-

produced plasmas with and without magnetic fields. The temporal limits of

these measurements from 0.0 to ∼500.0 ns for these plasmas. The laser-plasma

was measured along with the laser-plasma interaction with the surrounding

enclosures of the experiment. The widest field of view possible was used and

with this view different areas of the interaction were measured.

Dr. Will Grigsby and Dr. Gilliss Dyer created a program to use in

Igor that unwrapped the interferometry data we obtained [47][29]. When one

obtains Interferometric data one must unwrap the interferogram to get fringe

information from the image. This process included performing a fourier trans-

form filter to create an idealized version of the interferogram. This eliminated
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140 ns20 ns 

Figure 4.20: Raw interferograms showing negative (left) fringe shift at early
times and positive (right) fringe shift at later times.

much of the noise in the system. According to this program the specifica-

tions of this filtering could be chosen. Once the image was filtered the phase

could be unwrapped using algorithms involving fourier transforms. The pro-

gram had six different unwrapping algorithms to choose from. I found that

the Flynn unwrapping algorithm worked the best for our measurements. This

algorithm was able to circumvent poles created by missing fringe shift infor-

mation. From this process I obtained an image of fringe shift over the spatial

area of the interferogram.

With the fringe shift information I could obtain useful information from

the data. If the basic geometry of the plasma was assumed the densities can

be calculated using the formulation in section 3.3.1. For probing frequencies
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We measure the fringe shift of laser produced plasmas 
with and without a B field using interferometry.
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Figure 4.21: When measure the fringe shift of an interferogram of laser-
produced plasma. I compare the fringe shift of a laser-produced plasma with
and without magnetic fields.

of λ = 532nm equation 3.47 becomes

N = −2.38× 10−18 cm2

∫
nedl (4.12)

where N is the fringe shift, ne is the electron density, and the integral is a line

integral along the probe axis. If the plasma is assumed to be spherical with

radius R and having a constant density the density will be given by

ne =
N

−4.76× 10−18R
(4.13)

where N is the fringe shift observed in the center of the sphere. In the processed

data I could measure fringe shifts reliably down to 1/20th of a fringe shift as

in figure 4.21. With the above equation densities down to 1016 cm−3 can be

measured for the most sensitive measurements.

The presence of sufficiently dense plasma gives a negative fringe shift,

as shown by the interferograms in figure 4.21, taken 40 ns and 100 ns after

the laser-plasma interaction. The magnetic field confines the plasma to a

measurable density at 100 ns. No measurable plasma is detected without a
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Interferograms and Schlieren images of irradiated copper wire 

show differences with and without magnetic fields at 100ns.
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Figure 4.22: Interferograms and Schlieren images of irradiated copper wire
show differences with and without magnetic fields at 100ns.

magnetic field. I calculate that the plasma density at 100 ns is on the order

of 1016 − 1017 part/cm3 when a magnetic field is applied. The laser-produced

plasma also experienced axial lengthening in the direction along the magnetic

field, which would be expected in magnetic field confinement.

I found differences between with and without magnetic fields, but these

differences were very slight as in figures 4.21, 4.24,and 4.22. I found that the

plasma was more visible with the magnetic field at 100 ns than without a

magnetic field as in figure 4.21. The majority of the differences observed were

in the interaction of the laser-produced plasma with the magnetic enclosure as

in figures 4.22, 4.25, and 4.26. This interaction was comparable to the ICCD

camera images in section 4.4.3. To view what the magnetic field values are

in these interactions I have overlayed the measured magnetic field values over

the fringe shift image in figure 4.23

I was not able to see significant differences between these two cases
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Measurements of the z component of magnetic field overlaid 

on and interferogram.

Center of 

magnet

.917 T. 899 T

. 893 T

. 872 T

. 855 T

. 842 T

.905 T

.888 T

.875 T

.866 T

Figure 4.23: I measure the magnetic field of the magnet using a hall probe.
In this figure we overlay the magnetic field with the interferometric data from
figure 4.22.

enough to gain any understanding of the physics of magnetic fields acting on

plasmas. But these data do give information about the densities of the plasma

of the early stages of the evolution. It also showed that the fringe shifts from

negative to positive as the plasma increases. This positive fringe shift can be

caused by several factors. One, the entire field of view could be filled with a

uniform hot plasma that upon subtraction will cause this colder plasma to have

a positive fringe shift. This is unlikely out to the times the data was taken

of 400 ns and beyond. From the ICCD camera data the plasma dissipates

quickly at these times, especially without a magnetic field. If the copper has

a resonance absorption at 532nm the index can also shift positive. If the

expanding copper is a hot, but unionized gas the amount of index of refraction

change to induce one fringe shift at a 532 nm probing frequency through 0.1

cm of material is n− 1 = 5.32× 10−4. This is not an unreasonable number for

a hot dense copper gas expanding from the wire. This helps explain the data

taken with the Schlieren imaging system. In the Schlieren images the plasma
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Fringe shift
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Figure 4.24: Interferometry fringe shift of laser produced plasma progression
(Laser energy is ∼3.7 J) from a ∼25 µm Cu wire. The nonmagnetic field case
was not enclosed and the wire holder had a wide and thick base. a) without
B fields and b) with ∼.85 T enclosed B fields.
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With .85 T B fieldNo B fields

50 ns
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70 ns

Figure 4.25: Interferometry fringe shift of laser produced plasma progression
(Laser energy is ∼3.7 J) with ∼25 µm Cu wire. The wire holder is thin and
the both cases have the same geometry in figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.26: Interferometry fringe shift image of laser produced plasma pro-
gression where the input laser energy is ∼3.7 J and the target is ∼25 µm thick
Cu wire.
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increased in size quickly in the beginning of the expansion and then quickly

decreased after about 40 ns. The interferometry then shows that there was a

hot plasma expansion to begin with and then hot copper gas began to expand

away from the interaction. So the majority of the shots taken of the copper

with the Schlieren imaging were most likely hot copper gas.

Unfortunately I did not take any interferometric measurements with

aluminum as a target. There are sharp features in the ICCD camera when the

aluminum target was used in the magnetic fields. I did have Schlieren images

of aluminum plasma in a magnetic field which showed telltale signs of a plasma

boundary stopped by the magnetic field as in figure 4.27. There are many lines

indicative of a plasma boundary in these Schlieren images. They are about the

same size of the plasma expansion measured with the ICCD camera, although

the energies are too different to give a good comparison. This would be an

interesting subject of study for future investigators.

4.4.3 ICCD Camera Data

The ICCD camera gave much more detailed images as to how the laser-

produced plasma was reacting to the magnetic field. The plasma emission

from the laser-produced plasma produced enough information to show that the

magnetic field was stopping the plasma in the perpendicular direction to the

magnetic field. I took several ICCD camera images of laser-produced plasma

evolution over various conditions, many more conditions than the Schlieren or

interferometry case. In table 4.1 I list all the laser-produced plasma evolutions

that were taken with their various conditions.

The first ICCD images of laser-produced plasma were from a run testing

out the ICCD camera, with a thick Al wire as a target in a magnetic field. If
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0.0 ns 50.0 ns

150.0 ns 200.0 ns100.0 ns

a)

b)

a)

b)

Figure 4.27: Schlieren images of laser produced plasma progression where the
input laser energy is ∼3.7 J comparing copper (a) and aluminum (b) in the
presence of a .85 T magnetic field. Due to an experimental error the copper
times need 20 ns added to them.
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Wire Wire B physical
Diam. Material Field condition
∼1.0 mm Al 0.85 T encl.
∼1.0 mm Al 0.0 T encl.
∼1.0 mm Cu 0.85 T encl.
25µm Al 0.85 T encl.
∼1.0 mm Cu 0.0 T encl.
25µm Al 0.0 T encl.
25µm Cu 0.85 T encl.
25µm Cu 0.0 T encl.
25µm Cu 0.85 T encl.

Table 4.1: Table of all ICCD measured lpp evolutions and the physical condi-
tions in which they were produced.

the same spot was irradiated on the wire multiple times the spatial profile of

the laser-produced plasma changed after each shot. The profile was extremely

constant if a new spot on the target was used. I chose the policy of using a

clean spot every time a shot was made. From this exercise ICCD gain settings

were obtained that were appropriate for image taking.

Subsequent scans showed incredibly repeatable spatial images of the

laser-produced plasma. Thus multiple measurements for each condition were

not made. I took measurements of the available parameter space to learn

about the effects of energy, target size, target material, and magnetic field

strength. The reason for the large parameter space was to understand what

would be the best material and conditions to use in the jet experiment.

I used four different targets to conduct our general ICCD exploration of

laser-produced plasmas. These four targets were copper and aluminum wires

with thicknesses 25µm and ∼1 mm. I used roughly four different laser pulse

energies to create our Laser-produced plasmas. These energies were 20 mJ,
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200 mJ, 500 mJ, and 2 J. The use the 2 J setting was used sparingly because

of the damage of the glass laser rods. An ablated target is shown in figure

4.28.

Figure 4.28: 1 mm thick Al wire target showing 200 mJ shots on the left, 20
mJ shot in the center and 500 mJ shots on the right.

The ICCD images show various spatial features of the laser-produced

plasmas, which were analyzed using imaging software. In analyzing this data

the logarithm of the intensity of the images was taken. This enabled the anal-

ysis of faint features of the laser-produced plasma as compared with the more

intense features. These pictures showed two regions of the laser-produced

plasma as shown in figure 4.29. The first region was a faint yet highly ener-

getic spheroid that emanated from the laser-plasma interaction. This spheroid

expanded with speeds on the order of 107 cm/s. When the spheroid interacted

with other objects such as the casing surrounding the target region lumines-

cent ablation occurred. To show that this front is not a shock wave I present

images with the intensity greatly enhanced to see faint parts of the evolution

in figure 4.31. There is actually a shock front visible in both frames at the

same position with and without a magnetic field. A shock wave will be largely

unaffected by the magnetic field, but as shown in the figure the plasma front

is greatly distorted with a magnetic field present.

The evolution of the spheroid was greatly influenced by the magnetic

field as illustrated in figure 4.30. Although its evolution speed did not com-

pletely stop from the magnetic field action, it does slow down considerably.
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This spheroid in the presence of a magnetic field expanded much more quickly

along the direction of the magnetic field lines than it did without the magnetic

field. I found this peculiar because the plasma motion in the magnetic field

should not accelerate along the field lines, but should flow along the magnetic

field lines unimpeded. There are several conditions that might cause this phe-

nomena to occur. In a laser-plasma the electron Larmor is much shorter that

the ion Larmor as discussed in section 4.2. This will cause charge separation

in the plasma. Because the aluminum surfaces of the magnets are conduct-

ing mirror charges up will develop on these surfaces causing the plasma to

accelerate toward the surfaces of the magnet.

Edge of fast 

plasma front

Target holder

Plasma build 

up on the 

enclosure

Slow expanding 

plasma
Jet like feature

Jet like feature

Figure 4.29: General features of a ICCD image of a laser-produced plasma
without a magnetic field early in time on the left and last in time on the right.

The second part of the laser-produced plasma is a much more lumi-

nescent plasma that progressed with slower speeds. This plasma remained

visible for longer durations of time. This part of the plasma also was affected

by the magnetic field. This plasma builds up at certain distances from the

target. This boundary did not stop completely in time, but the boundary
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Edge of fast 

plasma front

Target holder Plasma “breaking” 

against the 

magnetic field

Target holder

Plasma build 

up on the 

enclosure

Figure 4.30: General features of a ICCD image of a laser-produced plasma
with a .85 T enclosed magnetic field early in time on the left and later in time
on the right.

was very sharp and became brighter than the plasma around the target in-

teraction as in figure 4.30. This could be due to what authors have called

the re-thermalization of laser-produced plasmas [133]. Sudo et al. has mea-

sured the temperature of the plasma increases at the stopping boundary of

the magnetic field. This could be happening in our case with the increased

temperature showing as increased luminosity. I do not have more sufficient

measurements to back this up.

Significant differences were found among all the various conditions mea-

sured. In the comparison between aluminum and copper the aluminum showed

more buildup against the magnetic field than did copper. The aluminum devel-

oped a bright boundary where as the copper developed a less intense boundary

as in figures 4.33, 4.35, and 4.37. The high energy spheroid expansion of the

copper expanded at roughly the same speeds as the aluminum except the lobe
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Shock

Hot 

plasma 

front

With B field No B field

Electrode

Target 

wire

Figure 4.31: The formation of a shock wave with and without magnetic fields
as compared with the energetic plasma front.

expansion perpendicular to the laser direction expanded much slower than the

aluminum as in figures 4.34,4.39 and 4.36. So the expansion appeared much

more cylindrical.

Plasma protrusions formed out of the more dense region along the

boundary of the spheroid. This is reminiscent of features seen by Xu et al.

[153], and by previously performed Schlieren measurements. Xu describes

these features as jets and suggest that they form because they are on the

boundary of a hot and cold plasma region. Data from my experiment on the

Thor lab demonstrates these features very clearly with Schlieren imaging as

in figure 4.17.

I measured differences in the expansion with a 25 µm wire compared

with a 1 mm wire. In the 1 mm wire case the plasma flow was unidirectional,

and the 25 µm wire case was bi-directional as in figures 4.33, 4.34, and 4.39.
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Figure 4.32: The spatial dimension of the laser-produced plasma with and
without magnetic field at 200 mJ, using Cu and Al 25 µm wire. Symbols on
the graph “al 25 b” mean 25 µm Aluminum wire with B field etc. “nb” means
no B field.

The hot plasma also expanded behind the wire. The colder plasma broke

against the magnetic field in both directions, both upstream of the drive pulse

and downstream of the pulse. This plasma boundary had a downstream radius

much larger than the upstream radius when in the presence of the magnetic

field. I measured the expansion with and without magnetic fields both along

the magnetic field lines and across the magnetic field lines. The expansion

was slowed in the magnetic field case as compared with the nonmagnetic field

case.

Experiments were performed to look at the effect of the background

pressure on the progression of the laser-produced plasma. I performed exper-

iments using a thick copper wire in 10 mTorr , 1.0 mTorr, 0.1 mTorr, and a

∼200 mJ pulse. The ICCD images are shown in figures 4.41 and 4.35. In the

10 mTorr regime there was a luminescence build up along the axis of propa-

gation and in front of the denser portion of the laser-produced plasma with

and without magnetic field. This feature is not in the 1.0 mTorr case or the

0.1 mTorr case. In fact there are no measurable differences between the 1.0
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Figure 4.33: ICCD image of laser produced plasma progression where the
input laser energy is ∼ 200 mJ and the target is ∼ 1.0 mm thick Al wire. a)
is without B fields and b) is with ∼ .85 T enclosed B fields.
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Figure 4.34: ICCD image of laser produced plasma progression where the input
laser energy is ∼200 mJ and the target is ∼25 µm thick Al wire. a) is without
B fields and b) is with ∼.85 T enclosed B fields.
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Figure 4.35: ICCD images: Laser energy∼200 mJ, target∼1.0 mm Cu wire.
a) without B fields and b) with ∼.85 T enclosed B fields. c) Pbackground =
10 mTorr and d) Pbackground = 0.1 mTorr both without B fields).
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Figure 4.36: ICCD image of laser produced plasma progression where the input
laser energy is ∼200 mJ and the target is ∼25 µm thick Cu wire. a) is without
B fields and b) is with ∼.85 T enclosed B fields.
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Figure 4.37: ICCD image of laser produced plasma progression where the
input laser energy is ∼500 mJ and the target is ∼1.0 mm thick Cu wire. a) is
without B fields and b) is with ∼.85 T enclosed B field.
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Figure 4.38: The spatial dimension of the laser-produced plasma with and
without magnetic field at 500 mJ, using Cu and Al 25 µm wire. Symbols on
the graph “al 25 b” mean 25 µm Aluminum wire with B field etc. “nb” means
no B field.

mTorr case and the 0.1 mTorr case. This confirms the calculations made that

the expanded laser-produced plasma would be comparable to the background

gas at pressures above 10.0 mTorr and that at 1.0 mTorr and below the laser-

produced plasma would not be at comparable densities with the background

gas.

The calculation for determining the minimum background pressure in-

volved the comparing the weight of the background gas with the weight of the

metallic plasma. The difference should be more than 10%. Typical measure-

ments from literature of laser-produced plasmas where interesting phenomena

occurs between magnetic fields and non magnetic fields was 1015 cm−3 [133].

Copper has 63.53 amu weight, and aluminum has 26.9 amu whereas N2 has

weight 28.0 amu. Thus copper is the limiting factor and the density will have

to be less than 5 × 1013 cm−3 to be under 10% mass difference. The density

at 1.0 mTorr at STP is 3.2 × 1013 cm−3, which is in the allowable range. At

3.2×1014 at 10.0 mTorr there will be more than 10% and may be what caused

the differences seen in the ICCD camera images. This is justification for using
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Figure 4.39: ICCD image of laser produced plasma progression where the input
laser energy is ∼500 mJ and the target is ∼25 µm thick Al wire. a) is without
B fields and b) is with ∼.85 T enclosed B fields.
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Figure 4.40: The spatial dimension of the laser-produced plasma in a magnetic
field and an Al 25 µm wire target compared with the theoretical maximal
expansion of a laser produced plasma in a magnetic field.

1.0 mTorr for our laser-produced plasma experiments.

The ICCD data taken are not exactly comparable with the Schlieren

and interferometer data that was taken previously because the full energy of

the laser was not used. At the time of this data collection the YOGA laser had

damage spots on the beam so I used the high-energy mode sparingly. I did take

data with 2 J of energy with a 25 µm copper wire to compare with previous

results (see figure 4.43). The alignment procedure may not be very accurate

for the full energy YOGA beam on this small target. I had very reproducible

data for laser energies that did not involve the PFN’s, but when the PFN’s

were used the data became much less defined and less reproducible. This may

be because the focus changed positions and shape with the YOGA beam on

such a small focus point. The focus may also be variable because of heating

fluctuations in the cooling system. This may explain why the Schlieren data

had many fluctuations and was not as consistent as the ICCD data taken at

low energies. I did not measure the PFN amplified focus directly because of

the energies involved.
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Figure 4.41: ICCD images: Laser energy∼20 mJ, target∼25 µm Al wire for
a) without B fields and b) ∼.85 T enclosed B field. c)-d) 200 mJ, ∼1.0 mm
Cu wire target and ∼.85 T enclosed B fields with c) 10 mTorr, d) 0.1 mTorr.
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Figure 4.42: The spatial dimension of the laser-produced plasma with and
without a magnetic field and an Al 1.0mm wire target.

4.4.4 Comparison of Spatial Dimensions of Laser-Produced Plasma
with Self-Similar Hydrodynamic Expansion Models.

I measured the spatial dimensions of several of the expanding plasmas.

The denser and more radiant part of the expansion was measured and the

measurements of the plasma front are studied in the next section. With a

magnetic field, this part of the plasma is marked with well define boundaries

that are straightforward to quantify. Without a magnetic field this part of the

plasma expands uniformly into the vacuum and makes a good quantitative

measurements of this plasma difficult. I made line-outs of the various plasmas

and took a relative threshold to measure the radius of the plasma. This only

gave meaningful results for very early times without a magnetic field because

of the difficulty of quantification and the reported measurement in the graphs

should be ignored for longer time scales in the non-magnetic field case. I pay

particular attention to the 25 µm wire target cases because the symmetry of

the expansion allows for a more spherical approximation. Both the parallel

and perpendicular dimensions of the plasma were measured with respect to

the drive laser propagation for copper and aluminum wires as in figures 4.32
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Figure 4.43: ICCD image of laser produced plasma progression where the input
laser energy is ∼2.0 J and the target is ∼25 µm thick Cu wire. a) is without
B fields and b) is with ∼.85 T enclosed B fields.
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Figure 4.44: Self-similar expansions with and without magnetic fields com-
pared to actual measurement. For each energy example the energy from the
laser pulse was assumed to be 1/4 of the laser pulse, because of reflections due
to critical densities and because the target is smaller than the focus. a) is with
25 µm Al wire ablated with a 20 mJ pulse, b) is with 25 µm Al wire ablated
with a 200 mJ pulse, c) is with 25 µm Al wire ablated with a 500 mJ pulse,
and d)is with 25 µm Cu wire ablated with a 200 mJ pulse
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and 4.38. Generally the data showed slower plasma propagation in the mag-

netic field except for larger times where the nonmagnetic field measurements

are meaningless. The expansion along the magnetic field lines was similar to

the same expansion without a magnetic field as predicted by MHD theory.

Examples of measurements from a thick aluminum wire are in figure 4.42.

The formulation for measuring the maximal radius using the volume

of the expelled magnetic field can be compared with these results as in figure

4.40. The maximum radii correspond better to energies lower than the input

laser energy by more than half. The plasma does not stop at this boundary

but continues to progress marginally past this boundary. This is also reported

in literature [54]. Reasons for this are most likely due to the resistive nature

of the colder plasma.

I simulated the expansion with and without magnetic fields using the

formulation outline in section 4.2 for the 25 µm wire targets as illustrated in

figure 4.44. I used a quarter of the energy of the laser to match with the

data. More sophisticated techniques could estimate the best initial energy

for this formulation, but may not give more important results. The energy

of the laser is reflected away from the target by the plasma. Also the 25

µm target is smaller than the focus of the beam. As the laser irradiates this

target, the material will expand and begin to absorb more of the area of the

laser focus [133]. Nevertheless the laser will not deliver all of the energy to

the target. There is some agreement between the measured data and the

simulation. The data would be best represented if it’s initial radius were

larger. In the simulation the laser pulse is instantaneous, which is not the

case in reality. I artificially put an 8 ns delay in the expansion to account for

the width of the pulse in the simulation. This does not significantly effect the
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measurement.

The data obtained from the ICCD camera has given much information

to the laser plasma distribution in the experiment. This information helped

in learning about the conditions needed for the jet and magnetosphere ex-

periments in this thesis and to understand the data taken with Schlieren and

interferometry. There is a wealth of parameter space from these measurement

available for future experiments.

4.5 Modeling and Analysis of Laser-Produced Plasmas
Using HYADES

HYADES is an one-dimensional lagrangian hydrodynamic code devel-

oped for such uses as laser-target interactions. The code was developed by

Jon Larsen [82] as a program for experimentalist to use with little training

in computation. The code is able to handle many hydrodynamic situations

but is not intended to be exhaustive. The calculations are meant to be more

pedagogical in nature and not for the use of serious engineering.

To use the HYADES program a researcher inputs an information source

file that lists the various parameters for input and output of the program. The

physical set up is a mesh formulation and physical parameters such as type

and density of material are added as needed. HYADES can use various energy

inputs into the system such as a laser source. HYADES returns the mesh

parameters in time slices that are specified by the user.

Care must be taken in setting up the problem to avoid situations that

give incorrect results or make the computation process take too long. The

health of the calculation can be monitored by monitoring the process where
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Figure 4.45: Plasma parameters for a 200 mJ laser pulse impinging on a 25
µm aluminum wire in cylindrical geometry.
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Figure 4.46: Comparison of HYADES expansion with ICCD expansion at 35
ns. The HYADES graphs have been adjusted to match the same spatial scale
as the images.

the minimum time step is determined. Problems occur when this process stalls

on a particular time step determining process. This is an indication that the

physics of the problem is being stymied by a particular part of the problem

set up, such as a large mass mismatch between mesh points. Mass of adjacent

mesh points should not vary more than 5%. This becomes difficult in vacuum

boundaries. Appropriate feathering of mesh points were used to get as small of

a mesh point that was practical on a vacuum boundary. The time determining

process should change position and type often in the problem calculation.

The simulations investigated with HYADES were laser-produced plas-

mas similar to our experiment without magnetic fields. A 25 µm Al wire was

used as a target. I performed the calculation in planar, cylindrical, and spher-

ical coordinates. A ball was used 25 µm in diameter in the spherical case and

a slab 12.5 µm thick in the planar case. I used this thickness in the planar case

as a type of radius average the actual wire experiences in the experiment. 5%
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feathering was used in the entire bulk of the material. The planar case used

double feathering starting in the center of the material. I used the QEOS for

aluminum in the experiment. The results from the cylindrical calculation are

in figure 4.45.
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Figure 4.47: The fringe shift is compared with the line integral of the electron
density from a cylindrical calculation from HYADES. The initial laser energy
was 3.7 J on a copper 25 µm wire.

In comparing the calculation with the experimental results I looked at

the plasma front in both cases, and compared the distances traveled. The

front in the experimental case was measured by quantifying the faint spheroid

that expanded away from the target with high velocities. In the calculation I

measured the distance of the last mesh point in the “r” output of HYADES.

There is excellent correlation in the data points as in table 4.2. Pictorially

this is demonstrated in figure 4.46 with the HYADES output lined up with

the same spatial dimension as the ICCD images of the plasma front.

This agreement between the laser-produced plasma measurement and

HYADES is significant and gives weight to the relevance of the output of

HYADES in describing corresponding data. This calculation deals with the
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Figure 4.48: The line integral of the plasma emission is compared with the
corresponding ICCD data. The initial laser energy was 200 mJ impinging on
a 25 µm aluminum wire in cylindrical geometry.

hot part of the plasma expanding away from the interaction point at high

speeds. This gives an indication for the validity of the parameters in the laser-

produced plasma useful in other parts of this experiment, such as sending

currents through the plasma, knowing its conductivity, etc. This calculation

is useful for calculating the magnetosphere parameters in the experiments

outlined in chapter 6.

There are several things in this calculation to mention when testing for

the actual physics of the calculation. First of all the HYADES code is one

dimensional. Thus this experiment has to be compared to 1D, cylindrical, or

spherical coordinates. Investigating the geometry of the set up implies that
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Time Energy Measured Length Planar Cylindrical Spherical
(ns) (mJ) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)
35 20 0.64± 0.10 0.27 .37 .16
80 20 1.23± 0.10 0.68 0.88 0.32
35 200 1.18± 0.10 1.00 0.98 0.64
50 200 1.48± 0.10 1.48 1.47 0.87
80 200 2.36± 0.10 2.48 2.61 1.37
35 500 1.33± 0.10 1.51 1.33 1.02

Table 4.2: Comparison between the measured plasma front distance from the
interaction as compared with HYADES calculations in planar, cylindrical, and
spherical coordinates.

neither of these possibilities fully gave a complete picture of the physics in the

experiment. There is a one-dimensional component to the interaction of the

laser on the target and the material expanding along the stream of the laser.

This front has a 1D expansion in this direction but then has a cylindrical

expansion on the axis of this propagation. Of the three situation when a t-test

is compared between the three samples the results give a Pearson correlation of

.96, .99, .89 for planar, cylindrical, and spherical respectively. This would give

cylindrical geometry the best correlation between the two. This holds for the

front only. The question remains about the validity of the other parameters.

Density will be greatly effected by the geometry.

Inverse bremsstrahlung plasma emission can be calculated using plasma

parameters from the HYADES simulations. The plasma emission formula

given in section 3.3.2 can be integrated over the frequencies measured from

the ICCD camera - filter combination which are 350 nm to 575 nm. This gave,

as a formula,

J =

∫ ∞
0

Jνdν =
32π

3

(2πkT

3m

)1/2 Z2e6

mc3h
N+Ne(e

hν2/kT − ehν1/kT ). (4.14)
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with ν1 = 5.21× 1014Hz and ν2 = 8.57× 1014Hz. An example of this calcu-

lation for a particular simulation is given in figure 4.45. The plasma emission

calculated from the HYADES cylindrical coordinate calculation can be line in-

tegrated along the view-axis of the ICCD camera to give the emission in terms

of the detection signature of the ICCD camera. This calculation is reported in

figure 4.48, as it is compared with the line-outs of corresponding ICCD camera

images from the center of the interaction along the axis of symmetry with a

200 mJ laser pulse on a 25 µm aluminum wire. The relative intensities of the

two curves have been adjusted for comparison. This calculation showed an

correlation between the measured emission of the plasma with the HYADES

calculation. There is a peek in the wings of both profiles. The peek in the

HYADES emission line is shifted about twice that of the ICCD line and is a

result of the density distribution calculated with HYADES. The cause of this

shift is unknown, apart from standard error sources of differing geometries,

etc. This peek in the wings is often observed in the laser produced plasma

ICCD images and can then be explained, from HYADES, as an artifact of the

hydrodynamic expansion of a laser-produced plasma from a thin aluminum

wire.

The fringe shift can also be calculated as a line integral of the electron

densities derived from the HYADES simulation. This is compared with the

corresponding interferometric data in figure 4.47 of a 3.7 J laser pulse imping-

ing on a 25 µm copper wire. This shows a very similar range of fringe shifts

as measured with the interferometry over the corresponding spatial scale. The

values for the interferometer have an arbitrary additive constant given by the

background subtraction process. The relative values were additively matched.

This then states that the average values of the expanding plasma of 1017 cm−3
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as calculated by HYADES match well with observations.

HYADES is capable of approximately modeling the physical situations

related to the measured laser-produced plasmas in this thesis. The total width

of the laser-produced plasma has been compared with the width calculated

from HYADES under various input energy conditions with high accuracy giv-

ing a Pearson correlation constant of .99 for the cylindrical case. The plasma

emission can also be calculated and compared with ICCD giving similar mor-

phologies in intensity. The calculated fringe shift for interferometry gave sim-

ilar range of numbers as compared with the measured interferometry fringe

shift.

4.6 Conclusion

Experiments have been performed studying the effect of a laser-produced

plasma with and without a magnetic field using optical probing. I measured

the most striking differences between the two cases using an ICCD camera.

Differences between these conditions measured with schlieren imaging could

not be detected, but with interferometry some differences could be quanti-

fied. The results of the ICCD camera measurements were compared, with

and without magnetic fields, to self similar calculations of the expansion of a

laser-produced plasma with reasonable success. The ICCD images and inter-

ferometry, without magnetic fields, where compared to HYADES simulations.

The results gave good agreement with calculations.
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Chapter 5

Novel Laboratory Simulations of

Astrophysical Jets

5.1 Introduction

Jets are ubiquitous in nature and in industry, created by natural causes

and designed for application. As discussed in the introduction of this thesis

there is a growing field of physics interested in simulating astrophysical jets in

the laboratory. The goal of this research is to help understand the proposed

mechanisms of jet formation from astrophysicists. These proposed mecha-

nisms are whether or not astrophysical jet formation is magnetically driven or

hydrodynamically driven, and what role radiation has in collimation.

The pursuit of laboratory simulations of astrophysical jets has been a

subject of research for may years after Ryutov et. al. published their work on

laboratory frame to astrophysical frame scaling [122]. There have been two

major areas in relation to laboratory simulations of astrophysical jets. Astro-

physical jets radiate energy due to plasma emission. If this radiation process

is strong enough collimation may occur. Many groups have been working on

laboratory jets where radiative cooling collimates the jets. Many laboratory

astrophysical experiments have measured jet formation with the purpose of

exploring the role of radiative cooling in jet formation. Foster el al. [36][37]

conducted many experiments involving intense lasers backlighting targets that

collimates ablated material. Foster measured the jet as it interacted with dif-
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ferent materials, and compared the experimental data with hydrodynamical

simulations. Other experimenters use laser ablated hohlraums to drive jets

through different materials [86]. Farley et al. [33] used lasers to ablate a coni-

cal target to form jets. The jet formed because the ablated material coalesced

on the axis of the conical target. Mizuta et al [97]and Stone et al. [131] com-

pared simulations with these experiments and found that radiation played an

important role in the collimation of these jets.

Lebedev et al. [83] conducted radiatively cooled plasma jet experiments

using tilted conical z-pinch arrays. The ablated material from these conical

arrays coalesced along the axis of the conical array. Lebedev induced angular

momentum into the jet by using a poloidally twisted and tilted conical array

[84]. Although radiation most likely is not important to the collimation of the

jets in this thesis, the research mentioned above show other similar laboratory

to astrophysics comparison techniques.

The other area of jet research is where magnetic fields control the col-

limation of the jets. There are two major groups of experimenters, that of

Lebedev and Bellan, working on laboratory astrophysical simulations of jets

with significance to magnetic collimation of astrophysical jets. Lebedev has

been studying magnetic jet formation using radial z-pinch arrays and Bellan

has been studying magnetic jet formation using a coaxial gun device. Lebedev

et al. [85] performed his experiments on the MAGPIE pulsed power Machine.

Lebedev used a radial wire array made with 16 tungsten wires 13 µm in di-

ameter. Lebedev’s pulsed power system delivered a 1-MA current pulse with

a 240 ns rise time to the radial wire array. The current ablated the wires and

the plasma created expanded away from the array due to J×B forces with a

poloidal magnetic field created by the current flowing through the center elec-
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trode. The current formed a magnetic bubble by expelling all the conducting

material away from the array plane. The current formed a magnetic tower in

the center of this bubble by pinching the material magnetically. This magnetic

tower evolved over time as a magnetized jet.

Lebedev measured the evolving jet using interferometry, Schlieren, time

resolved XUV and soft x-ray imaging. The jet had an expansion velocity of

about 200 km/s, a density of 1018 − 1019 cm−3 and had a temperature of 120

eV. Lebedev made these following conclusions about astrophysical jet physics

from his experiments. Magnetic fields can create outflows and hoop stress

can collimate jet flows. There are possibly two mechanisms of collimation.

While magnetic fields collimate the jet during its formation the jet can remain

collimated without magnetic fields once the jet becomes supersonic if there

is sufficient cooling. The return current was carried by the magnetic bubble,

which can help explain where the return current would be in an astrophysical

jet if astrophysical jets were collimated by magnetic fields. MHD instabilities

do not always destroy the jet flow.

Bellan [62][63][64][154] used a large coaxial gun device with axial and

poloidal magnetic fields emanating from an annular electrode configuration.

The annular electrode was connected to a large capacitor bank. Breakdown

happened when a puff of gas was induced across the electrodes. The jet formed

as a group of “spider legs” coalesced. The spider legs were the discharge of

the capacitors through the puffed gas along the magnetic field lines. Typical

parameters of the plasma gun were Vgun = 4 − 6kV with Igun = 70 − 120kA

and B ≈ 0.1−1.0kG. Bellan categorized these jets into three categories which

depend on the value λgun = µ0Igun/Ψgun where Ψgun was the magnetic flux of

the coaxial plasma gun. These three categories are a stable column, a kinked
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column, and a detached plasma column as seen in figure 5.1. Bellan compared

the kink instability with his data using the equation q(R) = 2πRBZ/LBφ = 1.

Bellan’s theoretical premise for these experiments was that the collimation of

any initially flared current carrying fluxtube, including astrophysical jets, is

due to magnetohydrodynamic forces from the flared current profile which I will

describe in detail in section 5.2.3. After the fluxtube has evolved collimation

will increase due to the pinch effect.

The rise time of  gun is 10 ms, making it essentially
stationary on the much faster time scale of the gun
discharge (tens of �s). The gun is installed at one end
of a much larger vacuum chamber (about 2 m long and
1.5 m diameter), and thus boundary effects on the spher-
omak formation process are minimized. The gun is pow-
ered by an ignitron-switched 120 �F, 20 kV capacitor
bank. Hydrogen gas is injected transiently using fast puff
valves at eight equally spaced toroidal positions on each
electrode. Because of the Paschen effect, the optimum
path for plasma breakdown is along the bias field and not
at the gap between electrodes. The capacitor bank is dis-
charged at t � 0, at which time the bias field and gas puff
have already been introduced, and breakdown occurs at
approximately 4 �s.

The main diagnostics are a multiple-frame fast charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera and a 60-channel magnetic
probe array. The camera takes a sequence of time-
resolved images in one plasma shot. The interframe
time is typically 1 or 1:5 �s, and the exposure time of
each frame is 10 or 20 ns. False color is applied to the
images for viewing. The magnetic probe array, shown in
Fig. 1, measures all three components (R,�, Z) of B at 20
radial positions with 2 cm radial spacing. Probe _BB signals
are acquired using a digital acquisition system and inte-
grated numerically. For all B measurements in this paper,
the probe is located at Z � 22 cm from the plane of the
gun electrodes. Kink occurrence is independent of the
probe (see Figs. 2 and 3). Propagation of the plasma in Z
past the stationary probe relates temporal information to
Z-spatial information. This relationship improves as the
propagation past the probe becomes fast compared to the
plasma expansion rate; this was exploited in the prior
Caltech spheromak experiment [18]. The time depen-
dence thus acts as a proxy for the Z dependence. Igun is
measured with a Rogowski coil surrounding the ceramic
break, and gun voltage Vgun is measured using a high-
voltage probe. Typical parameters are Vgun � 4–6 kV
(charge voltage) and 2–2.5 kV (after breakdown), peak

Igun � 70–120 kA,  gun � 0:5–2 mWb, B � 0:1–1 kG,
n� 1014 cm�3, and Te � Ti � 5–20 eV.

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of a kinked plasma
(shot 2472). Gun electrodes are on the right side of each
frame, and the Z axis is oriented horizontally across the
middle of each frame. At 7 �s, bright arches are visible
soon after breakdown, showing that breakdown occurs
along the vacuum bias field lines. As Igun increases, the
arches expand and quickly merge together (8:5 �s), form-
ing a plasma column (10 �s) which begins to kink
(11:5 �s) and then becomes strongly kinked (13 �s). It
will be shown that this sequence leads to a spheromak.
Depending on peak �gun, three distinct plasmas result, as
shown in Fig. 3. Regime I leads to a stable column, II to a
kinked column and then a spheromak, and III to an
immediately detached plasma. The transition from re-
gime I to II (II to III) occurs for peak �gun � 40 �60� m�1.

In order to show that the helical perturbation is a MHD
kink mode, consider the time evolution of the q�R� profile
(relative to geometric axis), which is shown in Fig. 4 (shot
2472). The kink mode becomes linearly unstable when
q�R� � 2�RBZ=LB� � 1, where L is the column length;
this is the Kruskal-Shafranov limit. Since the kink in-
volves a shift of the current channel, this requires q � 1
on axis and in its vicinity. As seen in Fig. 4, q near
the axis is greater than unity at 9:5 �s but flattens and

FIG. 2 (color). Image sequence of shot 2472 (DRS Hadland
Imacon 200 CCD camera). The circular gap between outer and
inner electrodes is visible toward right side of each frame. B
probe is also visible. Kink is fully developed by 13 �s.

FIG. 3 (color). Images of three plasma regimes which depend
on increasing value of �gun (Cooke Co. HSFC-PRO CCD
camera): (I) stable column (shot 1210), (II) kinked column
(shot 1247), and (III) detached plasma (shot 1181). B probe was
not installed for these shots.

FIG. 1 (color). Schematic of coaxial gun, showing bias field
coil,  contours, gas feeds, and magnetic probe.

P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
30 MAY 2003VOLUME 90, NUMBER 21

215002-2 215002-2

Figure 5.1: Bellan forms jets using a gas injected coaxial device with three dif-
ferent morphologies for the jets he created I stable, II Kinked, and III detached
[63] (Copyright (2003) by The American Physical Society).

In this chapter I discuss how magnetized plasma jets were created in

a novel experiment with a vacuum arc set up for the purpose of laboratory

simulations of astrophysical jets. The scaling parameters of the jet were similar

to the parameters in YSO astrophysical jets. Vacuum arc technology was

used to construct plasma jets where a supersonic unmagnetized anode jet

remnant served as the initial conditions for a magnetized cathode jet. The

anode jet created a non-magnetized supersonic flow with a measurable barrel

shock in an axial magnetic field. The barrel shock bounded a cone of higher

densities and temperatures overlaid in a colder background gas. With this

barrel shock cone embedded in an axial magnetic field, the currents upon
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reversing direction funneled down the cone due to the anisotropic conductivity

in the magnetized plasma and the differences in plasma conductivity between

the two regions. Maxwell SV software calculated the current distribution under

similar conditions and showed that the axial current in the cone is quasi-

uniform as outlined with the fluxtube. This created a fluxtube outlined by

the barrel shock with quasi-constant current subject to Bellan’s MHD based

fluxtube model [6]. Modeling of Bellan’s MHD based fluxtube model showed a

dynamical progression of a jet-throat pinch similar to the observed laboratory

jet progression. Bellan’s model predicted the distribution of mass within the

flux tube similar to the plasma emission distribution in the ICCD images.

Bellan’s equations predicted rotation occurring in the fluxtube. Evidence of

this is shown in the distribution of plasma emission in the throat of the jet as

a divot. Kinks in the plasma tube column were measured in the jets and were

compared favorably with Kruskal-Shafranov theory.

5.2 Theoretical Ideas of Importance to the Jet Experi-
ments

The novel idea for investigating astrophysical jets that was different

from both Bellan’s and Lebedev’s work was the idea of having a supersonic un-

collimated plasma jet in a magnetic field where then the currents were switched

on and the evolution of the jet boundary could be measured. The added nov-

elty in this set up is that this idea could be created with a rather mundane

and inexpensive vacuum arc setup, whereas the experiments performed by

both Bellan an Lebedev were in large and intricate plasma facilities. This idea

was postulated from simulations of astrophysical jets in the literature where

the initial conditions are an accretion disk with thermally and centrifugally
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driven winds emanating from the disk as an uncollimated jet or wind. The

rotation of the disk and central objects interaction with the magnetic field is

turned on which created a toroidal magnetic field that collimates and accel-

erates the jet [109][142][35][141]. For our experiment the introduction of the

toroidal magnetic field is not created by gravitational induced rotation, but

by the current from a capacitor in an axisymmetric setup with magnetic fields

providing symmetry for the current to follow.

Flared

plastic 

nozzle

Copper Block

Molybdenum 

ground plate

Plastic casing

Molybdenum wire 

initially an anode (+)

Fastening 

Block

Cavity
Supersonic jet

Barrel shock boundary

Background magnetic field

Aluminum laser target 

and laser-produced 

plasma remnant

Figure 5.2: A flared nozzle creates a supersonic flow from the cavity containing
the molybdenum electrode where the cavity fills with vaporized molybdenum
from the heated wire.

I wanted to make the flow supersonic because under the right conditions

supersonic flows form barrel shocks (see section 5.2.2 for definition). This, if

detected, will form a sharp boundary that will bound two different regions
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of plasma conductivities. Also, barrel shocks from nozzles typically have an

opening solid angle on the order of 60◦ [125] which is the same angle as the

measured opening of the jet in M87 [93] and of what is predicted in magneto-

centrifugal theory [109]. Supersonic jets are formed under certain conditions

when a pressurized chamber opens into a vacuum through a nozzle. For this

set up the chamber is filled with plasma from a superheated electrode as in

figure 5.2. With this supersonic jet embedded in a magnetic field currents will

flow anisotropically through the jet as in figure 5.3. With the current then

flowing through this cone J×B forces will pinch the cone and accelerate the

plasma as in figure 5.4. This will then show the dynamics of a progressing

magnetic jet. Different background magnetic field strengths were used in the

experiment, but only the stronger background magnetic fields gave the exper-

iment the required symmetry to make assumptions about the current density,

etc. Thus the majority of the analysis focused on jets measured with strong

background magnetic fields. Similar phenomena occurred without the back-

ground magnetic field, but because of the lack of symmetry the jets were very

difficult to quantify.

This is then different from Bellan’s and Lebedev’s work in that in this

experiment there would be already a supersonic flow emanating from the elec-

trode configuration, and then the current that pinches the jet is turned on. In

their work the gas flow and the pinching begin at the same time. This pro-

posed set up could give information on the development of the astrophysical

jet as it is already emanating thermally driven winds, then as the magnetic

field develop from magnetic dynamo, the jets will form. So with this general

overview the theory section will contain three main points. One, basic facts

about vacuum arc technology will be reviewed. Two, supersonic flows through
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Figure 5.3: With a remnant jet flowing from the plasma contained in the cavity,
the current upon reversing direction will flow through an anisotropic conduc-
tivity field, that will form a quasi-uniform current distribution throughout the
cone bounded by the barrel shock.

flared nozzles will be discussed, and three, the dynamics will be discussed

concerning currents through flared fluxtubes. The scaling physics between

laboratory frames was discussed in section 3.2, and a more detail description

of astrophysical jets was discussed in section 1.3.

5.2.1 Discussion of Vacuum Arcs

This experiment is intimately connected with vacuum arc physics and

uses many of the unique features of vacuum arcs to its advantage. This in-

timate connection involved supplying a current to a cylindrically symmetric

electrode configuration in vacuum. Vacuum arcs have been used in numer-

ous applications such as welding, vacuum switch gear, etc [45]. Vacuum arcs
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Figure 5.4: J×B forces will pinch the cone and accelerate the plasma axially.
The non constant current will cause the plasma jet to rotate and force material
away from the center causing a divot in the jet throat.

have been studied quite thoroughly this century but there are many things

related to vacuum arcs that are still unexplained [81]. A vacuum arc consists

of a biased anode and cathode in a vacuum system, which conducts electricity

though ionization of the inter-electrode gas. The breakdown of the vacuum

arc is dependent on many factors. One very important factor is the Paschen

effect [13], which is a relation between the breakdown voltage of a vacuum

gap and the length of the gap and the background pressure. Once breakdown

occurs electrons will be emitted from the cathode and ions will bombard the

cathode.

The cathode and the anode react differently to the vacuum arc, a fact

that is exploited in this experiment. Concerning the cathode, the incoming

current enters the cathode in high current density localized areas called cath-

ode spots (see figure 5.5). Each cathode spot has a set current value depending
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on the material used [81]. For example each cathode spot on a molybdenum

electrode has about 150 A flowing through it. The exact current density for a

cathode spot is a matter of controversy, but the general consensus states the

density range on the order of 105 to 108 A/cm2 [81]. The cathode spots have

many mysterious properties that have not yet been resolved. One of these

properties is that in a magnetic field the cathode spots move in the opposite

direction prescribed by J×B. Cathode spots vaporize the cathode and form

vaporized metallic jets [94].

Current flowing out of the anode behaves much differently than the

cathode. The anode does not get as hot as the cathode unless the anode is

thermally isolated from its surroundings. If the anode is thermally isolated it

will get hot enough to vaporize the anode material. This is called a Hot Anode

Vacuum Arc or HAVA. The anode will form a single anode spot from which

vaporized metal will expand in the form of an anode jet [13] (see figure 5.5).

In this experiment particular use was made in creating an HAVA during the

positive part of the cycle. Then, as the cycle became negative and the center

electrode became a cathode, particular use was made of the electrode being

locally ablated at the tip instead of the global ablation found in the HAVA.

Engineers, for applications such as vacuum switchgear, have studied

the parameters of inter-electrode plasmas. Measurements of ablated material

expanding away from cathodes have been made using luminosity measure-

ments as reported by Mesyatz [94]. They have found in their investigations

that the expansion velocity is on the order of 106 cm/s for various metal

cathodes studied. They found that the velocity remained unchanged in their

experiments when the current and the voltage are changed within an order of

magnitude. The expansion velocities for both Mo and Al were measured to be
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Understanding the role of anode and cathode jets is 
important for understanding our jet formation

Anode 

spot
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Anode (+)
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Cathode spot

Cathode jet

Electrons Anode 

jet

0.5 cm

Figure 5.5: Cathode jets originate from cathode spots which have a high cur-
rent density but move erratically. Anode jets form uniform outflows. [81].

1.8 × 106 cm/s where the voltage was on the order of 20 kV. Measurements

of the inter-electrode density and temperature have been compiled from nu-

merous experiments in Boxman’s book [13]. Boxman stated that the electron

density was found empirically to be proportional to the current density. Stud-

ies have shown that copper inter-electrode plasma is on the order of 1015 cm−3

with a J value of 10 MAm−2. Various inter-electrode temperatures have been

measured to the order of 5 eV. A molybdenum experiment gave 6 eV when

the current was 1200 A according to Boxman [13].

The work done on vacuum arc engineering gives approximate bench-

marks for the conditions in the current experiment. The difference between
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anode and cathode behavior is very apparent in this study and will be used

extensively in the jet analysis. The use of a temperature of 6.0 eV for the inter-

electrode plasma will be used throughout the analysis, plasma densities will

be compared with 1015 cm−3, and the unmagnetized velocity of the expanding

plasma will be taken to be about 1.8× 106 cm/s.

5.2.2 Supersonic Jets

The expansion of a supersonic flow into a vacuum has been well studied

for scientific applications. The flow through various nozzles can create a su-

personic flow. In this experiment a supersonic jet of anode plasma is created

as an initial condition for the magnetically controlled jets. This allows for

a higher temperature cone bounded by a barrel shock and produced by the

supersonic jet to be embedded into a lower temperature gas. This will create

a unique situation for magnetic jets to form. This is the motivation behind

the theoretical discussion of supersonic jets.

The gas dynamics of the flow through a constricted converging-diverging

nozzle can be derived using several assumptions about the flow [136]. The as-

sumptions are that the gas is perfect and invicid, that the flow is stationary,

isoentropic and one-dimensional, and that the nozzle has varying dimensions

and has frictionless walls. The duct is also connected to a chamber with con-

stant pressure and density and no velocity on one side of the duct and the other

is connected to the discharge chamber with much lower pressure and density.

The duct area can be characterized by a one-dimensional function A = A(x)

where x is the dimension along the duct and the duct is axisymmetric, and

that there is one value of x in the duct where A = A(x) is at a minimum.
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Figure 5.6: Diagram of a supersonic jet expansion into a background gas
[136][125].

The continuity equation will give

∇ · (ρu) = 0 (5.1)

with u being the flow velocity assuming (∂ρ/∂t) = 0. Integrating this equation

gives ∫
V

∇ · (ρu)dV =

∫
S

ρu · ndS = ρ2A2u2 − ρ1A1u1 = 0. (5.2)

This shows that the flow rate

Q =
dm

dt
= ρAu = constant (5.3)

throughout the nozzle. Using this equation and other relations we can derive

an equation describing the basic dynamics of the flow through the nozzle. The
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derivative of the flow rate divided by the flow rate gives

dρ

ρ
+
dA

A
+
du

u
= 0 (5.4)

with the sound speed being a =
√
dp/dρ equation 5.4 will take the form

dp

a2ρ
+
dA

A
+
du

u
= 0. (5.5)

A variation of the Bernoulli equation gives

dp

ρ
= −u2du

u
. (5.6)

putting this into equation 5.5 will give

du

u
=

1

M2 − 1

dA

A
(5.7)

whereM = u/a is the Mach number. This equation states that in a converging-

diverging nozzle the velocity will increase if M is greater than one in the

nozzle throat, and will decrease if M is less than one in the nozzle throat.

In the current experimental set up a flared profile has been made to create

a supersonic flow with the same conditions required for this formula. These

calculations will be compared with the experiment in section 5.6.1.

As the jet expands into the chamber the pressure, temperature and

density will decrease due to hydrodynamic expansion. This will be important

in determining the plasma parameters where the J × B forces will be acting

on the jet material. Hagena [49] gives the pressure, temperature, and density

as a function of distance from the cavity due to an adiabatic expansion into

the vacuum, with
n

n0

= 0.150
(x
d

)−2
(5.8)

T

T0

= 0.282
(x
d

)−4/3
(5.9)
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p

p0

= 0.042
(x
d

)−10/3
(5.10)

where d is the diameter of the nozzle.

Supersonic gas jets expanding into a vacuum have several spatial prop-

erties that are observed in this experiment as illustrated in figure 5.6 [136][125].

The most prominent parts of the jets are the Mach disk and the Barrel shock.

The Mach disk in a supersonic flow is the point where the flow velocity of the

jet reaches the sound speed of the background gas in the direct line of the

jet motion. This shock is motionless in the steady state. The barrel shock is

the same idea as the Mach disk shock except it occurs on the periphery or “

barrel” of the shock. The dimensions of these quantities can be calculated in

an approximate empirical manner to give

(xm/d) = 0.67(P0/Pb)
1/2 (5.11)

where xm is the distance from the nozzle to the Mach disk, d is the diame-

ter of the nozzle, P0 is the pressure in the enclosed chamber, and Pb is the

background pressure. With a 25% margin of error the other dimensions are

xb = 0.63xm, Dm = 0.5xm, and Db = 0.75xm where xb is the distance from

the nozzle to the maximum diameter of the barrel shock, Dm is the diameter

of the mach disk, and Db is the maximal diameter of the barrel shock. These

relations give the solid angle of the barrel shock as 60◦. These dimensions are

observed in the anode jets measured and are used to calculate the ratio of

pressures involved in the jet expansion in section 5.6.1.

For a basic review of shock physics recall that a hydrodynamic shock

is a wave propagating through a fluid that is characterized by a sharp, nearly

discontinuous increase in temperature, density, and pressure. The fluid pa-

rameters (mass, momentum, and energy) are conserved across the shock as
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described in the hydrodynamic equations [156][30]

ρ1v1 = ρ0v0 (5.12)

p1 + ρ1v
2
1 = p0 + ρ0v

2
0 (5.13)

h1 +
p1

ρ1

+
v2

1

2
= h0 +

p0

ρ0

+
v2

0

2
(5.14)

where v0 = −D and v1 = −(D− v). D is the velocity of the shockwave in the

rest frame of the unperturbed fluid, v is the velocity of the penetrating fluid

also in the rest frame of the unperturbed fluid. v1 and v0 are therefore the

velocities of the fluid upstream and downstream of the shock in the frame of

the shock front.

0P
1P

0

1

Shock boundary

Supersonic 

flow

Figure 5.7: Diagram of a supersonic jet shock structure.

These conservation relations lead to the Rankine-Hugoniot equation

that describes the pressure and density across the shock wave. This equation

can have the form
p1

p0

=
(γ + 1)− (γ − 1)ρ0

ρ1

(γ + 1)ρ0
ρ1
− (γ − 1)

(5.15)
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where subscript 1 represents the upstream parameters, subscript 0 represents

the downstream parameters as in figure 5.7 and γ is the adiabatic index. For

a monatomic gas the density ratio can have a maximum of 4 across the shock.

From Huba [66] the relations of density and temperature in hydrodynamic

shocks can be related by the Mach number M as

ρ1

ρ2

= (γ + 1)M2/((γ − 1)M2 + 2) (5.16)

and
T1

T2

= ((γ − 1)M2 + 2)(2γM2 − γ + 1)/(γ + 1)2M2 (5.17)

This will be useful in the analysis section 5.6.1.

5.2.3 Magnetic Jets

Bellan [6] has formulated a theory for the collimation and dynamics of

fluxtubes in magnetic fields. A fluxtube is a volume of space with a tube-like

shape defined by the presence of axial magnetic fields and currents. Magnetic

fluxtubes are tubes that are defined by the magnetic flux. Current fluxtubes

are defined by the current distribution. In this chapter the term fluxtube will

refer to a current fluxtube. Bellan sets the evolution of the fluxtube in three

stages. The fluxtube takes place in a bowed magnetic field as in figure 5.8.

Bellan defines the terms toroidal as the azimuthal direction and poloidal as the

r and z direction. Bellan assumes ideal MHD in his set up and assumes that

the currents are bounded uniformly in the fluxtube. Axial symmetry is also

assumed in his formulation. The first stage of the evolution involves the ramp-

ing up of the current and the development of a toroidal plasma velocity. This

is derived from the magnetic induction equation assuming I = 0. The second

stage includes the current in steady state, a radial pressure balance. For a
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flared current profile this resulted in a net force along the axis of the fluxtube

pointing toward the flare. The third stage includes as Bellan says “convec-

tion of toroidal flux, fluid stagnation, heating, and compression.” These three

stages do not happen separately in reality, in fact in most cases they are all

happening at once. But to describe them theoretically the equations greatly

simplify for each of the three stages, allowing for the calculation of basic pa-

rameters. When analyzing the jet data using these techniques no attempt will

be made to combine the theories, as in our case both I and dI/dt are nonzero.

They will be handled separately and compared in the spirit of approximation.

In this theory section I will focus on the first two stages outlined by Bellan.

accumulation of toroidal flux atz50. This means that the
density of the toroidal flux will also increase atz50, i.e.,Bf

will increase in the vicinity ofz50.
The increase inBf can be established more rigorously

by considering Eq.~20! in the vicinity of z50 and taking
into account that~i! Uf50 sinceI is constant,~ii ! Upol→0 at
z50 since the flow stagnates atz50, and~iii ! ¹•Upol,0
nearz50 since the flows are converging atz50. Thus, Eq.
~20! in the vicinity of z50, reduces to

]Bf

]t
.2Bf¹•Upol ~37!

which shows thatBf must increase since¹•Upol,0 ~we
note that amplification of a magnetic field by a converging
flow has previously been discussed in Ref. 26 but has not
otherwise received much attention!. In the vicinity of the
stagnation layer atz50, the continuity equation reduces to

1

r

]r

]t
52¹•Upol ~38!

which can be combined with the induction equation to give

]Bf

]t
.

Bf

r

]r

]t
~39!

showing thatBf increases in proportion to the increase in
mass density at the stagnation layer. SinceI is constant and
2prBf5m0I the current channel radius in the vicinity of the
stagnation layer must decrease asBf increases to keeprBf

constant. Thus, the bulge of the current channel must dimin-
ish as sketched in Fig. 5 and, becauseI 5I (c), the bulge of
the constantc surfaces must also diminish. The result is that
the flux tube tends to become axially uniform, hot, and
dense.

D. Changes in length

Making the flux tube axially uniform increasesBpol be-
cause squeezing the poloidal flux surfaces together results in
a larger field. SinceBpol;Bz is much larger thanBf , it
would seem that too much energy would have to be invested
into squeezing the poloidal flux surfaces together. However,
if we recall that the loop is really arched and allow the loop
length to change in such a way that*Bpol•dl remains con-
stant where the line integral is over the length of the loop,
then the loop length 2h will become shorter asBpol in-
creases. If*Bpol•dl5const, the stored energy in the poloidal
field is

Wpol5
1

2m0
E Bpol

2 dl•ds5
1

2m0
E Bpol•dlE Bpol•ds

5
c

2m0
E Bpol•dl5const. ~40!

It is reasonable to assume that*Bpol•dl remains constant,
becauseBpol is produced by currents external to the flux tube
@e.g., by the subsurface currents sketched in Fig. 2~a!#. These
source currents may be assumed to stay constant on the time
scale during which the flux tube undergoes stages 1–3. If one
follows the poloidal field along its entire length both above
and below the solar surface, then it must satisfy Ampe`re’s
law,

m0I ext5 R Bpol•dl5E
loop

Bpol•dl1E
subsfc

Bpol•dl, ~41!

where the contour consists of the loop above the surface and,
in addition, the subsurface portion; the contour links links
the subsurface source current system denoted asI ext. It

FIG. 5. Evolution of flux tube due to effect ofJ3B force whenI is constant. Solid line shows initial constantc(r ,z) flux surface, dashed line shows same
flux surface at a later time. Fluid elements~shown hatched! are pushed axially towardsz50 while staying on the same constantc surface. The resulting fluid
flows collide at thez50 plane where they thermalize their directed kinetic energy. Toroidal flux and mass accumulate at thez50 layer also. The accumulation
of toroidal flux atz50 increasesBf there and so pinches down the flux tube diameter causing the flux tube to become axially uniform.
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Figure 5.8: The evolution of a fluxtube according to Bellan’s gobble model.
The flared fluxtube profile causes material to be accelerated along the z direc-
tion and onto the fluxtube axis. Reprinted with permission from [6]. Copyright
2003, American Institute of Physics.

Bellan’s conditions for a fluxtube when addressing the I 6= 0 case re-

quire only a current fluxtube. The current must be axisymmetric in his case
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but the calculations only refer to a pressure balance between the (J × B)r

force and the ∂p/∂r force. Thus as long as the equations can be integrated

one can obtain a result for the resulting forces. For simplicity Bellan chooses

a constant current density bounded by the fluxtube resulting in a constant

integrated current throughout the fluxtube. By the transparency of his for-

mulation it can be seen that relatively large variations in initial current density

will give roughly the same behavior. In the dynamical calculations in this the-

sis done in section 5.6.3 Bellan’s constant current density was used. I will show

through anisotropic conductivity calculations that the fluxtubes bounded by

the barrel shock will have roughly this type of current distribution.

Before exploring Bellan’s theory further I will discuss the plasma pa-

rameters that relevant to this experiment and how the experiment will relate

to the assumptions made using MHD theory. Then I will discuss the type

of fluxtube used in this experiment by discussing anisotropic conductivities

and currents calculated from these anisotropic conductivities using a program

called Maxwell SV. Then the derivation of important results from Bellan’s

theory will be presented along with a discussion of the kink instability.

Bellan’s equation and all other discussions relating to magnetically con-

fined plasma jets are based on the assumption that the plasma is magnetized.

A plasma is magnetized, according to Hazeltine [56], when the characteristic

scale L is large compared with the thermal gyroradius ρt = vt/Ω where Ω is

the gyrofrequency. The characteristic length scale of the jets would be the

effective diameter or about .4 cm. The thermal gyroradius for the case of

B = .45 T , T = 6 eV (from Lafferty [81]) and for singly charged molybdenum

ions and electrons will be .5 cm and .001 cm respectively. Thus the electrons

will be magnetized and the ions will not be. This will lead to the condition
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that the ions will be bound to the magnetized dynamics of the plasma by the

electrostatic pull of the electrons. The collision frequency of the electrons off

the ions will be according to the equation 5.20, with the electron density of

1016, temperature of 6 eV, and with singly ionized Mo ions will be 2.9×1010Hz

the cyclotron frequency for the conditions above will be 1.3× 1010Hz. So the

frequencies are roughly comparable, which means that the magnetization will

be affected by the collisionality of the plasma. The cyclotron frequency was

roughly fixed in this experiment and the collision frequency was highly variable

among the parameters of the experiment and will likely be less than the num-

ber calculated. Other related plasma parameters are, for the conditions above,

the electron-electron collision rate is 2.0 × 1010 Hz which is also comparable

to the gyrofrequency, and the ion-ion collision rate is 3.3 × 107 Hz. The ion

gyrofrequency is 4.5×105 Hz so that the ion-ion collision is much greater than

the ion gyrofrequency again suggesting that the ions are not magnetized. The

Alfven speed is 1.0×106 cm/s which is comparable to the dynamical processes

measured in the jets as stated in section 5.4. The magnetic Reynolds number is

important in determining how frozen the plasma is to the magnetic field lines.

This quantity is given by MR = µ0LV σ where L is the characteristic length,

V is the characterization velocity, and σ is the conductivity of the plasma.

This number for our parameters with L = .002 m, V = 4 × 104 m/s, and

σ = 1.9× 104 siemens/m for a 7 eV plasma is 1.9. The diffusion time for mag-

netic field to permeate for the same plasma is τ = µ0 ∗ L2σ = 1.0× 10−7 sec.

This suggests that the current plasma conditions are on the limit for hav-

ing frozen in magnetic fields. A good magnetically frozen plasma will have a

Reynolds number much greater than one. The diffusion time is comparable to

the times duration of the jets, being 500ns. These parameters as a whole state

that MHD will be approximately respected in describing behavior from these
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conditions in this experiment.

The fluxtubes in the case of this experiment will be caused by the

anisotropic conductivities created by the magnetic fields and by the differences

in regional conductivities bounded by the barrel shock. The current density

distribution can be calculated in a demonstrational sense to back up general

claims of how the current was distributed in the Remnant Anode Jet (or RAJ)

profile. The RAJ is the uncollimated remnant of the anode jet mode. This

claim is that due to the higher conductivity in the RAJ cone and because

of the anisotropic conductivity of the plasma in a magnetic field the current

must be “funneled” down the cone into the electrode. Maxwell SV is a 2D

electro-magnetic simulation program, as described in section 4.3.2, that can

calculate the current density of an anisotropic medium. Several cases will be

considered that will be reported in section 5.6.2. This will use information

from the supersonic anode jet section 5.6.1 as a comparison, and will provide

information in modeling dynamical processes in the jets in section 5.6.3.

Maxwell SV, as described in section 4.3.2, can calculate the AC cur-

rent distribution in materials with anisotropic conductance. The anisotropic

conductances must be manually given to the program. Plasma in a magnetic

field has anisotropic conductance according to the direction of the magnetic

field. The electrical conductivity through a plasma can be formulated using

the typical current equation as J = σelE where the current is related by the

movement of the electrons through the plasma by J = enevd where ne is the

electron density and vd is the drift velocity of the electrons. In an electric field

an electron will gain a velocity of vf = −eEτc/me before the electron suffers

a collision. τc = 1/νc is the mean time between collisions. The average vf will
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be the drift velocity or vd = 1/2vf = −eE/(2νcme). Thus the current will be

J = enevd =
( e2ne

2νcme

)
E. (5.18)

Thus

σel =
( e2ne

2νcme

)
. (5.19)

There are many ways to calculate the collision frequency νc. One such

method for electron reflections of 90◦ with singely charged ions at constant

temperature as

ν =
1

tei
=

4πe4nilnΛ

(2me)1/2(3
2
kT )3/2

(5.20)

as discussed in chapter 3. For simplicity I use the Spitzer conductivity formula

in Huba [66] which is 1/σ = 1.03ZlnΛT−3/2Ωm with Z=1 and lnΛ = 10.

For conductivity through partially ionized gases, as discharge plasmas

typically are, the plasma will begin to behave like a fully ionized plasma once

ionization reaches about 10% [13]. The ablated material coming off of the

center electrode will be much more conductive than the RAJ material, and

from the previous subsection 5.6.1 the RAJ cone will be more conductive

than the background gas due to the decrease of temperature across the shock.

Because of this conductivity difference I postulate as stated before that for

early stages of the expansion the current will funnel through the expanding

ablated material back onto the electrode. Then because of the geometry of

the setup and the anisotropic conductivity the current will distribute itself

throughout the RAJ material, as in figure 5.48, and avoid coalescing along the

axis of the jet, until it reaches the cathode ablated material. A cartoon drawing

of this process is also in figure 5.9. I input this information into Maxwell SV

to calculate the current distribution. The calculation in Maxwell SV then has
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the following purposes. The Maxwell SV calculation will give a distribution of

current to demonstrate the funneling idea in the RAJ presented above. These

calculations will show what happens when a pointed feature develops in the

center. These calculations will also provide the density calculated from the

formulation given by Bellan [6], which can be compared to the ICCD images.

Figure 5.9: This is a cartoon of the possible current distribution of the jet
with a magnetic field (on the left) and without a magnetic field (on the right).
The white arrow signify the currents.

The derivation of the conductivity of the plasma perpendicular to a

magnetic field is as follows [13]. Assuming an electric field E = Exî and a

magnetic field B = B0k̂ we investigate the force equation in this field set up

with a velocity term u and a uniform density, with no net acceleration of the

flow. The force equation is thus

0 = qm(E + u×B)−mnνu (5.21)

where ν is the collision frequency. This reduces to the following set of equations

mnνux = qnEx + qnuyB0 (5.22)

and

mnνuy = −qnuyB0. (5.23)
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This reduces to an equation of ux to be

mnνux = qnEx + (qnB0)
2ux/mnν (5.24)

or

ux =
qn

(mnν)(1 +
(

(qnB0)
mnν

)2

)
Ex. (5.25)

The current is related to the flow (for Z = 1) by J = qneu/2 as from the above

discussion. Hence the current is

J =
q2n

(2mν)(1 +
(

(qnB0)
mnν

)2

)
Ex. (5.26)

The quantity q2n
(2mνei)

is the Spitzer conductivity discussed above. Hence the

actual conductivity across the magnetic field is

σ⊥ =
q2n

(2mν)(1 +
(

(qnB0)
mnν

)2

)
=

σ

(1 +
(

(qnB0)
mnν

)2

)
. (5.27)

Having defined how the fluxtube will be formed and characterized in

this experiment I return to Bellan’s MHD derivations of specific fluxtube con-

ditions. In Bellan’s formulation the first stage of the expansion, where the

dynamics of the fluxtube when the current is I ∼ 0 and when ∂I/∂t 6= 0, is

illustrated by the toroidal part of the induction equation,

∂Bφ

∂t
= rBpol · ∇

(Uφ
r

)
−rUpol · ∇

(Bφ

r

)
−Bφ∇ ·Upol (5.28)

where U is velocity, B is the magnetic field an r is the radius in cylindrical

coordinates. The poloidal and azimuthal directions are defined above. When

t ∼ 0 Upol has not had time to develop and is therefore negligible at the initial

time. The induction equation then reduces to

∂Bφ

∂t
= rBpol · ∇

(Uφ
r

)
. (5.29)
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A change of variables of r, z → s where s is the distance along the poloidal

field can give an approximation of this induction equation to be

∂Bφ

∂t
∼= Bpol

∂Uφ
∂s

. (5.30)

This equation can be integrated to give

Uφ ∼=
s

Bpol

∂Bφ

∂t
=

µ0s

2πBpolr

∂I

∂t
. (5.31)

This states that there is an azimuthal velocity developed by the changing

current. This is essentially the rotation of plasma frozen into the magnetic

field as the magnetic field twists due to the developing azimuthal magnetic

field as illustrated in figure 5.10. Since this is a rotation of magnetized plasma

this implies that there needs to be a radial (or perpendicular to the poloidal

direction) current to cause J×B rotation. This can be stated in the equation

ρ
∂Uφ
∂t
∼= −JψBpol (5.32)

where ψ is the direction perpendicular to the poloidal direction. This leads to

a

Jψ = − ρ

Bpol

∂Uφ
∂t

= − ρ

B2
pol

µ0s

2πr

∂2I

∂t2
. (5.33)

Jψ is called the polarization current, because it is due to the v×B separation

of the ions and electrons moving in the magnetic field. It is apparent in this

formulation that both Uφ and Jψ vanish when I has reached a steady state. I

will show rough evidence of this rotation in section 5.6.3.

For the second stage of fluxtube evolution in Bellan’s analysis, when I is

constant, he evaluates the z-component force on the fluxtube material Bellan’s

formulation of flared fluxtube analysis assumes a radial pressure balance when
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Bellan also describes rotation in a 

fluxtube with nonconstant current

Current induced 

toroidal fields

Twisted magnetic 

fluxtube

J

Untwisted magnetic 

fluxtube

Figure 5.10: The magnetic fields in a fluxtube will twist with an increasing
axial current.

modeling a cylindrically symmetric current fluxtube [6]. This sets the velocity

terms in the MHD equation,

ρ
dV

dt
= J×B−∇P (5.34)

to zero. Bellan’s formulation [6] gives

J×B = − µ0

8π2r2
∇I2 (5.35)

where I is the constant fluxtube current of the form

I(r, z, t) =

∫ r

0

Jz(r
′, z, t)2πr′dr′. (5.36)

This J×B is obtained by using the standard formulation of B from an axial

current or Bphi = µ0I/2πr and by calculating J with the gradient of I. A

pressure balance in the radial direction will then give

∂P

∂r
= −JzBφ = − µ0

8π2r2

∂I2

∂r
(5.37)
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This equation can be integrated for a known I to find the pressure in the

fluxtube. This pressure can then be related to the density by P = nkT .

For a radially constant current density the current, I, will be integrated to

I(r, z) = (r/a(z))2I0, where a(z) is the fluxtube radius and I0 is the total

fluxtube current. Using this current the pressure can be integrated to get

P (r, z) =
µ0I

2
0

4π2a2

(
1− r2

a2

)
(5.38)

and thus if T is chosen, for simplicity, to be constant

n =
1

kT

µ0I
2
0

4π2a2

(
1− r2

a2

)
. (5.39)

Using this pressure the total axial magnetohydrodynamical force on the flux

tube can be calculated by taking the derivative of the pressure as in

Fz = (J×B)z −
∂P

∂z
=

µ0I
2
0

2π2a3

(
1− r2

a2

)∂a
∂z
. (5.40)

This shows that the greatest force occurs for the smallest a and the greatest

flare ∂a
∂z

. These two formulations reduce the number of variables in the de-

scription of flux tube dynamics. They can therefore be modeled without large

codes. This will be a subject of analysis in section 5.6.3.

We can also compare this to the unmagnitized inter-electrode plasma

discussed in the vacuum arc section 5.2.1 that states that the density is em-

pirically proportional to the current density. If the density equation above is

rewritten for r = 0 and J = I0/πa
2 the result is

n =
1

kT

µ0a
2J2

0

4
. (5.41)

This shows a proportionality to J2 and not to J , which is most likely a result

of the pressure balance confining density. Thus the densities from the vacuum

arc engineering were not magnetically confined.
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Figure 5.11: This is an illustration of the kink instability, where a perturbation
in the side of a fluxtube will cause the magnetic pressure to increase, causing
an instability.

This plasma column is a current fluxtube which is subject to Kruskal

- Shafranov theory that describes the kink instabilities [64]. The kink insta-

bility condition is dependent on the magnetic flux, the fluxtube length, the

fluxtube radius, and current. The kinking parameter, or the condition for the

development of the kink instability, is given by the equation

qedge =
4π2BZ

µ0

a2

`I
=

4π

λ`
(5.42)

where a is the jet radius, ` is the jet length, I is the current and Bz is the

background magnetic field [62]. We can define qedge using the parameter λgun =

µ0Igun/Ψgun. λ comes from integrating the relation ∇×B ∼= λ B around the

flux tube. This relation holds when the currents are aligned with the magnetic
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fields and a force free setting [62]. The relation for λ can be obtained by

integrating this relation around the electrode. According to the Kruskal -

Shafranov theory the kink instability begins to grow when qedge is less than

one. The kink instability appears as helical mode vibrations off the jet axis.

An illustration of the origin of the kink instability is shown in figure 5.11 and

a more in depth look at these types of instabilities is given in section 3.1.2.

5.3 Experimental Setup

Putting a current in a laser-produced plasma to create jet formation has

gone through several evolutionary stages. I recite the history of the evolution

of this experiment in appendix B to explain the reasons for the experimental

setup, and to show important conclusions about this experiment from experi-

ments that did not meet their objectives.

The general experimental set up is the same as it is in chapter 4 with

the exception of supplying the potential to the targets. I measured the jet

formation in the same way as in the laser produce plasma case, with an ICCD

camera, Schlieren, and interferometry. Refer to chapter 4 for the general details

of the experiment not included in this chapter.

5.3.1 Experimental Details for the Experiments that Produced Mag-
netic Jets

The engineering goal for this experiment was to create an unmagne-

tized supersonic jet embedded in a magnetic field that would serve as the

initial conditions for a magnetically controlled jet. The supersonic jet initial

conditions are similar to astrophysical jets computer models [109][141] that are

uncollimated and unmagnetized in their initial state. Then, in these models,
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when the magnetic fields form in the central object and the accretion disk the

magnetic fields will begin to collimate the jet. Hence experimentally one would

like an unmagnetized jet, without from significant currents, that could then

have axial currents “turn on” after the unmagnetized jet is established. The

magnetic field would serve as a medium to create anisotropic conductivities in

the plasma to create a uniform current fluxtube, or a fluxtube defined by the

currents and not magnetic fields.

This was accomplished using anode and cathode technology. The elec-

trode was connected to a capacitor that will naturally ring with a characteristic

frequency depending on the inductance of the system. Thus the biased elec-

trode will alternate between anode and cathode behavior. This was used to

our advantage in a mundane way that produces novel results. As stated in

section 5.2.1 an anode that was thermally isolated will heat up very quickly

to high temperatures. I chose a small .5 mm diameter Mo wire press held to

a copper lug with a plastic cylinder as the electrode. The wire did not deform

while pressed against the lug and was hence significantly thermally isolated

from its surroundings. A chamber was constructed in which this wire, upon

ablation, would fill with molybdenum plasma. A simple flared nozzle created

a supersonic flow into the vacuum chamber as in figure 5.2. The amount of

material that will be evaporated from this anode will be high, and with the

proximity of the ground to the boiling part of the wire, no significant dynamics

of the flow through the plasma will be seen. The electrode cathode behavior

will not cause the entire wire to heat up globally, but will locally heat up the

electrode through the use of cathode spots [13]. In choosing the electrode so

small the cathode spots are force to be close to each other thereby increasing

the ablation at the tip of the wire.
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We create an experimental model of a magnetically 

propelled jet using crossed electric and magnetic fields

Figure 5.12: Picture of the electrode configuration. The center electrode can
be removed. Notice the ablation on the grounded plane.

The entire electrode configuration consisted of a thin molybdenum plate

with a 1.0 cm diameter hole with a wire aligned perpendicularly to the plate in

the center of the hole as in figure 5.12. The wire was replaceable. The tip of the

wire was coplanar with the molybdenum plate. I used 0.5 mm molybdenum

wire in the experiment. The electrode was fastened to a small copper lug

using a set screw and plastic rod. This lug was connected to a wire that was

coaxially enclosed to the feed-through of the chamber. The molybdenum plate

was held at ground while the wire held the bias voltage from the capacitor. I

designed the electrode holder to be as thin as possible to be able to perform

this experiment in close proximity to a permanent magnetic field. With the

gap of the electrode being about 0.4 mm, the Paschen curve will ensure that

at 1.0 mTorr the voltage will not break down under 5000 V. The molybdenum

plate was not in direct contact with the plastic covering that connected to the

center electrode. This ensured that carbonization (which is the degrading of

the insulation to carbon, a conductor) would not occur in the plastic fixed
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between the two electrodes.

The capacitor was a 2.4 µF 30,000 V rated capacitor with a .02 µH

measured inductance. The high voltage limit ensured that the ringing dis-

charge would not hurt the capacitor. The bias on the capacitor was supplied

with a SRS PS300 series 25 W, ±5000 V power supply. The power supply was

current limited to ensure no damage would be induced by the discharge. The

magnetic field was supplied by the same magnetic field discussed in section

4.3.2 except the magnet was no longer enclosed with another magnet. The

magnetic field was measured and reported in figure 5.13 as compared with

Maxwell SV calculations of the magnet in figure 5.14.

The YOGA laser was used to trigger the vacuum arc gap. An aluminum

target was situated above the electrode system. A pulse of 20 or 200 mJ was

used to ablate the aluminum target. Before the ablation the current did not

flow in the system because of the Paschen effect. With the introduction of

the laser-produced plasma and the subsequent ablated material created in the

discharge, current began to flow. As seen in chapter 4 laser-produced plasma

created repeatable, well temporally controlled plasma injection sources. This

was important to the repeatability and measurement of the jets.

5.3.2 Diagnostics

The main diagnostic for the electrical discharge data was the ICCD

camera described in section 4.3.8 and a 411 Pearson transformer. A high

voltage probe was used in conjunction with the Pearson transformer to mea-

sure the voltage of the capacitor. Schlieren and interferometry were used to

laser probe the interaction as described in sections 4.3.6 and 4.3.7. When I

implemented the laser probing of the electrical discharge there was no enclo-
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Figure 5.13: Measured values of the magnetic field

sure at the laser plasma interaction to limit the viewing field as was in the

laser-produced plasma sections 4.3.6 and 4.3.7.

5.4 Jets Produced using the YOGA Laser

Data taken using ICCD photography revealed varied repeatable spatial

features in the images investigated that are related to plasma-jet phenom-

ena. The ICCD camera measured the integrated plasma emission from the
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Using the YOGA laser and custom built electrodes and 

magnets we create conditions in which we see jets 

.26

.18

.34

.42

.50

.58

B(T)

Magnet

7.0 cm

1
2

Figure 5.14: Magnetic field calculations of the magnet we use in our experiment
using Maxwell SV.

jet area over a range of spectra from 350 nm to 575 nm. The emission is

from line radiation and bremsstrahlung radiation. The ICCD camera can not

give information about line radiation in this set up, but can give approxi-

mate bremsstrahlung measurements. This is related to mostly the density

and partially to the temperature as discussed in section 3.3.2. To see these

various features together on the same image I used the logarithm of intensity

and multi-leveled color maps as in figure 5.15. These features were tempo-

rally synchronized to the laser trigger and current discharges were temporally

measured. Supersonic nonmagnetic jet dimensions were measured at certain

temporal regions of the discharge. Rough estimates of the jet density profile

can be obtained using radiance as referred to in section 3.3.2. The barrel shock

was measured as a faint cone emanating from the electrode at specific times.

Magnetic jet velocities, lengths, and morphologies were measured by quantify-

ing specific features in time. The evolution of a spike formed when the jet was

in a sufficiently high magnetic field was measured. The evolution of a divot
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was measured when in a high magnetic field. With this the current and the

morphology of the jet, whether the jet was kinked or straight, were measured.

Remnant anode 

jet.

Background 

magnetic field in 

this direction

Grounded 

plane

Laser 

direction

Laser 

target

Center 

electrode

Jet 

Throat

cm

Figure 5.15: Shown are various features found in the ICCD images.

The discharge through the electrode was subject to the alternating

current produced by the capacitor and the inductance in the system. The

discharge cycle period is about 8.8 µs. I call the time when the current first

reverses direction during the discharge “the jet forming region” or the region

where a fluxtube developed out of the electrode. This was the temporal region

where a remnant supersonic flow was still emanating from the wire cavity. This

period is illustrated in figure 5.16. This is the time when the center electrode

turns from being an anode to a cathode if the initial bias is positive. Because

of the different behaviors electrodes display between anodes and cathodes one

would expect that the morphology of this fluxtube varies depending on the
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initial charge on the capacitor. This is in fact what is observed as in figure

5.17.

We see jets form at the beginning of the next cycle of 
the alternating current when the electrode is 

originally biased at a positive voltage

Our experiment takes 

place when the current 

reverses direction

Figure 5.16: Voltage and current measurement of the discharge when the center
electrode is biased at 3000 V.

The electrical discharge before the temporal jet-forming region has the

center electrode as an anode. As discussed earlier in section 5.2.1, if an anode

does not have a sufficient thermal sync the anode will become extremely hot

and will boil off metal as a vapor, which is happening right before the jet-

forming time. The intensity is high right at the electrode and material coming

from the supersonic jet of the electrode setup emanated in a cone with an

angle of about 65◦. The angle of this cone does not change when placed in

a tilted magnetic field. By the time jets form there is a faint, but visible,

remnant anode jet or RAJ that is seen just above the noise level of the ICCD

camera image as a cone with angle 65◦. The boundary of this cone is a barrel
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Understanding the role of anode and cathode jets is 
important for understanding our jet formation

Center 

electrode 

positively 

biased

Center 

electrode 

negatively 

biased

Cathode jet

Cathode jet

Anode 

jet

Figure 5.17: In this figure the difference when the center electrode is biased
differently can be seen. Notice the cathode spots on the top picture.

shock related to the supersonic flow from the initial anode jet. This will be

discussed in the analysis section 5.6.1.

To measure the effects of the anode jet the bias on the center electrode is

reversed so it is initially negative. This will then form the supersonic flows and

barrel shock during the jet forming region. With and without a background

magnetic field a semi spherical shell evolves out of the center electrode as in

figure 5.18. This spherical shell has filamentary features that outline the curve

on the outer boundary of the expanding plasma indicative of supersonic gas

jet formations which will be discussed in section 5.6.1.

Measurements were made for these particular jets using biased voltages

of 3000, 4000, and 4900 V, with magnetic field strength of 0.0 T, 0.1 T, 0.23
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Figure 5.18: Jets with Mo center electrode biased to -3000 V with a) ∼0.0 T
and b) ∼.45 T. For figure details see figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.19: Jets with Mo center electrode biased to 4000 V with the early
evolution of the RAJ shown. When the current reverses directions (around
4500 ns) the RAJ showed no significant differences with differing background
magnetic field strengths.

T, and 0.45 T at the tip of the electrode. The magnetic field strengths were

adjusted by elevating the electrode above the magnet. The majority of the

emphases was placed on the 0.45 T case and the other magnetic field strengths

were for comparison. When investigating the Mo jets in a strong magnetic

field of 0.45 T there are many features that differ between different initial

voltages (see figures 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22). All of the jets measured in a 0.45 T

magnetic field are stable (i.e. no kinks) in the early to mid-late stages of the

jet formation. The RAJ formed in all cases with the initial voltage being above
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3000 V. The RAJ was very faint in the 3000 V case yet was still measurable.

The RAJ was not significantly affected by the magnetic field in the initial

phases as seen in the early part of figure 5.19. I took detailed data of the

progression of the 4900 V jet in a 0.45 T magnetic field which is reported in

figures 5.23 and 5.24. I took images of the 4900 V jet in a 0.45 T magnetic field

with a greater field of view as in figures 5.25 to 5.26. These features do extend

to longer distances and there are more detailed interactions with the RAJ.

There was further evidence of kinking in the magnetic field in these greater

field of view measurements. The dark circle around the jet in these images is

due to an artifact in the chamber and not to a circular return current.

I performed this experiment also with the electrode arm tilted in the

magnetic field. I gave the electrode the maximum tilt possible in the con-

straints of viewing the interaction in the chamber. The filament expanded in

the same general direction without the magnetic field. It seemed to be slightly

more kinked in this case. With the magnetic field the filament aligned with

the magnetic field. The remnant anode jet seemed to be unaffected by the

magnetic field. In the magnetic field case with a 4900 V jet there was a violent

kinking detachment of the filament from the electrode region (see figure 5.28).

This shows that the magnetic field was definitely important in the formation

of jets.

There are distinct differences of plasma emission that are most likely

due to the current in the system, with and without magnetic fields. Without

the magnetic fields long filamentary features formed in the middle of the RAJ

(see figure 5.30). This filamentary feature in the 0.0 T magnetic field case is

kinked. There is a different feature with a strong magnetic field. Instead of a

kinked filamentary feature a roughly flat profile cone radiated in the remnant
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Figure 5.20: Jets with Mo center electrode biased to 3000 V. The varying
magnetic field strengths are a) ∼.45 T, b) ∼.23 T, c) ∼.1 T, and d) ∼0.0 T.
For figure details see figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.21: Jets with Mo center electrode biased to 4900 V. The varying
magnetic field strengths are a) ∼.45 T, b) ∼.23 T, c) ∼.1 T, and d) ∼0.0 T.
For figure details see figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.22: a)-c) Mo center electrode biased to 4000 V. a) no B field, b) ∼.45
T B field, and c) ∼.23 T B field. d)progression of Mo jet in ∼.45 T B field at
4700 ns with 2000 V (on the left), 3000 V, 4000 V, and 4900 V.
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Figure 5.23: Jet sequence with Mo electrode biased to 4900 V in a ∼.45 T
open magnetic field. For figure details see figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.24: Jet sequence with Mo electrode biased to 4900 V in a ∼.45 T
open magnetic field. For figure details see figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.25: Jet sequence with Mo electrode biased to 4900 V in a ∼.45 T
open magnetic field. The field of view has been extended. For figure details
see figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.26: Jet sequence with Mo electrode biased to 4900 V in a ∼.45 T
open magnetic field. The field of view has been extended. For figure details
see figure 5.15.
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Luminescence wing of 

flared current profile Filimentary jet 

Figure 5.27: With the magnetic field, an emission spike formed out of the jet
(on the right) which I call the filamentary jet or jet tip. The effects of the
flared current profile can still be seen when this feature is present (on the left).

anode jet (see figure 5.29). This flat profile develops a protrusion in the center

as time progressed but in the higher voltage cases you can still see part of

this flat profile adjacent to this protrusion as in figure 5.27. A long straight

filamentary feature developed in the center of the remnant anode, that could

clearly be seen to have grown in modest initial voltages as in figure 5.27.

This feature grows extraordinarily fast as compared with the jet throat, and

is reproducible. This feature is distinctly visible in the cases 3000 V to 4900

V with magnetic fields .23 T and .45 T. I call this the jet tip and report its

velocity in table 5.3.

The luminosity of the jet throat decreased uniformly over time, and a

divot, or dip-like depletion, in the luminosity increased over time to about 50%
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Figure 5.28: Mo jet progression in tilted B fields with a) 3000 V and ∼0.0 T
B field, b) 3000 V and ∼0.4 T B field, c) 4900 V and ∼0.0 T B field, d) 4900
V and ∼0.4 T B fields. The B fields align with vertical axis.
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Luminescence of plasma from 

high current density

Luminescence of plasma 

from high current density

Figure 5.29: When the fluxtube decreased in diameter, the pressure balance
predicts that the current density and the plasma density increased, and hence
the plasma emission increased. This was manifest differently with magnetic
fields (on the left) and without magnetic fields (on the right). With the mag-
netic fields the current forms a flat cone shaped profile and without the mag-
netic field the current forms a more narrow non symmetric fluxtube.

in the log scale as in figures 5.31 and C.6. This divot formed in all of the Mo

cases in a magnetic field above and including 3000 V. This divot formed also

in cases where the magnetic field is less and even zero, but it is more distinct

in the higher magnetic field case.

The repeatability of the data is an important issue to address. The

images look similar between different shots of the same time. Most of the

features seem to evolve similarly in a time evolution. Multiple shots of the

same time were not often taken, because of the importance of taking many

varied shots and the time it takes to make one shot. But of the shots that
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Figure 2: Jets with and without B field with the capacitor charged initially to 4900 V.  We view 

false color ICCD images with a logarithmic scale.  a) - c) are without a magnetic field and d) – f) 

are in the presence of a .45 T magnetic field aligned horizontally on the images.   a) and d) are at 

166ns , b) and e) are at 366ns , and c) is at 466ns and f) is at 491ns after the I=0 point.  

 

Figure 3: We measure the density of the early stages of jet formation using interferometry. (b) 

will be a graph of the density soon) 

 

Figure 5.30: Jets with and without B field with the capacitor charged initially
to 4900 V. False color ICCD images with a logarithmic scale. a) - c) are
without a magnetic field and d) - f) are in the presence of a .45 T magnetic
field aligned horizontally on the images. a) and d) are at 166ns , b) and e) are
at 366ns , and c) is at 466ns and f) is at 491ns after the I = 0 point.

were taken with the same times and circumstances were very visually similar.

This was also seen in the similarity of the evolution of the various features in

the jets. Data from the Pearson transformer also showed repeatability.

The Pearson transformer data shows a typical damped RLC oscillator

circuit discharge as in figure 5.16. I used a 10X probe to measure the out-

put of the Pearson transformer. Often the oscilloscope does not measure the

complete dynamic range of the Pearson transformer, but there was enough in-

formation from the discharge to fit an appropriate damped oscillator equation

to the data. Because of the repeatability of the data only about three data

shots per experimental parameter were taken. Obtaining the timing informa-

tion between the Pearson data with the images was problematic. I measured

the timing delay of the Pearson transformer as measured with the experiment
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Progression of divot feature in the 

ablated plasma

Figure 5.31: A divot in the luminosity profile of the jet throat forms as the jet
progresses.

0.0 T 0.23 T 0.45 T
3000 V 6.2± 0.5× 104m/s 3.6± 0.3× 104m/s 4.1± 0.4× 104m/s
4000 V 5.1± 0.3× 104m/s 3.2± 0.5× 104m/s 5.9± 0.4× 104m/s
4900 V 3.9± 0.2× 104m/s 4.1± 0.4× 104m/s 4.4± 0.9× 104m/s
No.1
4900 V 4.8± 0.4× 104m/s
No.2

Table 5.1: Jet throat velocity as fit with a linear regression from measure-
ments obtained from ICCD data. 4900 V No.1 is of the jet measured with the
standard field of view as in figure 5.23, and 4900 V No.2 is of the jet measured
with the larger field of view as in figure 5.25.

during one data set. I measured an uncertainty of the timing from this mea-

surement that was used for the analysis.

In the presence of a background magnetic field the material in the

jet throat is confined along the axis of the electrode. Without the magnetic

field this plasma has a more or less hemispherical expansion. I measure the

velocity of the expanding jet throat material by fitting the jet throat region

with a Gaussian function and recording the peak. This collection of data then

gave the velocities of the jet throat progression. The data measured is in figure
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0.0 T 0.23 T 0.45 T
3000 V −1.3± 1.8× 104m/s 4.1± 5.8× 104m/s 1.5± 3.3× 104m/s
4000 V −0.1± 4.7× 103m/s 3.0± 2.2× 104m/s 3.4± 2.4× 104m/s
4900 V 6.9± 4.6× 103m/s 1.9± 1.5× 104m/s 3.3± 1.2× 104m/s
No.1
4900 V 2.6± 0.2× 104m/s
No.2

Table 5.2: RAJ intercept velocity as fit with a linear regression from measure-
ments obtained from ICCD data. 4900 V No.1 is of the jet measured with the
standard field of view as in figure 5.23, and 4900 V No.2 is of the jet measured
with the larger field of view as in figure 5.25.

0.0 T 0.23 T 0.45 T
3000 V 1.4± 0.3× 105m/s 1.7± 0.3× 105m/s 1.5± 0.3× 105m/s
4000 V 7.1± 1.2× 104m/s 7.9± 1.4× 104m/s 9.2± 1.4× 104m/s
4900 V 5.4± 1.4× 104m/s
No.1
4900 V 7.7± 0.4× 104m/s
No.2

Table 5.3: Jet tip velocity as fit with a linear regression from measurements
obtained from ICCD data. 4900 V No.1 is of the jet measured with the stan-
dard field of view as in figure 5.23, and 4900 V No.2 is of the jet measured
with the larger field of view as in figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.32: Progression of the divot formed in the throat of the jet. The line
profile was fit to two opposing gaussian profiles, with the divot given a negative
number for the gaussian amplitude. The reported number in the graph is the
percent of the subtracted gaussian area from the positive gaussian area.

5.33, and the velocities calculated are in table 5.1. I quantify the evolution of

the RAJ by fitting two boundary lines enclosing the cone that emanates from

the approximate position of the electrode. I record the slope of both RAJ

lines and the intercepts of these two lines as the RAJ intercept as in figure

5.38. The angle of the RAJ is reported in figure 5.35, and the position of

the RAJ intercept is reported in figure 5.36, with the velocities in table 5.2.

Other points were recorded, such as the jet tip of the filamentary feature that

expands away from the jet as reported in figure 5.34. A comparative study

that will be discussed in chapter 6 and appendix D deals with jet produced

that emanated onto a magnetic dipole. In one instance this created something

akin to a plasma flare as in figure D.4 and 6.10. The position of this flare is

reported in figure 5.37 and the initial velocity is 1.12± .12×107 cm/s. Also the

divot was quantized by fitting the intensity profile of the divot with a double
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Figure 5.33: Dense jet throat region progressing with time, a) 3000 V, b) 4000
V, and c) 4900 V
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Figure 5.34: Tip of the jet progressing with time, a) 3000 V, b) 4000 V, and
c) 4900 V
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Figure 5.35: RAJ angle progressing with time, a) 3000 V, b) 4000 V, and c)
4900 V
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Figure 5.36: RAJ jet axis intercept progressing with time, a) 3000 V, b) 4000
V, and c) 4900 V
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Figure 5.37: Tip of the flare in a magnetosphere experiment as it progresses
in time with 3000 V initial charge. See figures 6.10 and D.4.

gaussian

y = y0 + A1e

(
(x−x0)2

Wid1

)
− A2e

(
(x−x0)2

Wid2

)
. (5.43)

The percent of the area of the minor gaussian to the area of the major gaussian

was recorded. A table listing these fits is presented in the appendix in table

C.2. In figure 5.32 the progression of the divot in time was reported. The

measurement in this figure was the percent of the subtracted gaussian area

from the positive gaussian area in the fits above. This showed a relative

increase of the divot in the jet throat. For the 3000 V case there was a strong

dip in the divot and as the overall intensity of the jet throat decreased the

divot ratio increased again, but not to the original levels.

In these data figures and tables one can see that the jet throat pro-

gressed at roughly the same speed of about 4.0 × 106cm/s and the jet tips

progressed at more than double this speed. When there was a background

magnetic field the intercepts of the RAJ evolved with the jet throat material

at approximately the same speed as in tables 5.1 and 5.2, and the angle of the
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Figure 5.38: The definition of the RAJ intercept and angle.

RAJ cone increased with time in higher voltages as illustrated in figure 5.35.

With no magnetic field the RAJ angle stayed the same or even decreased in

the case of the 3000 V jet. The RAJ intercept speed reflected on this behav-

ior. Many of these measured quantities will be analyzed and compared with

models in the next section.

5.5 Schlieren and Interferometry Measurements of Lab-
oratory Produced Jets

I took Schlieren and interferometric measurements of the plasma jets

using the capacitor charged to 4900 kV and in .45 T magnetic field with the

purpose of measuring the density. I used the same setup for this measurement

as we did for laser-produced plasmas in chapter 4. Optical measurements

for this jet were difficult to differentiate from the background. There was

concern that the discharge from the capacitor would induce too much noise in

the system to take the needed data. The interferometric data’s integrity was

tested by taking interferometric measurements of the laser-produced plasma

while the discharge was taking place. There was a clear interferometric signal

of the anode jet before our usual cathode jets began to form. I took only one
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Figure 5.39: Interferometric images of jets with .45 T B field with the capacitor
charged initially to 4900 V compared with ICCD images at the same time on
the left.

set of this data.

The interferometric data does give valuable information about the jet

density. The Schlieren data gives an indication of plasma density gradients

around the electrode. I could calculate the density from the interferograms

using equation 3.47. For probing frequencies of λ = 532nm equation 3.47

becomes

N = −2.38× 10−18cm2

∫
nedl. (5.44)

Assuming that the plasma is cylindrical, has constant density and the diameter

can be obtained from the ICCD images the density will be ne ≈ 2.84×1017cm−3

for 3500ns and ne ≈ 1.9×1017cm−3 for 4700ns. This gave insight into the anode

jet boiling off molybdenum vapor before it settles down into the remnant anode
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jet. By the time the jet develops at 4700 ns the interferometric signal greatly

decreases, at the same time the ICCD camera plasma signal narrows, which

would also decrease the signal. This does give a measurable density, and after

the jet has expanded beyond this time the signal drops below the noise of the

interferogram.

5.6 Modeling and Analysis of the Laboratory Produced
Jets

As shown in section 5.4 there are several quantities in these jets that are

distinct, repeatable and quantifiable. The repeatability of the ICCD images

of essential jet phenomena from shot to shot enables the measurement of jet

dynamics using a compilation of single shot images from each jet measurement.

Specifically these quantities include a distinct supersonic jet structure, jet

spatial density profile, jet velocity, jet morphology, RAJ progression, jet divot

formed in the throat of the jet and a high velocity jet that emanates in the

front of the jet. There are many comparisons that can be made between the

theoretical ideas outlined in section 5.2 and these various quantities. The

measurement of these jet properties are limited to ICCD radiance profiles,

current, voltage, and magnetic field measurements, and limited interferometric

density measurements of the a small number of jets. From these measurements

I compared with the theoretical calculations deriving a range of values for

temperature and density.

This analysis section ties together many different interrelated pieces of

information. The first investigations in section 5.6.1 will be looking at the

supersonic nonmagnetic anode jets in this experiment. This analysis revealed

the processes of the initial conditions of the magnetic jets. Bellan’s formulation
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outlined in the theory section 5.2.3 give a calculation of the pressure balance

with a known current distribution and flux tube envelope. This formulation

calculates density profiles that are comparable to the measured ICCD images.

Estimations from the anode jet analysis give approximate temperatures for

these calculations from which density calculations can be made and compared

to the interferometric measurements of the jets. Spatial calculations can be

made using Maxwell SV to calculate the spatial distributions of the current

as reported in section 5.6.2. This provides an idea of what the current is

doing and how it is distributed throughout the jet. Bellan’s formulation can

calculate the dynamics of an evolving flux tube as reported in section 5.6.3.

The velocities and morphologies are calculated using one dimensional MHD

codes. Comparisons are measured between measured and observed velocities

and RAJ angles.

Bellan’s formulation also includes provisions for calculating the rotation

of the fluxtube. This gave an estimate of the formation of the divot in the

jet throat as reported in section 5.6.3. The spike at the beginning of the jet

can be explained using the Maxwell SV calculations and the dynamical Bellan

theory. Finally in section 5.6.4 the kinking of the flux tube can be calculated

using the Krusckal-Shafranof theory.

5.6.1 Supersonic Anode Jets

The initial conditions of the measured magnetic jets in this experiment

were the remnants of an anode jet from the electrode setup bounded by a

barrel shock. To get a good idea of the initial conditions of the magnetic jets

I analyzed the information measured related to the anode jet physics. This

included reviewing what vacuum arc technology has studied on the subject.
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The anode jet flow is affected by a flared nozzle that will produce a supersonic

flow into the chamber. The characteristic signature of a supersonic flow into a

vacuum was measured with negative biased jets in the jet forming time region.

Rate flow analysis provided a model describing the density of the electrode

cavity as a function of ablated material and the ejected jet material. This

provided a linear relationship at early times between the pressure and the

integral of the current squared. This quantity was measured and then used

to calculate a range of initial conditions for the RAJ. The boundary of the

RAJ was then characterized as a barrel shock which the conditions across the

barrel shock can be described by the Rankine-Hugoniot equation.

The discussion of the supersonic nonmagnetic anode jets begins with

anode jet physics. The current electrode configuration allows very little heat

conduction from the center wire to its surroundings. This was apparent in

the case of the Mo wire. The wire was small and does not deform when

fastened against the copper electrode block. This provided very little surface

area contact to drain heat away from the Mo wire. The only other physical

contact the center electrode has was minor contact with the plastic bottom of

the electrode holder.

According to Boxman [13] when an anode is thermally isolated from its

surroundings the anode can heat up to high temperatures quickly. This was

the case with these jet experiment and this property was useful in studying

magnetic jets. With the majority of the center electrode placed in a small

cavity with a small exit aperture, the cavity filled to high pressures of Mo

gas and expelled into the vacuum with high velocities. The exit aperture of

the cavity became flared due to heating of the wire. This flaring part of the

aperture caused the exiting flow to become supersonic and form a barrel shock
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as the anode jet exits the aperture and this flow persisted for some time after

the anode cycle has completed due to the pressure build up in the cavity. The

anode jet did not show significant differences with and without a magnetic

field, likely due to the high pressures involved. The anode jet also did not

show characteristics of being influenced by currents. This was most likely due

also to the high pressures involved that then connect the grounding block to

the molybdenum ring. This then provided a much less restricted path for the

current to flow through the plasma. With the high temperatures and densities

of the plasma the conductivity of the plasma will be much less anisotropic

with the magnetic fields involved, which will alow the current to flow between

the coper lug and the grounded ring without forming a magnetized jet.

Flared

Plastic 

Nozzle

Copper Block

Molybdenum 

Ground Plate

Plastic Casing

Molybdenum Wire

Fastening 

Block
Cavity

Supersonic Jet

Figure 5.40: Diagram of the physical set up of the electrode configuration
allowing for the escaping of hot Mo gas out of a flared nozzle.
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Figure 5.41: Picture of a used Mo center electrode showing various positions
in the holder set up.

With the geometry setup as outlined in figure 5.40 calculated the ve-

locity flow using the equation 5.7. The dimension of the flare outlined in figure

5.40 was approximated by the area flaring in a hemispherical curve. This was

integrated over the dimensions measured. This calculation was dependent on

the geometry of the electrode set up. The wire radius of the Mo wire was

2.5 × 10−4 m. The radius of the cavity side of the nozzle was 7.62 × 10−4 m.

The thickness of the nozzle was 1.73×10−3 m. The nozzle flare was assumed to

be circular with a radius of ` = 7.2× 10−4 m. The outer radius of the circular

aperture was measured to be 1.48× 10−3 m. I assume due to evaporation that

there was a slight slope on the wire of .0001. With these parameters I numeri-

cally calculated the Mach number of the flow from equation 5.7 assuming that

the Mach number at the throat was 1.73 (derived from Hagena’s fromulation in

section 5.2.2). This Mach number was the standard Mach number of a circular

converging nozzle and a monatomic gas. The integration assumed that the ra-

dius of curvature wasR = 1.001×`, and was integrated from 0 to ` or the radius

of curvature above. The results of this calculation are in figure 5.42. They gave

a reasonable result for a Mach number of 3.5. The effective radius for further
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calculations of the throat of the nozzle will be the radius of the approximated

area of the throat or reff =
√

(7.26× 10−4)2 − (2.5× 10−4)2m = 6.8×10−4m.

The volume of the cavity as estimated from the engineering drawings was

1.2± 0.5× 10−8m3.

Figure 5.42: This is an integration of the converging-diverging nozzle. The x
axis is the length of the nozzle from the diverging point.

The problem with this type of nozzle setup was that a lot of Mo ma-

terial was boiling off in front of the nozzle creating a region of high pressure.

This high pressure region will dissipate between the anode cycle and the cath-

ode cycle. I do have density measurements of the anode cycle jet from in-

terferometry, as the jet converts from an anode jet to a cathode jet, but this

measurement was undoubtedly be dominated by the boiling off of the material

form the unenclosed wire. The material outside the nozzle was expelled much

faster than the gas inside the cavity, and the material in the cavity built up

enough pressure to create a sustained supersonic jet. A microscope picture of

the wire is in figure 5.41. This shows the area where the wire was exposed to

the chamber’s vacuum. The vaporpressure was high enough at this point that
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the wire began to boil off molybdenum. But inside the cavity the pressure

exceeded the vaporpressure of the wire and the wire did not boil. This gave

further evidence of a high pressure region inside of the cavity which will then

create a supersonic flow out of the nozzle.

There was a distinct supersonic jet signature during the second phase

anode jet in this setup, or in other words where the electrode was initially a

cathode then became an anode. This was the reverse situation to the mag-

netic jets. This signature was illustrated in figure 5.43. Compare this with

figure 5.6. This signature gave important information about the supersonic jet

parameters, as the parameters were matched up with (xm/d) = 0.67(P0/Pb)
1/2

where xm is the distance from the nozzle to the Mach disk, d is the diameter

of the nozzle, P0 is the pressure in the enclosed chamber, and Pb is the back-

ground pressure. As discussed in section 5.2.2 the other dimensions can be

described by xb = 0.63xm, Dm = 0.5xm, and Db = 0.75xm with a 25% margin

of error. These dimensions were measure and are reported in figure 5.44 and

table 5.4. The pressure ratio was also compared to the current in figure 5.45.

This gave very good agreement between the empirical theory and the jet mea-

surements with most cases being within the 25% error range. The discrepancy

may be found in the “aerospike” or plug nature of the jet nozzle, which is the

condition with a tapered spike in the center of a nozzle that creates a lot of

turbulence [21].

Now I discuss modeling of the cavity density as related to the ablation

of the wire and the output of the supersonic flow. This was necessary for

estimating the densities in the RAJ and for establishing how long the RAJ

will last after the anode cycle. Lebedev, in his magnetic tower paper [20],

gave a formula to describe the mass ablation off of wires in a z pinch. The
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Figure 5.43: Anode jets in this experiment had a distinctive morphology that
can be compared to the supersonic diagram 5.6.

formula is
dm

dt
=

µ0I
2

4πV r
(5.45)

where m is the ablated mass per unit length, I is the current through the wire,

V is the ablation velocity, and r is the radius of the wire. The ablated mass

was related to the chamber pressure by P = nkT due to the saturation of the

ablated material in the chamber.

The density evolution of a cavity containing this wire with a volume

Vol, length `, and nozzle area A was calculated in appendix C.4.1 by analyzing

the particles entering the cavity through ablation and leaving the cavity by
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Figure 5.44: The relationships between xb,Db,Dm, can be related to xm by
xb = 0.63xm, Dm = 0.5xm, and Db = 0.75xm. This was then compared with
the measure values in the experiment.

Xb Db Dm
3000v 0.62± 0.04 0.91± 0.08 0.67± 0.04
4900v 0.73± 0.06 1.08± 0.07 0.89± 0.04
empirical 0.63± 0.16 0.75± 0.19 0.5± 0.13

Table 5.4: The values of the proportionality constants between xb,Db,Dm, and
xm are reported. The literature reported empirical values are within 25% [125].

the supersonic flow through the nozzle. The relation for the density in relation

to time was given with c1 = 0.514v̂0AV ol and c2 = `
m

µ0

4πV rV ol
(where m is the

mass of the molybdenum ions) as

n =

∫ t

0

c2I(t)2dt+
c1
∫ t

0

∫ t
0
c2I(t′)2dt′e−c1tdt

e−c1t
. (5.46)

This can then be related to the ratio of pressures through equation 5.11 for

early times by the equation (also derived in appendix C.4.1)

pcavity
pbackground

=
kT

pbackground

`

m

µ0

4πV rV ol

( 1

1 + 0.514n0v̂0A
t
V ol

)∫
I2dt. (5.47)

This quasi-linear relationship with the integral of I2 was measured. The inte-

gral of I2 was obtained by summing the product of the measured I2 with the
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time steps between the measurements. The measured ratio as illustrated in fig-

ure 5.46 was 299.2±8.9. This number can then be related to the unknowns in

our formulation, temperature, background pressure, and the ablation velocity

by the equation

299.2 = 9187.38
(mPa
Ksec

) T

pbackgroundV
(5.48)

or
T

pbackgroundV
= 0.033

(Ksec
mPa

)
. (5.49)

Unfortunately V is not known. Lebedev lists the ablation velocity for his

experiment to be ∼ 100 kms−1. He used much higher current than was used in

this experiment. Fortunately the measurement between the ratio of pressures

and the integral of the current squared swallows up the need to know T and

V for pressure calculations. This was then a model from which the ratio

of pressures between the cavity and the background gas can be estimated.

Although the chamber was initially pumped down to 1 mTorr the background

pressure as experienced by the cavity may not be this pressure due to ablation

material from the electrodes, and left over laser plasma material. Thus to

calculate various parameters I used a range of possible background pressures

from 10 mTorr to 1 Torr.

The density in the cavity can then be calculated with this formulation as

a function of time using the measured current. Assumptions of the background

pressure and the temperature need to be made. A typical plot of the density

can be seen in figure 5.47. This showed that a continual flow of mass will occur

into the cathode jet region even as the current went to zero between cycles.

Lebedev’s formula may not be applicable in the cathode jet case, because

the entire electrode will not heat up as is does in the anode case. Lebedev’s

formula is for a z-pinch where the wire was connected across the electrodes.
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Figure 5.45: The measured pressure ratio as compared to the measured cur-
rent.

This seems to be more indicative of the HAVA anode phenomena than that of

the cathode. The main point then is that when the cathode jets formed there

was a remnant anode jet present from the material stored in the cavity from

the anode cycle.

Parameters based on Hagena’s model (as stated in section 5.2.2) at 5

mm away from the cavity and based on the cavity calculation above are in

table 5.6. Possible parameters in the cavity for various background pressures

and temperatures are in table 5.5. The ratio of pressure was 3430.5 according

to this calculation at the null point of the current oscillation. This would give

a Mach disk distance of 5.3 cm. A Mach disk was not clearly observed at this

distance as the RAJ becomes increasingly turbulent as time increases. The

nozzle setup in this experiment was similar to the aerospike nozzle, a type of

plug nozzle, that is known for its turbulent behavior [21].

Interferometric measurements of this density were measured. With

the density calculated from the interferometry being ne ≈ 2.84 × 1017 cm−3
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Figure 5.46: The measured pressure ratio between the cavity and background
gas has a linear relationship with the integral of the current squared.

Density (m3) .1 eV 1 eV 10 eV
10 mT 5.9× 1023 5.2× 1022 3.5× 1021

100 mT 5.9× 1024 5.2× 1023 3.5× 1022

1 T 5.9× 1025 5.2× 1024 3.5× 1023

Table 5.5: The density measurement of the cavity at 4.3 × 10−6sec with the
electrode biased to 4900 V is reported.

at 3500ns with I = 3440 A into the cycle the pressure will be p(Pa) =

ne(cm
−3)1.6 × 10−13(Pa/(eV cm−3)) T (eV ) For 1 eV p = 4.5 × 104 Pa =

341.0 Torr. The magnetic pressure for .45 T is 600 Torr. At 2000 ns with

I = 6610 A ne ≈ 1.90× 1018 cm−3 which gave p = 3.0× 105 Pa = 2277 Torr

at 1 eV The density measurement from the interferometry are not an accurate

measurement of the pressures coming from the cavity due to Hagena because

the electrode was boiling off a lot of molybdenum in front of the cavity. This

may increase the temperatures and densities into the RAJ because of the jet

stream blowing over this hot portion of the wire. The length of this wire did

grow over time, possibly due to the flow of this supersonic jet over this wire.

This also brings up a discussion of the magnetic field. With the pressures being
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Figure 5.47: The cavity model predicts the density in the cavity as a function
of time.

.1 eV 1 eV 10 eV
10 mT 6.5× 1021m−3 5.8× 1020m−3 3.9× 1019m−3

0.005eV 0.05eV 0.5eV
100 mT 6.5× 1022m−3 5.8× 1021m−3 3.9× 1020m−3

0.005eV 0.05eV 0.5eV
1 T 6.5× 1023m−3 5.8× 1022m−3 3.9× 1021m−3

0.005eV 0.05eV 0.5eV

Table 5.6: The density and temperature calculation of the jet .5 cm away from
the cavity according to Hagena’s equations with the electrode biased to 4900
V are reported.

comparable to the magnetic field pressure and the velocity being very high,

this expansion will be able to overcome the magnetic field enough that the

shocks will be largely unaffected as observed in the data. The lines defining

these shocks for the early anode jets were more defined in the magnetic field

case as seen in figure 5.18. This is most likely due to magnetic effects breaking

the flow in slight ways.

I have presented evidence that the anode jet cycle produced a super-

sonic expansion into the chamber with the positions of the barrel shock mea-

sured from the ICCD images. I thus conclude that the boundary associated
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with the RAJ before the magnetic jets begin to form was a barrel shock asso-

ciated with supersonic expansions between the jet ejecta and the background

gas. The difference then between the jet ejecta and the background gas will

be governed by the Rankine-Hugoniot equation [156] as discussed in 5.2.2.

For a Mach number of 3.7 as calculated by the afore mentioned cal-

culation these relationships will be n1 = 3.28n2 and T1 = 5.13T2. As the

temperature drops as the jet progresses out into the chamber the Mach num-

ber will rise. At 5mm the Mach number according to Hagena will be 16.6. This

will give n1 = 3.95n2 and T1 = 87.0T2. This showed that therewas a definite

and significant temperature and density difference between the inner jet cone

and the chamber gas. This was significant in section 5.6.2 when discussing the

distribution of currents throughout the jet region.

The wrap-up of this section describes a range of possible initial con-

ditions for the RAJ. The information obtained by the supersonic anode jet

analysis gave a relation between the pressure ratios and the current. From

this discussion I conclude that, within error, the ICCD images of the develop-

ing anode jet are within the empirical calculations provided by Miller in [125].

This was used to calculate the cavity pressure as a function of time. The Ha-

gena formulations gave the jet parameters as a function of distance at the time

the magnetic jets begin. This allowed for estimation of the ambient temper-

atures and densities to be as in tables 5.5 and 5.6. These estimates are most

likely low because of the material evaporated off of the tip of the electrode.

The boundary of the RAJ was the barrel shock from the supersonic jet ema-

nating from the cavity that can then be described by the Rankine-Hugoniot

equations. This concludes that there was a distinct boundary in the jet region

and a range of estimates can be made about the density and temperatures in
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these regions. This RAJ cone within the barrel shock then serves as the initial

conditions for the magnetic cathode jets discussed in this chapter.
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Figure 5.48: Schematic of dynamical processes within the jet.

5.6.2 Pressure Balance and Maxwell SV Conduction Calculations

In this section I discuss the pressure balance from Bellan’s discussion in

section 5.2.3 and how it related to the measured density distribution. Then I

discuss current calculations made using Maxwell SV and how they are related

to the current distributions in Bellan’s theory and also the measured density

distribution. Bellan describes a pressure balance between the current and

the thermal pressure as described in section 5.2.3. If one has information on

the current distribution the pressure distribution can be calculated. If the

temperature is known the density distribution can also be calculated. As

discussed in section 3.3.2 the plasma radiance from the plasma in the form of

bremsstrahlung emission is a function of the temperature and density. Thus

the radiance distribution in the plasma jets are related to the density and
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temperature distribution. Assuming a value for the temperature, if the current

density and distribution are known a three-dimensional density distribution

can be calculated and compared with the ICCD images. In this section the

densities of the jet throat were calculated using this formulation with the

currents measured from the Pearson transformer and the fluxtube dimensions

obtained from the ICCD images. These density distributions were spatial

compared with the ICCD emission distribution. Interferometric data that was

taken for the 4900 V as in section 5.5 had a measured density of 1.9 ± 0.2 ×
1017 cm−3. With an assumed temperature of 6.0 eV (taken from vacuum arc

literature in section 5.2.1), and with the measured current of 791 A, the density

calculated from Bellan’s formation was 2.1× 1016cm−3.

From the ICCD images and from the characteristic shock related to the

RAJ I conclude that the fluxtube is hyperbolic. Hyperbolic here means that

the radius of the fluxtube is defined by two asymptotes as seen in figure 5.51.

The RAJ and the cathode ablated material act as a funnel for the current in a

hyperbolic profile. The enhanced throat density will be in the region with the

highest flare or or da/dz and the smallest a. This will give the highest force

and pressure along the axial direction according to Bellan’s equation 5.40.

Bellan’s equations use the current derived from a constant current den-

sity, which integrates to I = (r2/a2)I0 where a is the flux tube outline. This

then generates a density or pressure profile that will have the most dense

regions when a is small as in

P (r, z) = n(r, z)kT =
µ0I

2
0

4π2a2

(
1− r2

a2

)
(5.50)

As seen in figures 5.50 and 5.51 the images of the plasma density show an

enhancement of density at the throat region similar to the throat region in the
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ICCD images. The outline of the flux tube was taken to be the outline of the

luminous material boundary along the entire jet in the ICCD images.

Maxwell SV was used to calculate the distribution of currents in the

plasma distributions inferred from the plasma emission distributions in the

ICCD images and the inferred plasma distribution from the RAJ. Maxwell

SV, as explained in section 5.2.3, calculated the AC current distribution on a

two dimensional grid with a manually imputed anisotropic conductivity field.

The reason for this calculation was to understand the distribution of currents in

the fluxtube to know how Bellan’s formulation should be used in this situation.

The major result showed that the RAJ bounded by the barrel shock had a cur-

rent that quasi-uniformly funneled through the RAJ to the electrode which was

calculated with conductivities defined by densities and temperatures similar to

that given by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations and the magnetic fields. These

calculations also yielded a density distribution derived from Bellan’s pressure

balance. These density distributions were compared with the constant current

case discussed above and the ICCD measured plasma emission.

To make the Maxwell SV calculation more interesting I estimated the

geometries involved and used the measured resistance of the plasma of .22Ω

to get an independent measurement of temperature and density. The value of

this calculation is still qualitative in nature, and not meant to be rigorous. The

conductivities imputed into Maxwell SV were based on temperature, density,

and the magnetic field. Therefore estimating the resistance of the plasma in

different regions will yield a temperature for the plasma assuming the density.

I modeled the conductivity through the jets with three separate regions

instead of just two. The third region consists of the hot plasma being ablated

from the cathode. The three regions are then the background gas, the RAJ,
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and the jet column containing the cathode ablation. I made basic models of

physical configurations of these regions to get an idea of the conductivities

required in these regions for Maxwell SV to calculate the current distribution.

I constructed three geometrical blocks of different plasma conditions to calcu-

late the resistances in the jet as illustrated in figure 5.49. A hollow cylinder

connected the grounded ring to the RAJ (region 1). A triangular cylinder

that had two axis of conduction modeled the RAJ (region 2). Then a simple

cylinder connected the RAJ to the center electrode (region 3). The resistance

in each of these objects was given by the equation

R =

∫
ηd`

A
. (5.51)

Because of the anisotropy in the RAJ I separated resistance calculation into

the two axis and integrate them separately. The two resulting resistances were

then calculated in series. The total resistance calculated by the discharge was

about .22Ω as discussed earlier in this section. The total resistance of the

plasma must be less than this

Rgroundcolumn +RRAJ +Rjetcolumn ≤ 0.22Ω. (5.52)

for simplicity I assume

Rgroundcolumn = RRAJ = Rjetcolumn = 0.22/3Ω. (5.53)

Using this estimate for the resistance I calculated the temperature in each

region, assuming the density of the plasma, and calculated the parallel and

perpendicular conductivities in the plasma for each section. I then used these

numbers to calculate the current distribution in Maxwell SV.

For region 1 the parallel resistivity was .00172Ωm⇒ Te ≈ .712eV . For

region 3 the parallel resistivity was 5.2× 10−5Ωm⇒ Te ≈ 7.38eV . For region
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Figure 5.49: Cartoon of the three regions for a general resistivity calculation.

2 the calculation of the resistivity involved a complicated anisotropic calcu-

lation of the resistance of the cone described above. The temperature was

calculated for two values of n0 which were 1 × 1015 cm−3 and 5 × 1014 cm−3.

These yielded two temperatures 1.21 eV and 3.06 eV respectively. The con-

ductivities calculated for each are in table 5.7 under σ2. These temperature

calculations are according to η⊥ = 1.03ZlnΛT−3/2 Ωm with Z=1 and lnΛ = 10.

These measurements for temperature and density are similar in nature to the

Rankine-Hugoniot relations as discussed in section 5.6.1.

I chose three different conditions to run the Maxwell SV calculation,

these include the inferred temperatures from above and various guesses on the

density. These different conditions were three jets with different initial voltages

and times. I chose the three conductivity regions to match the assumed regions

in the ICCD data. Some of these jets had “spikes” in the middle-front of

the jet that were given the high conductivity parameters. The calculation

of current density and integrated current from Maxwell SV are reported in

figures 5.50 and 5.51. The current flow for the 4900 V 4700 ns example from

situation 2 in table 5.7 is in figure 5.52. This shows a current flow toward

the center electrode as soon as the current crosses the RAJ boundary. This

is significant because the fluxtube is then well defined by the axial current

and the RAJ boundary. These calculations showed a radially uniform current
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‖ ⊥ Te ne
Situation 1
σ1 581.4 siem./m .9 siem./m .712 eV 1013cm−3

σ2 1293.5 siem./m 968.3 siem./m 1.214 eV 1015cm−3

σ3 19230.8 siem./m 10968.6 siem./m 7.38 eV 1017cm−3

Situation 2
σ1 581.4 siem./m 74.8 siem./m .712 eV 1014cm−3

σ2 1293.5 siem./m 968.3 siem./m 1.214 eV 1015cm−3

σ3 19230.8 siem./m 10968.6 siem./m 7.38 eV 1017cm−3

Situation 3
σ1 581.4 siem./m 74.8 siem./m .712 eV 1014cm−3

σ2 5173.8 siem./m 230.0 siem./m 3.06 eV 5× 1014cm−3

σ3 19230.8 siem./m 10968.6 siem./m 7.38 eV 1017cm−3

Table 5.7: This is a list of parameters used for the calculation of current density
in Maxwell SV.

density unless there was a “spike” of higher temperature plasma imputed into

the front of the jet. The increased current density in this spike was due to

the same funneling phenomena, with the current focussing into the tip of the

spike. In regard to the axial current density, the boundary of the jet showed a

very sharp boundary in the current density. The current density was negative

outside the jet boundary and positive inside the jet boundary showing a clean

regional separation of the fluxtube as defined by the barrel shock an boundary

of the jet. The integrated current along the boundary of the fluxtube is in

figure 5.53 for situation 3 in table 5.7. This showed that the current was

roughly constant (around 25%) in the fluxtube for about half of the fluxtube

region. Hence assuming a constant current bounded by the barrel shock for the

Bellan’s dynamical calculations in section 5.6.3 was appropriate for matching

observations in section 5.6.3.

With a current density distribution calculated from Maxwell SV the
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sit. 1 sit. 2 sit. 3
3000V 80.2 A 387.2 A 350.9 A
4000V 166.1 A 795.5 A 732.17 A
4900V 824.1 A 808.1 A 808.1 A

Table 5.8: Maximum amperage of the simulations from Maxwell SV.

sit. 1 sit. 2 sit. 3 Constant
Current

3000V 1.4× 1014cm−3 1.8× 1015cm−3 1.1× 1015cm−3 1.5× 1015cm−3

(248 A,6 eV)
4000V 5.6× 1014cm−3 6.6× 1015cm−3 4.3× 1015cm−3 1.2× 1016cm−3

(630 A,6 eV)
4900V 1.3× 1016cm−3 1.3× 1016cm−3 1.3× 1016cm−3 2.1× 1016cm−3

(791 A,6 eV)

Table 5.9: The maximum density of the jet throat is given as calculated by
Maxwell SV and from Bellan’s equation using radially constant current density.

pressure and density can be calculated doing a numerical formulation of the

procedure outlined above. The current density is symmetrized and set in

cylindrical coordinates. For each z value of the current density the current

density is integrated to get the current. Then squared and integrated to obtain

the pressure.

The density calculations give a maximum density for each situation at

the throat of the flux tube are in table 5.6.2. and the maximum integrated

current for the Maxwell SV calculations are in table 5.8. This was not a reliable

calculation of the density it was just a check on how each of these calculations

in this section related to each other. A density estimate was used to calculate

the conductivity of the plasma for the Maxwell SV calculations. This reported

data gives consistent measurements of current and density with the rest of this

chapter.
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Figure 5.50: The conductivities listed in table 5.7 are represented in this figure
by the current density, integrated current, and calculated density profiles with
a) situation 2, b) situation 1, and c) situation 3. The equivalent ICCD image
at 4000 V and 4700 ns is in d) and the density profile as calculated from Bellan
pressure balance is in e) with a current of 630 A and 6 eV.
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Figure 5.51: The current density, integrated current, and calculated density
profiles with conductivities listed in situation 2 from table 5.7 are in a) for
3000 V and 4600 ns with b) the equivalent ICCD image and c) the Bellan
formulation calculated density profile for a current of 248 A and 6 eV. Similar
for e), f) and g) with 4900 V and 4700 ns. A current of 791 A and 6 eV used
in g).
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RAJ Boundary Current Flow

Figure 5.52: The current flow lines from conductivities listed in situation 2
from table 5.7 for 4900 V and 4700 ns.

The Maxwell SV results show that when a higher conducting spike is

imbedded in the lower conduction RAJ region that the current density will

concentrate in the tip. The dynamical equations show that increased flow was

due to a flared current profile. This implied that there are two flared current

profiles when a spike forms in the front of the jet. This will be discussed

later in section 5.6.3. Thus we see that the density can reasonably be com-

pared with Bellan’s formulation, suggesting that there is a pressure balance in

the corresponding fluxtubes measured in this experiment. Also Maxwell SV

showed that the current density, without a spike, was quasi-uniform and thus
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a) b) c)

Figure 5.53: This is the line out of the integrated currents along the fluxtube
boundary. The conductivities are situation 3 in table 5.7. a) is 3000 V, b) is
4000 V and c) is 4900 V.

Bellan’s original formulation, using a radially constant current density, will be

sufficient to simulate the corresponding data measured in this thesis in section

5.6.3.

5.6.3 Modeling of dynamical processes in magnetic jets

In this section I modeled the dynamical processes in the Jets. This

mostly focused on one-dimensional PDE simulations describing the evolution

of the jet throat. These numbers compared favorably with the measured values

in section 5.4. They also predicted growth in the evolution angle as measured

in section 5.4. The high velocity emission spike or jet tip was postulated to be

a second current flare within the total fluxtube. The divot discussed in section

5.4 compared favorably as a result of rotation occurring in the jet throat as

predicted by Bellan’s formulation.

The dynamical processes in magnetic jets have been modeled using

simpler one dimensional models than a full 3D MHD calculation. Bellan’s

theory, assuming a pressure balance reduces the three dimensional process

into a one dimensional partial differential equation system. This has many
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advantages in both reduced computational complexity and a clear illustration

as to the causes of the dynamical evolution. Bellan’s theory does have many

draw backs because of this simplicity. Bellan, in his theory, also separates

the dynamics caused by I = 0, dI/dt 6= 0 and I 6= 0 and dI/dt = 0. The

first case causes a rotation in the fluxtube column and the second causes

axial acceleration. The two cases simplify when separated from each other

to give a readily calculatable result, but loose their simplicity when they are

combined. In the case of the magnetic jets under study both I >> 0 and

dI/dt >> 0. Although this case falls out of the realm of Bellan’s result,

approximate calculations can be made to give explanation to the processes

going on in the magnetic jet formation. The rotation portion in Bellan’s

theory assumes rotation as an initial condition for the I = 0, dI/dt 6= 0 case

and provides no provision for acceleration of the plasma. These formulations

also do not take into account the heating of the plasma and other ultimate

effects of the progression of the plasma. I show that the time the plasma

will take to radially accelerate will be less than the time for the plasma to

axially accelerate. This shows that the axial motion will be dominant in the

calculations.

The dynamical evolution of a flared fluxtube can be calculated using

Bellan’s formulation for I > 0, dI/dt = 0. Bellan’s formulation assumes a

pressure balance in the radial direction. This enables the calculation of the

pressure, which will simplify the governing equations. This enables the reduc-

tion of a three dimensional system of MHD equations to a one dimensional

MHD system. With the pressure balance discussed in section 5.6.2 above the

force in the equation can be calculated to give

Fz = (J×B)z −
∂P

∂z
=

µ0I
2
0

2π2a3

(
1− r2

a2

)∂a
∂z
. (5.54)
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With this force equation the dynamics of the fluxtube evaluation can

be modeled with a one dimensional hydrodynamic code using a 4th order

Runge-Kutta integration method. The MHD equations to integrate are

∂ρ

∂t
+ vz

∂ρ

∂z
+ ρ

∂vz
∂z

= 0 (5.55)

ρ
(∂vz
∂t

+ vz
∂vz
∂z

)
− Fz = 0 (5.56)

∂p

∂t
+ vz

∂p

∂z
+

5

3
p
∂vz
∂z

= 0 (5.57)

with p = ρkT/m. These systems of equations are discussed in section 3.1.1.

The fluxtube outline was chosen to be a hyperbolic function defined by the

barrel shock slope and a line parallel to the axis. The equation for this was

a(z) = .5(((m1 +m2)z + b1 + b2)+√
((m1 +m2)z + b1 + b2)2 − 4((m1z + b)(m2z + b2)− c)) (5.58)

where m1 and m2 were the slopes of the two lines, b1 and b2 were the y

intercepts of the lines, and c was the measure of how the two lines connect

hyperbolically. The radius of the calculation was the distance between this

axial axis and the origin. The slope of the barrel shock line was generally kept

at .62 which was observed in the experiments. The hyperbolic distance to the

origin was kept very small. The dimensions of the fluxtube were designed to

reflect the observations. The simulations were made in the IGOR programming

language and the source code is in appendix G

In addition to the time step of 3.0 × 1011 sec in each iteration the

fluxtube envelope was modified to keep a radial pressure balance. The equation

P (r, z) =
µ0I

2
0

4π2a2

(
1− r2

a2

)
(5.59)
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was solved a after each iteration with r=0. This gave

a =

√
µ0I2

0

4π2P (0, z)
(5.60)

after each iteration.

The evolution of the fluxtube involved a “pinching” of the fluxtube

that propagated in the direction of flaring. An example of the evolution is

given in figure 5.54. In this figure the fluxtube envelope was calculated by the

Runge-Kutta method and the density was calculated by requiring a pressure

balance as described earlier in the previous subsection.

The calculation was completed under several different configurations.

A sample of these conditions are reported in tables 5.10 to 5.16. For a fixed

fluxtube radius a given current will dictate the density and pressure required

for the calculation. For a calculation with constant current, the dynamics will

be the same regardless of the initial current-pressure conditions that are given

for the problem. For a basic calculation that had a uniform initial temperature

and hyperbolic profile the dynamics will be entirely dependant on temperature,

throat radius of the fluxtube, and the shape of the fluxtube. Other variations

of the problem included a temperature variation in the z direction, different

flared profiles, and different current density distributions. I present various

tables with velocity calculations and other measurements in this section with

a range of possible parameters.

These calculations show that the velocity of the pinch (the region of the

jet with the most curvature and smallest radius, or the jet throat) increased

with decreasing initial radius and increased with higher temperatures. Since

the pressure of the fluxtube was locked in with the current of the fluxtube

the only way to adjust the relative mass of the flux tube was to vary the
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Figure 5.54: PDE simulation of the jet progression, shown with ICCD im-
ages with similar conditions. The density calculations are calculated using a
pressure balance.
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Velocity in m/s r=5e-05 m r=0.0001 m r=0.00025 m r=0.0005 m
T=1eV 19778 18021 19399 20397
T=10eV 24490 27280 26776 25363
T=50eV 44455 39469 36680 32947
T=100eV 49496 46386 41708

Table 5.10: The current is 1000 A, exponential spatial temperature decay
T*exp(-i/100), the initial velocity is 1.8e4 m/s, time is 200 ns.

Velocity in m/s r=5e-05 m r=0.0001 m r=0.00025 m r=0.0005 m
T=1eV 2304.5 2129.9 2129.9 1978.6
T=10eV 9229.6 7902.6 8012 6900.2
T=50eV 27688 21506 17722
T=100eV 34046 31569

Table 5.11: The current is 1000 A, constant temperature , the initial velocity
is 0.0 m/s, the flare slope is .62 (the observed slope), time is 200 ns.

Velocity in m/s r=5e-05 m r=0.0001 m r=0.00025 m r=0.0005 m
T=1eV 784.34 627.2 410.78 270.74
T=10eV 6217.1 4973.5 3375.1 2323.5
T=50eV 14082 9379.2
T=100eV 17171

Table 5.12: Maximum velocity of the calculation. The current is 1000 A,
constant temperature , the initial velocity is 0.0 m/s, the flare slope is .62 (the
observed slope), time is 200 ns.

Velocity in m/s r=5e-05 m r=0.0001 m r=0.00025 m r=0.0005 m
T=1eV 2302 2297.9 1974.8 629.29
T=10eV 7581.9 7958.9 5967.9 5541.3
T=50eV 21532 19639 16819 15843
T=100eV 35932 31460 27689 24742

Table 5.13: The current is 1000 A, constant temperature , the initial velocity
is 0.0 m/s, the slope of the flare is .3, time is 200 ns.
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Velocity in m/s r=5e-05 m r=0.0001 m r=0.00025 m r=0.0005 m
T=1eV 2310.9 2307.4 1977.8 1845.6
T=10eV 12024 11409 9083.3 8239.7
T=50eV 38165 23493
T=100eV 40342

Table 5.14: The current is 1000 A, constant temperature , the initial velocity
is 0.0 m/s, the slope of the flare is 1.2, time is 200 ns.

Velocity in m/s r=5e-05 m r=0.0001 m r=0.00025 m r=0.0005 m
T=1eV 1457.3 1538.3 1538.3 1628.7
T=10eV 5268.6 5267.4 4604 3953
T=50eV 18765 12594 10313 9229.6
T=100eV 13944 12095

Table 5.15: The current is 1000 A, Hagena temperature decay as in equation
5.9, the initial velocity is 0.0 m/s, the slope of the flare is 0.62, time is 200 ns.

Velocity in m/s r=5e-05 m r=0.0001 m r=0.00025 m r=0.0005 m
T=1eV 2517.2 2310.9 2128.5 1845.9
T=10eV 18765 10741 9229.6 7809.6
T=50eV 24581

Table 5.16: The current is 1000 A, constant temperature , the initial velocity
is 0.0 m/s, the flare slope is .62 (the observed slope),time is 400 ns.
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Figure 5.55: While the RAJ’s of the jets without a background magnetic field
do not evolve with time as dramatically as the RAJ’s in a background magnetic
field, they do show curvature that is similar to the PDE calculations.

temperature. Thus with higher temperature the mass of the flux tube will be

less and will be able to be accelerated more. The addition of an initial velocity

on the pinch progression had only an additive effect. The numbers calculated

in these tables are much lower than the numbers measured because the initial

velocity was taken to be zero. From Mesyatz [94] the velocity of a cathode

jet from molybdenum is about 1.8 × 106 cm/s under similar conditions. As

discussed in section 5.2.1. This may or may not have any magnetic effects

associated with it, but we do know from the anode jet section 5.6.1 that the

RAJ is progressing with speeds comparable to 1.0 × 106 cm/s. With this as

an initial velocity the numbers reported in these table are comparable to the

numbers measured for the jet throat velocity in table 5.1. With these velocity

calculation there were several problems. With higher temperatures and smaller
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Figure 5.56: Physical parameters for a calculation involving I=1000 A, the
initial throat width .25 mm, zero initial velocity, and at 400 ns
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At position  

4 mm

Figure 5.57: Parameters of the jet envelope as a function of time with I=1000
A, the initial throat width .25 mm, and zero initial velocity. Compare this
with the data measured in figures 5.33 and 5.35.

throat diameters the calculations would become numerically unstable, and

the calculations where unable to complete themselves. This is represented in

the blank entries in the above tables. In calculating the velocity of the jet

throat pinch I followed the highest second derivative potion of the flux tube

envelope. This provided a position verses time history progression. Because

of the discrete nature of this progression, the data was smoothed in order to

take the derivative for the velocity. This introduced some error.

The parameter figures in this calculation also showed that the maximum
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flow velocity was much less than the pinch velocity as in figure 5.56. This also

shows that the maximum velocity of the jet was at the pinch of the flux tube,

as was expected. The temperature showed compression down stream of the jet

and expansion up stream of the jet, which was also expected. Since the plasma

was acted upon with a force one would expect that the acceleration of the jets

would be nonzero. This was not observed in the measured jet data. These

simulations gave an explanation for this by showing that the flow velocity

is constantly accelerating but the jet throat pinch velocity as in figure 5.57

showed that the acceleration of the jet pinch was close to zero, as observed in

the data. The simulations also resulted in measurements of the RAJ angle.

This angle increased as time increased as in figure 5.57, although the angle

increase was not as dramatic as in the data in figures 5.35. This demonstrated

a qualitative and quantitative explanation for the increased RAJ angle due to

differential “pinching” of the fluxtube due to the morphology of the fluxtube.

The simulated morphology did not share the same morphology seen with the

magnetic field jet examples. The simulated pinch was more dramatic than the

measured ICCD data in magnetic fields. Although the RAJ did not evolve the

same way without magnetic fields as with magnetic fields, they did exhibit, at

an early part of their evolution, the same curvature found in the simulations,

as in figure 5.55.

To take this idea of flared fluxtube acceleration further I discuss the

filamentary spike measured in the data as the jet tip in section 5.4. The

long filamentary feature in the front of the jet has very curious origins in the

presence of a magnetic field as seen in figures 5.48, 5.27, and 5.61. This feature

grows with a much higher speed than the rest of the jet. The feature forms

as a spike in the front of the flat luminous profile when in the presence of a
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magnetic field. As shown in the previous subsection 5.6.2, when there is a

protrusion in the density profile, current will funnel into that protrusion and

increase the current density. This can therefore create a second fluxtube flare

in the middle of the magnetic jet, that will accelerate the material along the

axis with higher velocities. The radius of this secondary flux tube will be

much smaller and because of the increase of current density the plasma can

locally heat up much more, thus increasing the velocity of the jet according

to the PDE modeling. The fact that the filamentary jet was moving relative

to the jet throat means that the velocity for calculation need only involve the

relative velocity between the two. Hence the velocity calculations from the

PDE simulations would involve an initial velocity of not only the additional

1.8 × 106 cm/s, but the velocity gained from the full flux tube calculation,

and with a smaller jet radius, this value could become very high. It would

be of value for future studies to see how this behavior is similar to a plasma

instability.

With these comparisons one might be tempted to assume that the jet

was hotter than the ∼ 6eV that I have been assuming. With higher tempera-

tures the jet will obtain a higher velocity. There was no evidence yet that the

temperatures are higher than this. There are other processes that may hinder

the acceleration of the jet, such as a small magnetic Reynolds number and the

introduction of rotation forces from dI/dt 6= 0 that will weaken the pinch of

the flux tube. There is therefore much more that needs to be measured about

these jets in the future, to explain the high velocities.

I discuss now the rotation of the fluxtube in relation to Bellan’s rotation

formulation and to the divot observed in the jet throat. The luminosity of the

jet throat decreases uniformly over time, and a divot or depletion of luminosity
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in the center of the luminosity profile increases over time to about 50% in the

log scale as seen in figure 5.31 and measured in figure C.6. This divot formed

in all cases in a magnetic field ≥ 0.23 T, initially charged capacitor of ≥ 3000

V. This divot formed in cases where the magnetic field is less and even zero,

but it was more distinct in the higher magnetic field case. The ICCD images

of the divot are integrated images over the entire luminosity of the jet collum.

So with the divot luminosity decrease of 50% the actual decrease of luminosity

in the center of the jet is much less. Figure 5.58 shows the comparison of

the an actual profile with the line integrated profile. This shows that a very

significant depletion of radiating material was needed to produce an integrated

divot of about 50%. I propose that this divot in the luminosity was due to

the depletion of plasma from the higher density throat region due mainly to

the increase of rotation due to abs(dI/dt) >> 0 and somewhat due to the

depletion of the jet throat from the high velocity spike.

Figure 5.58: In order to get an integrated divot the actual intensity divot must
be very strongly divoted. Red - actual radial intensity, Blue - line integrated
intensity to the ICCD camera.

The filamentary jet can deplete the center throat region to be a cause

of the divot formation. This can be modeled by counting the particles as in
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the equation
dn

dt
= −(nf)vA

V ol
(5.61)

where A is the area of the effective aperture of the filamentary jet, Vol is the

volume of the throat cavity, v is the velocity and f is the fraction of the density

that gets expelled. In this case A/V ol = ` where ` is the length of the cavity.

Integrating this will then yield

n = n0e
−(fv/`)t. (5.62)

For typical parameters believed to be involved with the filamentary jet and

the jet throat we have n = 1014 cm−3 for the jet and n0 = 1016 cm−3 for the jet

throat. This will gave f=.01. V was on the order of 107 m/s and ` ≈ 0.2 cm

for the jet throat cavity. This then gave a decay constant of 5.0 × 105 1/sec.

This required 4.6 µs to drop n0 by 10%. If the filamentary jet was 1015 cm−3,

the time constant would be 5.0× 106 1/sec. This would require only 461 ns to

reduce the cavity at least 10%. This implies that the filamentary spike would

reduce the density of the cavity, but since the cavity density needed to be

reduced was much greater than 10%, this will be not nearly enough density

depletion to match observations. Thus rotation must be taken into account.

Bellan’s theory gave a provision that the flux tube will rotate if dI/dt 6=
0 as discussed in the theory section 5.2.3. This was due to the axial magnetic

field twisting because of the toroidal magnetic field developing. The plasma

will rotate because the plasma is frozen into the magnetic field. In a non-ideal

case where the magnetic Reynolds number is low, this rotation will take time

to develop. The rotation of the plasma column was related to the distance

of the plasma from the electrode as in section 5.2.3. Thus as the jet throat

expanded away from the electrode the angular velocity increased in time. This
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Figure 5.59: This is the velocity in the θ direction for a 4900 V jet at the jet
throat radius of .5 mm, with the total jet radius 2.0 mm, as a function of time.

will cause the material to move out of the column. This will be a factor in the

creation of the divot.

The centripetal force density, ρU2
θ /r, can be compared with Bellan’s

J × B force which is J × B = −µ0rI20
2π2a4 . This is reported in figure 5.60. The

density for the centrifugal force calculation was taken to be the density given

by the pressure balance given by Bellan’s equations this will give a greater

centrifugal force near the center of the jet and a greater J×B force near the

edge of the jet as shown in the figures. The rotational velocities obtained are on

the order of 1000 m/s. An example of the calculation of the rotational velocity

is in figure 5.59 where the angular velocity at a radius of .5 mm was calculated

in the jet throat as the jet throat progressed in time. The radial expansion

velocities would be on the order of the rotational velocities if the rotation was

not rigidly confined, which would be the case if J × B � ρU2
θ /r The radial

displacement of the divot was on the order of a 5×10−4 m over a time of about

200 ns. This gave a displacement velocity of 2500 m/s which was comparable
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Figure 5.60: This is the centrifugal force compared with the J ×B force using
current information from a 4900 V jet. The radius of the fluxtube is 2.0
mm. On the left the calculation is made at r=1.0 mm, and on the right the
calculation is made near the edge at r=1.95 mm.

to the rotational velocities obtained using Bellan’s formulation. This suggest

that rotation of the fluxtube was likely to have the ability to form a divot

in the density profile. This would also suggest that rotation was important

in the jet evolution dynamics. This is important because astrophysical jets

are subject to rotational forces and rotation is important in their collimation.

This warrants future study. The rotational velocities were much smaller than

the axial velocities suggesting that the rotation does not adversely affect the

axial acceleration as formulated by Bellan, suggesting that the assumptions

made about the current limits were valid.

I placed the jet electrode in the presence of the old Faraday rotator

magnet with field of .1 T at the interaction region. There was a very surprising

helical structure that formed out of the electrode while charged to 3000 V. The

structure formed very quickly and lasted only a short time and then became

less helical (see figure 5.61). This feature lasted only 70 ns, but was very
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Figure 5.61: Fine Mo jet progressions with a)-b) 3000 V and ∼.45 T magnetic
field, and c)-d) 3000 V and ∼.1 T magnetic field.
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repeatable. This helical structure seems too uniform to be entirely a kink

instability. This could be a result of Bellan’s dynamical rotation where the

week magnetic fields give the appropriate rotation while not confining the flux

tube to the field lines.

The dynamical process of the jet progression have been compared with

numerical partial differential equation modeling of Bellan’s formulation and

other similar models. The progression of the flaring pinch of the flux tube

has been modeled and the velocity has been correlated to the temperature,

and initial radius of the flux tube. The formation of the divot has also been

linked to rotational forces and to the depletion of the jet throat caused by the

filamentary jet.

5.6.4 Analysis of the Jet Kinking

The kinking parameter was an important part of our analysis. This

gave a benchmark in comparing our jets to relevant z-pinch and fluxtube phe-

nomena. As stated in section 3.1.2, all fluxtubes without an external magnetic

field will be unstable to the m=1 mode. This was certainly true of the kink

instability criteria outlined in equation 5.42. All jet-like structures in this

experiment formed kink modes when there was no external magnetic field as

discussed above. And for high currents in magnetic fields there are kinks that

formed in the region between the jet throat and the electrode.

Determining the kinking parameter was subject to many uncertainties.

The length and the width of the fluxtube were not well defined. For the length,

the distance between the jet throat and the electrode was taken as a likely

definition of jet length. Beyond the jet throat the fluxtube flared and may

become a different dynamical region in reference to the kink instability. If the
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kink instability behaved as a typical boundaryvalue problem both the electrode

and the jet throat were likely candidates for boundaries of the kink instability.

The best examples of kinking with large magnetic field are in figures 5.25 and

5.26 where the field of view is larger for a 4900 V discharge in a .45 T magnetic

field. The kinks appeared in these images as heightened intensity blobs on

the edges of the luminescent cylinder connecting the electrode with the jet

throat. In other images of this phenomenon with a smaller field of view, clear

helical modes were seen in this region but they were not as reproducible. The

instability appeared to have a wavelength of the distance between the electrode

and the jet throat. The fluxtube formed in the fully enclosed magnetic field

also has this structure of a full period oscillation mode, except that there were

two fluxtubes in this case. The case where a helical fluxtube was seen in

this cylinder also had the same spatial frequency. Hsu also reports a single

axial wave length in Bellan’s jets where there is no solid boundary [63]. The

reasoning behind this is a strong axial gradient for Bn−1/2 associated with their

flare at the “mushroom” part of the fluxtube system that acts as an Alfven

speed discontinuity. This was true in my setup in that there in a steep rise in

density at the jet throat similar to Bellan’s jet. Thus the jet throat acted as

an effective boundary for the fluxtube to give a defined spatial wavelength for

the jet.

The radius of the fluxtube was another difficult quantity to measure.

The radius was also the most critical measurement to make for the kinking

instability because of the a2 dependence. Measuring this quantity required

careful examination of the data. This quantity need not be the entire fluxtube

radius, but the region in the fluxtube that will eventually kink. The jet throat

may be wider than the “kinking” part of the fluxtube. Diameters of the
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fluxtube most likely can be determined by the fluxtube diameter without a

magnetic field, or in the rare cases where a twisted fluxtube can be measured

between the electrode and the jet throat. This diameter is quite small, much

smaller than the jet throat. The kinking in the 4900 V, larger field of view

case as in figures 5.25 and 5.26 (or in more compact form figure 5.62) was most

likely the fluxtube helix nodes interacting with the boundary of the cylinder

between the electrode and the jet throat.

The jets undergo kink instability 

development under certain conditions.

4500 ns 4800 ns 4900 ns 5100 ns5050 ns 5200 ns

Developing Kink1.0 cm

Figure 5.62: Development of a kink structure in an 4900 V Mo jet.

In calculating the kinking parameter I took into account these uncer-

tainties to get a probable range of the kinking parameter. This included the

uncertainty of the current, length, magnetic field, and diameter. The diameter

was the dominant factor in the uncertainty from the uncertainty equations. In

figure 5.63 the kinking parameter was calculated for a 4900 V jet in a magnetic

field of 0.45 T. I took the mean radius for the jet to be 2.0 mm. The average

kinking parameter dropped close to unity and the error bars encompass the

value unity during the later times. As seen from the graph the values that kink

correspond to the kinking values close to unity. In graph 5.64 the jet the pa-
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Figure 5.63: Estimate of the kink parameter for the jets we measure, with
qedge being the kink parameter. Kinking begins to form in the ICCD images
after 5100 ns.

rameter λ verses the jet length was reported as described in section 5.2.3. The

curved line represents where the kinking instability is unity. The graph shows

the progression of two jets describing their values as kinked or not. This cor-

responded to the same graph for Bellan’s jets in Hsu’s paper [63]. Their value

for λ is much lower than these values, which is to be expected because their

jet diameters are much larger that mine. This showed good agreement with

Kruskal-Shafranov theory, which supports the claim that these jets were de-

veloped by fluxtubes, and that the numbers for these experiments correspond

to a well developed and respected theory of z-pinches.
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Figure 5.64: Graph of the quality parameter against the estimated jet length,
and show jets that are kinked in green and jets that are not kinked in red.
The curved line has the value where the kink parameter is one.

5.7 Relevance to Astrophysical Jets and other Magnetic
Laboratory Jet Experiments

I compared the parameters we have inferred or measured from our jets

with jets found in YSO, Bellan’s jet and Lebedev’s jet in table 5.7. The calcu-

lated Euler numbers inferred by these parameters all match very closely. Many

of the parameters have been assumed and approximated, but these compar-

isons show good correlation among other laboratory astrophysics experiments

and YSO’s.

This experiment measured collimated fluxtube jets with flared current

profiles using a relatively simple and inexpensive setup. This supports the

notion of the ubiquitousness of the jet phenomena. Although our jets were

produced in a magnetic field much greater than that found in scaled amounts

in nature there were still similar features found in astrophysical jets, including

long collimated flows, and the onset of kinking type nodes in the astrophysical

jets.

A major difference between the magnetized jets in this experiment and
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Parameters YSO our jet Lebedev Bellan
h(cm) 1011 1 1 10
t(s) 104 10−7 10−8 10−6

P(dyne/cm2) 10−8 105 109 105

n(cm−3) 103 1016 1019 1015

T(eV) 1 5 100 10
B(G) 10−4 104 105 103

v(cm/s) 107 5× 106 107 107

Euler number 40 9 13 13

Table 5.17: Comparison of parameters between various jet frames, both lab-
oratory and astrophysical [85][154][4][135]. The pressures are calculated from
the other parameters.

galactic jets was that the laboratory jets have a distinct “turn on” time, and

the astrophysical jets have essentially obtained a steady state. Comparing

the collimation of the two jets is a little tricky. The data shown in figure 1.5

shows the collimation of the M87 jet as a function of distance from the origin.

This can be related to the time evolution of the collimation of the jet with

by relating each of these points to the dynamical collimation. The position

of the jet can be related to the time of the evolution of the collimation of

the jet through the velocity which is on the order of 108 m/s. Thus finding

the appropriate scaling between these two frames will be related to the length

scale and the velocity. I will take the length scale of the M87 jet as the order

of magnitude length it takes to collimate or 1017 m. The corresponding length

scale in the laboratory jets is 0.01 m. Thus the scaling parameter as discussed

in section 3.2 is a = 1019. The velocity scale parameter is, with the laboratory

jets being 5 × 104 m/s,
√
c/b = 2000 (see section 3.2 for details). Thus the

time scale parameter is a
√
b/c = 5 × 1015. This scaling is then reflected in

the collimation of the jet as compared with the laboratory frame in figure

5.65. The collimation in the laboratory frame is measured at .005 m from the
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Figure 5.65: Comparison of the collimation of the laboratory jet with the
scaled collimation of the M87 in figure 1.5.

electrode, and the time comparison was taken when the laboratory jet began

to collimate. This then showed a very close comparison of the collimation of

the jet with the collimation rate for the laboratory jet being −5× 108 deg/sec

compared with the scaled M87 jet being −8× 107 deg/sec.

Comparing this result to both Lebedev and Bellan shows that there

are many similarities between the experiments, but there are some distinct

differences worth mentioning. First one difference is that the cost of this

experiment is much lower than both of these two experiments. This opens up

the possibility of spending more resources on diagnostics. With the occurrence

of the RAJ and the barrel shock there was a novel distribution of gases for the

initial condition. Our background magnetic field was much stronger than both

experiments. This gave unique insight at the quasi-hyperbolic flared current

profile that neither of these two experiments had. This gave a unique situation

to study fluxtube dynamics to contribute to what Bellan and Lebedev have

already contributed. These jets also add to the parameter space of similar jet
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experiments.

5.8 Conclusion

I created laser-triggered jets using a single capacitor charged to high

voltage connected directly to the electrode. I have shown that the jet evolu-

tion and velocity could be measured using an ICCD camera. Measurements for

anode jet behavior revealed nonmagnetic supersonic expansions, that can be

correlated to the current flowing through the electrode. This gave initial con-

ditions for the magnetically controlled cathode jet behavior. The cathode jets

showed evidence of being a quasi-hyperbolically flared fluxtube and subject

to acceleration mechanisms outlined by Bellan [6]. This has been confirmed

using numerical simulations of Bellan’s theoretical formulations. I have shown

that the onset of the kinking instability is consistent with Kruskal - Shafra-

nov theory. The scaling between this experiment and YSO astrophysical jet

conditions are reported to be similar with Euler numbers 9 and 40 respectively.
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Chapter 6

Laboratory Experiments Simulating

Magnetosphere Physics

6.1 Introduction

The magnetosphere has been observed and studied for much of the past

century. Space scientist have launched satellites such as the Advanced Com-

position Explorer at the L1 libration point to give real time data of incoming

coronal mass ejections (CMEs) to aid in magnetosphere research and protec-

tion for communication systems [130]. This has added tremendously to the

area of magnetosphere research. Researchers have also studied the magneto-

sphere using scaled laboratory techniques in recent studies such as Zakharov

[112] to studies performed at the turn of the 20th century by Kristian Birke-

land [11]. Refer also to the discussion in section 1.4 for more background on

magnetospheres.

I present an experiment with the goal of simulating magnetosphere

dynamics in the laboratory using the unique capabilities outlined in previ-

ous chapters of this thesis. Theoretical formulations of magnetospheres were

applied to a laboratory setting. The experiments were performed using mag-

netic dipoles and aluminum blocks with the same geometry for comparison

with plasma winds created by lasers and laboratory jets as described in chap-

ters 4 and 5. These laboratory simulations were compared with simulations

given by the hydrodynamic code HYADES and the stand off distance of the
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magnetosphere related to these simulations was discussed.

6.2 Theoretical Aspects of Magnetospheres Relevant to
this Experiment

Laboratory astrophysical experiments need magnetohydrodynamic scal-

ing to justify comparison physics [60][61]. Gravity is a key physical force in

astrophysical problems which is not present in laboratory simulations. In lab-

oratory simulations of the solar wind driven magnetospheres gravity plays no

important role. The scaling factor from the laboratory to the astrophysical

realm is relatively small compared to other astrophysical phenomena. The geo-

physical space scale, for instance is 109 compared to a magnetic white dwarf

(1012) and a supernova (1040). Using the ideal MHD equations the parameters

can be scaled between a laboratory experiment and the magnetosphere as in

table 6.1.

In table 6.1 I list parameters of the Earths magnetosphere frame from

literature [18][77] and the experimental frame as simulated with the hydro-

dynamic code HYADES, which will be discussed in section 6.5. The earths

magnetosphere is a high temperature low density plasma, that flows with large

velocities. The length scale is the distance of the magnetopause to the dipole

center. The time scale is taken as the length scale divided by the velocity of

the solar wind. The solar wind plasma consists mainly of protons, and the ex-

perimental density consisted aluminum ions. This must be taken into account

when comparing densities. This discussion of the parameters will be revisited,

in the context of scaling, in the analysis section 6.5.

Various physical characteristics about magnetosphere physics were dis-

cussed in section 1.4. The dynamics of the magnetopause are governed by the
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Earth’s Magnetosphere Experiment
h(cm) 109 1
t(s) 102 10−7

P(dyne/cm2) 10−8 5× 104

n(cm−3) 10 1014

T(eV) 10 5
B(G) 10−4 103

v(cm/s) 107 5× 106

Euler .4 1.5

Table 6.1: These are the scaling relations for the earths magnetosphere and the
experimental setting as calculated by HYADES (see section 6.5). The scaling
parameters as defined in section 3.2 are a ≈ 109 (length scale parameter),b ≈
10−15 (ρ scale parameter),and c ≈ 10−13 (pressure scale parameter). [18][77]

The dynamics of the magnetopause are governed by 
the magnetohydrodynamic equations

Dipole

Rc

Figure 6.1: The Rc term for the governing magnetohydrodynamic equations
is the radius of curvature of the magnetic field along the equatorial plane.

magnetohydrodynamic equations [129] which were discussed in section 3.1.1.

The following magnetohydrodynamic equations are a one-dimensional simpli-

fication of the global model:

∂ρe
∂t

= − ∂

∂x
(ρeu) (6.1)

∂(ρeu)

∂t
= − ∂

∂x

(
ρeu

2 + p+
B2
dp

2µ0

)
− c (6.2)

These equations were derived from variations of the MHD equations 3.12

through 3.15 with the addition of the magnetic field tension term
B2
dp

2µ0Rc
. When
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At the magnetopause the solar wind pressure 
balances with the magnetic pressure from the earth

Plasma 
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Figure 6.2: The magnetopause is the boundary between the magnetosphere
and the solar wind, which is where the magnetic pressure balances with the
solar wind pressure.

formulating the one dimensional dynamics of the magnetosphere one needs to

include a term for the magnetic tension, where Rc is the radius of curvature

of the magnetic field on the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere (see figure

6.1) and Bdp is the magnetic field strength.

The standoff distance of the magnetopause, or the distance between

the magnetopause and the magnetic dipole center, can by calculated by in-

vestigating the pressure balance of the solar wind and the dipole magnetic

field

ρSWu
2
SW = B2

dp(rmp)/2µ0 (6.3)

as illustrated in figure 6.2. The dipole magnetic field dies off as the cubed

power of the distance

Bdp = BR0(R/d)3. (6.4)

As the solar wind interacts with the dipole magnetic field it induces a force on
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Figure 6.3: The solar wind action on the magnetic field cause a current to
form on the magnetopause.

the field. This causes a current to flow called the Chapman-Ferraro current (see

figure 6.3)[150]. This current alters the magnetic field in the magnetosphere

and such changes in the magnetic field can be detected on the earths surface.

This can be formulated by noting that the magnetic field has a sharp boundary

at the magnetopause, quickly going to zero up stream from the solar wind. The

Chapman-Ferraro current can be estimated using the force-current equations,

by defining a fictitious flat area of the magnetopause cross section, and using

the solar wind pressure on this area to obtain

F = AreaPSW = I`Bz. (6.5)

The Chapman-Ferraro current can also be calculate from Ampere’s law as

`∆Bz = µ0ICF where ` is the length of the side of an idealized Ampere rect-

angle encompassing the magnetopause as in figure 6.3. The ∆Bz is the jump

in the magnetic field on the magnetopause, which will be Bdp since there is no
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magnetic field upstream of the magnetopause, and ICF is the Chapman-Ferraro

current.

Using the mirror method formulation [115] the magnetic field at the

magnetopause will be twice the magnetic field as there would be without a

solar wind interaction. Then one can calculate the standoff distance of the

magnetopause as:

Bdp = 2BR0(R/d)3 ⇒ d = R
( 2B2

R0

µ0ρSWu2
SW

)1/6

. (6.6)

Thus we see that the standoff distance increases with increasing dipole fields

and decreases with increased solar wind velocity and density as was expected.

6.3 Experimental Details

We focus the laser on an Al target in the presence of 
a magnet or an Al block with the same shape

Magnet or

Al block

N Pole

S Pole

Figure 6.4: Position of the laser, target and magnetic dipole or aluminum
block.

I designed a laboratory experiment to test the feasibility of studying

scaled planetary magnetosphere physics in the laboratory. Laser-produced

plasma and laser triggered jets simulated a “solar wind” in the experiment.
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We focus the laser on an Al target in the presence of 
a magnet or an Al block with the same shape

0.50 T

0.25 T

0.05 T

Figure 6.5: Simulation of the magnetic field of the dipole from the electrostatic
simulation program Maxwell SV.

Permanent magnetic dipoles and non magnetic objects of the same size and

shape were inserted in the path of this plasma wind as in figure 6.4. The goal

of the experimental investigation was to investigate the creation of a shock

in the magnetosphere, the boundary of the magnetopause, the plasma wind-

magnetosphere interaction, and electron acceleration mechanisms.

I performed this magnetosphere laboratory experiment using the YOGA

laser. A Princeton Instruments ICCD camera was the main diagnostic as dis-

cussed in section 4.3.8. Other experimental details were similar to the details

outlined in chapters 2, 4, and 5.

When I used a laser-produced plasma as our solar wind the magnetic

dipole or non magnetic obstacle was placed in front of the aluminum laser

target as in fig 6.4. I situated the obstacles so that the laser passed the

closest possible distance above the obstacle with the laser beam being able to

pass onto the target. The laser-produced plasma then flowed back onto the

obstacles along the same path that the laser traced out.

The magnetic dipoles consisted of a permanent magnet cylinder with

a 4.5 mm radius and a 9 mm length and another with a 6.35 mm radius and

a 6.35 mm length. The magnetic field strength as measured by a hall probe
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on the top of the poles was .5 T and .35 T respectively of these two magnets.

The non magnetic obstacles were made out of aluminum and had the same

dimensions. The 4.5 mm radius magnets were placed about 28.5 mm away

from the target. The 6.35 mm radius radius magnets were placed about 15

mm away from the target.

I attached the magnetic dipole magnetically to small iron wire or to iron

screws. These iron objects were connected to large copper wire to attach to a

stand in the vacuum chamber. They were too small to perturb significantly the

magnetic field. The University of Texas physics machine shop build aluminum

blocks with the same dimensions as the dipoles, with taped holes on the sides

to attach the blocks directly to screws. These blocks were then attached in

the same way to the copper wire as the magnetic dipole for alignment. When

I used the laser triggered jets as the plasma wind the obstacles were placed in

the paths of the jets the same way. For alignment techniques see appendices

E.6 and E.5.

6.4 Magnetosphere Data

I obtained data using an ICCD camera using various plasma wind

sources. As previously described I used laser-produced plasma as a plasma

wind source using 200 mJ, 500 mJ and 2 J of energy in the laser pulses. laser

triggered plasma jets were also used as plasma wind sources using 3000 V and

4900 V with a molybdenum electrode as parameters for the jets.

I originally used the larger dipole magnet for the magnetic obstacle in

the laser produced plasma experiment. But this data was flawed as there was

a shockwave that formed due to the proximity of the dipole with the plasma

wind (See appendix D for details). I placed the smaller magnetic dipole’s
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We compare ICCD images of a LPP impinging on an Al 
block and a magnet, with 200 mJ in the laser pulse

Outline of magnet 

or Al block
Laser direction

80 ns 300 ns 500 nsAluminum block

With dipole

Small amount of  laser 

energy hitting the block

Figure 6.6: Data for the magnetosphere experiment using a 200 mJ laser pulse
to create a plasma wind.

center about 2.8 cm away from the target interaction as in figures 6.4 and

6.6. At this distance the shockwave buildup was not present as it was in the

previous example. The data showed, more clearly, the plasma accumulation on

the poles of these magnets. The aluminum block had the plasma accumulation

on the face of the block directly facing the target interaction. This was seen

in figures 6.6, 6.8, and D.3 (in appendix D). Plasma buildup along the poles

also occurred with the larger dipole magnet. This plasma buildup signified

plasma buildup in the cusp region of a magnetosphere system. The figures

showed that the laser hit the back of the magnet as it progressed towards the

target. This should not be confused with a night side aurora. It is key to

note that many planets do not have magnetic fields to protect them from the

solar wind such as Venus. Thus the blocks with no magnetic fields represented
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We place a dipole magnet and an Al block of same 
dimension in the path of the jet

Aluminum block

With dipole

Outline of magnet or 

Al block

5100 ns4700 ns 5300 ns

Boundary region Brightened cusp region

Figure 6.7: Data for the magnetosphere experiment using the jet formulation
described in chapter 5 as the plasma wind.

unmagnetized planetary ionospheric physics as on Venus. There were features

in these images that suggest a boundary in the luminescent background plasma

(as in figure 6.12) that were suggestive of a magnetopause boundary that will

be discussed in section 6.5. This is similar to other faintly visible boundaries,

such as the RAJ, discussed in this thesis.

With jets as a plasma wind source (taken during the jet forming re-

gion), more distinct features appeared that on first inspection appeared more

similar to magnetosphere structures than those derived in the laser-wire blow

off plasma experiment. The physics was much more complicated in these ex-

amples. With a jet formed using a molybdenum electrode biased at 4900 V

as explained in chapter 5 there were similar features in this experiment that

resembled the jet experiments in chapter 5. The remnant anode jet and the
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Figure 6.8: 200 mJ laser pulse impinging on an Al target next to a) a 4.5
mm radius Al block and b) a 4.5 mm radius magnetic dipole. c) and d) have
similar conditions as a) and b) respectively with a 500 mJ laser pulse.
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ablated material progressed towards the block or magnet. While using an

aluminum block the jet formed between the block and the electrode. Lumi-

nescent material built up on the block facing the electrode. A halo of plasma

surrounded the aluminum block and currents progressing through this halo

plasma forming kinks in the fluxtube (see figures 6.7,6.9 and 6.10).

More distinct features formed with a magnetic dipole. The ablated

material, in a blobular, form progressed towards the magnet. The jet material

did not penetrate beyond a certain radius from the magnet. Plasma formed in

a cusp region on the dipole and at a certain time in the progression the cusp

tips of the magnet became briefly, intensely illuminated. As the jet progressed

this defined radius fluctuated, but a boundary of plasma always held away from

the face of a magnet. Visible lobes that appeared to be return currents formed

along this boundary and connected approximately to the grounded part of the

electrode. The current found least resistance propagating along the magnetic

field lines of the magnet. A plasma tail formed behind the magnet throughout

the duration of the jet. Unidentified plasma lines emanated from the center

of the poles of the magnet toward the night side of the magnet.

I investigated the residue deposited on the magnet and blocks by inves-

tigating the physical block its self. The jet experiments deposited much more

material onto the block than the laser-wire blow off experiments. With the

jet example the jet material plated half of the face of the poles of the magnet

facing the jet, while the jet material plated only the surface of the side of the

aluminum block facing the jet. This gave more evidence that the jet material

evolves according to magnetosphere dynamics.
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Figure 6.9: ICCD image of a 4900 V Mo jet impinging on object a) an Al
block and b) a magnetic dipole.
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Figure 6.10: ICCD image of a 4900 V Mo jet impinging on object a) an Al
block and b) a magnetic dipole.ICCD image of a 3000 V Mo jet impinging on
object c) an Al block and d) a magnetic dipole.
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6.5 Analysis with HYADES Simulations

I used HYADES [82], a one dimensional hydrodynamic code developed

at LLNL as described in chapter 4, to estimate parameters about our plasma

wind. The calculations were confined to one-dimensional calculations in linear,

cylindrical, and spherical geometries.

The HYADES code calculated the plasma parameters at 2 cm away

from an Al target that had been ablated with a 200 mJ 1064 µm laser source

using cylindrical geometry. The results are in figure 6.11 with a) the plasma

pressure, b) the plasma velocity, c) the ion density, d) the mach number, and

e) the electron density. This required some extrapolation from the output of

HYADES. HYADES outputs parameters vs. mesh point number. Hence to

get a precise number for a consistent distance I had to infer the data from

the mesh point output. This was done for several parameters as reported in

figure 6.11. Take notice here that the solar wind mach number was about 4

to 10 which was consistent with these calculations. This was an artifact of

using aluminum ablation plasma. If a lighter ion material such as hydrogen

was used the mach number would be much higher.

From these parameters I calculated the standoff distance using equation

6.6 in figure 6.12. This calculation showed that the magnetopause should hit

the magnet briefly. In the example, outlined in figure 6.12, at 300 ns, the

calculated magnetopause will be at ∼.75 cm away from the axis of the dipole.

There was, in this ICCD figure, a diffuse boundary in the luminescent material

surrounding the magnet at a distance of approximately 1.5 cm away from the

axis of the dipole. This boundary was interpreted as the magnetopause of the

system. The boundary was expected to be diffuse due to the finite value of

the electron mean free path and the transient nature of the event. In which
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Solar wind mach 
~ 4 to 10

a) b)

c) d)

e)

Figure 6.11: Simulation results for the five key plasma parameters for the
plasma wind from a 200 mJ laser pulse impinging on an Al target at a dis-
tance 2.0 cm away from the ablated target. The simulation was in cylindrical
geometry.
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Using HYADES we can calculate the 
magnetopause standoff distance and compare 

with our data 

Magnetopause 

boundary calculated 

using HYADES

The calculated 

magnetopause distance from 

HYADES is:

300 ns

Plasma hits the magnet

Magnetopause at 

300 ns

Outline of possible 

magnetopause

cmd 75.0 cmd 5.1

in cm
in

 c
m

Figure 6.12: I compared the magnetopause distance calculated from HYADES
with the ICCD image of the plasma wind-dipole interaction at the same time.

case the calculation matched closely with what was observed.

Data from HYADES can be used to calculate the force of the plasma

wind on the magnets magnetosphere. If the magnetopause effective cross sec-

tion was estimated to be 4 cm2 then the force on the magnetopause at 300 ns,

in the case presented in figure 6.12, would be

Fpw = AmPpw ≈ 1.2 N.

This would be a measurable force and certain collaborations are interested in

measuring this force. Measuring this force would give important information

about the size and effect of the magnetopause. As discussed in section 6.2 this

force caused the Chapman-Ferrero current to flow. The value of this current

for the force calculated above will be 350 A using equation 6.5.

I also derived information about the magnetosphere from the jet-magnetic
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Figure 6.13: The standoff distance for the jet flow was comparable to our
calculations.

dipole experiment from the parameters of the experiment as illustrated in

figure 6.13. The velocity of the plasma wind from the jet was about V ≈
4 × 106 cm/s. The initial density of the jet, as in chapter 5, was on the or-

der of 1016 cm−3. If I allowed for the expansion of the material in the radial

direction one order of magnitude over the time the jet reached the magnetic

vicinity the density will drop to the order of 1015 cm−3. This gave a stand-

off distance of d = 0.5 cm from equation 6.6. The boundary of the standoff

plasma measures to about 1.0 cm. This showed further correlation between

theory and experiment.

In laboratory comparisons with planetary magnetospheres, one concern

is that planetary magnetospheres are a collisionless phenomena and that the

laboratory experiments are very collisional. For many of the effects in the

magnetosphere there would not be a good comparison of effects, but is this
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case the magnetopause and the Chapman-Ferrero current were investigated.

These effects were only dependant on the magnetization of the plasma and

the effects of the flow of the plasma. Hence the degree of magnetization was

the issue. As discusses in previous sections (ie. section 5.2.3) the ions in

these laser-produced plasmas jet will not necessarily be magnetized but the

electrons will be magnetized and will bind the ions to the magnetic fields

through electrostatic forces. Thus, as seen in with other magnetic effects of

this thesis, the experimental plasma wind will be affected by the magnetic

dipole approximately to that described in section 6.2. Hence the physics of

the magnetopause between the two frames will be similar. Also the Chapman-

Ferrero current only needed a “jump” in the magnetic field to be produced,

which will be provided by the laser-plasma wind compressing the magnetic

field with the magnetized electrons.

The comparison between the magnetosphere frame and the experimen-

tal frame as calculated by HYADES is in table 6.1. There were no direct

plasma parameter measurements in this experiment, but as discussed in sec-

tion 4.5, HYADES calculated reasonable values for density and front velocity

in the laser-produced plasma. With this credibility, the scaling between the

two frames was similar with Euler numbers being .4 and 1.5 for the earths

magnetosphere and the laboratory respectively. With this similarity and the

geometrical similarity of the set up, further investigations into the dynamics

of the laboratory magnetosphere plasma are warranted.

6.6 Conclusion

I developed and performed repeatable laboratory experiments simu-

lating plasma wind incident on a magnetic dipole target. The dynamics of
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wind-magnetosphere interaction were measured with both spatial and tem-

poral resolution, opening up the possibility of direct investigation of relevant

plasma dynamics of plasma wind on planetary and astrophysical objects. Fea-

tures were found that were consistent with solar wind-magnetosphere interac-

tions, including creation of a magnetopause in front of the magnetosphere, and

brightening visible at poles with associated deposition on the polar caps of the

targets. The observed diffuse magnetopause visible at the standoff distance

consistent with calculations of the standoff distance theory. Continued devel-

opment of these techniques may provide valuable data for testing our current

understanding of solar wind - magnetosphere and ionosphere interactions.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Directions

7.1 Summary

This thesis has discussed topics relating to laboratory astrophysics in-

volving laser-produced plasmas, currents, and magnetic fields. Matters involv-

ing laser-produced plasmas and the creation of lasers to instigate these plasmas

have been discussed. Several measurements and models have been made to

investigate laboratory simulations of magnetized jets and magnetospheres.

To create laser-produced plasmas lasers with high energy and moderate

pulse lengths are required. This instigated the creation of a glass amplified

laser system called YOGA. The YOGA laser was built with 19mm Nd-glass

rods pumped with 1200 J pulse forming networks. The laser pulse was 8 ns

long at 1064 nm and had pulse energies up to 3.7 J.

Using the YOGA laser, measurements of laser-produced plasmas were

performed. The laser targets used were aluminum and copper wire embedded

with and without magnetic fields. These plasma interactions were measured

using main diagnostics of Schlieren, interferometry, and ICCD photography.

Quantifiable differences with and without magnetic fields were measured with

ICCD photography, but some differences were measured with interferometry.

These differences and other plasma characteristics were modeled using self-

similar equations and HYADES simulations. Very agreeable comparisons were
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made between plasma expansions with cylindrical HYADES calculations and

ICCD measurement.

Magnetized plasma jets were created with a novel experiment based on

vacuum arcs for the purpose of laboratory simulations of astrophysical jets.

Vacuum arc technology was used to construct plasma jets where a supersonic

unmagnetized anode jet remnant served as the initial conditions for a magne-

tized cathode jet. The electrode geometry was axisymmetric with a grounded

outer ring. The applied bias on the center electrode was reversed directions

during the measurement due to a capacitor discharge. The reaction of an elec-

trode to a vacuum arc is inherently antisymmetric between cathode and anode

modes, enabling different responses of the electrode to an alternating current

discharge.

The anode jet created a non-magnetized supersonic flow into the cham-

ber through a flared nozzle and a small cavity encompassing the electrode.

This supersonic flow created a measurable barrel shock in an axial magnetic

field. The supersonic flow had a Mach number of ∼ 3.5 as calculated from the

geometry of the nozzle. The barrel shock bounded a cone of higher densities

and temperatures overlaid in a colder background gas. The Rankine-Hugoniot

equations [59] predicted, for a Mach number on this order, the density drop

across the shock will be on the order of a factor of four and the temperature

will drop a factor on the order of ten.

With this barrel shock cone embedded in an axial magnetic field, the

currents upon reversing direction funneled down the cone due to the anisotropic

conductivity in the magnetized plasma and the differences in plasma conduc-

tivity between the two regions. Maxwell SV software calculated the current

distribution under similar conditions and showed that the axial current in the
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cone was quasi-uniform as outlined with the fluxtube. This created a fluxtube

outlined by the barrel shock where the current was approximately I =
(

r
a(z)

)2
I0

where a(z) is the radius of the barrel shock and I0 is the total current. This

type of fluxtube was subject to Bellan’s MHD based fluxtube model [6].

Modeling of Bellan’s MHD based fluxtube model [6] showed a dynam-

ical progression of a jet-throat pinch similar to the measured jet progression.

The simulation tracked the velocity of the jet throat as it progressed in time.

The throat velocity increased with plasma temperature and inversely with

the jet radius in the calculation. The velocity of the throat was additive to

the velocity of the plasma being emitted by ablation on the electrode which

was on the order of 106 cm/s. The velocity calculated with this formulation

was 8.0 × 105 cm/s with no initial velocity, the temperature at 10 eV, and

the current at 1000 A. The measured throat velocity under the corresponding

conditions was 4.44±0.94×106 cm/s. With the velocity of thermal expansion

of the cathode jet material assumed to be 1.8 × 106 cm/s (as reported from

vacuum arc literature for cathode jets under similar voltage and amperage

conditions [94]) the additive Bellan calculated velocity was 2.6× 106 cm/s.

Bellan’s equations predicted the distribution of mass within the flux-

tube similar to the plasma emission distribution in the ICCD images. Interfer-

ometric data was taken in an early stage of the jet progression that measured

a density of 1.9 ± .2 × 1017 cm−3. With an assumed temperature of 6.0 eV

(Taken from vacuum arc literature with similar conditions [94]), and with the

measured current of 791 A, the density calculated from Bellan formation was

2.1× 1016 cm−3.

Bellan’s equations predicted rotation occurring in the fluxtube [6]. This

rotation created a centrifugal force that expelled mass from the center of the jet
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throat. Evidence of this was measured in the distribution of plasma emission

in the throat of the jet having a significant divot in plasma emission. The

calculated radial displacement velocity was on the order of 105 cm/s which

was the same order of magnitude of the emission displacement velocity in

the divot. Kinks in the plasma tube column were measured in the jets and

were compared favorably with Kruskal-Shafranov theory [64]. The scaling

parameters of the jet were similar to the parameters in YSO astrophysical jets

[4][135] with the Euler numbers being 9 and 40 respectively.

Several investigations were made into measurement of laser-produced

plasmas and laser-triggered jets interacting with magnetic dipoles with the

purpose of simulating magnetosphere physics in the laboratory. Measurements

of the standoff distance of the magnetopause were measured and compared

with the magnetopause measurement calculated with HYADES. Rough agree-

ment between visible boundaries in the plasma and this standoff distance sug-

gest that this experiment may eventually give viable information concerning

magnetosphere physics.

7.2 Future Directions

Exciting measurements have been made of various phenomena that re-

late to laboratory simulation of astrophysics. The phenomena and tools devel-

oped in this thesis are just the beginning of future possibilities for subsequent

researchers. There are many possible investigations that can be derived from

this work.
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7.2.1 Future Directions for the Laser-produced Plasma Experiment

ICCD images of aluminum plasma show intense boundaries in magnetic

fields that could possibly be measured with interferometry. This measurement

would be worth taking to give more useful tools in optical probing, and to

complete the investigations made in this thesis. Modeling in HYADES can

be developed using magnetic fields. There would be academic value in test-

ing HYADES magnetic capabilities in comparison with the measured laser-

produced plasmas in magnetic fields presented in this thesis. Also small plasma

probes can be tested using laser-produced plasmas for use in future plasma jet

experiments.

7.2.2 Future Directions for the Laboratory Produced Jet Experi-
ment

There are many exciting and interesting directions the experiment con-

cerning magnetized jets can take. The use of a variety of direct plasma probes

to measure the plasma parameters of the jet will give more accurate and com-

plete measurements of the plasma density, temperature, current, and magnetic

fields. It would not be difficult to make a B-probe on the order of 3 mm to use

in this experiment. 3 mm is a little too large for the fine detail over jets, with

more effort B-probes can be made down to 1 mm. Small Langmuir probes can

also be made to measure the plasma density and temperature on a small scale.

It would be wise to collaborate with Gekelman’s group at the LAPD. They

have experience in measuring small laser-produced plasmas with direct plasma

micro-probes [113]. Faraday cups would be an effective way to measure the

velocity of ions expelled from the jets.

The use of spectroscopic measurements would be very beneficial for
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this experiment. One could place a filter in front of the ICCD camera to mea-

sure the spatial distribution of a specific spectral line on the jet progression.

This could tell us much about the composition and temperature of the jets.

Challenges in spectroscopic measurements include finding ways to be more

proximate to the plasma to increase the radiation solid angle for spectroscopic

measurements taken using a spectrometer backed by the same ICCD cam-

era. Laser spectroscopic measurements such as laser induced fluorescence and

Thompson scattering can reveal more information about the temperature and

density of the plasma, although these are generally difficult measurements to

make.

There are plans to solicit a group at Sandia National Labs to make full

three dimensional simulations of the set up. Full MHD simulations will com-

plement the reduced MHD simulations performed in this thesis. Full MHD

simulations have the potential of revealing how all the parameters, such as un-

magnetized supersonic flow and the current being both large and nonconstant,

interact together whereas in this thesis all of these parameters were treated

separately.

There is academic interest in the interaction of plasma jets with other

materials such as plasma winds and denser gases. Collaborators have suggested

impinging these jets into ultra low-density foams to simulate jets interacting

with the interior of stars. Different pulse power systems can be developed to

investigate the possibility of using the laser-produced plasma as a medium for

jet formation. If a faster rise time of current could be induced more dynamics

in a hotter laser-produced plasma might be observed. With the mechanism

for producing these jets being relatively simple more resources could be used

to develop these different detection systems and improvements to compete in
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the field of laboratory astrophysics.

7.2.3 Future Directions for Experiments Involving Magnetospheres

Our experiment is ongoing

Dipole

B-probe

Figure 7.1: Future experiment would include adding magnetic fields to the
plasma wind and measuring the plasma with B-probes and other plasma
probes.

I propose future experiments for studying laboratory magnetosphere

as outlined in figure 7.1. In future experiments the induction of a tilt in the

magnetic dipole similar to the earth-sun relationship will be made. Different

tilts in the earth-sun system create different distributions of plasma around

the magnetosphere, and these differences would be sought in the laboratory

model.

The incoming solar wind has an imbedded magnetic field that produces

vastly different effects in the magnetosphere depending on whether the plasma

wind’s magnetic field is aligned or anti-aligned with the magnetosphere’s mag-
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netic field [58][28]. I propose to add magnetic fields in the laser-produced

plasma by creating the plasma in a weak magnetic field. Differences would be

expected in the plasma distribution around the dipole magnet with different

directions of magnetic fields in the incoming plasma wind. This would be sim-

ilar to that in the earth-sun system. Using B-probes in this experiment would

be a valuable use of the B-probes developed for other similar experiments pro-

posed in this chapter. This would give direct information about the magnetic

field interactions with the plasma wind, magnetopause magnetic fields, and

would potentially measure the effects of the Chapman-Ferrero current.

7.3 Conclusion

New technologies have increased the possibilities of studying astro-

physics in the laboratory. There is a wealth of unanswered questions given

to the body of science from astronomers that cannot be answered without

direct probing of the phenomena [117]. Making such conditions in the labora-

tory can help give insight to these interesting and varied questions. This thesis

poses experiments that may bring us intellectually closer to the stars through

work done in a humble laboratory.
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Appendix A

Figures and procedures associated with the

YOGA laser development

A.1 Instructions for the Assembly of the Glass Laser
Heads

Assembling the glass laser head is very difficult due to the construction

of the glass laser head and the fragility of the components involved. Taking

apart and reassembling the heads should be done with the most careful and

controlled circumstances. To assemble the glass laser heads you need the

following list of materials as illustrated in figure A.1:

• The steel casing

• the macor diffuse reflector

• six flashlamps

• the 19 mm glass laser rod

• two stainless steel casing covers that have holes for the flashlamps and

the glass rods

• two plastic covers that will seal the head

• two smaller plastic covers that seal the flashlamps on the plastic cover
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• four 11/16” X 7/8” S70 silicone o-rings

• 12 5/16” X 1/2” S70 fluorosilicone o-rings

Make sure that all the materials are clean before assembly. The flash-

lamp’s lifetime will dramatically decrease if there is any finger oil or other

impure substance on them. The macor reflector needs to be extremely clean

and white in order to reflect uniformly onto the laser rod. Keeping all the

materials clean will greatly increase the lifetime of the head assembly.

Nd:Glass Rod

Stainless

Steel Cover

Macor 

diffuse 

reflector

Xenon 

flashlamps

(Red cap 

is the positive

end)

Water

In/out

Alignment 

groove

Stainless

Steel Cover

Knobs fit 

In Macor

grooves

O-rings to 

hold plastic 

cover water 

tight

Screws

O-rings 

for flashlamps

Plastic 

o-ring 

securer

Slit corresponds 

to the water in/out 

Two o-rings 

on glass rod

Plastic 

cover

Figure A.1: Side view assembly diagram of the glass rod and flashlamp con-
figuration in the laser head.

With all of the materials clean and ready to assemble, choose a com-

fortable place with plenty of room to be able to assemble the head with as
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Water

In/out

Opposite

sides

Polarity of

flashlamps Output from

PFN

Wiring in the clear

plastic cover

Figure A.2: Head on assembly diagram of the laser head showing the electrical
connections of flashlamps.

minimal outside stress as possible. Make sure all the tools are available and

within reach. This is tedious, fragile work and if you are in the middle of a

fragile procedure and you can not get what you need to finish the procedure,

I advise working backward to bring the project back into a safe comfortable

position. You will risk breaking the laser rod and the flashlamps which are

very expensive.

Lay the stainless steal housing down on a flat space. Slide the macor

reflector into the housing and place the stainless steel covers onto the the

macor reflector with the groves of the cover sliding in place with the macor

reflector. Remember that macor is glass and can shatter if dropped, or chipped
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if handled improperly. Once the cover is in place carefully slip the glass rod

through the center hole, making sure you do not chip the rod as it slides though

the hole. Have the larger o-rings ready to slip onto the rod. Slip the o-rings

onto the glass rod; this will enable the glass rod and a stainless steel cover to

stay firmly in place. You will need to put two o-rings on each end of the glass

rod so that the plastic covers will be able to press the o-rings onto the stainless

steel cover. Make sure that the glass rod is in the center of the device.

With both o-rings on the sides of the glass rod and stainless steel covers

firmly in place you are ready to put the larger plastic covers onto the stainless

steel enclosure. This procedure is difficult because of the tight fit these plastic

covers with the accompanying o-rings provide for the enclosure. It is helpful

to have two sets of screws. The first set will be very long for the purpose of

getting the plastic covers into the enclosure past the o-ring. You will have six

screws on each side. Alternate screwing the screws diagonally, screwing each

screw a quarter turn until the cover is close to the glass rod. Before clamping

the cover onto the glass rod make sure that both covers are equally in place.

At this point alternate screwing the screws on both sides of the head, using

quarter turns each time. Keep screwing until the covers are firmly on the

enclosure.

With the plastic covers firmly in place you are now ready to slide flash-

lamps through the device. Each flashlamp has a defined polarity marked with

a red marking on one of its electrodes. When you slide in the flashlamps make

sure that the red markings are the same in figure A.2. Slide in the flashlamps

using rubber gloves. Again make sure not to break the flashlamps during this

procedure. You then place the small o-rings on each end of the flashlamps to

hold the flashlamps in place. Make sure that the flashlamps are centered in
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the device. Now screw on the small plastic cover that will clamp the o-rings in

place. Again alternate the screws you screw on in a diagonal fashion to make

sure the applied pressure is even, and screw on both covers at the same time.

With this cover on the edges of the laser head you now have a watertight seal.

Carefully slip the electrical connections over the flashlamp leads as

shown in figure A.1. Be careful of the electrical connectors, as they are brittle.

The last part of the assembly is to slip the laser head end cap insulators over

the flashlamp leads. The laser head end cap insulators have two electrical

connectors that connect the flashlamps to the PFN’s. These electrical connec-

tors must be extended while the laser head end cap insulators are being put

on. Put the electrical connectors onto the leads of the flash lamps as shown

in figure A.2. Slowly move on the laser head end cap insulators while slowly

pulling back the electrical connector leads. Make sure you put no torque on the

system. If there is even a small amount of torque on the flashlamps they will

break. If the flashlamp does break you must undo the entire head and clean

out the glass. Screw on the end cap insulators using nylon screws. Screw the

protective plastic coverings along the insulated leads onto the end cap insula-

tors. Check the success of the assembly by using a tesla coil on the flashlamp

leads to see if they glow. If they do not glow, then one of the flashlamps has

broken and will need to be replaced.

Taking apart the laser heads uses the same instructions for assembly

but in reverse order, with one exception. Taking off the black plastic cover

is very tricky and risky. With the flashlamps and screws removed, take off

the black plastic covers by inserting two flathead screwdrivers on opposite

sides of the black plastic cover where the cover meets the laser head assembly.

Torque the screwdrivers in the same relative clockwise direction so that the
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screwdrivers twist in opposite directions relative to each other, causing the

black plastic cover to pop up a small amount. Continue around a laser head

lifting up the black plastic cover in a way that reduces the torque on the glass

rod from the black plastic cover.

A.2 YOGA laser S.O.P.

1. Startup

2. Turn on the GCR; make sure that the cooling water is flowing. (The

cooling water does not shut off with the laser, so I usually turn off the

water manually after shutting off the laser.) On the power supply, turn

the key and flip the white breakers to the “On” position.

Parrish Laser SOP 
Startup 
1. Turn on the GCR; make sure that the cooling water is flowing.  (The cooling 

water doesn't shut off with the laser, so I usually turn off the water manually after 

shutting off the laser.)  On the power supply, turn the key and flip the white 

breakers to the “On” position. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

White breakers 

Key Switch 

Figure A.3:

3. Set the GCR (both the oscillator and the amplifier) to simmer. To do

this, press and momentarily hold the green buttons for both the oscillator

and the amplifier at the same time

4. Identify where the waveplate positioned at the exit from laser is set.
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• 25◦ is full energy

• 341◦ deg lets the minimum amount of energy through

The stray light goes into a beam dump from a polarizer. Make sure that

the spatial filter pump is on and that all telescopes in the laser are under

vacuum.

5. Check that the beam output is blocked. Set the waveplate to the desired

setting, and turn the GCR to full energy. Let the laser warm up for one

hour.

2. Set the GCR (both the oscillator and the amplifier) to simmer.  To do this, press 

and momentarily hold the green buttons for both the oscillator and the amplifier at 

the same time 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

3. Identify where the waveplate positioned at the exit from laser is set.   

 25° is full energy 

 341° deg lets the minimum amount of energy through 

The stray light goes into a beam dump from a polarizer.  Make sure that the 

spatial filter pump is on and that all telescopes in the laser are under   

vacuum.   
4. Check that the beam output is blocked.  Set the waveplate to the desired setting, 

and turn the GCR to full energy.  Let the laser warm up for one hour.   

5. Measure the output energy once a week by setting the waveplate at 25° (full 

energy setting) and placing the power meter before the shutter.  

6. Turn on the PFN cooling water at least fifteen minutes before aligning the laser, 

so that the pump has time to filter the water to a de-ionized state.  (A green light 

means that the water is ionized.)  The PFN cooling water remains on during laser 

operation. (This does not change the thermal properties of the rods.) 

 

Alignment 
7. Turn the waveplate to 341°.  Open the shutter, and align the laser system.   

8. On the laser table, there are two cross hairs:  one encompasses the spatial filter, 

and the other separates the two laser heads.  Use the laser camera to manage the 

progression of the cross hairs.  After using the first two cross hairs for alignment 

purposes (spatial filter), remove them.  Optimize the spatial filter by looking at 

the monitor.  Before aligning the back mirror of the first laser head, adjust the 

waveplate to maximize the energy that is back reflected (~145° is max energy, 

Figure A.4:

6. Measure the output energy once a week by setting the waveplate at 25◦

(full energy setting) and placing the power meter before the shutter.

7. Turn on the PFN cooling water at least fifteen minutes before aligning

the laser, so that the pump has time to filter the water to a de-ionized

state. (A green light means that the water is ionized.) The PFN cooling

water remains on during laser operation. (This does not change the

thermal properties of the rods.)

8. Alignment

9. Turn the waveplate to 341◦. Open the shutter, and align the laser system.
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~10° is alignment).  Change the waveplate back to 145.5° and remove iris.  Align 

the back mirror with the iris and the IR viewer so that two-pass head is aligned. 

9. When the shutter is open, keep the waveplate on the low energy setting 

(340°<θ<351°). 

10. Once the laser is aligned using the cross hairs, check to see if the laser heads are 

not clipping the beam too much.  The laser beam cannot completely bypass the 

laser heads, so minimizing the amount of beam that is clipped remains the 

standard operating procedure. 

11. Use burn paper to see the soft diffraction.  Set the waveplate to 353° for the 

smaller beam (lower energy setting) and 16° for the larger beam (high energy 

setting).   

12. Make sure the soft diffraction is okay.  Check to see if it??? is symmetric or not.  

Also, make sure that there are no dust spots that are too large. 

Full System Operation 
13. Turn on the PFN (located underneath the laser table), by flipping the circuit 

breakers, and other power inducing switches.  For the red PFN, first hit the 

crowbar switch, followed by the Charge button.  For the black PFN, flip the 

breaker first, and then hit the crowbar switch. 

 

 
 

 
Breaker 

Figure A.5:

10. On the laser table, there are two cross hairs: one encompasses the spa-

tial filter, and the other separates the two laser heads. Use the laser

camera to manage the progression of the cross hairs. After using the

first two cross hairs for alignment purposes (spatial filter), remove them.

Optimize the spatial filter by looking at the monitor. Before aligning

the back mirror of the first laser head, adjust the waveplate to maxi-

mize the energy that is back reflected (∼ 145◦ is max energy,∼ 10circ is

alignment). Change the waveplate back to 145.5◦ and remove iris. Align

the back mirror with the iris and the IR viewer so that two-pass head is

aligned.

11. When the shutter is open, keep the waveplate on the low energy setting

(340◦ < 351◦).

12. Once the laser is aligned using the cross hairs, check to see if the laser

heads are not clipping the beam too much. The laser beam cannot
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completely bypass the laser heads, so minimizing the amount of beam

that is clipped remains the standard operating procedure.

13. Use burn paper to see the soft diffraction. Set the waveplate to 353◦

for the smaller beam (lower energy setting) and 16◦ for the larger beam

(high energy setting).

14. Make sure the soft diffraction is okay. Check to see if the diffraction is

symmetric or not. Also, make sure that there are no dust spots that are

too large.

15. Full System Operation

16. Turn on the PFN (located underneath the laser table), by flipping the

circuit breakers, and other power inducing switches. For the red PFN,

first hit the crowbar switch, followed by the Charge button. For the

black PFN, flip the breaker first, and then hit the crowbar switch.

17. Set the voltage for the red PFN to 3200 V and the black PFN to 3400

V.

 
 

 

 

14. Set the voltage for the red PFN to 3200 V and the black PFN to 3400 V. 

15. Because the shutter needs to warm up before it fires consistently, the beam should 

be blocked and the shutter fired before firing the laser.  The laser is then 

operational with the removal of the beam block. 

16. Do not fire the PFN more than once every 30 seconds. 
17. When finished with the laser, turn the GCR to simmer.  Let the PFN water 

continue to flow for a few minutes.  Let the GCR cool for 10 minutes.  Turn off 

the simmer, and then turn off the laser body.  Turn off the cooling water.  

Figure A.6:
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18. Because the shutter needs to warm up before it fires consistently, the

beam should be blocked and the shutter fired before firing the laser.

The laser is then operational with the removal of the beam block.

19. Do not fire the PFN more than once every 30 seconds.

20. When finished with the laser, turn the GCR to simmer. Let the PFN

water continue to flow for a few minutes. Let the GCR cool for 10

minutes. Turn off the simmer, and then turn off the laser body. Turn

off the cooling water.

A.3 Changing water and Filters on the GCR

1. Unplug chord for laser

2. Open door/check water level.

3. Pull cover off front.

4. Siphon water out of containment vessel

5. Unscrew holder for DI filter

6. Exchange DI filter

7. Replace clamps

8. Similarly, replace particulate filters

9. Run a couple different cycles of water through

10. Check for leaks

11. Replace tubing if needed. Use only New Age brand tubing.
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Parrish's Laser 

http://www.barnsteadthermolyne.com/search_modelnbr.cfm 

Changing water and Filters 

1. Unplug chord for laser  

2. Open door/check water level. 

3. Pull cover off front. 

4. Siphon water out of containment vessel 

5. Unscrew holder for DI filter 

6. Exchange DI filter  

7. Replace clamps 

8. Similarly, replace particulate filters 

9. Run a couple different cycles of water through 

10. Check for leaks 

 

Replace tubing if needed.  Use only New Age brand tubing.   

 

      
 

 

 

Particulate 

filter 
DI Filter 

Figure A.7:

A.4 Change Flashlamps

1. Removal

2. Turn laser off and unplug.

3. Open cover for laser

4. Unplug water from top and allow to drain in back -Clean up leftover

water

5. Remove lamp leads from heads -Unscrew black caps -Remove red wire

-Remove black wires

6. Remove lamp holder thumb screws, both left and right side (loosen

evenly) , and small plastic white blocks.

7. Withdraw lamp from the right side of the lamp housing.

8. Installation
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9. Insert new lamp. The Flashlamp cathode goes into the housing first,

i.e. as you face the laser the cathode is on the left side of the housing.

The anode end of the flashlamp is indicated by a red mark on the anode

electrode. The cathode electrode is segmented but the anode electrode is

one solid piece. Flashlamp envelope tip-off is at cathode end of flashlamp.

10. Rotate flashlamp envelope tip-off toward the laser rod.

11. Tighten thumb screws evenly. Do not over tighten. To insure a positive

seal, rub a little vacuum silicone grease on the o-ring surface. Use grease

very sparingly.

12. Connect Lamp leads.

13. Replace cover.

Change Flashlamps 

 

Removal 
 

1. Turn laser off and unplug. 

 

2. Open cover for laser 

 

3. Unplug water from top and allow to drain in back  

 -Clean up leftover water 

 

4. Remove lamp leads from heads 

     -Unscrew black caps 

     -Remove red wire 

     -Remove black wires 

 

5. Remove lamp holder thumb screws, both left and right side (loosen evenly) , and small 

plastic white blocks. 

 

6. Withdraw lamp from the right side of the lamp housing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right Side: 

Lamp Anode Left Side: 

Lamp Cathode 

Terminal Posts 

(Black Caps) 

Thumb Screw 

(small black 

caps) 

Small, plastic 

,white block 

Lamp lead  

Figure A.8:
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A.5 Trouble Shooting with the GCR

Using the wrong plastic hoses in the water cooling part of the power

supply caused one of these pipes to burst under operation. The water released

by this rupture spouted water on the large high power resistors on the sim-

mering circuit. This caused the resistors to fail. Fortunately the resistors were

still commercially available and replaced by myself.

I have found that the water flow must be carefully monitored through

the GCR laser assembly to make sure that the water was flowing well, or

else the mode quality diminished and can form a distinct four lobe feature.

This included making sure that the hoses are not kinked, and that the hoses

were clean. When possible all the hoses, especially those connected to the

house water, were light tight hoses. This ensured that algae did not build

up in the system. A major algae build up occurred in the house water that

nearly stopped the flow of house water through the system. While cleaning

the system a part from the Penn-valve broke. This part was fixed by the

machine shop. During the warm summer months the house water was not

cool enough to cool the laser. We fixed this by replacing a panel of the power

supply housing with a sturdy mesh that evacuated more heat from the system.

One unexplained problem with the laser is the sudden occurrence of a cross in

the reflection of the beam off the first polarizer. Cooling problems often create

heat induced birefringence in the rods. This birefringence is responsible for

the cross pattern in the reflected beam, but the source of the cooling problem

and its sudden onset is unknown. The reflected beam has 60 mJ of energy

which makes it an eye hazard and could take energy away from the main

beam. We tried resolving this problem by changing the repetition rated to 2

Hz; while this resolved the cross pattern reflection the imaging of the rest of
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the system changed. We resolved the problem at 10 Hz by carefully blocking

the rejected beam and setting aside the cooling problem. This did however

leave the throughput GCR beam at a lower energy.
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Appendix B

Historical Progression of the Jet Experiment

I originally started this project by assessing what project I could under-

take with our resources that would allow us to contribute to the field involving

magnetohydrodynamics combined with laser-produced plasmas. I originally

was going to bring the Thor laser beam to Professor Bengtson’s plasma rota-

tion device to increase the density in the rotation experiment. I progressed

with this experiment only to the point of putting a connection between Profes-

sor Ditmire’s and Professor Bengtson’s lab with ceiling connections to attach

optics due to a new project idea proposed by Dr. Prashant Valanju.

Dr. Prashant Valanju proposed an experimental project to Professor

Ditmire about a laser plasma experiment combined with electric and magnetic

fields to produce a laboratory simulation of an astrophysical jet. This proposed

experiment was more in line with the goals of Professor Ditmire’s group. As a

consequence the experiment combining Professor Bengtson’s rotation chamber

and the Thor laser has not yet progressed.

Dr. Valanju’s experimental proposal consisted of creating a laser-

produced plasma in the presence of an axial magnetic field and a radial electric

field supplied by a biased pin as in figure B.1 where we would hope to see an

experimental signature as illustrated in figure B.2.

I initially started this experiment using lasers from the Thor laser such

as the Quanta-ray GCR as a drive beam, and the Big Sky laser as a probe
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We apply a short, high energy laser 
pulse to a low-z material.

1)

6)5)4)

3)2)

Figure B.1: Dr. Valanju’s original idea to create jets using static E×B fields.
These illustrations were made by Dr. Valanju.

beam. I used a gas jet chamber in the target room of the Thor and laser lab.

The design of this experiment is very similar to the laser-produced plasma

experiment in chapter 4. In fact the Thor laser experiment was in effect a

trial and testing experiment that gave me the details I needed to construct

the current experiment. So many of the techniques I used for the YOGA

experiment flow out of the Thor experiment. Pictures of parts of this set

up are in figure B.3. This experiment used Schlieren imaging to image the

plasmas. The Big Sky laser was ideal for the Schlieren imaging because the

Big Sky laser had a clean Gaussian profile. I used various sizes of copper wire

as targets from 1.0 mm to 50 µm. The minimum background pressure was

15 mTorr. I used a Faraday rotator magnet for the magnetic field to enclose

laser-produced plasmas in the experiment. This magnet only had value of 0.1
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We will compare the plasma 

expansion in three different conditions.

c)a) b)

Figure B.2: The original experimental signature: a) without magnetic fields
we should see a spherical expansion, b) With a background magnetic field we
would see elongation along the field lines, c) With background magnetic and
electric fields we would see more elongation along the field lines.

T and the magnetic field was divergent.

The main problem that with this experiment was that the Quanta Ray

laser would not give the energies in single shot mode that the laser would give

in the 10 Hz mode. The collimation properties were also different between

the 10 Hz mode (the mode for the alignment) and the single shot mode (the

mode for the experimental shots). This problem could not be fixed because

the laser was not designed to be alternated between modes. Both optics and

electronics had to maintain the same thermal properties to keep uniform laser

properties. I used both the fundamental and the second harmonic Quanta Ray

laser pulse for the drive beam in our experiment. When I used the fundamental

mode I constructed an optical isolator to protect the Quanta Ray laser from

retroreflections out of a 1/4 wave plate and a polarizer.

I had to develop techniques for target alignment that included viewing

telescopes and HeNe lasers. I assessed that the HeNe laser was the best way

for alignment. I also used the probe imaging system and the Schlieren break
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We perform our experiment 
in the Thor laser lab.

c)

a)

b)

Figure B.3: Pictures of the laser-produced plasma probing experiment on the
Thor laser. a) is the beam path from the laser room to the target room, b)
is inside the chamber with the target holder, and c) is the target chamber set
up.

down in air to aline the target with the drive laser focus. The first Schlieren

data of this experiment is in figure B.4

I constructed a high voltage circuit with a 1.0µF , 5000 V capacitor that

would connect directly to the electrode as in figure B.5. The circuit consisted of

this capacitor that was connected to a SRS high voltage power supply through

a shunt resistor. One end of the capacitor was grounded and the other end

connected directly to the electrode. The capacitor had shunt resistors across

to keep the capacitor discharged when not in use. I put a simple wire loop

on the capacitor output electrode to measure the current carried through the

wire, but we were never able to obtain viable measurements from this loop

configuration. With this circuit I calculated what velocities the E × B drift

would obtain assuming the E field penetrated the plasma in figure B.6.
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We compare data taken with and 
without a B-field.

100ns

150ns

200ns

Without   

B field
With        

B field

B field 

pointing 

up

Laser 

direction

Figure B.4: The first Schlieren images on the Thor laser.
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We designed a magnet, electrode 
and target set up.

Faraday Rotator 

Magnet. Capable of 

0.5-1.0 Tesla

Tantalum 

electrode

glass insulator

We use low Z graphite or 

plastic rod for our target.

1.0μF Capacitor capable 

of 5000V and 12J 

Voltage measurement 

resistor

Shunt safety circuit 

Current measuring 

loop

Figure B.5: We used a capacitor shunt circuit to supply potential to the elec-
trode and a faraday rotator magnet to supply the magnetic field.

The discharge results in the Thor lab did not produce the desired re-

sults. The laser produced plasma seemed to cool too quickly; and no quan-

tifiable difference was seen with or without magnetic fields. The discharge

between the electrode and the laser produce plasma was sometimes observed

as in figure B.7.

We assessed that this experiment would not be viable in the Thor lab.

We concluded that more energy was needed in the laser pulse to create a laser-

produced plasma that could be measured with our diagnostics and that would

be more in line with what we hoped to obtain from the experiment. This

suggestion was coupled with the fact that Professor Ditmire had the parts for

an amplified glass laser and wanted this laser to be constructed. We then

changed our direction to constructing the YOGA laser.

We decided, with the completion of the YOGA laser, to modify the

experiment partially to shoot a 25 µm wire to increase the temperature of

the laser-produced plasma. This also had the advantage of symmetry in the

experiment and would also serve as the electrode.
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We hypothetically calculate the ExB 

drift velocity in the rotating plasma.

E x B Drift Velocity Profile
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BE

Figure B.6: We calculated the velocity a static E ×B field would give.

I designed a device that the machine shop built that would hold a 25µm

wire to a 1.0mm wire in electrical contact with the capacitor. I wanted the

wire and the target to be removable. The holder consisted of a flat plastic

block with a hole at the end where the wire rests in. The plastic was a

material known as PEEK, a plastic good for high temperature applications.

This was used because electric discharges and laser-produced plasmas can be

high temperatures. A hollow shaft bores down the length of the block to this

hole. A copper rod in this shaft pressed against the electrical lead from the

capacitor and pressed onto the target wire standing in the hole with a plastic

screw. Great care was taken to keep the rod ends clean from oxidation to

make good electrical contact. The electrical lead from the capacitor was a

small rectangular copper lug to produce a uniform electrical contact from this

lug to the rod.
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Shock

Hot 

plasma 

front

With B field No B field

Electrode

Target 

wire

~1.0mm

Figure B.7: Interaction of the electrode with a laser-produced plasma from
the Thor experiment. The electrode has discharged through the laser plasma
forming a plasma bridge between the two.

I used Keith Carter’s small triggerable-pulsed power supply originally

designed for use with a tokamak. The power supply gave a pulse with a

voltage of about 2500V and had a pulse duration of ∼ 13.2µs. The pulser

had a thyratron that triggered with another 200V trigger box. This thyratron

connected the discharge of the capacitor to though an isolator transformer into

the experiment. This pulser created a lot of noise and was very susceptible to

noise. A lot of effort went into cutting out the noise for this device. There was

3.09 µs jitter shot to shot for this pulser, so we had to perform the experiment

several microseconds after the pulser fired. This jitter came from the device

and from the Stanford boxes shot-to-shot timer.

I took Schlieren and interferometric measurements of laser-produced

plasmas, and made some progress in making these measurements while the

target was biased with the electrical pulser. The first complete set Schlieren
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~20.0ns ~60.0ns ~100.0ns

~140.0ns

~1.0mm

~180.0ns ~220.0ns ~260.0ns

Top row 

Without B field

Bottom row 

With B field

Figure B.8: Schlieren images of laser produced plasma progression where the
input laser energy is ∼4.7 J and the target is ∼25 µm thick Cu wire. The
magnetic field is a one sided magnet that give ∼0.09 T at the interaction
region. The pressure is also different between the two cases.
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images of this experiment is in figure B.8, and other Schlieren images were

discussed in chapter 4. I encountered many problems with this experiment

when introducing voltage on the target. Once the pulser fired, the 25µm wire

target made electrical contact to ground, and the wire would evaporate. This

was a big problem because of the time involved in setting up the experiment.

Loading the target took a lot of time and the experiment often missed shots.

The pulser had the triggering noise that added to the uncertainty of this one

shot procedure. The pulser produced a lot of noise that interfered with the

camera systems making the possibility of recording this event low. The few

shots that were measured are in figure B.9.

a) b)

~1.0mm

Figure B.9: Schlieren images of a laser-produced plasma at 60 ns with a 3.7 J
laser pulse. a) is in a .85 T magnetic field and b) is in a .85 T magnetic field
and the wire is biased to 2500 V. There is a visible but not quantifiable signal
above the interaction in the biased case that is not in the unbiased cases.

I looked at the possibility of using a Langmuir probe in the laser-

produced plasmas without an voltaic bias to aid to the Schlieren images. To

test this idea a vacuum rated coaxial cable with .06” outer diameter and .028”

inner diameter wire was used to place next to the laser-produced plasma pro-

duced with a 3.7 J YOGA laser pulse on a 25 µm copper wire. The inner
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wire was braided and hence would not give accurate quantifiable results, but

the purpose of this study was more qualitative in nature. An oscilloscope

measured the bias on the wire as it interacted with the plasma. I measured

interesting qualitative results for both the magnetic and nonmagnetic cases,

but I did not pursue this idea further. I present the data in figure B.10 without

explanation for reference purposes.
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Figure B.10: Makeshift Langmuir probe data with and without a magnetic field
with a 3.7 J laser pulse on a 25 µm copper target. The probe was about 2 cm
away from the interaction. The reading was measured with 1 MΩ termination
and the “without” B field case was measured through a high voltage probe.

At the time I had thoroughly studied the expansion of the 4.0J shots

on the 25µm wire with the Schlieren imaging, Professor Bengtson suggested

that the experiment should be altered. We calculated that the expanding

plasma in a vacuum could not carry the amount of current necessary to induce

significant rotation of the plasma in the magnetic field from a biased electrode.

The current would be limited to the amount of charge that could be stored
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on a spherical capacitor as it expanded. This would be less than one 1.0 A

which would provide insignificant rotation from J × B. One of the original

assumptions was that the E field from the pin would be enough to rotate the

plasma with E×B drift, but it turns out that the plasma will be conductive

enough to short the E field out. Thus current flow must be supplied to keep

the E field from shorting out.

Dr. Valanju suggested changing the system to a coaxial system to

induce current flow in the laser-produce plasma. I changed the experiment

from a voltage-based system to a current-based system, and with this change

came many complications. A current based system can be as detailed as one

has resources to make it. The impedance of the system and the wave nature of

the alternating current were now important, especially if one wanted to deliver

a current into a plasma that had the lifetime of a laser-produced plasma, which

is on the order of a 200 ns.

One can construct a pulsed power device that has higher impedance

than the experimental region which would have a fast rise time, but such a

device would be expensive and extremely time consuming to build. We decided

that it would not be expedient at this particular time to build such a device and

this would be left for future researchers to consider. Instead I would connect a

capacitor directly to the experiment, with no special pulsed power technology,

to measure the effect of current discharge in a laser-produced plasma.

The Paschen curve is a relation of the breakdown voltage of a spark

gap to the length of the gap of the spark gap and the back ground pressure

[13]. I relied on the Paschen curve for our current related experiment. The

pressure needed to be low enough so that when the capacitor was connected

to the electrode the voltage would not break down. I decided to abandon the
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electrical pulser, and instead pump the chamber down to 1.0mTorr to take

advantage of the Paschen curve for several 1000 volts.

I used the capacitor set up from the Thor experiment. This was a

5000 V, 1 µF, 1.302 µH valued capacitor. The current detection device used

a Pearson transformer (model number 411) that converted 10A to 1V and

had a sufficient rise time to work for the experiment to measure the current.

I designed an experiment to test out the effect of the discharge in a laser-

produced plasma using the ICCD camera. This used the electrical contact

holder with a 1.0mm diameter Al wire as a target for the laser shown in figure

B.11.

The Al wire electrode experiment gave very interesting results. I used

the same set up as in chapter 3, except with an electrically contacted holder

that was connected with a wire through an electrical feed through on the

chamber. The enclosures of the magnet and the Al can (refer to chapter 4

for descriptions of these objects) were grounded. There are clearly differences

between these conditions as in figures B.12 and B.13. The current does have

an effect on the laser-produced plasma. Without a magnetic field the current

diffuses through the system and cathode spots form on the aluminum enclo-

sure. With a magnetic field the plasma can be seen to rotate around the pin

by showing the pin shadow in the figure B.12. This could be from J×B forces

and the current being forced to move across the field lines before aligning

with them. Plasma radiation occurs long after the observed laser-produced

plasma’s lifetime. The Pearson reading of the current is shown in figure B.14.

With the interest generated by the Al wire electrode experiment I

wanted to make a coaxial electrode experiment in the least time consuming

and costly way possible. I used a 4.0 mm in diameter solid copper coaxial
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Magnet north

Magnet south

Incoming laser 

beam

Target and target holder

3000 Volts on pin

Magnet at 0 Volts

1.0 microfarad capacitor

Figure B.11: The experiment included a biased pin enclosed in a grounded
magnetic enclosure. A laser impinged on this pin which created a plasma.

cable, and shaped it in such a way that we could fit it in our chamber. The

tip was bent up in the tightest possible radius of curvature that would not

kink the cable. Then with a jewelry file the tip was cut off so there was a flat

cross section of the coaxial cable exposed. The result was a flat coaxial face

that would be parallel to the magnet face and was roughly half way between

the two faces of the enclosed magnet. I taped a hole in the feed-through that

could attach the ground cover of the coax directly to the chamber near the

feed-through. The goal was to preserve the wave-guide from the coaxial cable

coming from the capacitor, and also reduced impedance to the electrodes.

I put the Al target near this coaxial system in the enclosed magnetic

field, and performed the experiment, measuring the interaction with the ICCD

camera and the Pearson transformer. The electrode was charged to only 1000V

because the cable was not rated for higher voltages. There was a jet-like feature

observed as illustrated in figure B.15 and B.16, but I saw this feature without
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140 ns 270 ns 416 ns 816 ns

1616 ns 2416 ns 3616 ns 4416ns

a)

b)

a)

b)

1.0 cm

Figure B.12: This shows the discharges of the pin as outlined in figure B.11

any voltage on the electrodes. The jet was a result of the laser-produced plasma

reflecting off of the coaxial cable and then streaming along the magnetic field

lines. There is also some injection of material from the coaxial cable discharge

itself.

While this jet may not be produced by electric and magnetic fields, it is

a collimated stream of plasma bounded by magnetic fields. This is reminiscent

of the second jet model discussed by Remington about jet collimation though

hydrodynamic flow through constricting lobes in an accretion disk [117]. The
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0 V

1.0 cm

4500 V3000 V1000 V

a)

b)

Figure B.13: This shows differences in voltage on the discharge.

magnetic field in this case could provide radial pressure to the expanding

plasma in a way similar to the lobes in an accretion disk. This could be a

subject of future study.

While this jet may be of significance to astrophysical jets, I chose not

to pursue the study of these phenomena with this coaxial cable configuration.

The coaxial cable only survived about 10 shots before it would not hold voltage

at 1000V . This was due most likely to carbonization of the inter coaxial mate-

rial, teflon, which quickly turned from an insulator to a resistor. Carbonization

was observed by microscope on the coaxial electrode.

I wanted to build a very flat configuration that had a grounded ring

with an electrode in the center. I didn’t want any dielectric directly connecting

the center electrode with the grounded ring, or at least a configuration where

any dielectric that connects the two would not be able to be carbonized due to

arcing. I also wanted to keep the impedance of the electrode configuration to a

minimum by keeping the configuration compact. The carbonization problem

was solved by having a plate with a hole in it covering the area where the
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Discharge of a 1 microfarad capacitor charged to 1000 V into a laser 

produced plasma
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Figure B.14: A Pearson transformer to measured the discharge of the capacitor
though the plasma.

electrode was, and having enough space underneath the ring to cast a shadow

on the dielectric so that laser-produced plasma would not build up on the di-

electric. This new electrode design provided the conditions needed to produce

viable plasma-jet phenomena.

The discovery of what I refer to as “jets” in the experiment was almost

accidental. I originally postulated that the laser-produced plasma would be

self-organized into a jet by the induced currents. The laser-produced plasma

was only experimentally viable for about 600 ns. After this time the plasma

radiance become too week to measure. This initial time frame produced no

clear phenomena that resembled jets. Further exploration reveled an anvil

shaped plasma structure that grew out of the center of the electrode when

measured in a .85 T magnetic field (see figure B.17). This anvil structure

formed when the current flow reversed direction with the center electrode

originally positive biased. This anvil structure occurred at different times
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Incoming Laser
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Figure B.15: Diagram of the biased coaxial cable laser plasma experiment.
The coaxial cable is bent, placed between magnets and the laser passes over
the cable face to impinge on a thick Al target.

of the discharge when similar conditions were met and with applied voltages

between 2000 to 5000 V.

When I investigated this behavior without a magnetic field and with

the aluminum enclosure something unexpected was observed. Under the same

voltage conditions I didn’t see an anvil structure or what I could recognize as

a jet, but when the voltage was set to 3000 V a jet-like structure emanated off

of the center electrode and hit the top of the aluminum scaffolding. Without

the aluminum scaffolding the jet evolved into the chamber. This was the first

encounter of the phenomena that I call laser-triggered jets. From this point

on I conducted most of the investigations without an enclosed magnetic field.

The machine shop disassembled the MCE magnet so that one side could be

used. After this long progression of the evolution of this experiment viable

and repeatable plasma jets could be measured under a variety of conditions.
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Figure B.16: Jet caused by laser-produced plasma reflecting off of a coaxial
electrode. a) is with the center pin biased to 1000 V and b) is without voltage.
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Figure B.17: Jet with Mo electrode in a 0.85 T enclosed magnetic field. For
c) there is a 3000 V discharge jet enclosed in an aluminum enclosure, and in
d) is the same jet without an enclosure.
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Appendix C

Appendix for Laser Triggered

Laboratory-Produced Jets

In this appendix I discuss additional information concerning the jet

experiment discussed in chapter 5. There were many more parameters that

were explored than were reported in chapter 5. I also give more detailed

information for concerning several points of analysis outlines in chapter 5.

C.1 Jet Theory Appendix

The original idea for this experiment was to use the laser-produced

plasma as the medium for jet production. The set up was then more similar

to Lebedev’s set up [20], by inducing current flow through a laser-produced

plasma in the presence of a cylindrically symmetric electrode configuration

with varying background magnetic field strengths. A simplistic overview of

the theoretical ideas behind magnetic jet formation is described in this way.

As current discharges through this electrode configuration, the plasma will

experience dynamic J × B forces. The current will form a toroidal magnetic

field, which combined with the radial current will cause the plasma to flow

perpendicular to the plane of the electrode configuration as shown in figure

C.1. Plasma in the presence of the center electrode will experience a J × B

force causing the plasma to pinch into a central column. The plasma at this

point will have a flared current profile, which according to Bellan will cause
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collimated flow to form. This effect will be altered and confined to more

symmetrical conditions with a background magnetic field. With the presence

of a background magnetic field the plasma will also rotate in the plasma region

above the column. The ideas that shaped the jet explanation in chapter 5 came

from a complex web of different aspects of the experiment as in figure C.2.

Background 
axial B field Incoming 

laser beam

Wire target

C = 2.4 µF

L= .02 µH

Jet formation with background 
magnetic field

JxB 
forces

Current
Induced 
poloidal 
magnetic 
field

Figure C.1: We create an experimental model of a magnetically propelled jet
using crossed electric and magnetic fields. The laser plasma completes the
circuit and builds up a current that will blow the plasma off of the disk and
form a jet. Current interactions with background and self-induced magnetic
fields collimate and accelerate the jet.
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Magnetic fields and currents are controlling the evolution of the jet with novel initial conditions. 

Observed Kinking, 
and calculations of 
the kinking 
parameter

Comparison with 
astrophysical jets

Figure C.2: Logic diagram of the jet experiment.

C.2 Jet Experimental Appendix

The entire experimental setup contained more parameters than de-

scribed in chapter 5 The electrode configuration consisted of a thin molyb-

denum plate with a 0.5 or 1.0 cm hole with a wire aligned perpendicularly to

the plate in the center of the hole as in figure 5.12. The wire was replaceable.

The tip of the wire was coplanar with the molybdenum plate. I used 0.5 mm

molybdenum wire and 1.0 mm aluminum wire in our experiment.

The capacitor in this set up was a physically large, 2.4 µF, 30 kV rated
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capacitor that had a measured internal inductance of .02 µH. I used the same

circuit box as in the older experiment, but Matt McCormick cut a hole in the

bottom of the box to fit the capacitor to the box. He also reduced the size of

the shunt resistor so that the capacitor would charge faster.

The SRS high voltage power supply was a PS300 series 25 W, ±5000

V power supply. I applied an appropriate shunt resistor to limit the current

output from the power supply. I also attached a ferrite coil on the cable

between the HV power supply and the capacitor to limit spikes in the current

caused by discharges. The power supply was short protected but the ferrite

coil gave the power supply more protection. The charging took around two

minutes. The power supply gave the current reading of the charging process.

This reading was used to judge when the capacitor was charged.

I used various magnets for this jet setup. The magnet that was most

useful was the MCE magnet taken apart. I used the intact MCE magnet during

this experiment, but I found that an open magnet would be more useful than

a closed magnet. I employed the University of Texas physics machine shop

to take apart this magnet because the forces holding the magnetic scaffolding

together were on the order of 200 lb. The Maxwell SV calculations of this

magnet are in figure 5.14. Kevin Burnett measured the open magnetic field

and the results are in figure 5.13 using a hall probe. An aluminum casing

protected the magnet, as it was very brittle. I had to be much more safety

conscious when dealing with this magnet because there was a lot more exposed

magnetic fields. Three positions were used with this magnet in the following

experiments, to test out different magnetic fields. The magnetic fields at the

center electrode were roughly ∼0.45 T and ∼0.23 T for the first two positions.

The other position was a tilted position of the electrode. The magnetic field
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at the electrode was difficult to measure with a hall probe, but I estimate that

the magnetic field was on the order of ∼0.4 T. I also used the Faraday rotator

magnet with a hall probe measured magnetic field of ∼0.1 T at the electrode.

C.3 Extra Jet Data Discussion

I took over 400, 4.0 ns exposure ICCD images of electrical discharges

from this electrode configuration. The experimental conditions varied with the

use of different electrode wires, ground ring diameters, magnetic field, fields of

view, bias voltages, etc.. In this section I discuss relevant data to the jet ex-

periment, that was not discussed in chapter 5. Many measurements that have

not been quantized, but could be useful for future investigations are discussed

in this section. Table C.1 lists the important electrical discharge evolutions

and their experimental conditions. The program that recorded the ICCD cam-

era data saved the jets as TIFF files with a dynamic range in intensity of 0

to 65000 au. In many of the images there were different regimes of structure

depending on the intensity in the images. Physical features seen in the elec-

trode configuration provided the spatial information for calibrating the ICCD

images.

In images early in the discharge cycle there were remnants of the laser-

produced plasma from the laser target interaction. There was evidence of the

interaction of this plasma with the current discharges but nothing easily quan-

tifiable as in figure C.8. The electrical discharges lasted up to and beyond 10

µs. The discharge cycle period was about 8.8 µs. This included several differ-

ent cycles of discharge. There were specific features for all different regimes

within the discharge time.

During the peak of the first cycle this central anode jet was at its peak
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Hole Wire Wire V B enclosed Laser
Diam. Diam. Material Field Energy
0.5 cm 0.5 mm Mo 4.9 kV 0.85 T yes 200 mJ
0.5 cm 0.5 mm Mo -4.9,3,4.9 kV 0.85 T yes mix
0.5 cm 0.5 mm Mo -4.9 kV 0.0 T yes mix
0.5 cm 0.5 mm Mo -4.9 kV 0.0 T yes mix
0.5 cm 0.5 mm Mo -4.9,3,4.9 kV 0.0 T no 200 mJ
0.5 cm 0.5 mm Mo 3,4.9 kV 0.12 T no mix
1.0 cm 1.0 mm Al -4.9,3,4.9 kV 0.0 T no mix
1.0 cm 1.0 mm Al -1.5,3,4.9 kV 0.85 T yes mix
1.0 cm 0.5 mm Mo -1.5,-3 kV 0.45 T no 20 mJ
1.0 cm 0.5 mm Mo 2,3,4,4.9 kV 0.45 T no 20 mJ
1.0 cm 0.5 mm Mo 2,3 kV 0.0 T no 20 mJ
1.0 cm 1.0 mm Al 2,3,4,4.9 kV 0.45 T no 20 mJ
1.0 cm 1.0 mm Al 2,3,4,4.9 kV 0.23 T no 20 mJ
1.0 cm 0.5 mm Mo 2,3,4,4.9 kV 0.23 T no 20 mJ
1.0 cm 0.5 mm Mo -3,3,4,4.9 kV 0.45 T no 20 mJ
1.0 cm 0.5 mm Mo 4.9 kV 0.45 T no 20 mJ
1.0 cm 0.5 mm Mo 3,4.9 kV 0.0 T Tilt 20 mJ
1.0 cm 0.5 mm Mo 3,4.9 kV 0.23 T Tilt 20 mJ

Table C.1: Table of all jets and physical conditions in which they were taken.
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radiative intensity. It was at this point that the data from the interferometry

measurements give the greatest signal. There was no measurable difference

in this jet with or without magnetic fields. The remnant anode jet that was

still visible at the time the jet forming region occurred usually had relatively

sharply defined boundaries. There were differences in the evolution of this

remnant anode jet (or RAJ) with or without magnetic fields that will be

analyzed in section 5.6. It appeared that with a strong background magnetic

field the current moved this RAJ along with the jet throat. The aluminum

laser target often deflects this RAJ. There appeared to be a wind that was not

luminous that causes a corona to form around this target when the target was

not in the RAJ.

With the polarity reversed the cathodes spots formed on the molyb-

denum plate as seen in figure C.3. Cathode spots each had about 150 amps

maximum [81], and so counting the cathode spots could give an estimate of

the current. The remnant cathode jet in these shots was much different than

the remnant anode jets seen with the opposite polarity. The remnant cathode

jets are much less uniform and are not defined by distinct lines.

I investigated the differences in jet formation in many different situa-

tions with a positive initial bias. As discussed previously there are two different

wires used as central electrodes. Both the Al and Mo wires gave different re-

sults. The Mo wire was able to get much hotter than Al [81] and was therefore

able to create a much more distinct RAJ. In the Mo case there was much

more qualitative information available about the remnant anode jet than in

the Al case. Jet-like features formed in all of these different cases, which will

be called magnetic jets. The jet-like features were much more distinct in the

Mo cases as in figure C.3. A map of the various features seen in these magnetic
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Figure C.3: a) Jet sequence with Mo electrode biased to 3000 V in a ∼.45 T
open magnetic field. b) is the same except the electrode was biased to -4900
V. The field of view has been extended. For figure details see figure 5.15.
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jets is in figure 5.15. When Al is used the jets are much more broad and less

distinctly defined than in the Mo case (see figures C.4 and C.5). When the

jet measurements were taken with lower voltages, jets could still be seen as in

figure C.7, but finer features such as the divot and the RAJ could not be seen.

There was one interesting feature in the Al case that was not in the Mo

case. It is that a “bubble” formed and emanated from the central electrode.

This was similar to the ablated material that emanates in the Mo jets, but

expands semi-spherically and a brightened region formed in certain regions

of this bubble that then resemble jets. This was quite different than in the

reversed polarity case in Mo described above. This feature progressed over

hundreds of nanoseconds.

The luminosity of this ablated material decreased uniformly over time,

and a divot in the luminosity increased over time to about 50% in the log scale

as in figure C.6. This divot formed in all of the Mo cases in a magnetic field

above and including 3000 V. This divot formed also in cases where the magnetic

field is less and even zero, but it is more distinct in the higher magnetic field

case. A table listing fits to the double gaussian discussed in section 5.4 is

presented in table C.2.

There were several observations to be made in the jets produced without

magnetic fields. The kinking that took place without a magnetic field usually

seemed to preference kinking away from the electrode arm. This could be a case

of the fluxtube interacting with the magnetic field of the electrical lead that

connected directly to the central electrode and was perpendicular to the central

electrode. The ablated material was less clearly defined in the nonmagnetic

field case. It did seem to expand away from the jet axis much more than the

ablated material in the magnetic field case. This would be expected because
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Figure C.4: Jets with Al center electrode with conditions a) 3000 V and ∼0.0
T, b) 3000 V and ∼.45 T, c) 4900 V and ∼0.0 T, and d) 4900 V and ∼.45 T.
For figure details see figure 5.15.
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Figure C.5: Jets with Al center electrode with conditions a) 3000 V and ∼.23
T, b) 4900 V and ∼.23 T, c) 4000 V and ∼.23 T, and d) 4000 V and ∼.45 T.
For figure details see figure 5.15.
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Figure C.7: Jets with Mo electrode and: a) 2000 V and ∼.45 T magnetic field,
b) 1000 V and ∼.45 T magnetic field, c) 2000 V and ∼0.0 T magnetic field,
and d) 2000 V and ∼.23 T magnetic field. For figure details see figure 5.15.
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ablated material would be a hot plasma and therefore would be confined in the

magnetic field. The divot seemed to form much faster without the magnetic

field, but it was difficult to make out precise features in the ablated material.

It was very difficult to see the filament forming without the magnetic field.

This could be because the speed at which it does so was much too quick to be

seen with our methods. There did seem to see a possible progression of this

filament in in figure 5.21.

I ran an experiment to see if a jet would form with the initial laser

plasma. I searched in the first half cycle of the discharge when the capacitor

was initially charged to a negative 1500 V in a .45 T magnetic field. This

gave approximately the same current as the 3000 V case on the second half

cycle. There was evidence of the jet forming though the laser-produced plasma

(see figure C.8). There are anode jets that formed around the ring as they

stream along the magnetic field. I performed this same experiment with a

.85 T enclosed magnetic field, or the magnet used before I took it apart (see

figure C.8). There was a current flowing from the grounded ring through the

laser-produced plasma to the top of the magnet, through the magnet and

down the center of the magnet onto the electrode. A fluxtube formed in the

middle with several tiny fluxtubes forming around it. There was not a jet seen

progressing from the electrode to the top of the magnet. The fluxtube just

appeared. The fluxtube also developed kinks as it progressed. There was even

the development of a double fluxtube feature at 1000 ns (see figure C.8).

I performed jet experiments without magnetic fields in the enclosure

used for the laser-produced plasma experiment in section 4. The jet hit the

top of this enclosure and left a bright feature on the top of the enclosure as in

figure B.17. The jet had the same morphology with and without the enclosure.
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Figure C.8: Jets with Mo electrode biased to -1500 V. The varying magnetic
field strength are a)-b) unenclosed ∼.45 T magnetic field and c)-d) enclosed
∼.85 T magnetic field. For figure details see figure 5.15.
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I assumed that this bright feature could be material being deposited on the

surface of the enclosure. It could also be the currents flowing through the

enclosure and the currents themselves ablating the top of the enclosure.

I noted that the center electrode was very ablated after its use. The

initial electrode is sanded to a flat top. The jets features take about 4 shots

to form into appropriate repeatability. After the initial 4 shots the jets were

extremely repeatable for a long use of the electrode, with both aluminum

and molybdenum. The electrodes actually grew in height during the course

of their use in the experiment because of the melting and reforming of the

material. There were periodic sparks that fly off of the electrode so that the

electrode is constantly loosing material. I noted that by eye (using safety

goggles) one could see a glow emanating from the electrode system. I did

not see a collimated jet form by sight but a cone of material emanated from

the central electrode. Ablated features formed all around the grounded ring.

This combined with the fact that there was no noticeable difference between

using a .5 cm and 1.0 cm diameter rings imply that the diameter of the ring

(between these two choices) was not important to the jet formation, except

for establishing the Paschen effect.

I used two laser energies for the experiment, 200 mJ and 20 mJ. The

20 mJ was used as much as possible to reduced the strain on the damage spot

on the laser rod. I observed no spatial differences in the jets between the

two energies. This suggested that the capacitor discharge was doing all the

work. The only difference between these two energies was that the time that

the jet started to form was different. The effect of time on the discharge was

measured using photodiodes and the oscilloscope, and the discharge started

∼30 ns after the pulse with the 200 mJ pulse and ∼130 ns after the 20 mJ
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Jet A1 (A.U.) A2(A.U.) W1 (cm) W2 (cm)
3000 V,4500 ns 17955.0 259.4 0.045 0.0017
3000 V, 4530 ns 27509.0 13619.0 0.050 0.029
3000 V, 4550 ns 11273.0 4792.6 0.054 0.041
3000 V, 4550 ns 8549.2 364.5 0.056 0.010
3000 V, 4550 ns 25114.0 12857.0 0.048 0.029
3000 V, 4560 ns 32374.0 22647.0 0.053 0.038
3000 V, 4570 ns 27146.0 20644.0 0.061 0.042
3000 V, 4600 ns 36293.0 30920.0 0.060 0.049
3000 V, 4700 ns 3504.8 2495.4 0.074 0.051
3000 V, 4750 ns 3389.6 1025.6 0.084 0.026
3000 V, 4800 ns 2543.6 766.1 0.086 0.041
3000 V, 4900 ns 1214.5 365.2 0.185 0.052
4000 V 4600 ns 18724.0 0 0.075 0
4000 V 4700 ns 25102.0 14391.0 0.074 0.045
4000 V 4800 ns 27395.0 20410.0 0.090 0.062
4000 V 5000 ns 9265.5.0 7817.8 0.18 0.12
4900 V 4700 ns 17112.0 1344.3 0.094 0.021
4900 V 4800 ns 11305.0 968.6 0.10 0.0055
4900 V 5000 ns 9365.4 4410.9 0.17 0.070

Table C.2: Table of divot fits as in figure 5.32.

pulse. This would be expected because the 20 mJ laser-plasma moves much

slower than the 200 mJ laser-plasma. This had to be taken into account when

specifying the time of the jets.

C.4 Jet Analysis Appendix

C.4.1 Supersonic Jet Analysis Appendix

The relationship between n and m, as discussed in section 5.6.1, can

be seen in the following formulation. The density build up in the cavity is

calculated by summing the amount of particles being ablated into the cavity
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and the amount of particles leaving the cavity, or

dn

dt
=

Ja
V ol
− Jo
V ol

(C.1)

where Ja is the rate of ablation and Jo is the rate that the mass is leaving the

cavity. According to Hagena [49] Jo = 0.514nv̂0A where A is the area of the

nozzle and v̂0 =
√

2kT/m, and n is the density. Ja can be found as

Ja =
`

m

dmass

dt
. (C.2)

Thus
dn

dt
=

`

m

dmass

dt

1

V ol
− 0.514nv̂0

A

V ol
⇒ (C.3)

dn

dt
=

`

m

µ0

4πV rV ol
I2 − 0.514nv̂0

A

V ol
⇒ (C.4)

n =

∫ t
0
e−0.514v̂0AV olt `

m
µ0

4πV rV ol
I2dt

e−0.514v̂0AV olt
. (C.5)

If we let c1 = 0.514v̂0AV ol and c2 = `
m

µ0

4πV rV ol
then

n =

∫ t

0

c2I(t)2dt+
c1
∫ t

0

∫ t
0
c2I(t′)2dt′e−c1tdt

e−c1t
(C.6)

now from the Schwartz inequality [120]

|c1
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(∫ (∫ t
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(c1e
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1
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√
ec1t − 1 ≤ (C.8)

c2I
2(t)t3/2

c
1/2
1

2

√
ec1t − 1 (C.9)

which holds when I is monotomic.
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So if 0.514v̂0A
t
V ol
� 1 then a linear relationship holds. In this situation

0.514v̂0
A
V ol
≈ 6.2× 1051/sec and the anode jets measured are on the order of

t ≈ 1 × 10−6sec which gives c1t = .62 which would be a limit of linearity. So

in the region measured the relationship should be linear.

C.4.2 Jet Current Discussion

I discuss the results of the current measurements by fitting the current

discharge obtained from the Pearson transformer to the equation:

I(t) = ae(t−c)/bsin(ω(t− c)). (C.10)

Various results from this fit are in table C.4.2. Note the quality of the fits

due to the small error bars on each parameters. This gave more confidence

in the repeatability of the experiments. The resistance in the plasma and the

inductance of the system are given by the equations

ω =

√
1

CL
−
( R

2L

)2

and
1

b
=

r

2L
.

The fit data suggests slight differences in the various parameters in different

situations as in table C.3. The inductance was most likely dominated by the

capacitance connection in the circuit box. There was an essential loop with a

parameter of about 18 inches that connects the capacitor to the box, electrode

and ground. This would gave an inductance of ∼ .25µH assuming a square

loop for simplicity and a wire thickness of .25”. This was comparable to the

inductances measured in table C.3. The resistance did measurably change in

a predictable way between different conditions. The resistance increased with
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various conditions L R
Mo 3000 V .23 T 7.59± .01× 10−7H .236± .006Ω
Mo 3000 V .45 T 7.63± .01× 10−7H .244± .006Ω
Mo 4000 V .0 T 7.57± .01× 10−7H .219± .001Ω
Mo 4000 V .23 T 7.59± .01× 10−7H .231± .003Ω
Mo 4900 V .0 T 7.559± .005× 10−7H .228± .002Ω
Mo 4900 V .45 T 7.572± .007× 10−7H .2360± .0003Ω

Table C.3: A table showing the various L and R for discharges involving a Mo
wire with charged to various voltages and placed in different magnetic fields

an increase in magnetic fields, and the resistance decreased with an increase

in initial voltage. The increase of resistance with a magnetic field was likely

explainable because of the resistance of the plasma across a magnetic field.

The decrease of plasma resistance due to the increase of voltage was due to

the increased heating of background plasma due to the higher currents. The

high resistance was likely due to the low temperature background gas.

C.5 Other Jet Experiments that May Relate to the Ex-
periment

Other jets experiments, using lasers and z-pinches, have created jet-like

structures unrelated to astrophysical phenomena, but it may be useful to in-

vestigate if these jets could also be used to study astrophysical jet phenomena.

Mostovych et al. [98] measured a jet-like filament emanating from a foil that

was backlit with a high energy laser. Xu et al. [153] measured jet-like fila-

ments emanating from laser line focused ablation off of solid targets. Mitchell

et al. [96] measured jet-like structures emanating from an X-pinch plasma us-

ing interferometry. An X-pinch is similar to a Z-pinch. It has a configuration

with two wires that touch in the middle and the current flows from the top of
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Conditions Amplitude Exponential Omega Offset
(Amps) decay (Sec) (Rad/sec) (Sec)

Mo wire,.45 T, +4900 V -9.0E+03 6.6E-06 7.3E+05 -4.6E-06
Error 1.4E+02 4.8E-08 4.2E+02 2.1E-08
Tilt with B field, +3000 V -5.5E+03 6.7E-06 7.3E+05 -4.8E-06
Error 1.5E+01 3.1E-08 4.5E+02 9.1E-08
Tilt with B field, +4900 V -8.9E+03 7.1E-06 7.3E+05 -4.6E-06
Error 4.3E+01 2.5E-08 3.2E+02 2.7E-08
Tilt no B field, +4900 V -8.8E+03 7.2E-06 7.3E+05 -4.6E-06
Error 5.2E+01 4.7E-08 4.2E+02 1.8E-08
tilt no b field, +3000 V -5.4E+03 6.9E-06 7.3E+05 -4.8E-06
Error 2.3E+01 6.4E-08 5.7E+02 3.0E-08
Al wire, 0.45 T, +3000 V -5.5E+03 6.4E-06 7.2E+05 -4.8E-06
Error 2.2E+01 6.6E-08 1.6E+03 3.0E-08
Al wire, 0.45 T, +4900 V -9.1E+03 6.9E-06 7.3E+05 -4.6E-06
Error 3.6E+01 3.6E-08 1.1E+02 2.8E-08
Al wire, 0.23 T, +3000 V -5.4E+03 6.8E-06 7.3E+05 -4.6E-06
Error 1.6E+01 5.2E-08 1.0E+03 1.3E-08
Al wire, 0.23 T, +4900 V -8.9E+03 7.2E-06 7.3E+05 -4.5E-06
Error 2.0E+01 2.6E-08 2.0E+02 3.7E-08
Mo wire, 0.23 T, +3000 V -5.4E+03 6.4E-06 7.2E+05 -4.6E-06
Error 1.9E+01 1.7E-07 9.9E+02 8.5E-08
Mo wire, 0.23 T, +4000 V -7.3E+03 6.6E-06 7.3E+05 -4.5E-06
Error 6.3E+01 8.3E-08 1.7E+02 2.0E-08
Mo wire, 0.0 T, -3000 V -1.0E+04 6.7E-06 7.3E+05 -4.6E-06
Error 5.8E+00 4.1E-09 5.4E+02 2.4E-08
Mo wire, 0.0 T, +4000 V -7.2E+03 6.9E-06 7.3E+05 -4.5E-06
Error 3.2E+01 3.4E-08 3.8E+02 2.3E-08
Mo wire, 0.0 T, +4900 V -8.8E+03 7.0E-06 7.3E+05 -4.5E-06
Error 4.1E+01 2.6E-08 2.6E+02 3.5E-08

Table C.4: This is a list the fit parameters for the Pearson reading of the
current. The fit parameters are of the form in equation C.10.
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the “X” to the bottom. Jets emanate from this crossing point. None of these

experiments were designed to measure astrophysical jet phenomena

The x-pinch mentioned at above seems to have a decidedly hyperbol-

ically flared profile similar to the discussion in section 5.6.3, which would

explain its occurrence [96]. The x-pinch would be the most similar to this ex-

periment. The x shape in the wires is most definitely hyperbolic, in the sense

of the term that I use. The interaction point would then accelerate material

in the same way as I have prescribed for my jet.
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Appendix D

Appendix for the Magnetosphere Experiment

In this appendix I present extra data obtained in the pursuit of magne-

tosphere physics. I originally used the larger dipole magnet for the magnetic

obstacle in the laser produced plasma experiment. The center of this magnet

was placed about 1.5 cm away from the target interaction. The same dimen-

sion block was used composed of aluminum for comparison. With a 2 J laser

pulse an intense shockwave progressed towards the magnet shown in figure

D.1. For comparison, other laser energies are shown in this configuration in

figures D.2 and D.3. This shockwave formed from the plasma and gas buildup

between the target interaction and the block or magnet. The shockwave in the

magnetic field seemed to follow magnetic field lines in its outer extremities.

But no significant differences were seen between conditions with these high

energies.

With a molybdenum 3000 V jet in this experiment where no magnetic

fields were used have many of the same features similar to the jet experiments

without background magnetic fields in chapter 5. In the magnetic field case a

flux loop formed out of the electrode system and progressed toward a magnet at

extremely high velocities of ∼ 107 cm/s. When the flux loop reached a certain

radius away from a magnet the fluxtube stopped and reversed direction back

toward the electrode as in figure 5.37. A twist in the flux loop formed as it

progressed back towards the electrode. This may be explained by currents in
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magnetic field dynamics. As the current progressed toward the magnet the

current will be propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field. This plasma

current twisted due to the J × B force and cause the current eventually to

reverse direction. This also gave important information about speed of the

progressing jet since the flux loop boundary progression can be clearly seen in

space and time (see figures D.4 and 6.10 (in section 6.4).
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Figure D.1: 2 J laser pulse impinging on an Al target next to a) a .25” radius
Al block and b) a .25” radius magnetic dipole.
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Figure D.2: 200 mJ laser pulse impinging on an Al target next to a) a .25”
radius Al block and b) a .25” radius magnetic dipole.
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Figure D.3: 2 J laser pulse impinging on an Al target next to a) a 4.5 mm
radius Al block and b) a 4.5 mm radius magnetic dipole. In c) a 20 mJ laser
pulse impinging on an Al target next to a .25” radius magnetic dipole.
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Figure D.4: ICCD image of a 3000 V Mo jet impinging on object a) an Al
block and b) a magnetic dipole.
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Appendix E

Procedures for Taking Data Outlined in this

Thesis

E.1 Procedure for Taking LPP Data with Optical Prob-
ing

1. I warmed up and aligned the YOGA laser, by following the YOGA laser

S.O.P. in appendix A.2.

2. I warmed up the Quantel Laser. I kept the Quantel firing on lamps only

mode until I was ready to use the laser beam to reduce the eyehazard.

3. The YOGA laser focus needed to be aligned with the HeNe laser focus

for target alignment purposes. The CCD camera used for the YOGA

alignment was used to align the HeNe and YOGA laser. I imaged the

laser foci onto the camera using a 20× microscope objective. The micro-

scope objective mounted on a special mount that attached to the arm

breadboard in the chamber.

4. With the microscope objective set up the camera was placed in a pre-

marked location that was about 16 cm away from the microscope objec-

tive. I used the HeNe without ND filters to get an approximate position

for the alignment of the camera. For imaging on the camera a ND 2

gelatin filter attenuated the HeNe beam. With the camera placed on the

pedestal I found the image of the HeNe on the camera and moved the
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microscope objective back and forth along the laser path until the tight-

est focus was found. A thin set of two ND 4 gelatin filters attenuated

the YOGA beam for safe camera viewing. The ND filters needed to be

thin because the thinner the filter the less distortion will be present for

beam alignment.

5. I adjusted the YOGA beam intensity so that there was appropriate illu-

mination on the camera. The microscope objective was adjusted to get

to the desired focus of the YOGA beam. The YOGA beam was astig-

matic which will give a vertical and horizontal line focus. I usually chose

the vertical focus or the line focus that was aligned with a thin target to

get more material heated by the laser.

6. Once both beams were on the field of view of the camera, I adjusted

the HeNe beam so that it overlaps with the focus of the YOGA laser.

The YOGA laser flashed at 10 Hz on the monitor when compared with

the HeNe, without triggering the camera. The grid program marked

where the YOGA focus was, which, because of the 10 Hz repetition rate,

could then be blocked and the HeNe focus could be aligned with the grid

marker.

7. I put the camera back to its original position, removed the microscope

objective, blocked the YOGA beam and removed the ND filters.

8. The magnet and the aluminum scaffolding both fasten to a stand. This

stand was designed to be roughly in the center of the chamber at a

45◦ angle in the chamber, starting on the left side moving out into the

chamber on the right. Screw the magnet or the aluminum scaffolding on

the stand with the vented screws. The magnet will be slightly movable
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and will need to be placed in the position needed for the experiment.

Using half of the magnet had the same procedure, but there was more

space to maneuver. This half of the magnet was more dangerous to work

with because of its unclosed magnetic fields lines.

9. Placing the target in the chamber depended on the type of target used.

(a) With a 25 µm wire that was not connected electrically to a capac-

itor, I placed the wire in the ceramic straw and capped the end of

the straw with a copper wire plug. With my fingers I straightened

the wire as much as possible. The ceramic straw was placed in a

specially designed plastic connector. I carefully put the unit into

the chamber, being careful not to bend the wire or break the ce-

ramic straw, and screwed the unit onto the shaft. Fine adjustments

were made to the wire, while putting pressure on the xyz-stage, to

make sure the wire was perfectly vertical. Care was taken to make

sure that the subsequent adjustments on the holder will have full

mobility in the chamber and will not get caught on any chamber

obstruction.

(b) If the target is a thick wire, I straightened out the wire by pulling

on both ends of the wire with pliers until it was straight. The wire

was shaped so that a ∼ 1 cm straight portion of this wire will be

perfectly vertical in the chamber. The rest of the wire was bent so a

horizontal arm could be connected to the shaft. The wire should be

shaped so that the straight part of the wire will have full mobility

in the enclosure when adjusted vertically. I cut the wire arm at

about 5 cm to attach to plastic holder. The target unit was placed

into the chamber following the same procedure for the smaller wire.
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(c) For a target electrically connected to a current source, I used the

special holder designed to deliver high potentials to the wire. The

copper shaft of this device was placed through the holder far enough

in to touch the wire. The lead from the vacuum feed through was

placed into the holder and a plastic screw clamped this wire holder

onto the copper rod and onto the wire target. I connected the holder

onto the xyz-stage shaft making sure that the electrical lead would

not get caught on anything in the subsequent alignment process.

10. To operate the Schlieren for the probe laser, I placed the wire beam block

into the appropriate probe beam focus using the wire beam block’s xyz-

stage. With the beam hitting the tip of the wire I observed how well the

beam was blocked by looking at the shadow of the laser beam after the

focus and looking for good symmetry.

11. To operate the interferometry mode of the probe beam, I sent the probe

beam through the Wollaston prism and the subsequent polarizers using

the appropriate angular polarization settings.

12. In order to position the YOGA focus on the camera, I moved the target

wire out of the way of the focus, both on the YOGA axis and the probe

axis. This position was judged in relation to the HeNe beam. Then with

the Quantel beam running, the mechanical shutter operating, and the

YOGA laser set with wave plate setting 330 the detecting system was

ready to image the laser focus in air. The YOGA beam was fired to mark

the position of the focus. I adjusted the camera to place the focus at the

desired position on the field of view. This is an approximate alignment

the actual alignment is discussed later.
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13. I started the chamber pump down process by faceting the 8” CF flange

with an o-ring onto the chamber with three screws. The o-ring was first

stretched so that the o-ring could be placed on the o-ring grove and

held in place with tension. The vacuum pump was turned on with the

inlet valve and all other valves on the chamber closed. The inlet valve

was slowly opened so that the outgoing air flow would not be strong

enough to blow out oil from the diffusion pump. This was about about

20 Torr/sec. With the pump and the GCR on, the noise level was very

high, and to reduce risk of hearing loss I wore earplugs.

14. With the pressure at 18 Torr I took a Schlieren measurement of the full

YOGA energy breakdown in air at 0.0 ns for the purpose of identifying

the position of the focus to use for alignment. The Schlieren image of the

focus was in the form of an elongated dumbbell shape. I set the position

of the focus to be in the middle of the downstream side of the focus.

This is the side of the focus where, because of the astigmatism, the focus

will be a line focus aligned vertically with the wire. A grid marker was

placed on this part of the focus and saved with the grid program.

15. With the pressure below 1 Torr I opened the inlet valve all the way.

When the pressure had reached 100 mTorr the diffusion pump could be

turned on; both the fan and the oil heater. The valve should be closed

almost all the way, so that the pressure was kept more or less constant in

the chamber. When the diffusion pump heats up there is a point where

the pumping retrogrades back into the chamber, hence I kept the valve

closed as much as possible. Four minutes after turning on the diffusion

pump the valve could be op all the way and wait for the pressure to get

to 1.0mTorr.
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16. To finely align the target, the probe beam was changed to Schlieren

mode. I then brought the target into the focus of the HeNe. This was

the hardest part, and I took notes of where the wire was in relation to

the HeNe beam before pumping down. A common mistake was having

the target below the HeNe laser beam. The target was moved until it

blocked the HeNe beam, and gave a central diffraction pattern with small

wires. The target was aligned so that it was centered on the gird marker

on the computer screen. This process was iterated until the target was

aligned.

17. With the YOGA beam aligned to the photodiode, I aligned the YOGA

beam onto the energy meter just before the target chamber. The probe

laser pulse and the scattered light from the energy meter was blocked

from the photodiode. The photodiode response was recorded with an

oscilloscope coincident with the energy reading on the energy meter.

About three measurements were taken for statistics.

18. I had the following procedure for taking the experimental data. The

extravagant nature of this procedure existed because of the finicky nature

of some of the experimental equipment. The camera alternated between

half frame and full frame at 30 sec intervals. So I choose to wait until

the camera began to take full frame shots to take the data. The shutter

worked best when it had been fired close to the time it was used for data

taking, so a warm up shot was used before the data was taken. The

flash lamps also seemed to work better when they had been warmed up

before the data was taken. So the procedure for taking the shot was:

put a beam block in the beam path just after the shutter, enable the

PFNs, fire the PFNs with the shutter, remove the beam block, wait at
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least thirty seconds before the PFNs are fired again. The procedure

continues: while waiting for the flash lamps to cool down make note of

the full camera exposure periodicity, when the camera begins have full

exposures a background shot should be taken, and then set the camera

trigger and fire the shot. The data was then saved on both the camera

card and the oscilloscope.

19. To position the target to take another shot go to steps 16 and 18.

20. To change the targets bring the chamber was brought to air by closing

the valve that connects the chamber to the diffusion pump. The chamber

was then vented slowly (10 Torr/sec) to avoid condensation on the optics.

I turned off the diffusion pump immediately to save time for the diffusion

pump to cool down before pumping again. The target was replaced and

prepare for the next run by following steps 8 to 18, excluding the steps

required for alignment of the probe laser. The probe laser would still be

aligned.

21. The shut down started by turning off the diffusion pump and closing the

value between the vacuum chamber and the diffusion pump. The PFNs

were discharged and turned off. The GCR was turned off by following the

laser S.O.P.. The Quantel was turned off by shutting off the lamps, and

letting the Quantel cool down for ten minutes. I turned off the shutter

and unplugged all such electrical devices. Cables that could be a tripping

hazard were removed. Once the diffusion pump was cooled down (after

20 minutes) the roughing pump was turned off and the vacuum line at

the diffusion pump was vented.
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E.2 Procedure for Taking LPP Data with the ICCD
Camera

1. I warmed up and aligned the YOGA laser, by following the YOGA laser

S.O.P. in appendix A.2.

2. The cool down process for the ICCD camera was an important process to

follow both for the quality of the images and for the health of the camera.

This process began by turning on the water chiller and setting the chiller

to about 5◦C. The chiller barley reached this base temperature. Before

I turned on the electronic camera cooling system, for which the water

chiller is used to cool, I made sure that the temperature of the water

chiller was at least 10◦C. With this water chiller system the electronic

cooling system could be set at −30◦C. When an ice bath was used to

chill the electronic cooling system the electronic cooling system could

be set at −35◦C, but the ice bath system was less reliable and the ice

had to be replenished quite often. The indicator light on the electronic

cooling system would turn green after a few minutes indicating that the

minimum temperature had been reached, but to get the clearest picture

the temperature must stabilize for a half hour.

3. Items 3 to 8 from section E.1 were followed.

4. The focus of the drive laser needed to be located in the ICCD camera

field of view for positioning. I took pictures of the laser breakdown in

the air with the ICCD camera. The camera was set to take gated shots.

The gate was set to 4.0ns wide and a delay of 60.0ns. The camera lens

was set to f22 and the gain was set to 10. The gain dial had a maximum

of 100 and not 10, and the major dial was read at × 10 and the minor
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dial was read at × 1. I set the wave plate on YOGA to 330 to get an

adequate breakdown in air.

5. I set the camera on external mode with the Winspec camera program.

The programm was set to acquire and would wait for an input trigger

from the YOGA laser pulse. The laser was fired and Winspec would

take the image. I made sure that the photodiode trigger for the ICCD

camera was attached to the camera system before making the shots.

Several images were taken and the coordinates for the spark center, as

in figure E.1, were recorded. The average of this measurement was taken

to be the target alignment position.

Figure E.1: An ICCD image of laser breakdown in air. This is how the posi-
tioning for aligning targets on the ICCD camera was obtained.

6. Steps reported in items 13 and 15 in section E.1 were followed.

Fine target alignment techniques followed item 16 in section E.1 except

the ICCD camera image under the free acquiring setting was used to

position the target in the right place.
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7. With the targets illuminated with an appropriate amount of light images

of the target area with the ICCD camera were taken. I used the free

shutter option from the program with a 1 ms setting. The focus of the

camera was adjusted with the purpose of getting the target wire in best

focus.

8. With low energy (non PFN) shots the target was adjusted and a laser

shot was fired using the push button trigger circuit with the shutter

warmed up. I set the pressure to a desired setting. If the PFNs were

used I followed the procedure in item 18 from section E.1.

9. Finding the right gain was important because of the ease of destroying

the camera in laser plasma systems. When first firing the system using a

particular set of parameters for the experiment, I started with the lowest

gains possible and worked my way up by increasing the gain and f-number

on the lens. The f-number on the lens was kept constant throughout a

particular experiment. Using the smallest f-number gave the sharpest

image. I used f-numbers 1.4-4 with most of the experiments. The gain

was changed in the experiments between shots because of the dramatic

change of luminosity corresponding to different experimental parameters.

This sacrificed making absolute gain measurement, but I did not find that

necessary for this experiment. I choose an f-number and then increased

the gain until the desired exposure was found. The gain was recorded to

aid in finding the correct gain for subsequent experiments.

10. If I was interested in precise measurements of the energy then I followed

item 17 from section E.1. Without the PFNs firing the energy measure-

ments are much more stable. Averages were measured for each energy
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setting, and the energy was inferred from those measurements.

11. To position the target to take another shot I used steps 16 and 18 in

section E.1.

12. I shut the system down by turning off the diffusion pump and closing

the value between the vacuum chamber and the diffusion pump. Then

the PFNs were discharged if they were used. The GCR was turned

off by following the laser S.O.P.. The electrical cooling supply for the

camera was turned off and the chiller flowed through the ICCD camera

for another 10 minutes. The electrical power supplies to the camera were

then turned off. I made sure that there was enough nitrogen flowing

through the camera after the camera was turned off. The mechanical

shutter was turned off and all such electrical devices were unplugged.

Cables that were a tripping hazard were removed. Once the diffusion

pump was cooled down (after about 20 minutes) the roughing pump was

turned off and the vacuum line was vented at the diffusion pump.

E.3 Procedure for Taking Jet Data with Optical Prob-
ing

1. I followed the steps in items 1 to 7 in section E.1.

2. I followed step in item 8 in section E.1. I most often used just half

a magnet and no Al scaffolding in these experiment. I positioned the

magnet so that the center of the magnet would be where the jet would

take place, or in other words, where the center electrode was.

3. I connected the electrode to the breadboard in the arm of the chamber

where the main entry flange was. I put insulating thin plastic sheets
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between the electrode holder and the magnet or what ever was used to

prevent the magnet from becoming grounded. Using the HeNe beam and

the ICCD camera as guides, the electrode was aligned to the desired place

in the chamber. The tilt of the electrode holder was adjusted so that the

electrode was level or had the tilt angle desired for the experiment.

4. I made an Al wire target in the same way as in step 9b in section E.1.

The wire was bent so that the perfectly straight part of the wire, being

about 2.0 cm, could be laid almost horizontally over the electrode. The

target had to be adjusted horizontally instead of vertically for the jet

experiments. Adjustments were made so that this straight part of the

target was aligned parallel to the probe beam.

5. I followed steps 10 to 17 of section E.1.

6. Once the pressure had fallen below 1.0 mTorr, the power supply to the

electrode could then be turned on. I made sure, before I did this, that

all high voltage electrical connections were securely in place, and that

all the electrical devices and optical tables were properly grounded. The

power supply was turned on to the desired setting and there was a 2-3

minute wait for the capacitor to charge. The current on the power supply

was monitored for the charging rate. I choose a base current for each

high voltage setting to run the experiments at.

7. I followed steps 18 to 21 of section E.1, with the added condition of

waiting for the capacitor to charge between each shot, and I did not use

the PFN mode. When shutting down, the high voltage was shut off first,

and after the high voltage had discharged the capacitor was disconnected

from the chamber.
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E.4 Procedure for Taking Jet Data with the ICCD Cam-
era

1. I followed the steps from sections E.2 and E.3 to take the jet data with

an ICCD camera.

E.5 Procedure for Taking Magnetosphere Data with
LPP Wind

1. I followed procedures from section E.2 for this experiment with the fol-

lowing extra step.

2. The dipole magnet was attached via magnetic attraction onto a iron

wire holder, which was connected to a copper positioning wire. This

combination was placed in the desired place for the experiment. The Al

block was screwed onto the positioning wire and placed in the desired

place for the experiment. The desired place in the experiment was having

the flat part of the block parallel to the drive beam and upstream from

the target. The drive beam would pass directly above the block. Care

needed to be taken to align the magnet or the Al block so that the laser

would be close, but not hit these objects. I made sure that the magnet or

Al blocks were centered with the drive beam. The blocks were adjusted

by bending the positioning wire in slight ways, until the alignment was

adequate. A large field of view on the ICCD camera was necessary for

this experiment.
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Box type Channel width delay purpose
SRS

Ch 0 GCR lamps
Ch A 0.003193 GCR Q-switch
Ch B 0.002993106 Quantel lamps
Ch C B+0.0002 Quantel q-switch
Ch D 0.050026 To BNC

BNC
Ch A 0.019 0.018 Camera and Sutter
Ch B 0.000001 0.052831 Black PFN
Ch C 0.001 0.052725 Red PFN
Ch D 0.001 Blank

Table E.1: This was the timing diagram for the experiment. There were two
timing boxes; the SRS and the BNC box. Each had four channels. The BNC
box had a width of the pulse associated with each channel whereas the SRS
box did not.

E.6 Procedure for Taking Magnetosphere Data with
Laboratory Produced Jet Wind

1. I followed sections E.4 and E.5 to complete this set up with the addition

that the blocks were placed above the center electrode well out of the

way of the incoming YOGA drive beam.

E.7 Timing Chart for the Laser System
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Appendix F

HYADES Information Files

wireal- Ablating 25um Aluminum wire with the YOGA laser.

c

c Purpose:

c To simulate the expansion of the plasma ablated

c by the YOGA laser.

c

c

c cylindrical

geometry 2

c

mesh 1 100 0.0 .00125 .95

region 1 99 1 2.7

material 1 13. 26.982 1.

c

c we will use the qeos for Aluminum

c

qeos 1 7e11 2.7

c

c

c The laser source:
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c laser delivers .5 Joules in about 8

c nanoseconds FWHM at 1.064 micrometers. The

c focal spot I estimate to be 3.14e-4cm^2. Our

c laser then has 2.5*2.5e7W in it and

c 2.5*1.412e9 W/cm or 2.5*1.412e16 ergs/sec cm^2.

c

c

source laser 1.0 -99

gauss 10e-9 3.53e16 8e-9

c

pparray r rcm rho pres te ti u csi dene

pparray deni elecon0 zbar vol ucm xmass

parm postdt 50.e-10

c

parm editdt 100.e-10

parm tstop 130.e-9

parm nstop 100000000

parm itmcyc 100
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Appendix G

Igor fluxtube simulation source code

#pragma rtGlobals=1// Use modern global access method.

function pderkan()

variable x,i,j,k,kb,T,delt,xo,delx,xoo,bo,

noo,mass,Nn,tick, tickt,y1,y2

variable pii,Cur, upper, lower,c,b,m,r,da,a,z,

imax, gam, vmax, dvmax, dvmaxx, rhom, drhom, drhomx

variable c1,c2,noo1,noo2, x1,x2,jj, x3,ii,ddelx,

mrho,rhofor,ni,current,tsin

variable pdei1,pdei2,fullt,tinit,xpek,xpeki,bi,

bii,ticktt,bb,aa,wr,zof,vi,am,dam,zmf,dmdt,

dmdt1,peekh,peekfal

variable xminp,xrhosum,xrhosumm,b2,m2,vpek,hh,

tablei,tablej,ti,tj,wavmax,timeh,vpekn

variable tt

ni=3

Nn=150*ni

make /D/O/N=(Nn) rho=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) rhov=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) xco=0
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make /D/O/N=(Nn) vel=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) rhoi=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) pre=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) prei=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) preii=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) pprei=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) rhoii=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) veli=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) curi=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) force

make /D/O/N=(Nn) forcez=NaN

make /D/O/N=(Nn) forcezi=NaN

make /D/O/N=(Nn) xpo=NaN

make /D/O/N=(Nn) arad

make /D/O/N=(Nn) rhovel

make /D/O/N=(Nn) temp=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) tempi=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) RR

make /D/O/N=(Nn) rhofun

make /D/O/N=(Nn) velfun

make /D/O/N=(Nn) prefun

make /D/O/N=(Nn) F2

make /D/O/N=(Nn) F1

make /D/O/N=(Nn) F3

make /D/O/N=(Nn) F4

make /D/O/N=(Nn) rrhoi=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) vveli=0
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make /D/O/N=(Nn) aaa=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) aaai=0

make /D/O/N=(Nn) acc=0

make /D/O/N=(1) ang=0

make /D/O/N=(1) vpe=0

make /D/O/N=(1) pet=0

// constants for the force equation

timeh=0

vpekn=0

pii=3.1415926

Cur=1000

z=-.01

imax=100000

b=.00001

m=.62

//m=.62

b2=b

m2=0

//m=2

c=1e-8

r=.0*b

vmax=1e6

dvmax=1e6

drhom=1e-8
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//constants for hydrodynamics and similar conventions.

gam=5/3

xo=0

// for tiff lineouts

//delx=0.0000623

delx=2*0.0000623

// the delta t for the pde

//tinit=2e-7

tinit=0

delt=3e-11

fullt=2e-7

pdei2=50

pdei1=floor(fullt/(delt*pdei2))

hh=0

//more hydro with Mo

T=100000

kb=1.38e-23

mass=95.94*1.66e-27

tick=0

for(i=0;i<Nn;i+=1)

tempi[i]=T*exp(-i/100)

//tempi[i]=T
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endfor

for(i=0;i<Nn;i+=1)

//curi[i]=cur*exp(-i/50)

curi[i]=cur

endfor

variable me,cl,ee,pi,hp,nu1,nu2,ZZ

ZZ=1

me=9.108E-31

cl=2.998E8

ee=1.602E-19

pi=3.1415926

hp=6.625E-34

nu1=3.75E14

nu2=1.0E15

// the x initialization

for (i=0;i<Nn;i+=1)

xco[i]=xo+i*delx/ni

endfor

ddelx=delx
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for (i=0;i<Nn;i+=1)

z=xco[i]-0.002

aaa[i]=.5*(((m+m2)*z+b+b2)+sqrt(((m+m2)*z+b+b2)^2-

4*((m*z+b)*(m2*z+b2)-c)))

endfor

Differentiate /EP=0 aaa /X=xco /D=daaa

aaai=aaa

forcez=((4E-7*pii)/(2*pii^2*aaa^3))*(1-r^2/aaa^2)*daaa

prei=((4E-7*pii)*curi^2/(4*pii^2*aaa^2))*(1-r^2/aaa^2)

wavestats /Q forcez

jj=V_maxloc

rhoi=prei/(kb*tempi/mass)

//rhoi=prei/(kb*T/mass)

// more force redef

rho=rhoi

rhoii=rhoi
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vi=1.8e4

//vi=0

veli=vi

vel=veli

// for current

//make /O/N=4 coef={-545.805*10,6.25E-06,7.21E+05,-4.848E-06}

//make /O/N=4 delcoef={7.9198*10,3.48E-08,346,2.829E-08}

make /O/N=4 coef={-729.8433333*10,0.000006782,727570,

-4.6658E-06}

//current=coef[0]*exp(-(t-coef[3])/coef[1])*

sin(coef[2]*(t-coef[3]))

Differentiate /EP=0 rhoii /X=xco /D=drhoii

preii=prei

// The PDE

xpek=.000/(delx/ni)

xpeki=xpek

bi=0

ticktt=0

for(i=0;i<pdei1;i+=1)
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//The unrecorded sub loop

for(k=1;k<pdei2;k+=1)

tick=tick+1

// current and time definition

tickt=tick*delt

tsin=tickt+pii/coef[2]+coef[3]+tinit

current=cur+coef[0]*exp(-(tsin-coef[3])/coef[1])*

sin(coef[2]*(tsin-coef[3]))

current=cur

aaa=sqrt(pi*4e-7*Cur^2/(4*pi^2*prei))

Differentiate /EP=0 aaa /X=xco /D=daaa

Differentiate /EP=0 daaa /X=xco /D=ddaaa

//for (ii=0;ii<Nn;ii+=1)

aa=.001

bb=.001

wr=.0008
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forcez=(current^2)*((4E-7*pii)/(2*pii^2*aaa^3))*

(1-r^2/aaa^2)*daaa

prei=((4E-7*pii)*curi^2/(4*pii^2*aaa^2))*(1-r^2/aaa^2)

rhoi=prei/(kb*T/mass)

rhofunca(rhoi,veli,rhofun)

F1=rhofun*delt

rrhoi=(rhoi+F1/2)

rhofunca(rrhoi,veli,rhofun)

F2=delt*rhofun

rrhoi=(rhoi+F2/2)

rhofunca(rrhoi,veli,rhofun)

F3=delt*rhofun

rrhoi=(rhoi+F3)

rhofunca(rrhoi,veli,rhofun)

F4=delt*rhofun

rho=rhoi+(1/6)*(F1+2*F2+2*F3+F4)

velfunca(rhoi,veli,prei,forcez,velfun)

F1=velfun*delt

vveli=veli+F1/2

velfunca(rhoi,vveli,prei,forcez,velfun)

F2=velfun*delt

vveli=veli+F2/2

velfunca(rhoi,vveli,prei,forcez,velfun)

F3=velfun*delt
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vveli=veli+F3

velfunca(rhoi,vveli,prei,forcez,velfun)

F4=velfun*delt

vel=veli+(1/6)*(F1+2*F2+2*F3+F4)

prefunci(veli,prei,prefun,current)

F1=prefun*delt

pprei=prei+F1/2

prefunci(veli,pprei,prefun,current)

F2=prefun*delt

pprei=prei+F2/2

prefunci(veli,pprei,prefun,current)

F3=prefun*delt

pprei=prei+F3

prefunci(veli,pprei,prefun,current)

F4=prefun*delt

pre=prei+(1/6)*(F1+2*F2+2*F3+F4)

//rho[0]=dmdt

vel[0]=vi

//pre[0]=preii[0]

//vel[Nn-1]=0
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//acc=(vel-veli)/delt

rhoi=rho

veli=vel

prei=pre

endfor

dowindow /k Graph3

temp=pre/(rho*kb/mass)

// emission:

// RR=-(32*pi/3)*sqrt(2*pi/(3*kb*temp*me))*

(ZZ^2*ee^6/(me*cl^3))*(rho/mass)^2*(kb*temp/hp)*

(exp(-hp*nu2/(kb*temp))-exp(-hp*nu1/(kb*temp)))

rhov=rho/(mass*1e6)

display /k=1 vel vs xco

// wavestats /Q vel

wavestats /Q ddaaa

vpek=V_maxloc

wavestats /Q vpe

wavmax=V_npnts

if (vpekn == 0)

vpe[0]=vpek

pet[0]=0

else

if (abs(vpekn-vpek)>(delx/(ni*10)))

insertpoints wavmax, timeh+1, vpe

// insertpoints wavmax, timeh, ang
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insertpoints wavmax, timeh+1, pet

for(tt=0;tt<(timeh+2);tt+=1)

vpe[wavmax-1+tt]=((vpek-vpekn)*delx/ni/(timeh+1))*tt

+xo+vpekn*delx/ni

pet[wavmax-1+tt]=pdei2*(tt-(timeh+1))*delt+pdei2*

hh*delt

endfor

timeh=0

else

timeh=timeh+1

endif

endif

wavestats /Q vpe

wavmax=V_npnts

hh=hh+1

vpekn=vpek

differentiate vpe /X=pet /D=vvpe

smooth 50,vvpe
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// ModifyGraph log(left)=1

mrho=0

for(ii=0;ii<Nn;ii+=1)

mrho=mrho+rho[ii]*ddelx

endfor

//V_LeadingEdgeLoc

print tickt, mrho, current,xpek,xminp

label left "time="+num2str(tickt)

endfor

end

function rhofunca(rrhoi,vveli,rhofun)

wave rrhoi,vveli,rhofun

Differentiate /EP=0 vveli /X=xco /D=ddveli

Differentiate /EP=0 rrhoi /X=xco /D=ddrhoi

rhofun=-(vveli*ddrhoi+rrhoi*ddveli)

end

function velfunca(rrhoi,vveli,pprei,fforcez,velfun)

wave rrhoi,vveli, pprei, fforcez,velfun

Differentiate /EP=0 vveli /X=xco /D=ddveli

// Differentiate /EP=0 pprei /X=xco /D=ddprei

//velfun=(-(vveli*ddveli+ddprei/rrhoi)+fforcez/rrhoi)

velfun=(-(vveli*ddveli)+fforcez/rrhoi)

end
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function prefunci(vveli,pprei,prefun,curre)

wave vveli, pprei,prefun

variable curre

Differentiate /EP=0 vveli /X=xco /D=ddveli

Differentiate /EP=0 pprei /X=xco /D=ddprei

prefun=-(vveli*ddprei+(5/3)*pprei*ddveli)

end
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